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Introduction 

Johannes A. Smit 

Using the notion of 'face' so ln  politeness theory in ethnomethodology-- 
which has its equivalent in the co-operative principle in pragmatics- 
Douglas Killain provides a critical analysis of Chinua Achebe's No Longer 
At Ikse  in the context of the historical event of the independence of Nigeria. 
Recowsing that Eliot's poetry and prose writing during Achebe's degree 
years at the University College Ibadan must have influenced Achebe and 
capitalising on Roger Sell's exposition and use of politeness theory 111 

reading Eliot, Killam explores the effect of this novel as it focuses readers on 
questions of society and humanity through a process of offending 
considerations of comn~unal expectation. He concludes, stating that these 
concepts do not only importantly contribute to contemporary critical 
discourse and cross-cultural understanding of literature but also provide 
oppom~nities for the understanding of the socio-cultural situatedness of 
human action and interaction in both fiction and real-life intercourse. 

After deconstruction and with the advent of the recognition that context is 
variable, broadly spealung, certain homolog~es do exist between the 
development of literature and socio-cultural realities. Using an interdisciplin- 
ary methodology, Sabry Hafez demonstrates a certain homology between the 
development of women's literature and socio-cultural reality. Developing a 
typology of women writing in modern Arabic literature, he roots the texts 
into their context, illuminates the textuality and narrative strateges of these 
novels and outlines some of the recent concepts dealing with the complex 
dialogue between language, identity, feminist theories and narrative. He 
combines theoretical postulations and practical criticism to demonstrate how 
a number of the theoretical assumptions of modern critical theory require 
radical modifications when dealing with a different literary tradition such as 
modem Arabic and with the question of gender in a literature of countries at 
different stages of development. 

Selecting gender-related narratives from the collection of Wilhelm Bleek and 
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1,itcy Lloyd, Belmda Jearsen explores the portrayals of conflict between 
young wolne~l and tradit~onal customs or r~tuals of the /Xam Central to the 
mvesttgat~ou IS the del~neatioa of the   elation ship between the educat~ve 
qualities of the puberty rites for young g~rls and the role which the 
supenlat~~ral be~ng, IKhwa, plays m these narrat~ves Jearseil argues that the 
narratives funct~on as warnings against d~sobeymg the observances 
propagated in the stories Ignorance or d~sobedience of the tradit~onal 
~tmctures leads to pull~shnent, either by a supernatural folce operating vla 
the ele~ne~lts or by means of mter-personal v~oleilce 

Argu~ng that the most promtnent meanmg attached to the ~zrbongo r~rli'~/<ho 
1s that these are 'pra~se poems' which laud the feats, character and 
perqonahty features of the person about whom the poem IS composed, 
Noleen Turner uses emp~ricnl ev~dence to show that the most stnkulg feahlre 
of LLI~LI woine~l's praises 111 ~ l r b a ~  aleas is the dearth of prases generally 
accorded to women Unlike the prase? of Z~llu men which are common and 
w h ~ c l ~  may contan both posltive and negabve references, the rzrhasho of women 
wlilch do exist are remarkable for the lack of praiseworthy matenal they contaln 
She reasons that t h~s  lack may be a dlrect result of the role of women 111 soclety 
and the very compos~t~on of the patrilmeal and patnarchal Zulu soc~al structure 

The concept of tribe has been the subject of a sustained critique for many 
years in Afncau studies and 'has been viewed as a product of the coloilial 
enterprise. Using ethnography from southern Malawi, Nan Thorold suggests 
a more sophisticated analysis in which Africans are not taken to be the dupes 
of ~nissionaries and colo~l~al administrators. He argues that the social 
structures that developed in southern Africa before and after European 
intervention in the region that have been described as tribes-or more 
recently by euphemistic and poorly defined terms like ' e th ic  group' and 
'nation7-were in no simple sense imposed upon Af?icans. 

Jacqueline Jaffe employs a close reading of Arthur Conan Doyle's book The 
Great Boer Wur (1900) in order to see how a renowned writer of adventure 
stories uses the narrative conve~ltio~ls of romance and adventure to shape the 
telling of military history ir support of imperialistic goals. As part of a 
continuing study about culture and imperialism in late Victorian England her 
paper attempts to raise questions about the nature of the link between 
history, literature and British imperialism. 

Start~ng from the premise that canonlsed, trad~t~onal Afrikaans-and other- 
l~terary texts are the product of the soc~o-pol~t~cal power ernanatlng from a 
colonial hegernony and that the very process of c a ~ o n ~ s a t ~ o n  ~tself IS a 
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product of a particular ideological network, Godfi-ey Meintjes interrogates 
texts written before the Vernuw~ng van Sestrg which used to be revered and 
which more recently have been reviled. With reference to Kermode, Scholes 
and Barthes, he first discusses the notion herlees. He then examines the 
problems of contemporary historiography with regard to Krieger, Foucault, 
Degenaar, Derrida, Hutcheoil and McHale and attempts to reconcile marx- 
ism and poststructuralism under the aegis of Stephen Greenblatt's term new 
huforrcrsm. Meintjes demonstrates his argument by providing a political re- 
reading with reference to Malherbe's Hans dre skrpper (1928), Van den 
Heever's Somer (1935) and Boerneef s Roplaas (1938). Following Docto- 
row, he concludes that fiction is indeed a form of history. Whether history is 
a kind of fiction as Doctorow asserts, he intends pursuing in further research. 

Providing evidence from several language families of the world for three 
possible roots, KAM, PAK and TAK' whch probably date back to 14000 
B.P. and which might have beell present in the Proto-World of about 40000 
B.P., Richard Bailey challenges the methods of historical semantics and 
suggests a refinement. From studying semantic development patterns present 
in the data, it becomes apparent that a generally predictable direction of 
semantic change is discernible. The regularity and attestation of these 
semantic patterns of change in available evidence in most of the world's 
languages, provide evidence for a universal tendency of semantic 
development in semantic areas such as the one illustrated by these three 
roots. These findings demonstrate that phono-lexical hstorical recoilst~uction 
becomes feasible at more remote time depths because of the identification of 
many more words as cognates than would have been possible without 
recognising the existence of these semantic areas. 

Louis Molamu explores the origins and development of Tsotsitaal as lrngua 
,fi.anca in the urban areas of South Ahca .  As historical account of a 
language used mainly by young black males, aspects of class, gender and 
etlulicity are considered. In the context of the study of Tsotsitaal as language, 
Molanu discusses the flexibility of the language, including innovation in 
vocabulary, phonology, granunar and pronunciation. 

Departing from the presupposition that history provides evidence that the 
non-use of a language 111 the economic and social spheres may lead to the 
language's demise 111 favour of the language used in these public domains, 
Jeanne Maartens tentatively postulates that it is to be expected that the 
eco~lomic and social realities of the South African situation will evellhlally 
lead to the indigenous languages such as Afrikaans and Zulu being 
supplanted by English. Using Edwards' (1985) argument on the language1 



identity relation as a point of departure and exploring the implications of his 
view that language is not essential to group, she argues that although these 
languages which often fulfil a strongly divisive role in this society may 
vanish as markers of group identity, the identity itself can be maintained 
should the group so wish. 

With quest~ons on ~deilt~ty currently very much 111 the an--as 1s also evident 
in the coiltnbutions to t h ~ s  issue-Betty Govmden confronts identity fonnulg 
values of colotual canonical l~terature and aparthe~d's cluist~ail national and 
fundamental pedagogcs and attempt to rethniking ident~ty on a personal, 
group and professional level froin feinmist, post-colonial and h~stor~cal 
contexts Even though many people-like Ind~ans-have been depr~ved of 
relating to the African context dunng the era of apartheid's cultural and 
educat~o~lal hegemony, the challenges of a transformed pedagogy and the 
contr~butlon to the buddmg of a non-racial soc~ety may be partly met by 
utllising practices of re-memory T h ~ s  amounts to ind~viduals tellmg and 
retellmg their stories in the context of a re-thndung, re-feellng and re- 
experiencing of the past m the hght of different facts and a consclousness of 
circumstances which have been shrouded by the polit~cs of past oppression 

Fmally, David Hemson, reviewing Steve Biko's I Wrrte What I Lrke, argues 
that a final audit of the achevements of black consclousness st111 has to be 
undertaken Central to h s  argument IS an apprec~atlon of thc w ~ d e  vanety of 
fronts on whch Blko contnbuted m the m~dst of a s~tuatlon of oppression 
devo~d of political tradit~ons wh~ch m~ght have been used to counter it 
Addressing themes In B~ko's character and partlcipatlon in the black student 
movement, Hemson weaves his argument tlxough Biko's physical and mtel- 
lectual courage, h s  arguments for and against the participation of wh~te 
liberals in the struggle, 111s attempt to move beyond the 'two-faced' nature of 
African politics, purported racism and gender b ~ a s  In black consclousness 
and h ~ s  assertion of black pr~de, radical black leadersh~p and varlous cultural 
issues whch still reinaln in contention in contemporary Afr~can culture and 
politics Addressing apartheld hegemony over blacks, Blko's arguments on 
the role of whte technology and the counterrole of Afncan values are also 
elucidated The most important contnbut~on of black consciousness' pohtical 
strategy was ~ t s  opposition to collaborat~on w~th  apartheid ~nstitut~ons, espe- 
c~ally as ~t manifested in the creat~on of Bantustans Biko's crltlclsm of Ban- 
tustan leaders IS central here Concludmg, Heinson points to the important 
contr~but~on of B ~ k o  himself as well as black consciousness as movernent 111 
the liberat~on struggle but also poses the question as to how this history and 
Inore part~cularly black ~dent~ty,  can be related to the event of the negotiated 
settlement in South Africa 

The Interdisciplinarity of 
Pragmatics and Politeness 
Theory with Reference to 
Chinua Achebe's 
No Longer At Ease 

Douglas Killam 

T h s  paper explores the relationshps between Pragmat~cs and Pol~teness 
Theory as an apparatus for accountmg for the dynam~cs of post-colon~al texts 
whose mtent~on IS to redefhe and reshape post-colonla1 soc~et~es  The paper 
proceeds fiom a plenary talk presented at the 17th Tnemal  Congress of the 
FILLM held in Nov~  Sad In Yugoslawa in August of 1990 by PIofessor 
Roger Sell of Abo Akede~nl Unlvers~ty m Flnland The first part of my paper 
is an extrapolat~on of the defitntions about ~ragmatlcs' and Pol~teness 
Theory whch he offered to the gathering and wh~ch he illustrated w~th  
reference to tile poetry of T S Ehot It occurred to me that t h s  theory, new 
to me, ~nlght be applied to Achebe's second novel No Longer at Eare 
(1960) 1 chose his second novel because the apphcation seems as if it w~l l  
work most obv~ously On reflection ~t further seems that all of Achebe's 
fiction, the novels and short stones, might be further ~llummated by the 
applicat~on of the Cultural imperatives of the Pragmat~csl Politeness 
conjunction The stnngmg together and definmg of the mter-connected- 
ness-the mter-d~sc~plmanty--of pragmatics and politeness theory produces 
an et~olated syllogsm which, when applied to Achebe's wnting, extends our 
understanding not only of h ~ s  method as artlst but also of the relat~onshp of 
that art to ~ t s  histor~cal placement and therefore to the purposes Achebe 
assigns to h s  wr~tmg 

' See also the edited collection of essays by Sell (1988) 
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Professor Sell says in two places in his FLLM paper that the aim of 
the Literary annexation, conjoining and application of the linguistic theories 
embodied in Pragmatic and Politeness theory is to attempt to 

reconcile various branches of specialist knowledge in a widely intelligible lang- 
uage of scholarly discourse and so provide an antidote to the compartmentalising 
fragmentation so typical of the humanities in this century. 

Smce Pragmat~cs 1s that branch of liilgu~st~c scholarsh~p wh~ch studies the 
ways m wluch language utterances acqulre meamng and ~nteractive force 
tluough bemg used m part~cular contexts, ~t IS most useful to break through 
these d~sc~plmary boundar~es Interdisc~plrnar~ty IS therefore unavo~dable the 
wrltillg and read~ng of l~ te ray  texts are ~n dynrun~c relat~onshlp to the 
Imguist~c and soc~ocultural context m wh~ch the processes take place An 
dlustrat~on whch comes to i m d  from recent readmg In American iict~on IS 

from Owen Wlster's class~c novel of the Amencan west, The V~rg~nran The 
Vugn~an, described as dressed 111 muted blues and greys, IS on a cattle dr~ve 
w~th, among other cowboys, h ~ s  good-hearted h e n d  Sonny, dressed 111 l~ght 
colours and the evil cowboy Trampas, dressed all m black-appropriate to 
the situat~onal convention for ev11 (SIC ) On one occaslon and m response to 
some act~on of the Virginian, Sonny calls lus fnend a 'son of a b~tch' and the 
comment occasions no response from the hero Shortly thereafter and agam 
m response to some action taken by the V ~ r g n ~ a n ,  Trampas calls hlm a 'son 
of a b~tch' 'Sm~le when you say that", the V ~ r g n ~ a n  responds aggressively 
The effect that the utterance produces vanes, dependmg on who the speaker 
IS, his relat~onsh~p to the person spoken to and the social convention 
detemning the relatlonsh~p 

As 'the study of people actlng verbally in a soclo-cultural 
env~ronrnent', Pragmat~cs, therefore prov~des an ~mportant avenue to the 
study of l~terature It IS often called D~scourse or D~scourse Study-when ~t 
1s pract~cal-because ~t focuses on the product~on and process of language 
and takes place when partlclpzlts are m each other's phys~cal presence (It IS 

not poss~ble that ~t would be othenv~se-people cannot engage 111 d~scourse, 
according to Pragmat~c Theory, unless they share the same timeispace 
configuration ) 

Juxtaposed to 'D~scourse' IS 'Text' Text relates to the translent 
character of language and m ~ t s  applicat~on to l~terature ~t denotes a plece or 
a body of w r ~ t ~ n g  which transcends l~mits such as time and space barr~ers 
under wh~ch d~scourse/speech operates In a novel such as Achebe's, 'text' 
suppl~es the field against whch d~scourse operates D~scourse m the novel 
promotes the novel's meaning 

Consldermg the quest~on on where politeness funct~ons 111 relat~on to 

pragmatics ln the d~scourse/text oppos~t~onal mode, politeness enters through 
the pragmatics of the s~tuat~on or through the communally shared evaluat~on 
of soc~al behawour The reasons why pol~teness cons~derat~ons are mportant 
m l~terary activlty IS that they are fimdamental m soc~al behawour of any 
lund Sell says 

... for the literary pragmatist, the reasons why politeness considerations are 
important in literary activity is that they are fundamental in social behaviour of 
any kind. Politeness can be thought of as a communally sustained spectrum of 
evaluation ranging from extreme offensiveness, through neutrality, to extreme 
obsequiousness or flattery In a given culture, all actions, including all use of 
language, will assume some or other position on the politenes spectrum; a 
behaviour or type of expression which does not register somewhere on the 
spectrum is impossible. This applies to literary activity ... no less than to any other 
linguistic activity. 

Any theme, no matter what, has a politeness dimension whch will regster 
on the politeness spectrum and will be to a greater or lesser degree positively 
welco~ne or to a greater or lesser degree unwelcome, perhaps even taboo. 
Between these extremes are degrees of neutrality and themes which are 
ordinary, acceptable or hardly worth discussing. These conditions apply to 
Eliot's poetry which Sell uses to illustrate h s  theoretical postulations. Even 
though it may appear as if they do not apply to Achebe's novel I will argue 
below that they do. 

Eliot's poetry, especially the early poems, those on which his 
reputation was established, presents materials which were Initially 
thematically offensive. Sell draws attention to Eliot's fastidious personal 
politeness-in an anecdote conveyed by Richard Aldington of a time when 
he and Eliot were walking past St. James's Palace and Eliot tipped his 
bowler hat to the guardsman on duty; and in the attitudes held by Virgnia 
Woolfe and her circle as embodied in an invitation to her brother-in-law: 
'Come to dinner. Eliot will be there in a four-piece suit'. These are all acts or 
utterances which can only be understood if one understands them in tenns of 
their social dimensions. 

Eliot's fundamental unpleasantness is also found in, for example, the 
opening lines of The Waste Land. Here he subverts the assertions of the 
father of English poetry that contrary to the usually joyful associations of 
spring, April is not the time of 'shores soote' but rather it is the 'cruellest 
month'. He continues in the same vein and talk of human life and the human 
mind as a heap of broken images-and that is only the beginning. There is as 
well the sordid sterility and blank despair of Pruefiock, the unpleasantness 
made the more telling through associations with fleeting lyrical hmts of 
beauty and love and fulfilment. 
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Juxtaposed to these and at the other end of the politeness spectrum are 
themes which are wholly self-deprecatmg-of poetlc alter-egos caught up in 
masochistic liumlity Pruefrock, for example, whose inferiority complex 
makes h m  see 'the eternal Footman hold my coat, and snicker' 

Together wlth considerat~ons of themes there are questions of literan- 
ness-of style and presentation, of diction, allusions, quotations and of treat- 
ments associated w ~ t h  themes 

The sequeway fiom Eliot lnto Achebe 1s m the title of the latter's 
novel No Longer at E a ~ e  takes its title fiom the faniliar lines in Ehot's 'The 
Journey of the Magi' 

We returned to our places, these Kingdoms, 
But no Longer at ease here, in the old dispensation 
With an alien people clutching their gods 
I should be glad of another death 

I thmk it would be possible to extend a comparison between Eliot and 
Achebe along a nuinber of hnes, (or extend those few comparisons which 
have been published to date) suggesting how Achebe, through his close 
contact wlth Eliot's poetry and prose wntlng dunng h s  degree years at the 
Umversity College Ibadan, recognised how Ehot's proscriptions and 
examples could be made co~ncident with h ~ s  own alms as artist and soclal 
pragmatist-how, for example, themattc offensiveness in Eliot's poetry is 
mitigated (as I have suggested) with occasional h t s  of love and beauty and 
fulfilment 

Rather than developing this argument, I want to test the proposition 
that Achebe, recognising the appllcabllity of what we define as pragmatics 
and politeness and the inter-relatedness of the two to his own art~stlc 
purposes, wntes a novel which offends considerations of communal 
expectation wlth reference to politeness to focus hls readers on questions of 
society and humanlty as trenchant as did Ehot and uses considerat~ons of 
pohteness as an artlstlc dev~ce to acheve these purposes 

What makes Achebe's achevemeiit different from Eliot's is that there 
IS virtually no neutral ground In the politeness spectrum In No Longer at 
Ease There 1s no lunt of love, beauty or fulfihnent There is only sordld 
sterlllty and blank despair together wlth an almost endless confrontation in 
the discursive parts of the novel 

Wntten somewhere between 1954 and 1960 (the year it was 
published), No Longer at Ease initially formed part of but was eventually 
exempted from a novel which was published as Thmgs Fall Apart 1960 was 
the year of Nigeria's Independence This was the year when two 'old 
dispensations' came into question-the dlspensatlon of tlie recent 'alien 
gods' of Bntish I~npenal-Colonlal rule which was about to give way to 
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autonomy in Nigerian national affairs and the older dispensation of a people 
who, ambiguously, wouldhnight continue to clutch not only the gods of their 
forebears-call them pre-colonial gods-but also possibly, in modified form, 
tlie proscriptions of the alien gods of the erstwhile colonial masters. The 
modern heirs of traditional culture would have to confront both these 
dispensations. No Longer at Ease is xi examination of what is to be done 
with these alien gods. 

Achebe might have been expected to write a novel which would 
advocate positive possibilities at the time of Nigeria's gaining of 
independence. Indeed, initial responses to the novel indicated that in the eyes 
of many he had wasted an opportunity or worse. He might have written a 
novel in the Horatio Alger mode-a bright young man, the best h s  village 
has produced, proceeds from humble and modest beginnings and through the 
application of intelligence, hard work and integrity achieves a position of 
leadership in his community and nation, thus becoming a model for those 
who come after and whose successes they will wish to emulate. 

Achebe did not do this. Instead, he offended such expectations. He 
constructed a plot which acts in the opposite way. No Longer at East., as 
most of you will recall, tells the story of Obi Okonkwo. The son of a 
Christian chatechist and the brightest boy in his village, he has obtained an 
overseas education. This was paid for by members of h s  village, Umuofia, 
and most notably by the Umuofia Progressive Union (U.P.U.)-an 
organisation of villagers who live in Lagos, the capital city of Nigeria, and 
who band together to protect their interests and those of their kinsmen who 
have left the home village. When Obi returns to Nigeria he wins a prestigious 
'European Post' as Secretary to the govenlment's Scholarshp Board. He 
sets out with high principles and idealism. But the very nature of his position 
means that he accumulates a series of crippling debts: he must repay his loan 
to the U.P.U., pay for an expensive flat, repay a car purchase loan and pay 
for expensive car insurance. He must assist his parents with their expenses 
(taxes and bills and medical care for his mother). He further agrees to pay 
school fees for a junior brother. While he lives extravagantly, his education 
and European job place unusual pressures on him; indeed he is expected to 
live up to his position as a mark of success-success which will reflect on 
the U.P.U. and which they take as their due. Obi's life is further complicated 
by his love for Clara, a nurse, whom he met on his homeward journey from 
England. Clara, however, is an osu and considered among the Ibo to be an 
outcast because she is descended from slaves withm the community. The 
Union and Obi's father strongly disapprove of this relationshp and Obi's 
mother threatens to lull herself should he marry Clara. The relationship is 
further complicated by Clara becoming pregnant by Obi. As pressures on 
Obi mount, Clara goes through a nasty abortion and disappears from Obi's 
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life. Obi's moral, intellectual and ethical convictions collapse. He accepts 
bribes, is found out, tried in a court of law and found guilty. A promising 
career comes to a sad and humiliating end. 

Such are the bare bones of the story. As I have mentioned, it did not 
please many Nigerian readers. The early responses suggested that Achebe 
ought to have presented a better picture of Nigerian potential than Obi, 
especially at a time when Independence was upon them. They were offended 
by Achebe's lack of politeness because his treatment did not match their 
expectations-expectations deriving from the hortatory euphoria declaimed 
by political leaders and announced in the popular presses at the time. 

What a general and popular readership thought of the book is perhaps 
not apposite to what can be inferred from the book itself in terms of 
Achebe's intention. 111 one sense the book is self-contained and reveals in 
internal ways its own purposes. On the other hand reader response may also 
be seen as legitimate-this is what I see in the book and therefore that is 
what the book means. Collaboration, give and take, trade-off, reveals 
intention and legitilnatises interpretation and therefore meaning. 

For present purposes I am prepared to consign that sort of debate to 
another place and tune. What one can see in the novel is AchebeIObi- 
Achebe as writer making the text work externally and Obi, Achebe's agent, 
making the text work inten~ally-u~iremittingly offending agreed upon 
canons of collaboration. 

However, the question arises: how does a person from a foreign 
culture knows that these canons of collaboration are offended? or how does 
one know that these are playing a role in the novel at all? At this point I have 
to pause because I find myself teetering on the edge of the hermeneutic gap. 
One is concerned with the interpretability of a text, a distinguished text by an 
author of international reputation, not to say renown. Interpretability 
proceeds from comprehension and comprehension in turn proceeds from the 
ability of the receiver-some say receptor-of a text to create a text-world 
around the text in which the text makes sense. The space between the 
receptor's real world- place, culture, time-and that of the text being 
addressed, equals the henneneutic gap. Hermeneutically speaking, the gap is 
always there Gust as there are, in terms of literary communication, different 
readers with different purposes) and it is only a matter of how wide the gap 
is. But the question remains: 'can one bridge the broad cultural gap between 
for example Canada and Nigeria for interpretability purposes? Does the fact 
that I have lived in Nigeria only a half dozen years after the publication of 
the text and know with some familiarity those parts of Lagos that Achebe 
writes into the text-Ikoyi, Victoria Island, Lagos Island, Obalende, Apapa, 
Surulere, Isale Eko-assist me in coming to an understanding of the text? 
The same question can be raised concerning the fact that that I have visited 

Achebe's village, Ogidi, which cannot differ much from Obi's Umuofia; that 
I met on several occasions Christopher Olugbo whose temperament is almost 
at one with the Christopher of the text; that I have read countless novels 
presenting colonial Nigeria (and a good many historical and other non- 
fictional texts describing the period as well) and so am pretty familiar with 
the context Obi is concerned with at the incipient dawn of Independence. 
Does all this experience of the actual scene closes the gap sufficiently for me 
to be able to thoroughly understand that world for purposes of literary 
communication? Or does one need to close it: can one simply follow the line 
of the Formalist and the New Critics and say the text is timeless, self- 
contained and at the same time amenable to universalist animadversions? 
One may also add the use of Reader-Response or Reception Theory. My 
contention is that there is something missing in these approaches. 

One can argue that the experience of having been there and of having 
some knowledge of the circumstances in which the novel is situated does 
assist me in understanding it. I may even be able to anchor a commentary of 
the text to some extent in knowing not only a good deal of the biography of 
the author-which some critic/theorists say is necessary to comprehension 
and interpretation-but also that I know him personally very well (since 
1965) and have shared discussions with him which in their various ways may 
supplement a reading of all of his writing. I want to to argue that this is not 
sufficient if one wants to understand the novel's dynamics or pragmatics. 

It is against this background that the detenninants of politeness 
discourse may be brought to bear on No Longer at Ease. Sell derives his 
literary appropriations of politeness theory from the work of two studies by 
two probably familiar anthropological linguists Penelope Brown and Stephen 
Levinson. Their two seminal studies are based on their enquiries into the 
language cultures 111 Afghanistan, Papua New Guinea and Kenya. This 
research allowed them to pose with a certain confidence a prototypical 
model person, linguistically realised and universalised in terms of politeness 
across history and geography. This prototypical model person has two 
endowments: the person possesses a practical reason which enables the 
person to work out what means the person can use to achieve any given end 
and ,face. Face, Brown and Levinson say, has a negative and a positive 
aspect: negative because the person wants to be left free to do what he wants 
and to be left alone; positive because the person seeks approval from other 
people and wishes to be included in their circle. Because of his practical 
reason, The Model Person knows that other people are also endowed with 
negative and positive face as well and that the person's own goals are more 
llkely to be achieved by taking this into account. Politeness aspects and 
options arise when the person wishes to say andor do somethmg which 
threatens another person's face. In Brown and Levinson's terminology, such 



a person coinrnits a Face-Threatening Act-an FTAl 
There are basically four forms of face-threatenmg acts The person 

cannot avo~d commttlng the FTA, desirable as t h ~ s  is m theory, because to 
do so reduces the likel~hood and poss~bll~ty of the person real~smg stated 
goals Secondly, Politeness and the FTA connect in the way in which the 
Person comrmts the FTA-the Person can commit it 'off-the-record', as ~t 
were by couching the FTA m hmts, or metaphor, or Irony, or understatement 
so that another person is not forced to recognise ~ t ,  OR the Person can go 
'on-the-record' and perform the FTA explic~tly but 111 such a way as to 
acknowledge the other person's positive and negative face so this IS still a 
form of deference Fmally, the Person can employ a bald-faced on-the-record 
strategy in wh~ch the FTA IS performed with no pol~te redress at all For the 
sake of brevtty and clarity we can adopt the sort of formula~c shorthand 
character~st~c of certain kinds of conteinporary theorylcriticism and call these 
FTA1, FTA2 (a) and (b) and FTA3 

The stn~ctuie of No Longer at I<ase follows a pattern from FTAls 
through various kinds of FTA2s (both the (a) and (b) types) and ends w ~ t h  a 
series of FTA3s (Conversely, Reader-Respoi~ses to the novel as calculated 
by a careful and systematic assembly of d~scourses on the novel since its 
pubhcation In 1960, reveals a reverse pattern-that is, from a general serles 
of FTA3s through both types of FTA2s and end~ilg with FTAls which IS 

where tts current cr~t~cal  positioil is found It is, that is to say, where Eliot's 
early poetry-Pruefrock and The War te Land i eside ) 

We have determined that text, in terms of the ~nterdlsciplmar~ty of 
pragmatics and politeness concepts and these m relatlon to their a ~ d s  to 
mterpretablhty, has a baslc nltenlal opposit~onal character ~t 1s made up of 
text and discourse (as we have defined them) The important d~st~nct~ons  are 
enhanced by levels or gradations of FTAs 

In No L,onger At Ease, the neutral ground 1s Text-matter consequent 
to discourse IS provided Earlier scholarship would call t h ~ s  'background' 
Paradoxically, narrative movement is not provlded by narrative-th~s IS 

text-but by discourse In No Longer At bcrs-e forward movement worknlg 
towards resolution IS essent~ally made up of FTAs 

I provlde a few examples Obi's first encounter w ~ t h  the U P U after 
111s return to N~gena fiom abroad IS an FTAl he falls to dress formally and 
he deliberately falls to use 'impress~ve Engl~sh' as IS expected of an 
educated man, espec~ally from someone w ~ t h  a B A Hons m Enghsh Hls 
second ineetmg begms safely with an FTAl but moves qu~ckly through 
FTA2 (a) and (b) to an explos~ve FTA3 where he stonns out of the meetlng 
We have been prepared for th~s  sort of actlon through references to Obi's 
impuls~veiless and impetuousness as a schoolboy, for example, when he 
wrote a letter of support to Hitler Achebe, further, employs an endless 
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number of words which imply confrontation from the begmning to the end of 
the book-betrayal, treacherous, disrespect, insult, blame, self-willed, 
shame, disgrace. 

The most critical FTA situation in the novel is when Obi on his second 
visit to Umuofia tries to win the support of his family for his plan to many 
Clara. The fact that he would make such a plan is also possibly an FTA3 
because he knows that his parents, despite their Christian beliefs, still accept 
the concept of osu. His father's lengthy defence of osu (an FTA against his 
alleged Christianity) through the elaborate analogy he draws between the 
place of the leper in King David's time and osu as a residual in modem Igbo 
society is plainly facile. 

But Obi's mother co~nmits the most devastating FTA3 in the novel 
when she announces simply that if Obi marries Clara she will kill herself. At 
thls point Obi's will breaks. He finds he has no inner resources with which to 
confkont the situation. From here he falls fiom fame and when hls mother 
dies, all restraints are removed, his conscience is cleansed, he deserts Clara, 
renounces his responsibilities to the Union, takes bribes, is charged, tried, 
found guilty and . . . the novel ends as Obi has unwittingly predicted it will. 

With one exception, all of the discursive encounters in the novel are 
confrontational. The exception is Obi's relations with Mr. Green's secretary, 
Miss Marie Tomlinson-and even this looked at the outset as if it might 
become confronational as revealed in Obi's reflection that she may be 
friendly to him in order to report any verbal misdemeanours. 

I believe all of Achebe's fiction can be discussed, described, defined 
in terms of the binary oppositions implied in pragmatic/politeness and 
discourse/text formulations. Okonkwo is constantly committing FTA3s-the 
lesser sort are unknown to him from start to finish; Ezeulu commits the most 
monstrous FTA of all-he confronts the very source of life by denying his 
people food. The most recent novel is more complex but by now you have 
doubtless recalled those passages where FTAs can be ascribed. 

This brief overview of the use of pragmatics and politeness theory 
within the context of interdisciplinary studies provides possibilities for not 
only the reading of Achebe's but also other novels. These concepts definitely 
provide an important contribution to contemporary critical discourse. They 
do not only provide opportunities for the cross-cultural understanding of 
literature but also form part of the critical purpose of foregounding the 
socio-cultural situatedness of human action and interaction whch function in 
both fiction and real-life intercourse. It is a matter to be pursued. 
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Sexual Politics and 
Narrative Strategies in 
Modern Arabic Literature 

Sabry Hafez 

This paper' investigates the relationship between language, gender and 
identity as an introduction to its study of the nature of tlie literary discourse 
of women writers in modern Arabic literature. It offers a triadic typology of 
the development of feminist awareness in the Arab world and posits a 
homological relationship between this typology, changes in class background 
of the writers and their perception of national identity. Like any typology, 
particularly those concerning a body of discourse developed in a relatively 
short period of time, tliere are areas of overlapping and coexistance. Thc 
paper illustrates its theoretical claims by a close reading of three novels. In 
its practical part, the paper demonstrates the coexistence of the three distinct 
phases of female consciousness by deliberately selecting novels written in 
one decade, the 1980s, yet representing thee  different discourses. The 
change from one type to another does not constitute a clean break with all 
the qualities of the previous one; thus works containing heterogeneous 
qualities exist. But despite this interflow from one phase to another it is clear 
from the literary examples that the three different types are distinct in politics 
and textual strategies. The changes in female perception proceed from the 
passive to the active and from the simplistic to the sophisticated and those of 
narrative strateBes correspond to them. 

It 1s Important to state at the beglniung that sexual pol~t~cs In the title of thls paper 1s a 
term concerned w ~ t h  the ways in whlch gender power reiat~ons are constituted, 
reproduced and contested, and not w~ th  sexual~ty or the erotlc Feminlst llterary theory 
has aptly shown that gender 1s not merely a biolog~cal difference but a more 
comprehensive concept lnscr~bed Into all aspects of human~ty fiom everyday language to 
the sub-conscrous Gender 1s both a soclally constructed concept and an ~deolog~cal force 
whch are at work In vanous types of discourse 
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Gender and ~dent~ty  are soc~ally constructed, culturally cond~t~oned and 
verbally coded rn various fonns of d~scourse Post-structural~st theory 
suggests that the common factor m the analys~s of soc~al organ~zatlon, soc~al 
meaning, power relat~ons, and rnd~v~dual consciousness IS language 
Language is the place where actual and poss~ble fonns of soc~al orgar~~zat~on 
are defined and contested It does not refiect an already gven soc~al ~ e a l ~ t y ,  
but rather constructs soc~al reahty for us, it IS not an expression of a unlque 
u~dividualrty, but rather shapes the rnd~vidual's subjectlv~ty m ways wh~ch 
are soc~ally specrfic 

The assumption that subjectivity is constructed implies that it is not innate, not 
genetically determined, but socially produced .. Unlike humanism, which implies 
a conscious, knowing, unified, rational subject, post-structuralism theorises 
subjectivity as a site of disunity and conflict, central to the process of political 
change and to preserving the status quo (Weedon 1987 21) 

Neither social reality nor individual subjectivity have fixed intrinsic 
meanings. They acquire meaning through language, for 

different languages and different discourses within the same language divide up 
the world and give it meaning in different ways which cannot be reduced to one 
another through translation or by an appeal to  universally shared concepts 
reflecting a fixed reality For example, the meanings of femininity and nlasculinity 
vary from culture to culture and language to language They even vary between 
discourses within a particular language, between diffel-ent feminist discourses, and 
are subject to historical change (Weedon 1987 22). 

This makes language truly soclal and a subject for polltlcal struggle, for the 
man~pulat~on of language IS In a way a man~pulat~on of both socral and 
subject~ve reality As for gender, the sexes stand 111 relat~on to each other not 
as two d~stlnct ent~t~es,  but as two different, often fore~gn, languages 

M~chel Foucault has elaborated In h ~ s  concept of the 'd~scurs~ve tield' 
the vrtal relatronshrp between language, social mstltution, sublect~v~ty and 
power He proved that the man~pulat~on of language t l ~ o u g l ~  confl~ct~ng 
d~scourses, patterns of dormnance and margmal~sat~on, and systems of values 
and canons of taste has social and pol~t~cal ra~mficat~ons (Foucault 1972 2 1 - 
76) The man~pulat~on of language IS nowhere clearer than 111 narrative 
d~sco~irse m wh~ch a literary text becomes an arena for debat~ng, 
undennm~ng and subverting the prevalent d~scourse and consequently the 
soc~al and pollt~cal order underlynlg ~t Thrs IS so because the polyphon~c 
nature of narrative text allows characters to correct, rewnte, or appropriate 
the views, and w~th  them the nlherent ~deolog~es of other characters W~th 
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the advent of modernistic sensibility, the waning of authorial control and the 
prevalence of fragmentation enhanced this process and turned narrative into 
an effective weapon in the war of the sexes. 

The literary text itself is enmeshed in an elaborate network of 
intertextuality which engages the reader in an attempt to map the dynamic 
relationshps by whch the writer at hand has willfully recoded visions 
elaborated in other texts. The rubrics of narrative grant the writer a great 
freedom in t h s  domain for it can easily subvert prior literary vision by 
placing it in a new hierarchical order. The organization of discourse in a 
narrative text reflects the awareness that within any given discursive field not 
all discourses will carry equal weight or power. There is a constant process 
of marginalisation of certain discourses in order to invigorate and enforce 
others, and narrative discourse is the literary text that records tlus delicate 
process in action. This is the reason for selecting Arabic narrative discourse 
for our inquiry into the complexity of the interaction between gender and 
both national and individual identity in order to elaborate the various modes 
of female consciousness and the development of their literary manifestations. 

Patriarchy and Logocentrism 

Arabic narrative discourse has long been recognized as a reflection of the 
inany political, national and social issues of the Arab world, but it has rarely 
been studied as a battleground for the war of the sexes that have been waged 
through narrative since the rise of its various narrative genres at the turn of 
the century. The persistent neglect of t h s  issue participates in consolidating 
the status quo and positing it as the unquestionable norm. Modem Arabic 
narrative discourse has therefore played a significant role in shaping, 
Influencing and modiijiing the existing power relations between men and 
women in society. In a patriarchal society the literary discourse reflects the 
social structure the dynamics of which are based on a power relationship in 
which women's interests are subordinated to those of men. In general 
patriarchy is a social order which structures norms of behaviours, patterns of 
expectations and modes of expression, but in Arabic culture it has acquired a 
divine dimension through the religious ratification of the supremacy of men 
enshrined in the Quv 'an. 

The divine is masculine singular and enforces the patriarchal structural 
order which permeates all forms of social interaction. The divinity bestowed 
on inen also encompasses the masculine language of the Our hn, and slights 
the feminine language of everyday life. The gender vision inherent in the 
diaglossia of Arabic language has not been studied; nor has the equation 
between the written and the literary and the system of connotations inherent 
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in the lingu~stlc cannon been ~nvest~gated The logocentr~sm of the written 
language IS closely related to the patriarchal nature of soc~ety on the one 
hand, and the inascul~ne character of the tradit~onal establ~shment on the 
other In ~ t s  pure l~terary form, poetry, or 111 ~ t s  other scholarly, l~ngu~stic and 
theologcal endeavours, class~cal Arab~c literature has been predom~nantly 
male controlled and or~ented 

The strong patnarchal nature of both Arab~c soclety and ~ t s  tradlt~onal 
hterary establ~shment made it extremely d~fficult for women's drscourse to 
emerge w~thin the trad~t~on Although there IS the except~onal poetess, such 
as al-Khans5' (575-664?), her poetry was sanct~oned by the establlshment 
because she devoted her powerful eleglac talent almost entlrely to 
~mmortalise men, her two brothers, Mu'aw~yah and Sakhr, and urge her tnbe 
to revenge them The other major work which is presumably wntten by a 
woman or largely from a female perspective, Alf Laylah wa Laylah (The 
Arab~an N~ghts), has been excluded from the literary canon and banished 
Into the margnal domaln of folk and oral l~terature, and even banned on 
occasions It 1s lroluc that such a nch and sophsticated hterary work has 
been omtted from the l~terary canon for centuries, yet surv~ved and 
contmued to play a s~gnlficant role throughout the Arab cornrnunlty from Lraq 
to Morocco and from Syria to the Sudan 

In theu seminal book, La Jeune Ne'e, Helen C~xous and Cathnne 
Clement (1986.65) have emphasised the sol~darity between logocentnsm and 
patr~archy whlch they call phallocentnsm m Christian tradition, but the 
cond~t~on m Arab~c IS even stronger, for such assoclatlon is enshruled m the 
scripture The emergence of modem narrat~ve d~scourse m Arab~c l~terature 
spelt the end of t h ~ s  assoclatlon and of the male monopoly of l~terary d ~ s -  
course It is therefore not surpnslng that women were among the most active 
ploneers of modem narratlve d~scourse At the turn of the century, 'A'ishah 
al-Taymur~yyah (1 840- 1902), Zaynab Fawwaz (1 860-19 14), Faridah 
'At~yyah (1 867- 19 18), Zaynab Muhammad, Labibah Hashim ( 3  880-1 947) 
and Malak Hifn~ Nasif (1 886-191 8) were among the actrve ploneers of narra- 
tlve fict~on Thls trad~tion continued throughout the twentieth century until 
the contnbut~on of women wnters gamed currency and prominence In con- 
temporary Arab~c narratlve and ended the old male monopoly on literature 

Another factor whch undemned the sacred alllance between 
patr~archy and logocentnsm IS the d~agloss~c nature of Arab~c narratlve 
From the early stages of the genesis of modem Arab~c narratlve d~scourse, 
diagloss~a has been one of the major top~cs of controversy concerning the 
language of narratlve fictlon2 The d~chotorny between the formal ltterary 
language and the spoken vernaculars m ~t has only been debated and 

For deta~ls see Sabry Hafez (1992) 

explained in literary tenns. It is more than a mere linguistic or even literary 
issue for it involves a major restructuring of ideological and cultural 
representations. It is therefore no mere coincidence that the strongest 
opposition to the use of the spoken vernacular in literary text was waged by 
the traditional establishment who perceived it as a threat to both the social 
order and literary canon. They were aware that the acceptance of the 
vernacular in the literary cannon amounted to relinquishing the monopoly of 
the male over the literary realm. They may also have suspected the secular 
nature of narrative discourse and by extension its democratic and liberating 
force. 

Yet the emergence of modem narrative discourse as a new mode of 
literary expression has been effectively employed to consolidate the status 
quo and enhance the solidarity between patriarchy and logocentrism. Like its 
Western counterpart, Arabic narrative was used to enforce the patriarchal 
social order by enshrining its values in the major works of its genres. The 
trilogy (Bayn al-Qasrain, Palace Walk, 1956, Qasr al-Sh@, The Palace of 
Desire, 1957, and al-Sukkarryyah, Sugar Street, 1957)~ of Najib Mahfiz is 
the patriarchal novel par excellence. Its hero, the charismatic Ahmad 'Abd 
al-Jawwad, is both the father of the family and the pivot of the narrative 
world. From his loins all the protago~llsts emerge, and from his social and 
business activities other characters are brought into being. He is the prime 
mover of the text and the source of its life and in relation to him every 
character in the novel is hierarchically placed. Narrative structure, 
characters' motivation and spatial presentation are all mobilised to reflect 
and enforce the patriarchal order. Although the novel contains a detailed and 
vivid account of everyday life and interaction between characters from the 
middle and lower strata of society, its long text contains no trace of 
colloquialism. Its concern with the linguistic purity of its fusha (formal and 
standardised Arabic) is inseparable from its interest in the immaculate 
portrayal of the patriarchal order. 

Feminist Literary Typology 

Slnce the early stages of the genesls of modem narratlve d~scourse, women 
wnters tned to underm~ne the sol~danty between logocentnsm and 
patr~archy The quest~on of language is closely l~nked to both gender and 
~dent~ty  and the female wr~ters' attempt to express theu gender d~fference led 
to the development of certaln syntact~cal mutat~ons They played an impor- 

The trllogy ts now available both In Engllsh and French translat~ons See Mahfiiz 
(1956, 1957a, 1957b) 



tant role in forging a new mode of linguistic expression wliicfi proved to be 
more felicitous to narrative discourse. They also exploited the secular and 
liberating qualities of narrative discourse to express their own views and 
enable feminine values to penetrate and subvert the patriarchal order that 
contains them. Feminist literary theory has strongly objected to the fitting of 
women between the lines of male tradition, and strove to free itself from the 
linear absolutes of male literary theory (Showalter 1985: 13 1). It developed a 
different typology for the study of women's literature which is not dependent 
on systems of classification derived fiom male dominated writing. I11 order to 
study the literature of women writers in Arabic it is also necessary to 
develop a system of classification evolving fiom the study of their work and 
not imposed on it by expecting it to conform to the male one. Since no 
exhaustive study of women's writers novels in Arabic has been undertaken, I 
shall adopt with some modifications a typology developed by a feminist 
critic working on the English women novelists. 

Feminist literary theory proved that women writers' attempt to 
comprehend and express their sexual difference generates an interesting 
subculture whch manifests many of the symptoms of subordination and even 
forceful subjugation. In her study of the female literary tradition in the 
English novel, A L~teraturc of Their Own, Elaine Showalter demonstrates 
how the development of this tradition is sunilar to the development of any 
literary subculture. 

First there is a prolonged phase of imitation of the prevailing modes of the 
dominant tradition, and internalization of its standards of art and its views on 
social roles. Second, their is a phase of protest against these standards and values, 
and advocacy of minority rights and values including a demand for autonomy. 
Finally there is a phase of self-discovery, a turning inward freed from some of the 
dependency of opposition, a search for identity. An appropriate terminology for 
women writers is to call these stages: Feminine, Feminist, and Female (Showalter 
1977 13, Moi 1985-56). 

In her study these three phases seem to be neatly divided into equal historical 
periods, each of which lasts forty Each period was 
compartmentalised and socially, historically as well as literary distinct. 

Durtng the femlnlne phase, datlng from 1840 to 1880, women wrote In an effort 
to equal the intellectual achevements of the male culture, and lntemaltse ~ t s  
assumptions about female nature In the Femlmst phase, from about 1880 to 
1920, or the wlnnlng of the vote, women are hlstorlcally enabled to reject the 
accommodatmg postures of fenunln~ty and to use l~terature to dramat~se the 

Her book came out in the 1970s and although the last phase was open to the present 
and the future, it seems from the works studied that it is roughly forty years 

ordeals of wronged womanhood The purest examples of thls phase are the 
Amazon utopias of the 1890s, fantas~es of perfected female soclettes set In an 
England or Amer~ca of the future, whlch were also protests agalnst male 
government, male laws, and male medlclne In the female phase, on-going slnce 
1920, women reject both lm~tat~on and protest-two forms of dependency-and 
turn Instead to female experience as the source of an autonomous art, extending 
the femin~st analys~s of culture to the forms and techn~ques of ltterature 
(Showalter 1985 138f) 

T h s  typology corresponds to Jul~a Krlsteva's conception of the vanous 
stages of the femmst consciousness and struggle for Identity She rejects 
both b~oloasm and essentialism as explanations of gender and argues for a 
hstoncal and poht~cal approach that perceives the development of the 
feminist struggle as a three-t~ered process 

which can be schemat~cally summanzed as follows 1 Women demand equal 
access to the symbol~c order L~beral femln~sm Equal~ty 2 Women reject the 
male symbol~c order In the name of difference Rad~cal feminism Fenumn~ty 
extolled 3 Women reject the d~chotomy between masculine and fenunlne as 
metaphys~cal (MOI 1985 12) 

As various states of female consciousness, Kristeva's scheme is as relevant 
to the classification of women's narrative discourse in Arabic as the triadic. 
typology of Showalter. Kristeva's is not a chronologically based system, thus 
allowing for a greater degree of overlapping and coexistence. This 
overlapping is particularly relevant to the experience of Arab women writers, 
for it explains why certain texts contain a mixture of qualities some of which 
belong to one phase and others to the following one. The presence of certain 
dominant features of a specific type does not necessarily result in the 
exclusion of all others. Dominance is a key word in differentiating between 
various types of feminist literary discourse. 

Homology and Interaction 

The typology of modem Arabic narrative discourse is homologous rather 
than identical to that of its Western counterpart. Its similarity with its 
Western counterpart is considerably modified by a constant interaction with 
its socio-cultural context. Although the three types elaborated by Showalter 
can be identified in Arabic literature they do not fall neatly into equal hstori- 
cal categories. The experience of Arabic women novelists demonstrates that 
the condensation of these phases gives rise to an interdependence between 
them in a manner that makes each phase necessary for the emergence and 
development of its succeeding one. The completion of one or more of these 
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phases by one nat~onal literature does not make it poss~ble for another to 
overlook it even ~f the latter IS aware of what the former underwent For a 
long tlme, the margmahsat~on of women's wrltmg hmdered the flow of theu 
expenence from one literary tradition to another Although the fust phase of 
feminme wntmg In Arab~c l~terature started after the end of ~ t s  Engl~sh coun- 
terpart m 1880, ~t was inev~table for Arab women wnters to go through ~t 
even ~f some of them were aware that the work of thew English counterparts 
had fmished w ~ t h  this stage and were engaged m the second one 

The brevity of the per~od In wh~ch Arab~c narrative went through these 
three different phases created a certam overlapp~ng m presentation and 
l~terary qualities, but the three phases remamed as d~stmct and different in 
Arab~c as they were m Engl~sh and other l~teratures In add~t~on to the 
general continuum of any subculture, these three phases m the development 
of the female literary tradition in Arab~c narrative were more stages of 
female consciousness m Knsteva's sense than autonomous penods of literary 
development As such they were l~nked to two mam factors the change m 
the class background of the female wnters and subsequently the~r format~ve 
expenence, and the nature of the collect~ve perception of the nat~onal 
~dent~ty The perceptlon of gender andlor md~vldual ident~ty 1s generally 
llnked to the w~der  perceptlon of the nat~onal-self and ~ t s  place In the sur- 
rounding world T h s  forges the indiv~dual and the soc~al Into a unltary con- 
d~tion which seeks to art~culate its tenets In a particulansed l~terary language 
capable of formulatmg altematlves The change from one phase of women's 
hterary d~scourse to another IS both a mmfestat~on of the wider soc~o- 
pol~t~cal cond~t~ons and an actwe force in the process of formulatmg them 

The homology and the mteract~on between these three sets of changes, 
the social, political and literary IS part of a w~der  change m the l~terary 
sens~b~l~ty  fiom the trad~tional sens~b~lity with ~ t s  metonymc rules of 
reference to the modermst~c one based on metaphor~c rules5 Elsewhere, I 
have elaborated the nature of t h s  change in the l~terary sens~b~l~ ty  m modem 
Arab~c hterature, the trans~t~on from the first to the second and the d~fferent 
sets of rules of reference underly~ng each one (see Hiifiz 1990 116-183) 
What IS relevant here is to mentlon that the first two phases of the feminine 
and femm~st discourse In Arab~c literature take place w ~ t h n  the rubncs of 
trad~t~onal sens~b~llty m which the literary text IS perceived as an extension to 
or reflection of external and largely herarch~cal reality Wh~le the thud one, 
the female discourse, is part and parcel of the modenllst~c sens~b~l~ ty  which 
emphas~ses the autonomy and mtemal cohes~on of the hterary text and 
mmmises ~ t s  dependence on exter~or absolutes or h~erarch~sed real@ The 

For a detailed discussion of the difference between metonymy and metaphor in the 
typology of literature, see David Lodge (1977) 

two different s e n s ~ b ~ l ~ t ~ e s  prov~de each phase w ~ t h  its l~terary context, enable 
the reader to react to ~ t s  products w ~ t h  the analogous mterpretatlve responses 
and explam certain overflow of charactenst~cs between the two first phases 
They also locate women's work m a w~der framework of secular Arabic 
d~scourse and d~spense w ~ t h  s ~ m p l ~ s t ~ c  arguments of ~mported femimsm The 
relevance of Showalter's and Kr~steva's schemes is that they can be used as 
a startmg pomt, then qualified and modified to s u ~ t  the new context 

Feminine Literature of Imitation 

The prolonged phase of ' F e m ~ n e '  wnting charactenzed the output of the 
upper class Turco-Clrcass~an women m Egypt and the Levant T h s  penod 1s 
charactensed by what Margot Badran calls 'mwsible femmsm' (see Badran 
1977 & 1990), a cond~t~on of mlniinum awareness of gender d~fference and 
an martlculate demand for the bare essent~als of f e m m e  rights The 
awareness of gender d~fference 1s normally confiied to the areas recopzed 
by the patnarchal order and md~spensable for the preservation of ~ t s  authority 
and herarchtcal allocation of roles and space The portrayal of the del~ghts 
of domestic bllss and the joy of ~ t s  protective enclave played an actlve role m 
enforcing the confinement of women to the harem and even raised it to the 
status of a desirable utopta Women's presentation of the 11fe m the harem 
has the authonty of first hand expenence and was more effective In 
communlcatmg the patnarchal message to other women 

The books produced by women writers of t h ~ s  early penod cuculated 
In the harem and as a result centred around the expenence of their 
prospectwe readers who fitted congen~ally m the patriarchal system It is 
natural that the t~tles of these rudlrnentary novels were e~ther of a highly 
tradit~onal and moralistic nature (such as Natii'y al-AhwiSl ji al-Aqwd wa-l- 
Af'al, 1888, Mlr'B al-Ta'ammul f i  al-lJm2, 1893" al-Durr al-Manth3Ji 
Tabaqit Rabbfit 01-Khudfir, 1895, Husn a1 'Awiiqrb, 1 8 9 9 ~  and al-FadZah 
Slrr a1 Sa 'dah8)  or of an entertamng and sentunental qual~ty (such as 
Zaynab Fawwaz's al-Haw2 wa-1- Wafg', 18977 and MudhakkiriSt Wasifah 
M I J ~ I J J ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  1927, a work of seven volumes some with sensat~onal t~tles l~ke  

These two maqimah type narratlves are by 'A'lsha al-Taymunyyah 

' These two autobiographical narrative works are by Zaynab Fawwiz 

Thts IS one of the titles of the seven volume work of narrative by Zaynab Muhammad 

This series of narratlves are by Zaynab Muhammad who probably was one of the maids 
In the Khed~val Court They all appeared around the 1920s and the last In approximately 
1927 
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RSrLy wa-Mal&hS ' h h r q  IJkhtrh, Dahaya al-Qadar, Akhrrat al-Malar, 
Awgtrf al-AbZ', etc lo) The rudiiilentary narrative of these woineii wnters 
was not much d~fferent from that of therr male contemporanes rn its soc~al or 
morahstrc outlook or m its language and textual strategies 

This soon changed with the natronal~st~c stance of HUG Slia'riwr and 
others at the begmnmg of the twentieth century and theu artlculatron of the 
need for women's participat~on m the country's struggle for mdependence 
They called for granting women certarn 'essential' nghts so that they could 
mamfest theu support for the patnotic cause The feniale role rn the nation- 
alistic struggle m wluch the polarlsatron was between a monolithic nat~olial 
'self and a foreign 'other' was completely subordmated to that of the male 
The whole period was distmguished by the ~deal~zation of the beauty of the 
country and the romanticisation of patriot~sm In thls stage nat~onal mterests 
and with them natronal ideiitrty were seen as monolrthrc and abstract, a 
vls~on that was totally In harmony with the prevalent patnarclial world view 
of the predomrnantly bourgeo~s elite The uiterests of women were not 
distmguished from those of inen nor were the concerns of the nch from those 
of the poor Tlus reveals that one of the reasons for the fa~lure of the 
nat~onalistic project at the tune 1s the Inherent contradiction in its quest for 
liberation, namely the desue to l~berate the male froin fore~gn dominatron but 
subject the female to the dommation of the patnarchal system 

It IS interesting that the f e m i n e  l~terary d~scourse whrch preva~led m 
Egypt and the Levant m the last decades of the nineteenth century and the 
early penod of the twentieth are currently echoed In Arabla and the Gulf 
Ths  hghlights the uneven llterary development of vanous parts of the Arab 
world, and the coexistence of the three types of wntmg m the contemporary 
literary scene In thls type of femimne discourse (wr~tten by Wardah al- 
Yizij~, Wardah al-Turk, Zaynab Fawwiiz, Faridah 'Abyyah and Labibah 
Hishun rn Lebanon, and 'A'ishah al-Taymunyyah, Malak H ~ h l  Nisif 
(Biihthat al-Biid~yah) and Zaynab Muhammad m Egypt at the turn of the 
century and recently by Layli al-Uthnman and Thrayyi al-Baqsaml m 
Kuwalt, Fawziyyah Rashid and Munirah al-Fadil m Bahrarn, Salmi Matar 
Sayf in UAE and Ruqayyah al-Sliabib, Maryam al-Ghiiinidi and Latifah al- 
Siilun m Saud~ Arabia), female writers reproduced not only the world view 
inherent in the predominantly masculine discourse, but also adopted its 
verslon of the passive, docile, selfless female In their works the value 
system encoded in the hrerarchical social order whrch places the female at 
the bottom is adopted without questiomg and even praised for its concern 
and protection of the meek, helpless female 

10 Zaynab Muhammad's novel also explo~ted nat~onal~stic feellngs Part SIX of the novel 
was t~tled rlZRahmat Allah YZZa '~ a/-Sharq w~th a clear reference to Sa'd Zaghliil 

works of thrs type are but a vanatlon on the patnarchal 
the nature and soc~al role of women are defmed rn 

s wh~ch are clearly male Gender and ident~ty are perceived 
confines of the patnarchal order and therr narrative representatlon 
ed m a manner that serves the preservation of the prevalent 

t the female wrlters of thrs type, though conforming to the male 
and canons were marginal~sed and therr names were almost purged 
he llterary h~story of modern Arablc literature The marpalisation of 

both a consequence of the gender relatrons whlch have 
d women's absence from the act~ve productron of 'unportant' or 
lrterature, and a drrect result of the~r own discourse whch made 

ore than var~at~ons on the mam patnarchal discourse whose 
presence renders any vanatlon ummportant Yet these imitative 

ons on the prevalent male discourse were the necessary first step 
sequent development would not have been poss~ble It 

both the reader and the patnarchal establ~shment to the 
of women wnters It also earned the women wnters respect, a 

islte for talung theu wntmg seriously, and more 
made the 'inv~sible woman' clearly vlsible Despite ~ t s  

or rather because of ~ t s  ability to appease patnarchal fear by 
vrslon, it took a major step towards subverting the male 

monopoly on discourse 

Feminine Literary Discourse 

The feminine narrative discourse is represented m t h ~ s  study by the novel of 
the Kuwaiti female wnter, Layla al-'Utlman, Wasmryyah Takhruj mm al- 
Bahr (Wasmiyyah Emerges from the Sea, 1986) In t h s  novel one finds a 
clear example of the internalizat~on of the male perspective and its fa~thful 
reproduction by a female wnter Like the wnters of the first phase of 
femmine d~scourse m Egypt and the Levant, Layla al-'Uthmiin's work" 
appeared w i t h  the context of establishmg a new national literature Before 

She started her career as a journalist In 1965, then turned to the short story In 1974 
Her first collect~on, Imra 'ah$ In$ ( A  Woman m an Urn) appeared In 1976 Then came 
AI-Rahll (Departure) in 1979, FI al-Layl Ta ' t ~  al- 'UylTn (At N~ght Slrens Appear) In 
1980, Al- Hzrbb lah S w a r  (Love has Many Forms) In 1982 and Fathiyyah Takhtir 
MawtahZ(Fathiyyah Choses Her Death) In 1984 Her first novel, Al-Mar 'ah wa-I-Qrttah 
( A  Woman and a Car) appeared In 1985 and was followed by Wasmiyyah Takhruj mrn 
al-Bahr m 1986 
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1970, Kuwait had no narrative literature of any sign~ficance12, and al- 
'Uthman's narratlve work can be seen as part and parcel of the process of 
establishing a new literary d~scourse capable of shapn~g a specific ident~ty" 
Although the work of the Kuwati wnters started when the man  stream 
Arabic narrative has moved away from the trad~t~onal sensibility towards the 
modernistic one, their work as well as that of the rest of the Arabian 
peninsula is produced w i t h  the rubncs of traditional sensibility and 
accordmg to ~ t s  dynamics and metonymc rules of reference 

Wasmryyah Takhruj mm al-Bahr is no exception It aspires to reflect 
the real@ of a changmg Kuwait and the unpact of t h ~ s  change on social 
interactions, roles and gender The d o m a n t  narrat~ve voice m t h s  novel 1s 
not that of ~ t s  heroine, Wasmyyah, whose name IS enshnned in the t~tle, 
whch reflects a inale stereotypical msion of the female as a suen emergmg 
from the sea, but of the hero 'Abdullah The narrat~ve oscillates between first 
and thud person, in the former 'Abdullah speaks of h s  mternal feelings and 
anxieties and m the latter he narrates the rest of the story and presents other 
characters The ~dent~ficat~on between 'Abdullah's personal perspectlve and 
that of the thud person narrative enhances h s  authonty and presence m the 
absence of lus duect voice This creates a textual equivalent of the 
stereotypical male whose women conform to h s  system of values and ideals 
regardless of h s  phys~cal absence The prevalence of h s  point of Mew 
throughout the narrative, and particularly when he is not mvolved in the 
narrated event, is a manifestation of the all embracing patnarchal order 
whose control over the world of narrative is seen as the natural norm 

The prevalence of the perspectlve of the male hero throughout the 
narrative IS ostens~bly intended to glamorize the female, but results not only 
m the male's mmpulation of the narrative point of mew, but also m 
structunng the absence of the female and denylng her any narrat~ve voice 
The herome of the text is the epitome of the silent woman who has 
internalized the male belief that the silent female IS by definition a chaste 
one, for verbal mtercourse leads inevitably to sexual ~ntercourse The 
idealization of the female through the eyes of the male narrator IS a strategy 
that allows the text to reproduce m ~ t s  heroine the desired female, the one 

I2 A few rudimentary forms of narratlve wrttlng appeared In periodicals In the late 1940s 
and early 1950s, particularly the work of Khalid Khalaf, Hamad al-Rujayb, Fadil Khalaf 
and Fahd al-Duwayri But these early pioneering work d ~ d  not develop into mature 
narrative work and the 1960s witnessed the dwindling of these early attempts 

l3  The group of Kuwa~t~  wrlters who partic~pated in thls process all started the~r work In 
the 1970s, such as Sulaymiin al-Shatt~, Sulayrniin al-Khaliti, Ismii'l Fahd IsmZ'il, LayE 
al-'Uthrnin and others For a detailed histor~cal account see 'Abdullah (1973), Isrni'il 
(1980) and Ghalliirn (1 981) 

internalizes the male perception of the feminine 'right' code of conduct, 
enables the narrator to be the active agent who inspires and controls her 

f the heroine is mainly achieved through her 
drowning which identifies her with both the 

resented as the conclusive feat of submission to 
r she intentionally sacrifices herself in order to 

erve intact the supremacy of the patriarchal code of conduct. Her death 
nveloped in certain ambiguities regarding its voluntary or accidental 

of the event wluch led to her death made it 
. This is enforced by 

er and her failure to cry for help when she 
engulfed by the waves to demonstrate her devotion to preserving the 

selfless surrender to 
ibed into every aspect of the narrative to allow 
e presence of 'Abdullah's wife who shows less 

n. The absent Wasmiyyah becomes the 
e present stereotypical nagging wife is 

obstacle in his quest for his desire. 
At one level the novel contains a reproduction of an inverted form of 

s her beauty to snare the rich andlor 
love story of the poor 'Abdullah and the rich 

beautiful Wasmiyyah. They were brought up together as children, the 
ssion that was curbed by 

dny calls 'inversion' 
typed traditional literary images of women are 

turned around in women's narrative works either for comic purpose, to 
ose their underlying prejudice, or connote their 
75-92). For the ostensible 'inversion' of the 

sentimental connotation and conforms to 
ional tale serves the 

bles the poor male, 'Abdullah, against the 
ctates of social class, to prevail over the rich female, Wasmiyyah, in a 
anner that allows the patriarchal order to prevail over social class. 

This is confirmed through the allocation of space in the novel, for 
le a whole variety of space is open to the male narrator, the female is 
fined to the limited domain of the home. Thls is not seen as a prison, but 

as a haven from the devilish heat of the outside world and the contamination 
of its experience. Indeed her departure from its protective habitat exposes 
her to danger and leads to her death. In addition, the association of the 
innocent love of childhood with the nostalgic past of pre-oil Kuwait that led 
a simple existence of fishing and tribal life is posited as a paradise lost. This 



is contrasted with the materialistic ways of post-oil society which is strongly 
divided by class consciousness. The loss of innocence is seen as the cause of 
corruption and disharmony, but the only way to regain the lost paradise is 
through death. Although one can detect a Freudian implication in positing 
death as the ultimate object of desire, as Nirvana or the recapturing of the 
lost unity and the final healing of the split subject, the presentation of the 
action in the moment of the hero's drowning longing to attain unity with his 
lost beloved offers conflicting implications. With its emphasis on the return 
to the happy days of yore, nostalga has been identified as an antifeminist 
textual strategy proclaiming the return to the past when men were men and 
women were ~ o m e n ' ~ .  

Another aspect of this nostalgic resistance to change in the novel is the 
representation of the present as degenerate, corrupt and ugly. The hero's 
acceptance of its rules is posited as a loss of authenticity and masculine 
supremacy, for the woman who calls for its acceptance is presented as the 
nagging unattractive wife devoid of sympathy, love ,or understanding. She 
has no feeling for her husband, and is presented in the text as the devil 
incarnate (al-'Uthmiin 1986:8). Despite her association with the present, she 
remains nameless, faceless and characterless, and her time, the present, is 
depicted as the time of 'gushes of black gold which emit greed, hatred, 
malice and endless hostility' (al-'Uthmiin 1986:52). Her presence is purged 
from the text, whose core is the remembrance and glorification of the past. 
Her opposing character, Wasmiyyah, is not only named and her name is 
enshrined in the title, but she is also beautiful, tender, loving and 
understanding. 

In nostalgic writings opposit~on pastlpresent accumulates crucially important 
memngs As we have seen, the term past IS attached to other terms that make of 
~t a locus of authentic~ty So v ~ v ~ d  does this constructed past become that the 
rhetorical strategies used to create ~t seem to disappear the mythic past 
becomes real (Doan & Hodges 1987 9) 

Thls is what the novel asplres to achieve, to make t h s  mythic and highly 
Imaginative version of the past real by purging the text from any real 
representat~on of the present 

Feminist Inversion of Codes 

The second and most prolific phase IS that of 'Feminist' narrative discourse 
of protest against the standards and values of the patriarchal discourse and 

14 For a detailed study of this, see Doan and Hodges (1987) 

its implicit system. In t h s  phase which extends from the 1930s until the 
1970s, women writers realized that literary discourse plays a significant part 
in the social and political life of their nation. They also became aware of its 
function as a propagator of a 'world view' and hence of its vital role in 
passifying the oppressed or inciting them to revolt against their lot. For 
without altering women's perception of themselves and their role, it is 
difficult to motivate them to undergo the required change. This coincided 
with the spread of education, progressive urbanization, the acceleration of 
social mobility and the rise of the middle class and its wide participation in 
the political quest for national identity. It is therefore natural that the majority 
of women writers of this phase are descendants of middle class families who 
felt, with the euphoria of independence, that their chance had come to play a 
sipficant role in the development of their country. The old aristocratic class 
of female writers who perceived of literary activity as a luxury faded away to 
create room for the aggressive and aspiring middle class. The end of the 
colonial era in the Arab world and the emergence of independent states 
changed the nature of the nationalistic issues, and brought about a new 
agenda and a class and gender polarization. The romantic nature of the 
nationalistic cause of the past when the monolithic national 'self was 
contrasted with the colonial 'other' was over, and in its place a number of 
contending political visions competed for public attention, and gender issues 
advanced to the foreground. 

One of the major contradictions of this phase is that the more the 
'Feminist' writer rebelled against the prevalent norms, the more attractive 
she became to the ruling establishment which was in the habit of co-opting 
the propagators of change. This was so because the newly established 
nationalist regimes were in need of a programme of social change which 
attracted wide support and, as a result, identified with the 'Feminist' call for 
reform. The main characteristic of the 'Feminist' narrative discourse of this 
phase, namely its desire to subvert patriarchal control of the distribution of 
roles, was seen by the nationalistic ruling establishments as directed against 
the old order, hence analogous to that of the new regimes. The association 
with the establishment gave the 'Feminist' discourse a boost, and enabled it 
to consolidate its grip on the educational establishment in many parts of the 
Arab worldI5. This resulted in opening new venues for women and enhanced 
their place in the literary world. The very number of women writers 
published in this period, throughout the Arab world and particularly in its old 
centres ill Egypt and the Levant confirms this, from Sahir al-Qalamiiwi and 

Thls reached ~ t s  peak m the Tun~s~a  In the 1960s where ~t was translated Into 
leglslat~ons and succeeded In ~nst~tutlonal~s~ng many of the galns of the women's 
movement, thanks to the strong support of Bourgu~ba's reglme 
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'A'ishah 'Abd al-Rahman to Latifah al-Zayyat, Sufi 'Abdulla, Jadhibiyyall 
Sidqi and Nawal al-Sa'd5wi in Ebypt, Samirah 'Azzam, Layla Ba'albaki, 
Imili Nasrallah, Layla 'Usayran, Kiilit Khiiri and Ghiidah al-Samman in the 
Levant and Nazik al-Malii'ika and Dizi al-Amir in Iraq. Yet many of their 
texts reveal a peculiar tendency to invert the prevalent patriarchal order 
without a clear understanding of the dangers involved. The inversion of an 
unjust order retains the inherent contradictions of its original system, albeit in 
an inverse form. They are recuperating the ideology of the system which they 
set to repudiate. The critique of a male-dominated vision becomes entangled 
in the metaphysical framework of male supremacy it seeks to dismantle. 

This is evident in al-Sa'dawi's (1987) novel, Suql7t al-Imgm, (The Fall 
of the Imam, 1988), which relates the story of an illegtimate woman who 
discovers that her real father is the Imam, a political leader who exploits 
religion for his own ends. The heroine, Bint-Allah, recalls the story of her 
problematic relationship with her father while she watches his assassination 
and the ceremonial preparations for h ~ s  official fkileral. The novel's structure 
is a structure of equivocation, selective and controlled by both the account of 
the public assassination, the preparation for the official hneral and the 
flashes of subjective memory which punctuate the current events and provide 
them with their historical dimension. The history aspires to inscribe in its 
subjective account both the education of the 'female' in the face of adversity 
and the general history of the corrupt political establishment of patriarchy. 

On one level of interpretation, the novel is a female Bildungsrornan 
which elects to maximise the obstacles and constraints in the path of its 
female protagonist in order to elaborate the process of her cultural and sexual 
formation. The heroine is not an ordinary young woman, but the Imam's 
illegitimate daughter. She was wronged by her father, who left her mother 
and married another who shares with him the fruits of his success and the 
reins of power. The heroine and her mother are relegated to poverty and 
persecuted if they dare to reveal their relationship with the Imam. For a 
'feminist' project, the wronged woman is an appropriate point of departure 
and the plot enhances this by malung the very identity of her heroine the 
problematic issue in the novel. The revelation of the heroine's identity poses 
a threat to her father, the Imam, and his corrupt authority. The power of the 
Imam, or in other words of patriarchy, is based on the suppression of the 
identity of his daughter, of the 'woman'. The conflict between the woman's 
desire for self expression and the realisation of her identity and the institution 
of patriarchy is given added weight by making the Imam the ultimate symbol 
of power and the seat of political, cultural and religious a~tthority. 

In order to posit her heroine as the counter power in this 
multidimensional conflict and give her added religious significance, Sa'diiwi 
presents her heroine as a female version of Chnst. The text insists on calling 

-Allah (literally 'the daughter of God'), and endows her mother, who 
ombination of a prostitute and a belly dancer, with martyrdom. But 
that her father is a false God and her mother is no virgin Mary 
the author's argument, for in order to sustain her role as a saviour, 
needs to sever her relationship with her father, the false God. Yet 

her relationship with her father is exactly what the novel's 
ion seeks to achieve. The conflict between these two 

n the novel's structure undermines its potency and highlights the 
ocal nature of its project. The novel's challenge to patriarchy requires a 

nt of the heroine's bonds with her father, while the added 
ous significance demands the weakening of these bonds. This structural 

tion is a product of the author imposing her ideology on her 
. In her introduction to the novel, Sa'diiwi (1987:9) discloses her 

her main character in a manner that demonstrates her 
position of certain ideas on the novel's structure. It is indeed a bright 

st' idea to invert the story of Christ and posit the heroine as his 
male version. It is also viable to raise abused women and 
to martyrdom. But to bring this from the realm of vague intentions 
narrative realisation capable of imparting a symbolic layer of 

meamg requires a poetically creative and skilled presentation capable of 
integrating into the narrative structure. 

Although the very orientation of the narrative makes the daughter's the 
prevalent voice in the text, the author fails to articulate the motivations for 
her war against the Imam, whose recognition she neither seeks nor respects. 
Setting the daughter against her father and making her a major threat to hls 
corrupt establishment requires very sensitive treatment and an elaborate 
process of education sentimentale of which there is little in the Fall. The 
novel pays little attention to its heroine's social and cultural formation, so 
when she launches her crusade against the Imam she is lacking in motivation 
and credibility. As a result, the political and ideological objectives of her 
campaign against the Imam appear to be surgically implanted and the reader 
is asked to accept them as natural. Her feelings and views of her father lack 
the complexity of a love-hate relationship which one expects 111 a situation 
like this. One may surmise that the author's antipathy towards the Imam, and 
all male characters, is designed to help her heroine justify her behaviour 
towards them. The text has many obnoxious men, and a few less obnoxious 
women, but there is little interaction between all these characters to generate 
the dynamics of conflicting interests and c l a s h g  visions. The mere 
cumulative effect of the juxtaposition of situations and characters speaking in 
turn, dictated by narrating the selective past from the viewpoint of the 
present, fails to create the desired unity and the dynamics of opposing 

In addition, the Imam's despotic nature and fanatic views are 
portrayed as a product of an inferiority complex, for the Imam is not only 



obnoxiously vulgar, contorted, cruel and stupid, but he is also from a low 
and poor background. The author seems to equate poverty with immorality 
and wealth with good manners and solid ethical valuesi6, a position that is 
incompatible with much of 'feminist' ideology. This hierarchcal concept of 
organisation is not confined to the characterisation of the Imam but 
permeates the structure of the whole novel. Ordering social value and status 
on a herarchical scale contains implicit patnarchal connotations, despite the 
novel's strong attack on patnarchy. Although the feminist's ultimate aim is 
the dismantling of the patriarchal system, Sa'diiwi's thinking, 111 its 
hierarchical and binary structure, is identical to that of patriarchy. As Cixous 
and Clement (1986:65,64) demonstrate, 

organisation by hierarchy makes all conceptual organisation subject to man Male 
privilege, shown in the opposition between activity and passivity which he uses to 
sustain himself Traditionally, the question of sexual difference is treated by 
coupling it with the opposition of activitylpassivity, ... culturelnature, daylnight, 
headiheart, intelligible/palpable, logos/pathos, madwoman always the same 
metaphor. 

When it comes to manlwoman opposition which Helen Cixous sees as the 
core of the patriarchal binary thlnking she insists on putting it on the page in 
its vertical and hierarchic form 

Woman 

rather than In the hor~zontal juxtapos~tlon wluch may ~lnply oppos~tloil 
between equals H~erarchy IS the other s ~ d e  of the same coln of binary 
patnarchal thdung, and the two permeates every aspect of Sa'dawl's novel 

On another level of mterpretatton, the Fall IS a polit~cal allegory based 
on the Sadat era and made of thlnly d~sgu~sed characters wh~ch lack Inner 
mot~vat~on and have l~ttle symbollc value In splte of h ~ s  weakness and 
abhorrent d~spos~tions, the Imam-read the 'man'-, has miraculously 
managed to attarn power and employs a group of people who are more 
~ntell~gent and better educated than he is to help him run a h~ghly corrupt 
state apparatus In add~t~on  he has succeeded m establ~shmg a personal~ty 
cult that enables h s  aversal ly  hated regme to survlve after h s  death T h ~ s  
is so because most characters der~ve their cred~b~ltty neither from the apt 
charactenzat~on, nor from the internal cohes~on of the plot, but rather from 
theu reference to real figures in Egypt's recent pol~t~cal history The fict~onal 

16 Here the text perpetuatues the worst part of regressive morality which sees the poor as 
despicable, sleazy and the source of all evil, and assoctates good values with the rich 

Fall strives for plausibility and derives it from its constant 
extrinsic data. For those who cannot relate its events or 

ers to their historical referents, the Fall appears as an ambiguous 
11 of repetition and cardboard characters, and marked by a 

ome authorial presence which generates a heavy sense of didacticism 
produces one of the worst aspects of patriarchal narrative. 
The author's dedication of the novel and her preface attempt to 

uggest to the reader how to receive its events, and hints at both its political 
and feminist interpretation. Indeed Doris Lessing in her comments on the 
dust jacket responds to this and declares it 'a tale of women suffering under 
harsh Islamic rule'I7, pointing out both its feminist posture and anti-Islamic 

. However, selecting bad patriarchs does not help Sa'diiwi's anti- 
chal stance, for it is easy to trivialise her attack by arguing that good 

o not behave in such an abhorrent manner. In this respect, the 
s to easy solutions in supporting her argument, including the 
f evidence. One such case is her use of the frame story of The 

Nights (al-Sa'diiwi 1988:53), where she rewrites the story in a 
anner inferior to the original. 

On the artistic plain, the author allows her different characters to 
speak in turn in first person narrative giving us their own versions of certain 
aspects of the story. Unfortunately, they all speak with a unified language, 
the language of the author and not that of the character, which takes into 
account neither their different socio-psychological backgrounds, nor their 

ideological stances. What unfolds in the Fall is not a multitude of 
s and fates in a single objective world, illuminated by a single 

ctive consciousness, but a group of fragmentary characters who are 
f authorial discourse, and not subjects of their own directly 
discourse. This calls into question the author's motivation for 

using the device of first person narrative and the logic of using such a 
demanding technique for a task that can be achieved by resorting to the usual 

of characterization and plot development. Although the allegorical 
ature of the text, and its ideologcal implications necessitate a rich dialogue 
etween the various arguments and viewpoints, Sa'&wi7s discourse, in the 

11, is of a monological rather than a dialogcal nature in the Bakhtinian 
sense of the term. 

Unlike the polyphonic narrative of Dostoevsky which unifies highly 
heterogeneous and incompatible material, the compositional principle of 
Sa'diiwi's narrative is monophonic which reduces the plurality of 
consciousness to an ideological common denominator which is excessively 
simplistic. Sa'diiwi's road to literary creativity is paved with good causes 

17 See the English transiatton of El-Saadawi's The FUN of the Imam (1988) 



Sahry Huft'z Sexzral I'olltlc~ and Nor ralrve Sf1 afrgrra 

and hollourable intentions. She aspires to achieve justice and wants to fight 
for her sisters' rights, equality and self determination in a traditional and 
highly patriarchal society. But her one-dimensional approach to her data 
impoverishes her narrative. Introducing her new ideas to such a conservative 
milieu warrants certain exaggerations and didacticism which are by their 
very nature inco~npatible with literary presentation. This leaves her critics in 
a quandary and has led some of them to advise her to confine her writing to 
militant theoretical prose. Luckily hers is not the last word in the Arab 
women's discourse, for there is a third group of younger female writers 
whose work is gradually acquiring attention and respect. 

Sophisticated Discourse of Self-Realisation 

The thud type of 'Female' narrative discourse is the discourse of difference 
which expresses itself in a rich variety of different techniques. It emerged in 
the work of recent years as a reaction to the prevalent 'Feminist' perceptions 
that reduced the women's movement to a bourgeois egalitarian demand for 
women to obtain power in the present patriarchal system. It sees the 
feminists as women who crave power and social legitimation that grant them 
respect and a place in the prevalent but faulty system. Instead, the new 
female writers, such as Haniin al-shaikhl8 and Hudii ~arakii t"  in Lebanon, 
Radwa 'Ashii?', Salwii B&', Iqbal Barakahz2, I'tidiil ' ~ t h x n 2 n ~ ~  and Sahar 
~ a w f i ~ ' ~  in ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ,  'Alyii' a l - ~ a b i ' i ~ ~  in Tunisia and 'Aliyah ~ a m d u h ~ ~  in 

See her novels Hrkqat Zahrah (1980), Mrsk a/-Ghazd (1988) and Bars Brerzrt 
(1992) 

See her novel Hajar a/-Dahrk (1990) 

20 In her novels H q r  D5ji ' (1985), KhadiJah wa-Smy~an (1989) and Srr8 (1992) 

21 In her novels Maq5n 'Afzjyah (1986), a/- 'Arabah at-Dhahabryynh t i  Ta5 'ad rli al- 
Sami' (1 991), and Wasfat Bulbul(1993) 

*' In her novels Wai-Nazall rlsal-Abad A~drqi '  (1 97 1 )  and Layla wa-1-Majh2 (1 98 1) 

23 In her two collect~ons of short storles Y&IS wa-1-Bahr (1987) and Wash at-Shams 
(1992) 

24 In her collection Art Tanhadrr at-Sham5 (1 985) 

25 There are several other Egypt~an wnters such as Hilah al-Badn, Nl'mit al-B~halr~ and 
S~hr?m Bayyiim~ to mentlon but a few 

26 In her novel Zahraf al-$abbb (1 99 1) 

" In her novel Hahbl  al-Naftlm (1986) 

are developing a fascinating narrative discourse of self-discovery. It is 
erned with granting the voiceless female a mature narrative voice that is 

. Most of the writers of tlus new discourse come from a 
ground of voicelessness; such as the poor shi'i community in the south 
ebanon or the worlung and peasant class in Egypt, Tunisia and Iraq. 

heir subtle, shrewd and artistically mature techniques for subverting 
lent order result in the most interesting female discourse in the Arab 
r it offers its discourse in the context of changing national realities 

careful not to alienate the other gender. The main feature of this reality 
disintegration of the old nationalist project and the emergence of new 
of traditionalism. The rational approach is rapidly making way for a 

ew sectarian thinking whose rising forms of belligerency use the sacred to 
date the shaky old order and manipulate a religious discourse to serve 
t~iarchal system. Fundamentalis~n resorts to the static reli&.ious 

urse and fixed 'view of the world' to avert the danger of a dynamically 
ng society. Narrative discourse, by its very nature, is both secular and 
and is capable of developing its counter strategies. In the varied and 
sophisticated narrative of these 'female' writers, the textual strategies 

le of undermining the rising discourse of traditionalism and furthering 
cular are numerous28. One of these strategies is the glorification of the 

literary strategy which aspires to break the male's monopoly on the 
e and provide the sacred with a feminine aspect. This also humanizes 
cred and reflects a fundamental change in the perception of the female 

the few works of this phase, the female writer has become 
singly aware of the inability of the 'Feminist' discourse to disentangle 
tiom what Helene Cixous calls 'patriarchal binary thought' and its 

den malelfemale opposition with its inevitable passivelactive evaluatioli 
its underlying paradigm. The binary oppositions are heavily implicated in 
patriarchal value system; and the new female writers posit a multiple 

erogeneous dgzrence against its scheme of thought. Thls is evident in 
Bakr's (1986) novel Mayam Xtryyah (The Shrine of 'Atiyyah), in 
the narrative structure itself is based on the multiplicity of testimonies 

at make such diJft:vence capable of reflecting the two categories of the 
ifferent and the deferred in Derrida's work. From the very title of the novel 
ne becomes aware of the multi-layered structure, for the word Maqsm in 

e l~m~ted scope of the present article does not allow a deta~led study of the rlchly 
erse contr~but~on of thls group, only one example serves to glve the reader a feel for 

atta~nments Therr work deserves a more deta~led lnvestlgatlon whlch I have 
ted elsewhere and continues to be the subject of subsequent work In Arabic, I 
rltten several art~cles on thelr work, particularly that of RadwS 'Ashiir, Hanin al- 
, 'A1y;t' al-TP~I'I and Salwr? Bakr 



the title means both 'shnne' and 'status', and refers in addition to the 
musical structure which is illherent in the piece with its variations on the 
theme and fu~al coda. The second word 'Atryyah is the proper name of the 
heroine, a common Egyptian female name, as well as a reference to the age 
old concept of the female being created fiom man's rib and 'given' as a 
'present' to the male. The passive meaning built in the Arabic morphology of 
the name, 'Atiyyah, is counterbalanced by it's active grammatical role in the 
Id$ah structure in which the name, 'Atiyyah, is the cornerstone of the 
grammatical structure of the title. This is enhanced by the selection of an 
androgynous name, 'Atiyyah, which is used in Arabic for both men and 
women; a feature which the text is keen should not escape the readers' 
attention, and often extends this androgynous nature to the heroine2', 

The narrative structure uses the polyphony of narrative voices neither 
to establish the various facets of truth nor to demonstrate its relativity, but to 
defer any application of patriarchal binary thought. The text posits narrative 
discourse against that of the media, seen as one of the main tools of what 
Louis Althusser calls 'the ideological state apparatus' and jettisons all the 
preconceived notions about the prescribed position of the female in the 
society. The novel resorts to a significant t e c h q u e  which acknowledges the 
absence of the woman and turns it with the dexterity of narrative treatment 
into a sign of its overwhelming presence. The main character of the novel, 
'Atiyyah, is deliberately absent, as if to conform with the prevalent social 
norm, in an attempt to investigate this norm by talang its tenets as its point of 
departure. The primary concern of the novel is to exorcise this absence and 
turn it into a stark form of presence, superior in quality and significance to 
that of the omnipresent male. By taking absence as its point of departure the 
novel equates the writing of the story of the deceased 'Atiyyah with that of 
realizing the potential of the narrator of the story 'Azzah, in an attempt to 
suggest the vital connection between rewriting the story of their foremothers 
and reshaping that of the present generation. 

The recourse to the techmque of the novel within the novel (dating 
back to The Arabian Nights and which is one of the oldest forms of Arabic 
narrative structure) establishes the strong affimty between the novel and its 
deep rooted popular tradition. This narrative structure with its lnherent 
intertextuality enhances the rich dialectics between the frame and the 
enframed stories on the one hand, and that of fiction and reality on the other. 
From the outset the text establishes both the perspective of narrative and the 
function of writing as well as its ideological stance vis-a-vis the 

29 The text refers several times (e g on pages 21,22,27,36,40) to various character- 
from her father to her husband-who perceived her as a man and to the different 
lnc~dents in which she acted like one 

36 

The story is presented as the fragments of' a suppressed text 
e body of Osiris, among various voices and scattered over a 

at spans Egypt's modern history from the national 
to the present. It is also seen as the attempt of its collector 

to g v e  meaning to her life after the death of her 
archeologist, 'Mi Fahim. For the piecing of the various 

ntification of 'Azzah and 'Atiyyah with the ancient 

action with its presentation as the female version of Osiris, for 
of roles in the 'Female' stage of writing is achieved without 

by positing the popular belief with its feminine synthesizing 
the ancient Egyptian creeds are blended with the tenets of 

sion of Islam with its inherent fundamentalism. The shnne of 
is a continuation of that of ancient Egyptian gods while the 

ous opposition to it stems from both the male establishment that has 

novel succeeds in creating a textual equivalent of the social 

resentation of narrative discourse constructs the textual space 
roducing the structural order of patriarchy, while at the sane 

ority. It gives the male voices the function of 
and ending the story, and squeezes the females, who are 

ered by the males, into the middle. Men start the narrative and end 
sibly confident of retaining control, and leave the squabbling over its 
for women. Yet by cutting up the continuity of the male voice, and 
the female the interruptive role, it is possible to achieve the real 

der by turning its structure against itself. In 

sures the continuity of their voices and the centrality of their position 



Sabty Hafez 

within the hierarchy of the textual order. Unlike the 'Feminist', the 'Female' 
writer does not aspire to cancel out the male voice, or to subject it to the 
rubrics of feminist oppression, but to create a new order in which the two 
genders relate a different story of the female. 

These three phases or more precisely three types of narrative 
discourse-feminine, feminist and female-correspond to similar phases in 
the development of the quest for and perce'ption of national identity in a 
manner that reveals the interaction between the national consciousness and 
the position of women in society, and the unpossibility of realizing the 
aspiration of a nation adequately without assiduous realization of the full 
potential of both genders. 

School of Oriental and Afncan Studies 
University of London 
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!Khwa and Menstruation in 
Narratives of the IXam 
Bushmen 

Belinda Jeursen 

The narratives referred to in thls paper have been selected from the 
collection of Wilhelm Bleek and Lucy Lloyd according to specific criteria. 
Firstly, they are stories involving the people of the Early Race, whom the 
IXam referred to as the '!Xwe!na-ssho!ke7 (Bleek & Lloyd 1911:73), and 
secondly, they describe conflict between an individual, usually a young 
woman, and traditional customs or rituals. They are distinguished from other 
narratives which appear in the Bleek and Lloyd collections because they all 
deal with gender issues. This does not exclude comparison with the other 
narratives in terms of characteristics of form. 

All the IXam stories and accounts recorded in the Bleek and Lloyd 
collection share the function of education in belief and survival. In addition, 
they all function as a form of entertainment and coinmuilication. The present 
selection focuses on the study of the educative qualities concerning the 
puberty rites of young girls. These served as a reinforcement of the tradition 
and custom of gender-based rites, with emphasis on appropriate behaviour. 
Above all, the narratives are warnings against disobeying the observances 
propagated in the stories. Ignorance or disobedience of the traditional 
structures leads to punishment, either by a supernatural force operating via 
the elements, or by means of inter-personal violence. The importance of 
keeping to custom to avoid dramatic, or even tragic, consequellces is 
emphasised; conflict arises when there is defiai~ce of traditional roles, or 
ignorance of customary 'laws'. 

I propose that through the use of extended metaphors the stories give 
inythological accounts of customs colicenled with menstruation. There is 110 
evidence indicating whether or not these were strictly adhered to in reality. 
Tension is skillfully built up, created by the temptation to ignore custom in 
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the face of discomfort, and show both the rewards for those who choose to 
obey, and the punishment meted out to those who choose to ignore the rules. 
The stories were probably used to persuade unwilling participants to adhere 
to tradition. These rituals were, according to Bleek and Lloyd's /Xam 
mformants, very much a part of everyday IXam life, as were other rituals, 
such as rainmalung and trance healing by shamans. With reference to the gap 
between rule and practice, Roger Hewitt in his study Structure, Meaning 
and Ritual in the Narratives of' the Southern San (1986), distinguishes 
between beliefs acted upon and beliefs used to make sense of tlie world. 
More importantly, he states that: 'Whatever the status in belief of these 
narratives, their intentioil is at least clear' (Hewitt 1986:88). 

It is important to recognize that with1 these stories, opposition in a 
ritual context does not occur between individuals, but between an individual 
and gender-biased traditions. Always strongly associated with IXam 
traditions are two male supernatural entities, IKaggen and !Khwa, who 
enforce tradition by means of trickery or punishment respectively. 

Male characters in the IXam stories are generally not punished for 
disobeying ritual laws; they are merely thwarted in their hunting. The 
puiiishment meted out to women who disobey includes their families and is 
often harsh. Responsibility weighs heavily on female characters to not only 
accept and obey the observances set out for them, but to do everything in 
their power to prevent the wrath of the supernatural being !Khwa from 
descending on them and their families. As will be illustrated, this requires 
discipline as well as wisdom. 

Because the focus falls on women, and particularly menstruating 
women, tlie supernatural being !Khwa is a central figure in my analysis of the 
narratives. IKaggen, the Mantis, who is a trickster figure, is referred to 
mostly in connection with hunting observances in IXam narratives. 

The characters in these myths belong to the time period in the 
Bushmen mythology when all creatures were people. 

The First Bushmen were those who first inhabited the earth ... When the first 
Bushmen had passed away, the Flat Bushmen inhabited their ground Therefore, 
the Flat Bushmen taught their children about the stories of the First Bushmen 
(Bleek & Lloyd 191 1 57) 

The F~rst Bushinen are referred to as the people of the Early Race, m e m g  
those beings who were once people, before becoming the animals and 
heavenly bodies we are now farmliar with 

The Sun had been a man, he talked, they all talked, also the other one, the Moon 
Therefore, they used to hve upon the earth, whlle they felt that they spoke They 
do not talk, now that they live In the sky' (Bleek & Lloyd 191 1 57) 



Barnard (1 992:83) distinguished between the first and second creations: 

After the first creation, the original animals and humans were undifferentiated by 
species and lacking in their defining attributes (in the case of animals) or customs 
(in the case of humans). In myths of this type, the characters represented by 
animal species can just as well be taken as human The second creation entailed a 
transformation, whereby animals and humans acquired their salient characteristics 

IlKabbo, one of the informants who worked with Bleek and Lloyd (191 1.73) 
in compiling the narratives, said that: 'These people are said to have been 
stupid, and not to have understood things well'. It is their stupidity which 
results in their transformation into animal form. No clear distinction is made 
between those who remained people and those who became animals, unless 
they became frogs, as some do. The story of the Leopard Tortoise, which I 
discuss in this paper, is one example of the intermingling of human and 
animal traits. The narratives are, on the whole, a fascinating hybrid of fact 
and fiction, ritual and fantasy, filled with the magical transfiguration and 
transmogrification of human beings, as well as the transformation of 
inanimate objects. Unusual events are prevalent and the supernatural being 
!Khwa slips in and out of the narratives with startling ability. Social 
boundaries and categories are upset, however, 

these inversions, ambiguities, transgressions and hallucinations generally survive 
only until the end of the story where the accepted moral order is unequivocally 
reinstated (Hofmeyr 1993 -36). 

!Khwa, whose name means rain or water, there being only one /Xam word 
for both, (Woodliouse 1992:84), was one of two supernatural beings 
prevalent in the IXam oral tradition, and apparently 111 the everyday life of 
these people. He is portrayed as a highly powerfUl male figure, 
predominantly destructive in his actions. He was associated pritnarily with 
rain or water, and lightning, and could take on various forms, which were 
usually water-orientated. !Khwa never appears in human form in the 
narratives, which serves to establish a distance between him as a 
supernatural figure and the human beings whom he punishes. Roger Hewitt 
emphasises that his presence is consequential on the action of others, that is, 
lie appears only when there has been some transgressio~i of menstrual 
observances (Hewitt 1986:60). He is also attracted by the scent of 
menstruating women, which required further ritual involving buchu and 
animal horns'. These rituals are elaborated on in 'A Woman of the Early 
Race and the Rain Bull' (Bleek & Lloyd 191 1:193), discussed in this paper. 

' Buchu, or Agathosma betulina, is a shrub of the rue family, found in South Africa. Its 
leaves, powdered and dried, yield a diuretic drug. 

Besides rain, water and lightning, !Khwa was identified with reptiles, 
especially snakes and frogs. Young girls did not eat snakes, and frogs were 
widely avoided as they were believed to have once been young girls. This 
belief originates in some of the stories considered in this chapter, where 
young women are changed into frogs for failing to comply with menstrual 
rites. 

In a footnote to 'The Girl of the Early Race Who Made Stars' (Bleek 
& Lloyd 191 1:77), IKabbo explained the puberty rites of young girls I-fe 
said that when a girl had 'grown', she was put, by her mother, into a t~ny hut 
with a small door, which was closed behind her. If the girl left the hut, which 
she was only allowed to do for the purposes of defecation, she had to keep 
her eyes cast down to tlie ground until she returned. She did not walk far 
from her liut at t h ~ s  time. When she became a 'big &.irl', she was only 
allowed, on the occasion of her first exit fiom the hut, 'to look afar over her 
mother's hand'. IKabbo also warned that during her time in the hut, the girl 
was not supposed to look at the springbok, in case they became wild. 

The liut itself was built by the grl 's mother and was isolated from the 
other huts. It was only big enough for the girl to lie prone. The confinement 
of the girl lasted until the next new moon, during which time she had to 
observe certain eating practices. (In 'The Girl of the Early Race Who Made 
Stars', instruction is given towards the end of tlie narrative on the eating of 
meat.) Furthermore, the girl was subjected to rationed food and water, being 
given only small portions of each. The 'xoakengu', or 'mothers', (elderly 
female relatives of tlie girl's mother), helped her mother to gather the 
selected roots the girl was allowed to eat. They helped to ensure that the girl 
observed the rules they had taught her through stories. The restriction of 
water, according to Lewis-Williams, was to show respect to !Khwa, so that 
her people's waterhole did not dry up (Lewis-Williams 1981 :50). 

Upon her emergence from the hut, Hewitt (1986:281) says: 

She had to treat all the members of  her household with buchu and give the women 
of the band red haematite with which they were to paint their cheeks and decorate 
their karosses. She was also expected to paint haematite stripes 'like a zebra' on 
the young men of the band to protect them from lightning caused by IKhwa 
Apart from the treatment of members of the band, the water source in current use 
also had to be thoroughly sprinkled with powdered haematite to appease IKhwa 
who, it was believed, might cause the pool to dry up completely 

In their anthropologcal study of menstruation, Blood Magrc, Buckley and 
Gottlieb (1988 3) polllt out that 

The symbolic potency so often attr~buted to menstrual blood and the 
exot~c-seemtng stringency of rules for the conduct of menstruating women have 



placed menstruation in the foreground of anthropological studies of 'taboo' 
Menstrual taboos have been seen by turn as evidence of primitive irrationality and 
of the supposed universal dominance of men over women in society. 

They go on to say that ethnographers have so often reported menstrual blood 
and menstruating women as 'dangerous' or 'contaminant' in societies which 
wish to oppress women that their findings have become truisms (Buckley & 
Gottlieb 1988:6). It is essential to note, however, that not all taboos 
surro~lnding menstruation are aimed at the women themselves; in many 
societies the behaviour of surrounding people is restricted: 

Some taboos restrict the behaviour of menstruating women themselves, whereas 
others restrict the behaviour of other people in relation to such women The 
threats that are culturally attributed to menstruation must likewise be analytically 
separated We need to ask . if a taboo is violated, will the menstruating woman 
harm someone else or herself (Buckley & Gottlieb 1988 lo)? 

In IXan society, as depicted in the recorded narratives, menstruating women 
were siinultaneously a positive and negative source of energy. They were 
potentially creative as well as destructive, and were therefore 'dangerous' to 
themselves and others. Narratives in t h ~ s  paper are categorised according to 
these distinctions. 

The power of women during menstruation was both confined and en- 
hanced. The isolation of women can be likened to the isolation of the hunter 
who had shot an animal; the individuals concerned were treated with great 
respect. Their isolation did not indicate inferior status. Neither were women 
restricted from handling men's huntulg equipment because they were deemed 
mferior; Inen were discouraged from contact with menstrual blood, as it was 
regarded as extremely potent, thus some rites enhanced the power of women 
and the hunter. 

Women Who Endanger Themselves and Others 

'The Girl's Story; the Frog's Story' (Bleek & Lloyd 191 1: 198-205) told by 
Kweiten-ta-ken, who heard it from her mother #Kamme-an, is a narrative in 
which a girl does not obey mel~stnlal observances. 

A girl lay 'ill' in her hut, not eating the food her mothers gave her. 
lnstead she killed and ate the 'children of the water' (there is no clear 
explanation of the 'children of the water'). The women went out to look for 
Buslman rice (ant's eggs); they instructed a child to stay at home and 
observe her elder sister to see what she was eating. 

Again the girl went to the spring and lulled a water-child, which she 
cooked and ate. The little girl observed her and told the mothers when they 
returned. They went out again seeking food, without saying anything to the 
girl. The clouds came up and her mother said, 'Something is not right at 
home; for a whirlwind is bringing (things) to the spring' (Bleek & Lloyd 

g r l  was the first to be taken to the spring, where she became a 
frog; afterwards, the xoakengu and her father also became frogs. All the 
family's possessions were taken to the spring and became agaiu what they 

ere; so their mats again became the reeds from which they had 

The account examines the repercussions of disobeying menstrual 
observances: the girl does not stay in her hut, secluded, as she should; she 
does not eat the food her mothers give her, and she kills the 'water's 
children'. The 'water's children' may be fish, frogs or tortoises, but there is 
no definitive information on this, either from the informants themselves or 
other researchers. The events have disastrous consequences. Everything 
associated with the g ~ l  is affected by her behaviour; when she breaks the 
isolation rule, she has extreme potential to do harm which involves not only 
herself but others too. 

The girl causes her family to be turned into bogs, rather than saving 
them, as the young woman in 'A Woman of the Early Race and the Rainbull' 
does. Not only the individual is punished; she brings about metamorphosis 
from human form into animal form onto her entire family. This reflects the 
importance of the puberty rites as an event for the entire community. The 
transformation of the family into frogs once again connects menstrual 
observances directly with the water, and therefore !Khwa. The 
transformation of their mats back to reeds UI the spring (reduci~ig 
manufactured objects back into their natural substances) is a common 
phenomenon in the ritual accounts where supernatural powers are shown to 
be operative. The removal to the spring of the family and their possessions 
illustrates the role of !Khwa or water in IXam imagination, having retributive 
qualities at the transgression of menstrual taboos. 

One is led to ask why the girl's mother did not speak to her daughter 
when she was told that the water's children were being killed and eaten. 
Immediately she sees the whirlwind she knows that something is wrong. She 
is thus also at fault, with her neglect serving in the narrative to emphasise the 
duty of parents to instruct their children. This is a strong and recurrent theme 
throughout the stories analysed in this study. 

'The Story of the Leopard Tortoise' (Bleek & Lloyd 191 1:38-41), told 
by Kweiten-ta-ken, who heard it from her mother, #Kamme-an, also pertains 
to instruction by parents and 'xoakengu', but the subtext addresses sexual 



taboos in conjullctioll with puberty rites2 
A gul lay 'ill' while her people had gone hunting. She saw a man 

approaching her secluded hut. She asked him to rub her neck as it was 
achulg. The man obliged and she im~nediately withdrew her head, taking in 
his hands and causing them to decay, leaving only the bones. 

Another Inan approached, upon which the first man h d  his hands 
behind h s  back and suggested the newcomer also rub the girl's neck. When 
the gul withdrew her neck, the inan attempted to get free by dashing the girl, 
referred to now as the Leopard Tortoise, on the ground 'that he should . . . 

break the Leopard Tortoise' (Bleek & Lloyd 191 1:39). At this point, the first 
man revealed his own hands and said, 'Feel (thou) that which I did also feel!' 
and then returned home, leaving the second man with Ius hands still caught. 
When his people asked him where he had been, the man showed them his 
hands and told them the story. They asked, 

Art thou a fool? Did not (thy) parents instruct thee? The Leopard Tortoise always 
seems as if it would die, while she is deceiving us (Bleek & Lloyd 191 1.38-41) 

Menstrual observances, and the dire consequences of not heeding them, 
appear as a subtle subtext in this story. The men approach the girl's hut 
while she is in seclusion. Physical contact takes place between the isolated 
female character and the men, with the result that their hands are eaten away. 
(The Leopard Tortoise and the girl are a single entity.) It is an unusual 
account, as the men are punished rather than the girl, although she is harmed 
by the second victim, who dashes her on the ground. 

Hewitt (1986:282) notes that after a girl's confinement in the hut, and 
up until her marriage, 

Certain foods continued to be forbidden to her These included certain kinds of 
veldkos as well as reptiles such as the cobra, the puffadder, the tortoise and the 
water tortoise ... while she was allowed to gather tortoise for others she could not 
touth one with her hands but had to put any that she found into her bag with the 
use of a stick and this probably applied to any of the other creatures believed to 
be put aside as (Khwa's meat 

The tortoise is therefore closely associated with !Khwa, identifying the 
narrative of the Leopard Tortoise as one dealing with menstrual formalities. 

The fust 'victim' deliberately tells the second man to rub the girl's 
neck, knowing the consequences, rather than cautioning him, so a tension is 
set up between the two men, rather than a grouping together against the grl, 
suggesting sexual rivalry. Thus there are two distinct incidents of deceit in 
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The Leopard Torto~se, or Testudo pardalis, IS a large spotted African land tortoise 

the narrative, fustly by the Leopard Tortoise (or girl), pretending that her 
neck aches and so trapping her first 'victim', and secondly by the first man, 
encouraging the newcomer to approach the girl. The two men respond 
differently to the situation however, with the tirst man wanting to see 
someone else suffer as he did, and the second attempting to kill the Leopard 
Tortoise. It seems as if the Leopard Tortoise is teachlng the men a harsh lesson 
against breakulg a taboo. The title of the story refers to the Leopard Tortoise, 
and by mference to a PI, which places her at the centre of events. The 
interchange in references from animal to human, (in this story from Leopard 
Tortoise to girl), is common in the stories of the people of the Early Race, as 
these narratives are set in the time before some of the people became animals. 
The stories illustrate the animal characteristics of these people, and are therefore 
explanations of the origins of particular animals. 

There is emphasis on the duty of parents to instruct their children. The 
first man is asked by his people if his parents did not instruct him about the 
Leopard Tortoise, namely about puberty rites and menstrual taboos. This is 
reminiscent of the duty of the 'xoakengu' (the mothers) of the group to 
instruct the young girls. 

Moreover, the narrative has sexual implications. The context of the 
events is important; puberty rites indicate the entrance of the girl into 
womanhood, with marriage, and thus sexual relations, allowed after the first 
menstruation. The tortoise is physically evocative of both male and female 
sexual organs, with the neck and head being phallic and the withdrawn head 
and neck suggesting the containment of the female genitals, while the 
trapping of the hands may be a metaphor for the sexual act itself. The 
narrative seems then to also be a warning against illicit sexual relations. It 
depicts great harm coming to men who disobey menstrual observances; the 
fate of the Leopard Tortoise remains unknown, although it is obvious that her 
second victim intends to do anything he can to escape from her, including 
breaking her. 

Women Who Harm Others 

Among the vast amounts of narrative recorded by Bleek and Lloyd but 
unpublished, are two stories which take a somewhat different route. They 
depict people being transformed into stars and trees by menstruating girls, 
who do not seem to suffer themselves. The first story, 'Corona Australis', 
was told by //Kabbo, who heard it from his mother, who had heard it from 
her mother (Bleek and Lloyd Collection, unpublished L Il:3333-3343). The 
title refers to the stars into which the people are transformed. 



A girl saw a group of people eating a rock-rabbit. She looked at them 
and they and the house in which they were seated became transfixed, that is, 
frozen into position. (The girl is referred to as a 'new girl', that is, a girl who 
is undergoing her first menstruation.) Slie walked among the people and they 
and the house became stars, known as Corona Australis (Bleek & Lloyd 
Collection, unpublished L II:3333). 

The story includes a diagam illustrating the position of the people as 
they sat around the fire with the pot of food on it. The semi-circle position of 
the people is that of the stars into which they were transformed, as seen from 
the earth. (Corona Australis is said here to be opposite Sagttarius.) 

In the second story, (Bleek and Lloyd Collection, unpublished L 
II:295-305), a menstruating girl looks at men and transfixes them, up011 
whicl~ they become trees which have the ability to talk. The first man was 
climbi~lg a mountain, playing the goura, when a girl looked at him and 
transfixed l k .  The narrative goes into some detail concerning the way in 
which the man was transformed: ' h s  legs are those of a man, he is a tree, his 
anns are those of a man, he is tree, he holds the goura with h s  mouth, he is a 
tree' (Bleek & Lloyd Collection, unpublished L II:297). Although he seems 
to be a man, he has been transformed into a tree and cannot move. The 
narrative continues to describe the transfixing of a number of other men in 
much the same way. Unfortunately, there do not seem to be details regarding 
the narrator of the story, nor the date. 

These are examples of narratives where a girl brings harm to others 
without hanning herself. The narratives focus on the effects of the girls on 
others, rather than on the girls themselves. In the first story, the 'victinls' are 
referred to as people, not men or women, while in the second story it is 
particularly men who are changed into talking trees. The processes of 
transformation and the events leading up to the transformation are narrated in 
minute detail, repeated numerous times with only slight changes in the 
wording. 

The function of these llarratives differs from that of the others in that it 
instructs people in the dangers of being looked upon by a menstruating girl. 
In these cases, the activities of others are imposed upon by a gr l  who has 
obviously left her isolation hut. Although there is no instructio~l to counteract 
the given events, the story functions as a warning to people in the group, 
who form the locus for transformation. 

The Wise Woman as Saviour 

Another narrative which has menstrual observances as its basis, yet which 
stands in contrast to the stories where young girls cause hann, is 'A Woman 
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of the Early Race and the Ka~n Bull' (Bleek & Lloyd 191 1 193-199), told by 
/Han#kasso, who heard ~t from h s  mother, Xabbl-an 

A young woman lay '111' m her hut The Ram smelled her and came 
seekmg her through the rmst The woman, lylng w~th her child, sr~lelled the 
Ram 111 turn, as it trotted up to her hut In the fornl of a Ram Bull, l o w e r ~ ~ ~ g  its 
tall I-Ie resembled a bull although 'he felt that (he) was the Ram's body' 
(Bleek & Lloyd 19 11 193) The young woman asked, 'Who can ths  man be 
who comes to me?' She threw buchu on 111s forehead and pushed ium away, 
putting on her kaross She put as~de her child 'for her husband, wh~le she felt 
that she was not gonlg to l ~ v e  she would go to become a frog' (Bleek & 
Lloyd 191 1 195) She mounted the Ram Bull and told lnm to take her to a 
certan tree and set her down there 'for I ache' She then nibbed h ~ s  neck 
wlth buchu which caused hlm to fall asleep, up011 wh~ch she quickly returned 
home The Ram Bull awakened and, not know~ng the woman was no longer 
with hun, walked to the middle of the sprlng from w111ch he had come The 
young woman, meanwh~le, burnt buchu to take the smell of the ram away 
The old women burnt horns so that the ram should not be angry Footnote 
'(The young woman's) ~ntelllgence was that wlth whlch she acted w~sely 
towards the Ram, hence all the people hved, they would (othenv~se) have 
been kllled, all (of them) would have become frogs' (Bleek & 1,loyd 
1911 193-199) 

Once again, the narrative is linked directly to menstrual observances 
and has an educative as well as an entertaiument purpose. The woman in the 
story is of the Early Race, so she is essentially setting an example for future 
women. The story is an extended warning, illustrating the dangers presented 
by !Kl~wa, and thus the powers of women, both during and directly after 
menstruation. The uses of buchu and the burning of horns are illustrated. In 
this case, the woman uses her intelligence to the advantage of her people 

Instead of viewing her actions as merely preventative, I suggest that 
she has influence over !Khwa in this instance. She is not breaklng any rules 
when he seeks her out; rather, by observing the rules and heedmg her 
mothers' advice to use buchu, she saves the entire group from being turned 
into frogs. She uses customs to her advantage. Hence the narrative is not 
only a way of teaching people about observances, but also an 
acknowledgement of women's power and the potential to use it wisely. 
However, as I pointed out earlier, women in these narratives generally have 
the ability to save or destroy, therefore their power is not autonomous and 
they are limited to specific actions. (The last story discussed in this chapter 
gves an example of a girl who neither destroys nor saves, but creates; 
however, it is the only example of its kind to my knowledge.) 

The focus of /Xam narratives was on characteristics such as bravery 
and independence, rather than on individual heroes. The woman in this story 



is not referred to by her name; neither are any other mythological characters. 
It is only in the animal narratives that particular anilimls are attributed with 
particular characteristics, and known for these. These characteristics are not 
necessarily heroic, however. 

The story of the woman and the Rain is sensual and suggestive, with 
an emphasis on the olfactory senses, those of the Rain, the woman, the 
buchu and the burning horns. She uses buchu to make tlie Rain Bull sleep, 
that IS, to dissipate h s  strength, and to disguise her scent once she has 
escaped. She then uses it to get rid of the smell of the Rain, and the older 
women burn horns to appease the Rain ~ u l l ~ .  Her power lies in observing the 
rules and making use of the advice her mothers have gven her. 

The Rain and the wolnan are associated by their scent, and can easily 
smell each other. There is a distinct link here between Rain, or !Khwa, and 
menstruating women. Both are powerful and have the ability to be creative 
or destructive. Water is central to the narrative; if the woman had not acted 
wisely her entire family would have been thrown into the spring and turned 
into frogs, which live in the water. Water is thus both a positive and a 
negative element; it could be both beneficial and used to punish, as it may 
have been if the woman had not used her intelligence. 

Although the Rainbull is a common figure in the Bushmen mythology, 
it is particularly powerful as an image 111 the narratives concerning puberty 
rites. The bull in this narrative 'courts' the young woman, she 'mounts' the 
bull, and she rubs its neck wit11 pleasant-smelling buchu. These images are 
highly evocative of courtship rituals. Her reference to the Rain Bull as a man 
at the b e w i n g  of the narrative places the events finnly in the context of 
human interaction. Her status as a menstruating woman, with a child, 
distinguishes her as fertile. Sensuality, sexuality and fertility are intimately 
bound up in the ritual narratives about young women. Rain is central to the 
creation of new life in nature and to survival, as is procreation and thus the 
continuation of human life. 

The link between water and punishment 01; death is not only present in 
the stories, but also in IXarn accounts of death. Bert Woodhouse (1992:89) 
quotes the informant HanIKasso as saying, 

Between the time a. girl emerges from her hut and her marriage, cooking for her 
parents is regarded as a dangerous activity The food had to be sprinkled with buchu so 
that it would have the scent of the plant Not doing so allegedly incurred the wrath of 
IKhwa When looking after children, the girl also rubbed them with buchu to avert the 
danger to the child if her perspiration rubbed off onto the child Hewitt (1986 282) 
observes that these practices probably only applied when the girl was menstruating The 
use of buchu was widespread during this time, for example, if a young woman played 
games with a young man during her menstrual period she first rubbed him with buchu to 
protect him from danger 

Dead people who come out of the ground are those of whom my parents used to 
say, that they rode the rain, because the thongs with which they held it were like 
the horse's reins, they bound the rain Thus they rode the rain because they 
owned it. 

Other references are made linking death and the rain; a person's hair is said 
to look llke clouds when they die. T h s  is given as an explanatio~~ for the 
formation of clouds. The trance experience is described as a feeling of being 
underwater by some, while others refer to it as being 'dead'. The connection 
between death or punishment, and rain or water is thus finnly established in 
the mythology and ritual practices of the Kam.  Girls with whom the rain is 
angry are taken to the water and turned into frogs, often with their entire 
family; or, according to another account, they are turned into flowers whlch 
@ow in the water (Bleek & Lloyd 1911:395). A footnote says that young 
girls were told that they would become water flowers if they did not fear the 
Rain. Kweiten-ta-ken's grandmother told her daughter this, who then told 
Kweiten-ta-ken. The account also says that people who did not know that 
the flowers were once grrls could not understand why they disappear under 
the water when one goes to pick them. Therefore, people should ~iot  go to 
pick them, as tlie Rain may take those people away. 

Furthermore, unmarried young women, said Kweiten-ta-ken, are not 
encouraged to walk about in the Rain in case lightning kills thein The 
lightning smells the scent of the woman and strikes in that place. If a woma~i 
was walking through the Rain and she saw the lightning, she was supposed 
to quickly go to that place and look. Her shining eyes could turn back the 
'thunderbolts', that is, lightning striking the ground4. It would then pass 
quickly because it respected the eyes shming on it, and would not kill 
people. Here again, the power of women in relation to rain, water and 
lightning is illustrated, Women can also tun1 a man into a star or a tree after 
transfixing him, as illustrated in the two narratives discussed earlier. 
Conversely, they can protect men from lightning, by painting them with 
haematite when they emerge from their hut. When it rained, young girls sat 
in their huts with one of the 'xoakengu', waiting for the ram to pass. The 
xoakengu probably told stories to the girls of the consequences of not 
observing menstrual rituals. The g r l  was referred to as '!Kwilailka:n', which 
means 'new maiden' in Rleek's translation. 'New rain' is that which has just 
fallen, and is deemed extremely potent (Lewis-Williams 1981 :50). A girl 
approaching such water sprinkles buchu on it. The connection between 

' The snapplng of  a g~r l ' s  fingers at someone dur~ng her confinement was regarded as 
extremely dangerous, ~t was ~dentlfied w ~ t h  the 'ra~nbolts' spoken of here These 
'rainbolts', accord~ng to Hew~tt ,  (1986 284) 'were black pebbles found on the ground 
and belleved to be thrown by fKhwa in h ~ s  anger' 
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women and water is thus a strong one, and necessitates great care be taken. 
Rain played a central role in the lives of the IXam; because the IXam 

were hunter-gatherers, their survival depended on it. Its recurrent appearance 
in their mythology is therefore hardly surprising. The IXam distinguished 
between male and female rain, male rain being a hard, destructive rain, and 
female rain being a gentle, soalullg rain. In Thc Rain and its Creatures, Bert 
Woodhouse (1 992: 19) explains that female rain is depicted in rock paintings 
being 'squirted from the teats of a multi-breasted 'she-rain' animal'. He also 
speaks of rain snakes: 

The Bushmen recognised a close association between some snakes and water, e g 
the puffadder whose green and yellow colours were compared with those of the 
rainbow (Barnard 1992.1 1) 

Snakes in mythology have long been associated with temptation, and persist 
as phallic symbols. Also apparent in the rock art of the Bushmen are rain 
animals, rain elephants, rain birds, rain lions, and the rain bulls which appear 
as !Khwa in disguise. 

The Creative Woman 

The following narrative is unusual in that it depicts a girl who does not fail to 
observe menstrual rites but is clearly dissatisfied with her confinement and 
food deprivation. Out of her anger comes creativity however, rather than the 
usual punishnent. 'The Girl Who Made Stars' was related by //Kabbo, and 
he says in a footnote that, 

This girl is said to have been one of the people of the Early Race and the "first" 
girl, and to have acted ill. She was finally shot by her husband These people are 
said to have been stupid, and not to have understood things well (Bleek & Lloyd 
191 1 73-79). 

In the fist part of the narrative, the girl creates the Milky Way by throwing 
wood ashes up into the sky, but it is the second part of the story which is 
relevant here. The girl lay 'ill' in her hut: 'She was angy with her mother 
because her mother had not given her many !huh roots, that she might eat 
abundantly; for she was in the hut'; that is, she was secluded in accordance 
with menstrual observances. The narrative states specifically at this point 
that the girl did not go out to get food for herself, for this was the duty of the 
'xoakengu', and forbidden to the girl. In her anger, she threw up the '!huin7 
roots into the sky in order that they might become stars; the old roots became 
red stars, while the young roots became white stars. 

The narrative goes on to explain that she did not eat young men's 
game because it would lead to their bows and arrows becoming 'cold', due 
to her saliva entering the meat and thus the bow. She only ate game killed by 
her father. She also 'treated her father's hands (with bucl~u) . . . taking away 
her saliva (from them)' (Bleek & Lloyd 191 1:73-79). 

These eating observances also extended to the 'xoakengu'; any animal 
killed by the grl 's father for her to eat of was reserved for ollly the girl and 
the 'xoakengu', rather than being shared out amongst the other hunters 
Hewitt (1986:280) says that some of the man's arrows 'were recoglised as 
belonging to the girl' 

The narrative is an account aimed at instructing people, espec~ally 
young girls, about puberty rites and the corresponding observances. It is 
concerned with the actual conditions of the girl's seclusion. A footnote to 
this narrative, related by IIKabbo, who heard it froin his mother, explai~ls 
these conditions in some detail. The narrative itself refers mostly to the 
seclusion in tbe hut and the rationing of food. 

The footnote says that these people of the Early Race were very 
stupid, yet the girl performs a fantastical feat. Out of anger, a 'negative' 
state, comes tremendous power and creativity. The girl creates the Milky 
Way and then the stars, providing light for all, wluch is a highly positive 
action. The onset of menstruation signals the beginning of fertility and thus 
the ability to produce new life through procreation. The power a young g~r l  
had at this time could be creative or destructive. Thus the narrative 1s not 
merely a cautionary tale; rather, it indicates the belief in women's power 
during this time, their magical qualities and their courage. She 1s not 
punished in any way, as the young women in most of the other ! U w a  
orientated narratives are, even though she is not passively acceptulg the 
puberty ritual. However, the footnote records that she was later killed by her 
husband. NO further information or explanation is given and we are not 
informed of the reason for her death. Her defiance in this story could point to 
defiance of her husband, resulting in her death. The last section of the 
narrative operates on a particularly educative level. The information is 
conveltiently contained within the framework of the story, altl~ough it may 
simply have been an aside by IlKabbo. 

Whether it is in relation to tl~emselves or others, the power of women 
in a ritual col~text is well-communicated through these narratives. But their 
power is generally restricted to destruction or the courtteractioll of 
destruction. Menstrual rites create restrictions for both the young women 
concerned and the rest of the community. The stories obviously senfed as 
educative tools which reillforced particular customs and beliefs. These 
traditions were gender-specific and were warnings against breaking with 
tradition. The female characters are severely punished, and this punisllmellt 



1s not l~mted  to themselves but extends to the entlre community Hence the 
stortes einuhasise the respons~btlitles of young women at this tlme and deplct 
the rites and rebwlations as a duty to be performed, because the co~mnuillty's 
W~II-bemg IS at stake The supernatural bemg IKhwa looms large over the Censure and Social Comment 
events, an ominous figure acting as a catalyst for potential disaster, for which 
the young women are accountable. 

The research carried out in connection with this paper is aimed at 
in the Izihasho of Urban 

st~mulatmg and facil~tating discussion It 1s thus not mtended as a closed 
document which provides fixed answers and ends debate, but hopefully one 

Zulu Women 
which opens new areas for exchange, encouragmg f-urther research 
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Introduction 

Ong (1990:43) makes the point in his work Oralrty & Literacy, that many if 
not most oral or residually oral cultures, stnke literates as extremely 
agonistic in their verbal performances and even in their lifestyles. He goes on 
to say that oral narratives/renditions are often marked by the enthusiastic 
descriptions of physical violence which he explains as resulting from the 
common and persistent physical hardships of life. Furthermore, personal 
tensions can also arise due to ignorance of physical causes of disease and 
disaster, where these are seen to be caused by something or the malevolence 
of someone. 

Vituperation moreover, is seen in oral art forms to be directly 
connected with the structure of orality itself. As all verbal communication by 
its very nature is dvectly transmitted by word of mouth, interpersonal 
relations are kept taut on both positive and negative levels. 

In most polygamous societies, as in Zulu traditional rural societies 
where women live together in close proximity in the homestead situation, 
tensions are bound to arise between co-wives as well as between a 
husband's mother and his wives. In line with this, Jafia (1978) and Ntshinga 
(1993) state that tradition forbids a woman from tallung openly about her 
marriage situation and its inherent problems. 

These tensions can be evidenced 111 the cryptic naming of children or 
animals where 

names reflectmg censure, disapproval and discontent serve an Important soclal 
hnctlon In that they tend to mlnlmlze frlctlon In the communal env~ronment, by 
enabllng a person about whom defamatory allegat~ons have been made, to refute 
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these accusations, and attempt to clear hislher name in a subtle yet effective are llormally performed in rural settings as in the following example: 
manner. They may also function by either exposing. accusing, mocking, warning 
or challenging the underlying reason or cause of the frict~on This serves as a Leader: 'Klwi - klwi - klwi' 
means of working out tension and frustration by affording the namer the Chorus. 'Wayithathaphi, incwadi yokufeba?' 
possibility of passing an indirect yet effective comment in an environment where Leader: 'Klwi - Wwi - Mwi' 
direct confrontation and conflict is not only inadmissible, but also socially Choms- 
unacceptable (Turner 1992.45). 

'Ngayinikwa, lencwadi yokufeba' 

Ntshmga (1993) quotes numerous examples of Xhosa women's songs whlch 
are sung in specific settings, e.g. whle working in the fields, at certain 
ceremonies or even at social gatherings. III these songs, those who deviate 
from the cultural norms, are chided for their transgressions. These songs 
operate in exactly the same way as women's izibo~igo in exposing social ills, 
but have a broader frame of reference. In addition these songs are less 
personal in that they are not necessarily directed at any one specific person, 
although they may have orignally have been conceived with a specific 
person in mind. When they are sung, the message embedded within the lyrics 
of these songs may be aimed at a more general audience. 

Enoch Mvula, in his research conducted on the pounding songs of 
women in N g o ~  society, states that these songs which are performed by 
women when pounding or grmding maize, 

become a licensed means of communication employed strategically to play out 
social conflict and to define, maintain, or alter the position of women in the Ngoni 
community . .. The pounding forum provides the means to do this by creating a 
safe and licensed context and the pounding song acts as a poetic genre for 
expressing and dehsing social tension (Mvula 199 1 :4). 

In line with these types of songs which are often communal experiences and 
include music and movement, are Zulu izig~yo. These are normally 
performed by women after feasting when much food and traditional beer has 
been consumed. They are rhythmical chants or songs which are done with 
one woman acting as the leader and others responding as the chorus. Women 
often use these izrgiyo as a means of passing criticism or just commenting 
about the behaviour (often that which is deemed unacceptable) of others in 
the community. Usually these lzigiyo are perfonned in the presence of the 
culprit at whom they are aimed, so that she be made aware of any social 
undercurrent. Although no names are mentioned, the person targeted most 
often realises that the performance is for her 'benefit'. Apart from these 
indirect attacks which occur in the guise of these songs, there may also be 
retaliation either by the victim, or by her supporters if she or they become 
aware of the direction of the intended slur. Despite the fact that the message 
in the iz~giyo is often spiced with ridicule and reproach, it is normally done 
in a playful, teasing spirit without a malicious or vicious tone. These songs 

e sounds made by the leading woman are accompanied by exaggerated 
gestures depicting writing. The chorus joins in by posing the question: 
'Where did you get it, the license (letter) to indulge in unlawful, extramarital 
sexual relations?'. The writing is imitated again and the women join in the 
second time by replying: 'I was given it'. The criticism in this instance was 
directed at a woman in the community who was suspected of committing 
adultery with the lead singer's husband. Instead of confronting her directly, 
the song is sung 111 her company, and the singer's supporters, who are party 
to the underlying message, then join 111. The woman being accused in this 

tance was fully aware that the accusation was directed at her and failed to 
pond (presumably out of guilt). 

Personal Praises in Zulu Society 

In many Afiican societies, people are recopised not only by their personal 
names, but also by an extension of their names whch form a core of 
'praises'. 

As a child a person is given a principle name or 'great name' (Krige 1950 74), by 
which he is known to his parents. Besides this name, he is given a name which is 
coined when he begins to giya (an improvised dance which is performed when 
praising, usually mimicking war movements). Thereafter, a new name is taken or? 
reaching adulthood, and this is added to by other names which bear comment on 
certain deeds, characteristics and achievements. In some cases these names are 
expanded on and become incorporated into what is known as ~zrbongal~z~l?a.sho 
which are personal praises. Being known by his praises, provides a person with an 
identity, a sort of recognition and support which is important to his ego and selfl 
image (Turner 1990 56) 

The tenn izrhongn has many varied aspects to its nature, but the meanmg 
that IS most widely accepted, is that they are 'praise poems' which laud the 
feats, character and personality features of the person about whom the poem 
IS composed 

Desp~te the fact that the content of lzrhongo is made up largely of 
pralses, ~t may also contaln aspects of cntlclsm and censure of the subject 



about whom they are composed. Opland (1973:33) in preference to the use 
of the defiliition of 'praising' to describe the verb ukubonga, defines it more 
accurately as meaning 'to utter a poem about', as he regards the description 
of 'praising' as too limiting when one has also to deal with elements of 
censure and criticism. With regards the praises of ordinary people, it seems 
that the term most preferred when referring to this type of poetry that is not 
connected with important people and is not recited by a specialist bard or 
imhongr, but can be recited by anyone, is izrhasho which is a sub-category of 
the umbrella tenn mhongo. 

The izihasho whch contain satirical and critical references are not the 
exclusive property of ordinary women, but are also prevalent in the praises 
of women of Royal blood. If one looks at the praises of important women in 
hstory such as Mkabayi, Nandi, Monase, Nomvimbi and Ngqumbazi, there 
is abundant scatological and agonistic references contained therein on the 
same lines as the praises of the promiscuous nurse, the local gossipmonger 
or the lazy daughter-in-law. Ln the rzibongo of these Royal women, the 
content, despite their rank in society, is often not altogether complimentary 
or praiseworthy. 

'Physical oddities such as ungainly height, wide spaced thighs, big chin, heftiness 
as well as extreme ambition, meanness, unpleasantness, sexual forwardness and 
~ th lessness '  are some of the disparaging references that are encountered (Turner 
1986-61) 

Unlike the praises of Zulu men which are common, and which may contain 
both positive and negative references, in researclung Zulu women's praises 
in urban areas, the most stdung feature, is the lack of praises generally 
accorded to women at all in urban environments. Why this should be, may be 
seen to be a direct result of their role in society and the very composition of 
the patrilineal and patriarchal Zulu social structure. Furthermore, the 
izihasho that have been researched and documented, are remarkable for the 
lack of praiseworthy material they contain. 

The same principle as found in the naming of both people and animals, 
applies to women's praises, whlch are an extended collectioll of 'names', 
where a social comment, however critical or accusatory may be made in the 
allusive but acceptable poetic form of izibongo. This phenomenon it seems is 
not restricted to women in rural, polygamous communities only-there is 
clear evidence of an urban counterpart, although the content, function and 
tone of these 'praises' has discernible differences. 

The apparent lack of positive praises accorded to women seems to be 
the result of the prevailing attitude among various urban educated women 
whom I interviewed, who maintained that 'decent women do not have 
rziha.~ho'. The field of praising was largely perceived to be a male preroga- 
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tive, and if a woman does acquire 'praises', they w~l l  invanably be of a non- 
complnnentary type 

The Function of Personal PoemslZzihasho 

In times gone by, Vilakazi (1945:46) regarded the mbongo of women as 
ompositions dealing with somethmg beautiful and praise-worthy'. Gunner 

criticizes Vilakazi's claim that the praise poems of women deal with 
'something beautiful and praiseworthy'. She maintains that Vilakazi's claim 
seems almost to ignore the contents and statements of these very praise 
poems, which for the most part 

reflect the facets of life important to women, while displaying at the same time the 
sharp eyed concern with individual identity that characterizes all Zulu praise 
poetry (Gunner 1979:239) 

Gunner who has done extensive research on the izibongo of women in rural 
areas, cites the hnction of izibongo as 'a poetic statement of identity' 
(Gunner 1979:241). A woman's acquaintances will acknowledge her 
indirectly or greet her directly by referring to one or more lines of her praise 
names. She goes on to say that 

the women who possess and compose praise poems are usually traditionalists who 
do not belong to zny of the mission churches, and many are married in 
polygamous households (Gunner 1979:239) 

Apart fkom the function of 'poetic identity' which Gunner cites, she also 
sts complaint and accusation as important hnctions of these praise poems. 
ension and rivalries that exist in the close knit structure of the Zuln 

polygamous unit find their legitimate outlet in praise poetry through allusive 
diction. Gunner (1979:239) states that: 

The statement of complatnt or accusation in a praise poem 1s an effective and 
soc~ally acceptable way of publicly announcing one's anger or g r~ef  

Contemporary Oral Poetry in LJrban Settings 

Women who live in rural areas have a far more prolific collection of praises 
than their urban counterparts. The reason for this is to be found in the very 
nature of their communal existence. By reciting or having one's praises 
recited, one's sense of belonging within a particular community or cultural 



group is reinforced. As women's praises are normally pe~fonned in the 
presence of other women e.g. within the homestead, in the fields while 
working or at any social occasion, 'the feeling of group solidarity and a 
shared identity is often very strong' (Gimnner 1979:243). Praises can be self 
composed or given by one's peers. They may comprise lines that arise from 
both these sources. The performance of these praises is a communal 
experience and as such, the balance between praise and dispraise or 
complaint motif encountered in the majority of the oral poetry of rural 
women, is more marked. Although there may well be uncomplimentary 
references and accusations against others, these are often balanced with 
those that serve to compliment and flatter the subject. 

The oral poetry encountered in contemporary urban settings differs 
markedly from its rural echo. Apart from the fact that very few women in 
urban areas have praises of their own, and this even includes certain famous 
women of the ilk of Dr. Nkosazana Zuma, the personal oral poems that I 
have come across which seem to be most prevalent, are those of a 
disparagmg and deprecatory nature. 

The acceptability of this fonn of criticism lies in the community 
structure within which these women live. Although not as close loit as the 
life of women in rural environments, nevertheless all members of urban 
society hold a basic shared value-system and therefore feel at liberty to 
comment through the lines recited in the oral poems of their peers, on any 
form of behaviour that effects the stability and smooth runni~lg of their 
societal setting. 

Another interesting fact is that lines from poeins of this nature are not 
the sole composition domain of women. Obviously, where castigatory and 
caustic references are predomninant, it stands to reason that the lines are not 
self composed, although this does happen. 111 certain of the poems recorded 
in urban settings however, men as well as other women have added lines. 

Composition 

The language encountered in this type of remonstratory oral poetry is of a 
highly allusive and formulaic nature. At the same time however, it contains a 
very clear and unmistakable message which is intended to act as a warning 
and admonishment against pursuing unacceptable fonns of behaviour. 
Reflecting the very nature of the criticism contained therein, it is also 
colnmon to encounter scatolo~cal references as well as crude and vulgar 
terms. These words are acceptable within the framework of izlhasho but 
would be frowned upon as 'mhlarnba' or filth, if used loosely 111 everyday 
speech. 

The types of irregular behaviour targeted in these oral poems focus 
primarily on misdemeanours such as promiscuity, laziness, gossiping and 
dmking. 

The Theme of Promiscuity 

lie most prevalent theme by far contained in the izihasho researched In 
urban areas, is promiscuity. Often more than one theme can occur at a time 
within a poem, so a woman can be reprimanded not only for promiscuity, but 
also for drunkenness and laziness as well. Certain formulas recur in the 
examples given, and it is clear that there is often an urban counterpart for a 
well established formula prevalent in rural areas e.g. 

'akadlulwa bhulukwe' vs 'akadlulwa bheshu'l'akash~ywa sidwaba' 

following izihasho are those that have promiscuity as the dominant 
c. Due to the allusive nature of this oral poetry, it is necessary with some 

ples, to fill in biogaphical detail as well as examining the texts 

IZIBONGO of KHI NGCOBO' 

The One who picks up, 
She picks up here and discards there 
She beckons, Come, ride, going forward 
Social Worker, vehicle of the public! 

Literary Analysis 
The deverbalised image in the first line of piclung up is carried through to the 
next line and contrasted with the verb qathaza which means to drop, in order 
to highlight this woman's behaviour in having affairs with many men. 

The images in the last two lines of being a vehicle (taxi), is a common 
ne when alluding to promiscuous behaviour, the woman being likened to a 
ode of transport which is easily accessible, provided one has the money to 
y, plus carrying the sexual undertone of being something that someone is 

IZIBONGO zikaKHI NGCOBO 

UmaCosha 
Siyacosha, siyaqathaza lapha. 
Sithi Woza, gibela, oya phambili 
Social Worker, mot0 yomphakathil 
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The metaphor expressed 111 English of the Soc~al Worker alludes to 
sonleone who serves the community in a positive way-~n t h ~ s  nistance the 
male community, who make frequent use of her servlces 

IZIBONGO of S'BONGILE~ 

Enough you talkative one1 
Enough you old beer pot 
Whlch I S  t~red and worn out 
For it has been In use a very long time 

Literary Analysis 
The reference 111 the first Ime to Mangqengqwewu 1s a derivat~on fiom the 
verb ngqengqeza, a verb which denotes nose or the constant sound of a 
rlngmg bell 

The allus~on to S'bongle, a woman 111 her nud forties, as a an old 
worn out beer pot, IS a double edged sword Not only does it carry the 
reference to drlnkulg, but at the same tlme her promiscu~ty which is well 
known and shows no slgn of abattng, has rendered her a worn out utensll 
whch IS no longer desuable or useable 

IZIBONGO of MAS IT HOLE^ 

You who have no fixed place to live 
Because of your promisc~~~ty 
Prostitute you upset me, 
You do not sleep at home because of men 
The lover of men, 
The changer of different men, 

IZIBONGO zikaS'BONGUE 

Yeka mangqengqewul 
Yeka khamba oludala 
Oselukhathelel 
Kade kwasa ludlela 

IZIBONGO zikaMASITEIOLE 

UMahamb' ehlala 
Ngenxa yobusoka 
USifebe siyangicasula, 
Wangalali ekhaya ngenxa yamadoda 
Untandokazi yamadoda 
Mshintshanisi wamadoda, 
Oshintshe amadoda ayishumi, 

"ho rejected Sipho 
By accepting S'fiso 
When she had already admitted John 
Who rejected John 
By replacing him with Sabelo 
Sabelo ran away 
And was followed by Vezi 

The changer of different men 
Who rejected Mdu 
And changed him for Zakhele. 
AU men belong to me! 
The lover of men. 

You have rnen in Durban 
You have men in Johannesburg 
You have men in Olundi, 
You have men in Port Shepstone, 
You have men in all spheres of the world 

Literary Analysis 
Although these lines may not have much metaphorical imagery, the appeal 
lies in the structure of the poem, wbch is based very closely on the lines of 
traditional izibongo zamakhosi. Instead of conquests it1 battle, we are 
presented here with a number of 'love conquests' who are discarded and 
done away with in much the same fashlon as the heroes of old dealt wit11 
adversaries in battle. 

Ushintshe uSipho, 
Wamshintsha ngos'fiso 
US'fiso wamshintsha ngoJohn 
UJohn wamshintsha ngosabelo 
USabelo wakhala wemuka 
Waiandelwa uVezi 

Mshintshi wamadoda ahlukene 
Oshintshe uMdu 
UMshintsha ngozakhele 
Madod' onke ngawami 
Mthandi wamadoda 

Othande eThekwini 
Wathanda eMgungundlow 
Wathanda oLundi 
Wathanda ePort Shepstone 
Othande nkalozonke. 
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IZIBONGO of DELIWE' 

You who goes everywhere1 
You who does not choose 
Whether a person IS old or young 
You also don't choose 
Whether a person IS black or white 
Because you say you do not dlscr~mlnate by race 

You want to sat~sfy yourself 
Because you belleve that what you have IS ~nexhaust~ble 
You spreader of venereal d~seases 
To young and old altke 

Biographical Detail 
This woman lives at Ngonyamem near Umlazl She is illiterate and comes 
from a poor famly She turned to prostitution as a source of Income The 
lines would be recited when with her peer group and were not taken to be 
malicious, but spicy teasing 

Literary Analysis 
The first five lules refer to this woman's md~scmmate  sexual behaviour, 
even across rac~al lrnes The last two l ~ i ~ e s  refer to her ongoing treatment at 
the local clinic for venereal diseases 

IZIBONGO of NOBUHLE BUTHELEZI~ 

The cooker of different foods like the summer pot1 
You are transporting and accompanying people, you bus! 

ZIBONGO zikaDELIWE 

Mqedi wezwel 
Wena ongakhethi 
Ukuthi umuntu mdala noma mncane 
Wena hthi  ongakhethi 
Ukuthi umuntu mnyama noma mhlophe, 
Ngoba uth~ awubandlululi muntu 

Weria hthi  ufuna ukuzidelisa 
Ngoba ukholelwa ekutheni lento kayipheli, 
Mtshali wamalumbo 
Kwabancane nabadala 

"IBONGO zikaNOBUHLE BUTHELEZI 

Maphek' ethulule njengebhodwe lasehlobol 
Uyathutha uyaphelekezela webhasif 

Yesterday you were at the firm, 
Today you are in the street in lorries and taxis 
Both Blacks and Whites are known by you 
I wonder what the capacity of your thing is7 
Happy are those who know it 

Literary Analysis 
The first two lines of this poem are the only ones which have metaphors that 
require elucidation. The first line refers to her as the summer pot referring to 
the wide variety of lovers she has in the same way that the summer pot has 
such a wide variety of different vegetables whch are cooked because of the 
favourable growing season. The second line refers to her in the cormno~lly 
used image of a bus, a vehicle which transports many people provided they 
have the fare-a reference to her many lovers. The poem is coi~cluded with 
crude references to her sexual capacity. 

Go, go away chlld! 
Weighed down by parcels eveIy day 
Books that have not been written in 
She goes up and down with the buses. 

We are tired of young prostitutes 
Darkness is coming, it is now at the door 
All will be revealed1 

Biographical Detail 
These praises belong to a schoolgirl in Standard nine in Umlazi. She was 

7 Izolo ubusefemini, 
Namuhla usemgaqweni 
Emaloli nasematekisini 
Abamnyama nabamhlophe baziwa nguwe 
Kari ingakanani lento yakho? 
Bayadela abayaziyo. 

IZIBONGO zikaBUSISlWE 

Hamba, hamba ngane! 
Nomgodlagodla wezinsuku 
Mibhal' engabhalwanga! 
SeNa senyuk' emabhasini. 

Sakhathala ngezincane ~zifebe 
Kuyez' ukuhlwa, sekusemnyango 
Zonke zozwakalal 



given these lines by different people who live in her cornmi~nity, and they are 
nonnally recited by various members of her peer group. On being questioned 
about the content of the lines, she showed indifference to any negative view 
that they expressed about her. 

She said that her parents were not aware of her 'praises'. 

Literary Analysis 
The first verse refers to the fact that although this girl left home every day 
laden with books for school, her books were not used, as she would not 
attend school, but would go into town with potential suitors. 

The second verse acts as a wanling to the girl, that people in the 
coininunity are aware of the situation, and that if she is caught out, the 
evidence will be made known for all to hear. 

IZIBONGO of LLJNGILE~ 

Lungile, mother's baby1 
No mother, don't worry, 
She eats Induna (maize meal) and fills herself up for some time! 
A child who has a child 

Biographical Detail 
These praises whch were recited at occasions by this young girl's peers and 
even sometimes by their mothers, were gven to her in an attempt to censure 
the mother. The accusation levelled at her in these lilies was to expose the 
fact that she indulged her daughter and spoiled her rotten. She would also not 
heed the warnings of others, with regards her daughter's bad behaviour and 
is thus chided with the results of her lack of discipline, i.e. her daughter's 
pregnancy. 

Literary Analysis 
The first two lines gently tease the girl, but in the third line, the mother is 
addressed in a sarcastic manner. The fourth line alludes to the fact that the 
girl is pregnant (i.e. her stomach is fill1 having satisfied herself with Iilduna 
maizemeal). The last line is a reference to the undesirable situation of a 
young girl falling pregnant. 

-- 

IZIBONGO zikaLlJNGLLE 

ULungile, urnama's baby1 
Hhayi Mamq ungakhathazeki, 
Udl' Induna, esuthis' isikhathi esidel 
Ingane inengane! 

IZIBONGO of ZOKUPHIWA MAKWATHINI'" 

Panties that loosen on seeing a man1 
Bus which leaves no-one behind. 
It is ridden on with credit 
Lovable one to men1 
The real thirst quencher 

Literary Analysis 
The first luie here is a more moden1 urban equivalelit to the original hnes 
which appear in Nandi's praises. 

Umathanga awahlangani 
Ahlangana ngokubona umyenilindoda 

Again the concept of a woman as a form of public transport is used here- 
where Zokuphiwa is likened to someone who accepts anyone's advances. 
However, unlike a professional prostitute, she does not expect payment 
hence the reference to islkweletu, but rather expects her lovers to court her 
and buy her tlings. Her appeal to men is quite obvious and the way in which 
she is referred to in the last line refers to her ability to gratify the sexual 
needs of her suitors. 

Container without handles! 
Long rope of string. 
Mouth that waters 
When it sees one who wears trousers. 
One who loves till losiig consciousness, 

Udilozi liyaxega uma libona indoda! 
Ibhasi engashiyi muntu. 
Egibelisana nangesikweletu. 
Uyigagu lamadoda! 
Isiqeda koma soqobo. 

IZIBONGO zikaMAMKHJZE 

Umgqomo ungenankintsho! 
Untamb' ende kalayini 
Umlomo uconsa amathe 
Mawubona into efake ibhulukwe 
Umaqoma aze aquleke, 
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l 2  You don't care that the weapon has fi-0th 
'That goes down the throat 
Stay Sarafinal 

Literary Analysis 
The metaphor used in the first line of a container or bin is commonly used to 
describe a person who is indiscriminate either in drink or love matters. The 
second line is a metaphor that is associated with height. The last three lines 
criticise her for excessive drinku~g, and end the poem with a jibe at her for 
being condemned to the status of an old maid, the name Sarafina being in 
popular use before the film of that name, to indicate an old, outdated person. 

IZIBONGO of NOMSA'~ 

The strainer which is lealung1 
No news passes her by, 
No man passes her by 
She whose thighs do not meet, 
They open voluntarily when seeing trousers1 

Literary Analysis 
This talkative woman who is also exposed for her immoral behaviour is well 
known amongst her associates in Kwa Mashu by these formulaic lines. The 
first line contains a reference to the image of uvovo, a particularly strilung 
metaphor, where her gossipmongering habits are llkened to that of a strainer 
which is used to strain traditional beer. The formula which is used in the 
fourth line is taken from Nandi's rzibongo. 

IZIBONGO of a NURSE at KING EDWARD  HOSPITAL'^ 

The one who stabs at Point Road with red buttocks. 

12 Awus~bhelu isikhali esinengwebu 
Okwehla ngomphimbo kuyehlela 
Sala Sarafinal 

I3  IZIBONGO zikaNOMSA 

Uvovo liyavuza, 
Kadlulwa zindaba, 
Kadlulwa bhulukwe 
Umathanga awahlangani 
Ayazivulekela uma ebona ibhulukwel 

l 4  IZIBONGO zikaNESI waseKING EDWARD 

Umagwaz' ePhoyinti osinqasibomvu, 

l i  You are as ugly as a pig! 
For taking a kiss and dipping it into the mud 
The chlld is innocent, the problem Lies with the mat 

The healer of Aids while she spreads it1 
The panties are loosened when seeing a man 
This thing of God does not spoil1 

Literary Analysis 
These lines would be recited by the peers of this nurse when chiding or 
teasing her. They would normally be treated with hoots of laughter by those 
listening, and at worst would cause mild embarrassment to the recipient on 
some occasions, depending who was in the company. 

The fust lule alludes to her abode in Point Road in Durban, notorious 
as a place of prostitution. The second line refers to her facial appearawe, as 
she is not an attractive woman and the fact that she is not choosy about the 
appearance or status of her lovers either. The third line seems to reflect the 
sentiment of debasing sexuality and sexual relations with its metaphor of 
mud. The fourth line is a jibe at her habit of never sleeping alone. The next 
line is true irony, although she is a nurse whose profession it is to render help 
in curing people, because of her loose morals, she actually is responsible for 
spreading disease. The penultimate line speaks for itself, but came into her 
'praises' for her reported affair with a patient at the hospital. The last line is 
a line that the woman herself was fond of saying when questioned about her 
insatiable sexual appetite, implying that no matter how much she engages in 
intercourse, her sexual organs were indefatigable! 

IZIBONGO of MAMSOMI'~ 

Thighs that open easily, 
Never bearing children like a chicken does an egg 
No-one passes her by, 

Is Umubi wengulube! 
Ngokuthath' ukiss uwufak' odakeni 
Ungan' ayinacala indab' isocansini 

Umelaph' wengculazi kanti uyayifafaza! 
Udilozi liyaxega malibon' indoda. 
Into kaThixo ayipheli! 

l6 ZIBONGO zikaMAMSOMI 

Umathanga ayazivulekela, 
Umazalela ezeleni njengenkukhu. 
Akadlulwa bheshu, akadlulwa bhulukwe, 
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l 7  Whether you are ugly or handsome, as long as you are a male 
All men know about her1 

Literary Analysis 
The bearer of these izibongo, MaMsomi, is not averse to these lines which 
criticise her promiscuous behaviour. They are nonnally recited by her peers 
seemingly not in a malicious way, but more in a type of 'barbed' teasing 
maimer. 

IZIBONGO of MAGUMEDE'~ 

MaGumede, woman that hits men! 
Railway bus of the Whites 
Dominator in the household. 

Literary Analysis 
These lines serve to hold this iron willed lady up 'for ridicule. In a patriarchal 
society such as is found amongst the Zulu, it is extremely rare to encounter a 
woman who dominates the household or her husband. For t h s  reason she is 
criticised, but to her, these praises are a delight and she has no problem with 
calling her own praises out gleefully. The praises would operate on a second 
level when recited by her peers, in so far as they would also be recited 111 
order to rebuke the husband, who has allowed such a thing to happen in his 
household, and would be an invocation to h n  to address the situation. 

IZIBONGO of BELLA MSHIBE'" 

You low-classed women of D-Section, what are they doing? 
They wear rags 
When did you last see a Whiteman wearing a headriig? 
Hololof Hololo! No leave me alone! 

17 Umubi, umuhle, inqobo uma uyindoda. 
Uyindaba izekwayo emadodeni! 

l a  IZIBONGO zikaMAGUMEDE 

MaGumede, mfaz' oshay' indodal 
Ngqongqoza bhasi yabelungu 
Ngqoshishilizi emzini 

l9 UIBONGO zikaBELLA MSHIBE 

Bafazana baka-D, benzani? 
Babhinc' izidwedwe 
Wake wambonaphi uMlung' ephihl' ungiyane? 
Hololo! Hololo! Hhayi ngiyeke wena! 

Biographical Detail 
The lines in this woman's praises were self composed and are used as a 
comment directed at a section of women who lived in D section in the 
township of Umlazi. She came from a rural environment to town to join her 
husband who secured accommodation there. She encountered this group of 
woman in the community who looked down on her and mocked her for her 
traditional form of dress. 

Literary Analysis 
The use of the now offensive term unzfazr in its diminutive form whlch 
reflects derogation, makes Bella's feeling about her critics quite clear. The 
reference to rzrdwedwe which are equated to discarded clothing or rags, is an 
effective slight about these women's clothing, whlch although Western are 
described as being rags. The term rzrdwehve carries a double entendre, as it 
may also refer to a morally bad person. 

The third line carries the main implication of the intended message, in 
that Whte men are never seen wearing the traditional Zulu headri~~g, 
ungryane, therefore those who shun traditional ways as traditional dress and 
adopt other people's customs-their people's customs and culture--cannot be 
respected. 

Conclusion 

Okpewho in his research on African Oral Literature explains that speaking 
about one's problems, whether in the form of song, poetry or story, p~ovides 
the performer with an avenue for emotional and psychological release in day 
to day relations between members of society, helping to promote the bases 
for social harmony. He notes that this form of oral lampooirulg is widespread 
across h c a .  The type of oral poetry encountered in the praises of women 
from both rural and urban environments, is used as an acceptable means of 
social commentary and deflection of ill-feeling that is commonly found in 
women's izihasho, as well as 

discouraging social evils such as theft, adultery, truancy and general 
irresponsibility among young and old alike . they encourage the citizens of a 
society, to observe proper conduct, cultivate a sense of purpose and 
responsibility, and issue a warning whenever anyone or any group indulges in 
habits that are detrimental to the moral health and general survival of the society 
(Okpewho 1993: 149). 

In considering the content of these praises, the most important point to take 
into consideratio~l when analysing these oral texts, is context. The perfonn- 
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ante is not conlplete in itself----it exists within a recognised tradition. The 
impact that the recitation of these has, not only on the person at whom they 
are directed, but also on the people present, is totally reliant on the 
enviromnent in which they are recited and also on whom is responsible for 
reciting thein. This will often also determine the function intended in the 
articulation of a person's praises. In the case of the praises of Lungile, these 
praises may be recited by the mother of one of her friends, in an attempt to 
satirize the lax control the mother has exercised over her child, as well as 
tlie moral looseness of the daughter In the vast majority of examples cited 
here, where specific women who transgress socially acceptable norms 1x1 

urban settings are exposed in these poems, one must bear in mind that they 
are atypical examples of rzrbongo or rzrha.sho, where the good and the bad 
are nonnally balanced and blended together to g v e  an overall picture of the 
person. 

Gunller (1979:242) makes the point that: 

Praise poems that are wholly sexual in their content are considered to be in poor 
taste and to be inferior compositions 

When one compares the paucity of metaphorical allilsions and rich imagery 
ill these examples as cornpared to those that are normally found in the 
'balanced' praises of women, then one might have to agree with Gunner 
fiorn an analytical, academic point of view. The people to whom these oral 
poerns refer, may not however, regard them in quite the same way. 

Generally, the lines of otie's 'praises' are known by people close to 
the recipient in her comnlunity setting. In these examples, the oral poem 
seems to be used as a form of reprimand but the seventy of the chastisement 
depends largely on the context, and may vary from mild and playfiil teasing, 
to deprecation or derogation. The mercurial nature of these oral praises also 
renders them extremely difficult to capture in writing. If the person to whom 
they refer should be asked to recite their own praises, ofien a fonn of editing 
occurs which robs them of any risque spice. Should one ask the subject's 
parent, tlie version they might give may vary considerably to that rendered 
by the subject's friends. 

Most often, despite the content ,of these oral poerns, they do not evoke 
hostility- or animosity, because of the humour which is embedded in the 
images, and also because of the context in which they are recited. Where 
the humour may be lacking in the actual words, they may be very tnuch part 
of the actual performance, where the reciter softens the message by absurd 
facial expressions and bodily gestures in order to motivate laughter. This 
ultimately will reveal whether the person is being chastised or not, or 
whether the articulation of her praises, often in a shebeen setting as with 

many of these examples, is meant to delight and excite the recipient. This 
results from the fact that attention and acknowledgement of her character, is 
being focused on her. Among her drinking peers, the recitation of her praises 
elevates her and is not necessarily taken as an admonishment or insult, 
despite the seemingly censorious or insulting overtones in the poem. Being 
known by her 'praises' provides these women with a distinct identity, a sort 
of recognition and support which is important to her ego and psyche. 
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The Pers~stence of Pibe 

The Persistence of Tribe1 

Alan Thorold 

Most recent historians as well as the Banda regme have maintained that 
tribes and tribalism have never been significant factors in the history of 
Nyasaland and ~ a l a w i ~ .  Banda's policy was to repudiate tribal differences 
while at the same time privileging the Chewa by e.g. pouring resources into 
the central region and making Chewa the national language. As for the 
historians, it was simply unfashonable in the post-colonial era to 
acknowledge the significance of tnbes except to dismiss them as creations of 
colonisers and missionaries which had been made redundant by 
independence. The result of the elections there this year may be taken as 
some kind of refutation of that view. The country seems to have voted fairly 
neatly along tribal lines, with the Tumbuka in the north voting for the 
Alliance for Democracy, the Chewa central region for Dr Banda's Malawi 
Congess Party and the Yao donli~~ated south for the United Democratic 
Front and a Yao Muslim president (although the IJDF picked up votes from 
Lomwe as well as quite a few disaffected Chewa in the southern region). 

In the course of my fieldwork I had an often-repeated experience 
which usually took the form of a response to my efforts to learn the Yao 
language. People would be surprised and delighted that I had chosen to learn 
Yao rather than Chewa (which with English is the national language and the 
one that expatriates usually try to learn), but they would inform me that they 
did not themselves speak the language correctly, and that they were not in 
fact the 'proper' Yao. This would sometimes be followed by a suggestion 
that if I really wanted to learn about the Yao I should go elsewhere, often 
namil~g some or other place in the general direction of northern 
Mozambique. Thus, in Mangochi town I was told to go to Makanjila's or 
Namwera, both near the Mozambique border. But when I eventually did 
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1 have deliberately used the term 'tribe' here, preferring it to other possible terms like 
'ethnic group' or 'people' which, as Leach (1987-1) pointed out, tend to be euphemistic 
or clumsy. 
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arrive in Makanjila's I was told that I still had not found the real thmg and 
that if I wanted to speak Yao properly-if I wanted to find the 'pure' Yao- 
I would have to go even further, across the border into Mozambique. 

At the time I was more amused than disconcerted by these repeated 
attempts to persuade me to seek out the 'proper' Yao. The sort of 
ethnography that I intended to pursue did not depend on a notion of tribal or 
ethnic authenticity, and it was not my intention to track down representatives 
of an ideal version of the Yao, especially not at risk to my life in 
Mozambique. I suspect that even had I crossed the border and ventured 
towards that region whch is generally regarded as the homeland of the Yao, 
my search would have been endless. The 'proper' Yao, like the eponymous 
hill &om which they are supposed to have sprung, seem to be elusive by 
nature and I was content to leave them that way. 

It was only after my return fi-om Malawi that, on discovering in 
conversation with Clyde Mitchell that he had experienced the same sort of 
disclaimers while doing fieldwork among the Yao some forty years earlier, I 
began to consider the possible significance of all this. At fust glance it seems 
a rather paradoxical situation, that the notion that a group of 'proper' Yao 
exist somewhere is quite widely held but that the people holding this belief 
identify themselves as Yao while at the same time disqualifying themselves 
from membership of the exemplary group. What seems important for those 
who identify themselves as Yao in Malawi is the idea that somewhere there 
is a sort of pristine core of the tribe which is a repository of an ideal 
language and culture of the Yao. To the extent that the Yao in Malawi can be 
said to have a tribal identity, this identity involves the notion of an ideal 
version of the tnbe and a recognition of their own detachment fro111 that 
ideal. 

The question of the invention or creation of tribes and tribalism in 
central and southern f f i c a  has received a good deal of attention in recent 
years, but much of the discussion has been about how tnbes were invented 
by outsiders-missionaries, colonial agents and even anthropologtsts'. It 
may however be useful to explore the extent to which the Yao invented 
themselves, rather than assuming that any sense of tribal identity they may 
have is a sort of false consciousness imposed on them by outsiders. There is 
no doubt that an idea of what it is to be Yao has existed and continues to 
exist among people who in some way identify themselves as Yao, and it may 
be that a venture into the hstory of 'the Yao' as an ethnographic concept 
will cast some light on the paradoxical identity-Yao but not 'proper' Yao- 
of my informants. 

A point of view taken by several of the contributions in the book edited by Leroy Val1 
(1989) Southall (1970) raised many of the same issues quite some time ago 
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The story of the Yao begins with a lull. Somewhere in what is now 
Niassa Province of Mozambique. To the east of Lake Malawi in the 
mountainous region between the Lujenda and Luchelingo rivers there is said 
to be a h111 named Yao. This hill is the home of the tribe, their place of 
origin, and it is the beginning of their history in more than one sense. 
Nothmg is known of the people who came to be known as, and to refer to 
themselves as, the Yao before their dispersal from the hill. There are no 
records or traditions which describe a life before the hill. And the story of 
the hill, of a state of tribal integnty before the vicissitudes of history-of 
incorporation into regional trade networks and conflict with other tribes and 
the division of the Yao tribe itself into conflicting sections and chiefdoms- 
is itself an important component of the identity of the Yao as a tribe. That is 
to say, the history of the Yao as a tribe depends to some extent upon a sense 
of tribal unity, a centre and a root which ovemdes the differences of their 
actual experience. 

The story of the hill is not an elaborate one, and my informants 
uniformly reproduced a version similar to the following one of Yohanna 
Abdallah (1 9 19:7): 

We ourselves say that the name of our race is 'the Yaos' This means that we are 
they who sprang from the hill 'Yao', we are 'of Yao'; and thence are derived all 
who can claim to be Yaos. This hill Yao is situated in the area between Mwembe 
and the Luchilingo River (the range), extending from Wisulu through Lisombe, 
where Malinganile used to dwell, as far as Likopolwe, and up to Mkuya,-that is 
Yao. Further the word 'Yao' refers to a hill, treeless and grassgrown. 

What is striking about Abdallah's account, and that of my informants, is that 
the hill Yao is referred to in a matter of fact way, as though there really is a 
hill named Yao, located in northern Mozambique. Writers such as Sanderson 
and Rangeley, who spent many years in the regon and travelled widely in it, 
also appear to regard it as a real place, but neither claim to have visited it. 
So, is there really a 111 Yao? None of my informants claimed to have been to 
Yao hill, and there is no record of any European traveller or missionary 
claiming to have positively identified the hill. 

A clue perhaps to the resolution of t h s  puzzle, of the hill which exists 
in a real space but whlch cannot be located, is in the name of the hill itself. 
The word yao is a plural form of chao, a treeless place, usually a hill. But the 
word chao is not used to describe the hill which is the home of the tribe-it 
is the plural form which is used in this context4. One is drawn to the 

Rangeley (1963:8) in fact refers to the hill as 'Chao', but Sanderson (1954.30), like 
Abdallah and my own informants, explicitly gives the plural form 'Yao' as the name of 
the hill 

conclusion that the hill Yao is in fact more than one lull. This is given some 
support by a note on the Yao homeland in the Nyasa News: 

Some months ago we were asked by the Commissioner 'Where is the Yao home?' 
and I do not know that any of us felt inclined to dogmatize on the subject in 
answer to the query. Probably the Yaos were from the first, or at least as far back 
as it is possible to trace them, a people who lived, as they do now, not all on one 
mountain range, or set of hills, but on this and that great fortress-hill, under 
separate chiefs. If however we were asked to pick out one mountain of which we 
could say that Yaos have been known to inhabit it longer than we could say the 
same of any other Yao-land fastnesses, we should certainly fix on Mtonya. We 
remember asking Yaos at Newala at least 15 years ago, the same question the 
Commissioner asked us, and their answer was, for whatever it may be worth,-- 
~ t o n ~ a ' .  

It may be that Mtonya is the hlll Yao, but that seems unlikely. Afier all, the 
name of the lull is Yao. The hill fiom which the Yao take their name, to 
which indeed they owe their existence, has itself an elusive and ambiguous 
nature. The hill Yao is neither in any simple sense a real hill, in a real 
topographical space, nor on the other hand merely a mythical entity. The 
moment it is approached, it dissolves into the myriad of hills and mountains 
in the region. At this point where myth and history merge in the shape of a 
hill there is an essential obscurity, an ontological puzzle which is reflectcd in 
the nature of the identity of the tribe. From comments of W.P. Johnson, who 
perhaps knew the Yao more extensively and intimately than any of his 
contemporary missionaries, it would seem llkely that the term Yao, like 
Angulu, simply means 'hill people'-those who come from the hills, which 
accords well enough with the account of Yao origins given by Abdallah and 
others: 

Thence to the Rovuma the country is cut by deep streams, and crowned by 
mountains 2000 to 5000 fi in height, held by Yao chiefs. Here is the cradle or 
eyrie of the Yao (Hyao) people, and their inaccessible refuge It is the home of the 
east wind, and a name of contempt, Angulu, given them by the Lake people, is 
turned to mean the people swept down from the hills by this wind, as the leaves 
come in autumn. Certainly they often look as if they had come down quick 
enough, conspicuous with weather worn face, keen eye, long powder horn and 

6 
longer belt, wound round and round, and little else but muscle and gun 

The history of the Yao in the sense of some sort of narrative of events can 
only be reconstructed after their departure fiom the hill. Abdallah (1 9 19:s) 

The Nyasa News, 6 November 1894:206 

The N ' a  News, 2 November 1893.55f. 
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writes of the scattering of the Yao as follows: 

What caused them to scatter in every direction from the hill called Yao is more 
than we can understand now. It may be that our ancestors quarrelled among 
themselves and separated, some going one way and others another, so that we 
now inhabit different countries. 

He enumerates ten sub-tribes or sections of the Yao, each of which took its 
name from the place to which it moved after the dispersal from the hill Yao 
Of these, three are significantly represented in Malawi: 

The Amasaninga are those who went to live near the hill Lisaninga, near the 
Lutwesi River . . Others went to live near the Mandimba hills-the Amachinga, 
so named from the word Iichinga meaning a ridge with a serrated outline. .. The 
Amangoche, at Mangoche Hill (Abdallah 1919:9). 

These sections of the Yao dispersed further, and their movements and 
transformations can begin to be traced in the records of travellers and 
missionaries as well as in their own accounts. The picture now starts to come 
into a sharper historical focus. The chiefs and dynasties which came to 
prominence, the wars and migrations, the involvement in the slave trade and 
contacts with Europeans, all this can be pieced together to throw light on the 
subsequent history of the Yao. The question of whether the Yao really did 
exist as such in some golden age prior to their dispersal is one which it is 
impossible to answer but I suspect that, llke the hll, the Yao were not one 
but many. Such identity that they may have had was, like the unity of the hill, 
a fabrication in the sense of being somethmg that was worked out over time 
rather than being somethmg given. 

At the end of the 18th century the Yao emerge as the main conduit of 
goods between the interior of east central Africa and the coast. The traveller 
Lacerda who ventured to the interior in 1798, noted: 

The dry goods hitherto imported into this country have been brought by the 
Mujao (Wahiao), indirectly or directly, from the Arabs of Zanzibar and its 
vicinity. Hence these people receive all the ivory exported from the possessions 
of the Cazembe, whereas formerly it passed in great quantities through our port 
ofMozambique. (Burton 1873:37)'. 

Burton (1873:37) comments on this observation that the trade went through 
Kilwa, which seems indeed to have been the case, but that 'the Wahiao 
[Yao] tribe has been so favoured in the slave-market that it is now nearly 

There is a great deal of variation in the terms used by early writers for Yao Mujao, 
Wahiao and Ajawa are the most common 
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extinct', which was certainly not the case but gves an indication of the 
extent to which the Yao had become victims as well as participants of the 
slave trade. Burton (1 872:347), who visited EGlwa in the late 1850s, expands 
on these comments elsewhere: 

The market is supplied chiefly by the tribes living about the Nyassa Lake, the 
Wahiao, as I have said, being preferred to all others, and some may march for a 
distance of 4000 miles 

Burton's visit to Kilwa also turned up a curious suggestion of a much earlier 
Yao presence there. On a trip to the island, Kilwa Kisiwani, which until it 
was replaced by Kilwa Kivinje on the nearby mainland at the end of the 18th 
century was the regional commercial centre, he found inhabitants of the 
island who claimed descent from the Yao: 

In view of the ruins they recounted to us their garbled legendary history. The 
Island was originally inhabited by the Wahiao savages, from whom the present 
race partly descends, and Songo Mnara [the nearby island] was occupied by the 
Wadubuki, a Moslem clan (Burton 1872.361). 

It is difficult to know quite what to make of th~s, but it does indicate at least 
a long presence of the Yao in the area, possibly pre-dating the shiA of Kilwa 
from Kisiwani to Kivinje This is reinforced by yet another observation made 
by Burton (1 96 1.4 12). 

The 'Bisha ivory' formerly found its way to the Mozambique, but the barbarians 
have now learned to prefer Zanzibar; and the citizens welcome them, as they sell 
their stores more cheaply than the Wahiao, who have become adepts in coast arts. 

What h s  indicates is not only that the Yao had been involved in trade for 
quite some time, but also the confidence and skill with which they dealt with 
the coast. 

But how did the trade begin? How does one jump fi-om Yao hill and 
the pristine tribe to the situation which begins to take historical definition in 
the mid-nineteenth century, of accomplished slave and ivory traders, 
travelling to the coast and selling off their less fortunate neighbours. The 
historian Edward Alpers (1969:406) follows Abdallah (1 9 19: 1 1) and accepts 
his rather convoluted tale of the Chisi blacksmiths, a Yao clan who are 
supposed to have set up an internal network of trade which gradually 
extended to the coast at Kilwa. There is little additional evidence on this 
point and, as another historian points out, the somewhat uncritical stance 
which Alpers displays on thls question may well have something to do with 
trends in African historiography at that time-an enthusiasm, in short, for 
'Afncan initiative' (Sheriff 1987: 155). 



It is simply impossible to reconstruct with any certainty exactly when 
and how the Yao became involved with trade at the coast. Alpers (1969:406) 
suggests that it was well established by 1616, when Gaspar Bocarro 
travelled from Tete to Kilwa, passing through the regions where the Yao are 
now settled, but in fact there is nothing in the record of Bocarro's journey to 
confirm this conjecture. It does seem that there was some trade with the 
coast from this area at the time, but there is no evidence that people who 
identified themselves as Yao were involved in it (Bocarro 1975: 166f). It may 
be that the Yao simply did not exist as such at the time, or on the other hand 
that they were not yet active in long-distance trade and Bocarro's route 
passed them by. Rangeley (1963:7-9) claims that the Yao were trading 
between IOlwa and the Congo basin by 1768, a suggestion which is based 
more persuasively on Portuguese records that actually mention the Yao by 
name. This appears to be the earliest documented evidence of the existence 
of the Yao and their involvement in long-distance trading, though as 
Rangeley notes it seems likely that they must have been accustomed to travel 
and trade for some while before this. The means by which the Yao became 
incorporated into the trade have to remain a matter of conjecture. 

What can be stated with some certainty is that by the early nineteenth 
century there was a very well established trade in ivory and slaves between 
the Yao and the coast at Kilwa. There is however little indication of the sit- 
uation of the Yao in the interior until the arrival of Livingstone. He encoun- 
tered the Yao fust as slave-raiders on the upper Shire River in the course of 
the Zambesi expedition of 1859, but his most illuminating descriptions of the 
Yao come &om the journals of his journey up the Rovuma in 1866. On that 
journey he passed through several Yao chiefdoms and with the assistance of 
the two Yao boys in his party was able to collect a great deal of information 
about the people on the way: 'Chimseia, Chunsaka, Mtarika, Mtende, 
Makanjela, Mataka, and all the chiefs and people in our route to the Lake, 
are Waiyau, or Waiau' (Waller 1874: 67). Coming towards Mwembe, the 
tow11 of one of the most powerful Yao slaving chiefs, Livingstone found to 
his cost that the trade with the coast was so well established by this time that 
it was difficult to tempt the people with his goods: 

In the route along the Rovuma, we pass among people so well supplied with 
white calico by the slave-trade from Kilwa, that it is quite a drug in the market: 
we cannot get food for it (Waller 1874:61). 

And further on: 

... all are so well supplied with everything by siave-traders that we have difficulty 
in getting provisions at all. Mataka has plenty of all kinds of food (Waller 
1874-69). 
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His description of Mataka and the town reveal hrther evidence of the extent 
of trade with the coast: 

We found Mataka's town situated in an elevated valley, surrounded by mountains, 
the houses numbered at least 1000, and there were many villages around 
Mataka kept us waiting some time on the verandah of his large square house, and 
then made his appearance ... He is about sixty years of age, dressed as an Arab 
. .. . He had never seen any but Arabs before. He gave me a square house to live in, 
indeed the most of the houses here are square, for the Arabs are imitated in 
everything . . . (Waller 1874:72f). 

According to Abdallah, Mataka's town Mwembe was designed to resemble 
the coastal towns. He attributes the following sentiments to Mataka: 

Ah! now 1 have changed Yao so that it resembles the coast, and the sweet fruits 
of the coast now I will eat in my own home; this place is no longer Mloi but its 
name is now Mwembe, where I have planted the mango (mwembe) of the coast 
(Abdallah 1919:5 1). 

The Mwembe which Livingstone visited in July of 1866 had however 
recently been relocated as a result of attacks by the 'Mazitu', and despite the 
prosperity whlch he found in some places, there was also plenty of evidence 
of war and upheaval. This seems partly to have been a result of the 
marauding parties of Mazitu (Ngoni) aud Walolo, but mainly of competition 
among Yao chiefs for slaves. While Livingstone was at Mwembe he found 
that one of the neighbouring Yao chiefs was kidnapping and selling 
Mataka's people, and further towards the lake he found evidence of 
plundering for slaves by a woman chief of the Masaninga Yao, Njelenje 
(Waller 1874:78ff). 

In general, though, the Yao chiefdoms which were actively 
participating in the slave trade had tunled their attention to the Manganja to 
the south of the lake. The parties of Yao slavers which Livingstone had met 
in 1859 were only the vanguard of a general movement of the Yao south- 
west towards the Shire highlands. Sometimes fugitives, sometimes raiders, 
groups of Yao were moving into what is now southern Malawi in a migration 
which has ghostly echoes in the recent past. Livingstone's analysis of the 
cause and manner of the migration is worth looking at in some detail. It is 
more charitable to the Yao than some of the other missionary accounts, but is 
probably quite accurate: 

A migratory afflatus seems to have come over the Ajawa [Yao] tribes Wars 
among themselves, for the supply of the Coast slave-trade, are said to have first 
set them in motion. The usual way in which they have advanced among the 
Manganja has been by slave-trading in a friendly way Then, professing to wish to 
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live as subjects, they have been welcomed as guests, and the Manganja, being 
great agriculturalists, have been able to support considerable bodies of these 
visitors for a time. When provisions became scarce, the guests began to steal from 
the fields; quarrels arose in consequence, and, the Ajawa having firearms, their 
hosts got the worst of it, and were expelled from village after village, and out of 
their own country. The Manganja were quite as bad in regard to slave-trading as 
the Ajawa, but had less enterprise, and were much more fond of the home 
pursuits of spinning, weaving, smelting iron, and cultivating the soil, than of 
foreign travel. The Ajawa had little of a mechanical turn, and not much love for 
agriculture, but were very keen traders and travellers (Livingstone 1865:497). 

Dr John Kirk, a member of the Zambesi expedition, tersely described the 
havoc which the Yao had wrought on the Manganja in 1862: 

Up the Shire there is famine and war. Hunger has lulled whole villages, while war 
is on every hand. The Ajawa have occupied the hill country and have even 
crossed the Shire, perhaps on the way to Tette (Foskett I1 1965 493). 

The easy pickings which Yao slaving parties had found in their forays up and 
across the Shire may have encouraged others to move and settle there. They 
certainly met with very little resistance, and the access of the Yao to firearms 
seems to have been decisive in their encounters with the Manganja. Some of 
the Yao seem to have been well supplied with weapons as Livingstone 
(1865:496) found when he met with a party in the village of a Manganja 
chief '... and found there a large party of Ajawa-Waiaq they called 
themselves-all armed with muskets'. Twenty years later Duff Macdonald 
(1882:19) was surprised at the wide-spread possession of fuearms among 
the Yao on the Shire highlands: 

The men go armed generally with guns (The country is full of flint muskets 
marked the 'Tower', and introduced by the slave trade.) 

Procter, a member of the ill-fated UMCA mission at Magomero, was 
impressed by the fighting tactics of the Yao in 1861 : 

... the Ajawa appear to be a very good set of fighting men, firing their guns and 
arrows, and then hiding behind trees, with great dexterity ... (Bennet & Ylvisaker 
1971 :93) 

It is clear that the dominance which the Yao came to have in the region was 
due to thelr contact with the coast, their involvement in the slave trade and 
their access to and skill in using firearms (Jhala 1982). It is also apparent that 
by the middle of the nineteenth century they were organised into autonomous 
chiefdoms, some of which were stronger in a military sense than others, but 
all of which seem to have been quite mobile. What is not at all clear is how 
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long t h ~ s  state of affairs had persisted. The suggestion of Alpers (1969:407), 
that it was their involvement in the slave trade which led to an enlargement 
of the significant political unit from village to chiefdom is plausible but 
difficult to verify. However, the fact that none of the chiefly dynasties which 
were prominent at the end of the nineteenth century extended back for more 
than a couple of generations does give some indication that these chiefdoms 
were a relatively new phenomenon. 

Around the middle of the nineteenth century, the Yao begin to come 
into a still sharper focus, thanks to the reports of Livingstone and other 
travellers, and in particular to the growing fnction between the Yao and the 
missionary interests in the region. The picture which develops is that of 
several chiefdoms with well established trade links with the coast, 
increasingly involved in the slave trade and often in competition with one- 
another. Situated in the upper basin of the Rovuma they had been well 
placed to take advantage of the trade between Kilwa and the interior, and 
their mountainous homeland had given them some protection from other 
marauding and predatory tribes. There was no central power, no 'paramount 
chief, but a series of more or less powerful chiefs, sometimes in alliance and 
sometimes in opposition, something like a group of warlords. The authority 
of the chiefs appears to have rested largely on their ability to conduct trade 
with the coast and to muster men and slaves in pursuit of t h ~ s  trade. As for 
the migrations into southern Malawi which Livingstone and the vanguard of 
the UMCA witnessed, it may in part be ascribed to attacks on the Yao by 
rival tribes and to squabbling between Yao chiefs, but it would seem that 
many of the slaving parties which they encountered were not so much 
hgitives but well-organised and disciplined marauders from the powerful 
chiefdoms come to take slaves for the coast. Those who settled in southern 
Malawi were on the one hand less-powerful Yao escaping from their more 
powerful competitors and, on the other hand, chiefs like Makanjila who 
simply wanted to be nearer to the best pickings. 

What is also clear from descriptions at the time is that, despite the 
competition between chiefdoms, the Yao had a well-defined identity. T h s  
was not some sort of spurious identity imposed upon them by outsiders. 
They regarded themselves as Yao and they were clearly distinguished in a 
political and economic sense from other people in the region despite the 
evident disunity within their own ranks. They were traders and slavers, the 
followers of powerful chiefs, and unmistakable as such whether settled or on 
the move. Where they had settled among the Manganja near to the lake, their 
villages were visibly different, as Livingstone found: 

We passed one village of the latter [Manganja] near this, a sad, tumble-down 
affair, while the Waiyau [Yao] villages are very neat, with handsome straw or 
reed fences all round their huts (Waller 1874: 1 12). 
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Procter wrote of the pattern of settlement of the Yao in 1862, describing a 
situation which has persisted from then until the present: 

It appears that the Ajawa run in a long line from Zomba between this and the 
Shire, with a branch out here and there among the Manganja, who extend along 
on either side. It is easy to see hence that between the two quarrels should often 
arise, especially when the Ajawa occupy the land of a weak but jealous people 
like the Manganja, though at other times a sort of toleration state of peace might 
exist between them. (Bennet & Ylvisaker 1971 : 190). 

The Yao seem to have quickly established their dominance over their 
neighbours wherever they moved in the latter part of the nineteenth century, 
and the situation which was described south of the lake was also found to 
the north-east by the traveller Joseph Thomson: 

There are many colonies of Wahyao all along the Rovuma, and wherever they 
have settled they have become the chief power of the district (Thomson 1882:78). 

V~rtually every description of the Yao from this time, including those of the 
missionaries who often found themselves in opposition to the Yao chiefs, 
emphasises their political dominance and evident superiority over the other 
people in the region. Thus Thomson (1 882:77) praised them in the following 
extravagant terms: 

The Wahyao are perhaps without exception the most industrious and energetic 
people to be found in East Africa, rivalling the Wanyamwesi in these particulars 
and excelling them in intelligence and trading capabilities. 

This seems also to have been the perception of the Yao themselves, at least 
in Abdallah's (1 9 19:34) record of it: 

That was the awakening of our fathers of old, and that was the time when the 
Yaos began to become civilized, to go ahead, in care of the person, in dress, and 
cleanliness; in knowledge and wisdom; and to consider that the Yaos were 
superior to all other races. 

Their involvement in the slave trade and contacts with the coast appear to 
have given the Yao not only a political and economic advantage in the 
region, but also to have led to the development of a sort of tribal jingoism 
which manifested itself even in the case of those who had been enslaved by 
their fellow Yao, as the following anecdote about Livingstone's guide 
indicates: 

Chuma, for instance, believes now that he was caught and sold by the Manganja, 
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and not by his own Waiyau, though it was just in the opposite way that he became 
a slave ... but this showed that he was determined to justify his countrymen at any 
rate (Waller 1874: 120). 

The Yao were distinct fiom their neighbours not only in political and 
economic terms. There were linguistic and cultural differences which tended 
to set them apart and which appeared to have unusual uniformity across the 
various sections and chiefdoms of the Yao. Their language was one with 
which the missionaries soon began to grapple, and found not only that it was 
dissimilar from many of the surrounding languages, but also that by 
comparison with some of the other languages in the region, there was very 
little variation in dialect. The Yao spoken on the S h e  highlands differed 
very little from that spoken in Mwembe or near to the coast. The conclusion 
was that this resulted fiom the disposition of the Yao to travel, bringuig all 
parts of the tribe into frequent contact: 

Attention has often been drawn, and lately again by ourselves, to the fact that 
whereas in Chinyanja dialectic changes are somewhat prominent, in Yao there are 
scarcely any, and the reason for this has often been attributed with precision to 
the well-known love of travel that seems to be in-born in every Yao, leading to 
constant contact between even remote offshoots of the tribe8 

The Church of Scotland missionary Alexander Hethenvick compiled an 
introductory text on the Yao language and had a similar view: 

The Yao has a fondness for travel. Almost every young man has made one or 
more journeys to the coast, while some are described as Iwendelwendope, 
wanderers. The different branches of the tribe have in this way been frequently 
brought in contact with each other, and we find but few instances of dialectic 
variety (Hethenvick 1902:xK). 

Sanderson (1954) maintains much the same opinion in the preface to his 
dictionary of the Yao language fifty years later, as does the linguist Whiteley 
(1966) in his study of the language. 

The lack of variation in the Yao language may c e r t d y  have been 
partly due to the 'fondness for travel' of its speakers, although it could also 
indicate that their dispersal from their hill (or hills) was relatively recent. As 
my experience of trying to learn Yao would suggest, there is now more 
perceived variation from an exemplary dialect among speakers of the 
language, which may have to do both with a further time lapse and the 
difficulty in travel across international borders. Whatever the reason, though, 
the integrity of the language at the time served to reinforce perceptions of 

17le Nyasa News, 2 November 1893:64 
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the Yao as a unique social entity. The comments of a UMCA missionary 011 

the question of language in education in Nyasaland are revealing: 

Blantyre is some forty miles distant from Zomba, yet the Yaos of Blantyre and 
Zomba speak absolutely the same language-so do those of Mlanje-so those of 
Chikala, twenty miles hrther on,-so do those of the Upper River (Liwonde's) It 
is only when you go to Makanjila's and Mataka's that the differences in dialect 
are at all prominent Even from as far distant a station as Newala we hear that the 
Yao of Zomba is very near to the Yao spoken at that place Here then we have so 
called tribes of Yaos united by their common language into what we might term a 
nationg 

This theme o f  the Yao, dispersed and fragmented into sections and 
chiefdoms as they were, being nevertheless u~~i ted  by their language and 
culture into a 'nation' is one that was taken up by British colonial officials in 
their attempts to find suitable agents of indirect rule several deoades later, as 
Vail and Wlute (1989: 168-17 1) found. In that context it tended to become a 
spurious and even sinister notion, but the sense of identity which linguistic 
and cultural similarity maintained in quite distant branches of the Yao was 
not in any simple sense an external construct. It was certainly an advantage 
towards the end of the nineteenth century to be a Yao in southern Nyasaland, 
since the Yao chiefs and their followers had a virtual monopoly in the region 
on trade links with the coast, and even after the end of the slave trade the 
Yao still tended to be regarded and treated as the dominant Ali-ican group in 
the region. 

A common language and ideas of a shared origin along with a unique 
position in the developing political economy of the region might have 
contributed to the formation of a distinct Yao identity in the nineteenth 
century, but the means by which access to this identity was controlled were 
primarily those of ritual, and in particular initiation rituals. One of the 
distinctive elements of the Yao initiation for boys was noted by Livingstone 
at Mwembe: 

The men are large, strong-boned fellows, and capable of enduring great fatigue, 
they undergo a rite which once distinguished the Jews about the age of puberty, 
and take a new name on the occasion, this was not introduced by the Arabs' 
whose advent is a recent event, and they speak of the time before they were 
inundated with European manufactures in exchange for slaves, as quite within 
their memory (Waller 1874 81) 

It is important to note that the Yao initiation ritual was distinctive in the 
region-in that it involved a sort of circumcision as well as in other 
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respects-and that then as now it was the prerequisite to becoming a Yao. 
The new Yao settlers on the Slure highlands were not long in getting 
initiations under way, as Procter found in 186 1 : 

The ceremony of the Mwali among our Ajawa people began today It is the 
admission of young people to the state of Manhood and Womanhood, dur~ng 
which they are called 'Narnwali' (Rennet & Ylvisaker 1971 150) 

A couple of decades later Macdonald found that male slaves taken by the 
Yao were also being initiated according to their custom 

The Anyasa do not make their males go through this ceremony, but an Anyasa 
slave taken by the Wayao is put through it even if he is an old man and married 
(Macdonald I 1882: 13 1 )  

It does not appear to have been very difficult to become a Yao-the main 
thing was to undergo the initiation ceremony-but t h s  requirement was (and 
still is) taken very seriously. One of my informants fiom near Zomba who 
has a Yao mother and a Lomwe father said that only if he were to undergo 
the Yao initiation would he be considered-and would consider himself-to 
be a Yao. 

The initiation ceremonies were firmly under the control of chefs and 
headmen and they were thus the gatekeepers of Yao identity. There were of 
course various routes to becoming a Yao-for instance, the children of 
women who became slaves and concubines, who would in due course be 
initiated even if their mothers were not. But being conquered or enslaved 
was not the only way of becoming a Yao. The Makanjila chiefly dynasty is 
said to have come fiom non-Yao stock, and this was also the case with 
several other of the trading chiefs of the nineteenth centuryK'. It is clear that, 
having gathered together a substantial body of followers, the point of entry to 
becoming a Yao was reasonably flexible, at least where the powerful were 
concerned. It also seems that Arab and Swahili traders and their offspring 
had no difficulty in being accepted by the Yao, and in fact in becoming part 
of the Yao trading elite. So there does not seem to have been much in the 
way of 'primordial sentiment' in the formation of a Yao tribal boundary-the 
point of access was very clear: to be a Yao you had to undergo an initiation 
ritual. You didn't have to have a Yao ancestor, or belong to a Yao clan, or 
have a Yao name, or even have to be a fluent speaker of the Yao language. 

lo One of my informants at Mpilipili 'a senior sheikh whose accounts of other aspects of 
the history of the chiefdom have proved very reliable 'gave me a slightly different account 
of the first Makanjila's origins than that of Abdallah, claiming that Makanjila I came from 
near Monkey Bay and was a Manganja who married a Yao 
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In fact, just about anybody could become a Yao as long as they underwent 
the initiation ritual. This is why the initiation rituals were pivotal in 
conversion to Islam and in the further elaboration of Yao tribal identity. 

To the extent that it is possible to be sure about these things it would 
seem that Yao tribal identity was not somethmg that sprang hlly clad from 
the hill, like Athena from the forehead of Zeus. It was something that 
developed over time, in response to changing circumstances in the 
seventeenth century and onwards. More specifically in response to 
incorporation into what can be described as the Indian Ocean sector of the 
expanding world economic system. It certainly does not seem to have 
emerged from 'primordial' attachments, or even froin any great confluence 
of interest or uniformity of social and political experience. It seems rather to 
have emerged from an apparent though flexible cultural and linguistic unity, 
along with a well-defined and carefully controlled point of access in the 
initiation rituals. 

The circumstances leading to large-scale conversions of the Yao to 
Isla~n in the late nineteenth century have been explored elsewhere (Thorold 
1987 & 1993), and although there was certai~lly a complex interplay of 
factors at work in these conversions, it seems to me that the two conditions 
which are at the foulldation of why and how the Yao opted for Isla111 are 
those that have been outlined here. The one is the emergence of a sense of 
tribal identity with boundaries and inembershlp criteria which were visible 
and fairly easy to control. The other is the transformation of the regional 
political economy and the growing conflict with the British over the slave 
trade. I have tried to show why it seems necessary to use some sort of 
concept of tribe as a unit of analysis in looking at Yao co~lversio~ls to Islam, 
and to indicate what a tribe consists of in this context. In other words, 
although I have not taken it for ganted that the Yao are a tribe, or that their 
conversion to Islam must be understood in terms of the mass conversion of a 
tribe or ethnic group, my exploration of the relevant hstorical material has 
persuaded me that it would be disingenuous and even misleading to attempt 
to treat the people who became Muslims in tlus region as if they did not 
come fi-om an identifiable and definable group which may best be described 
as a tribe. 

Department of Anthropology 
University of Durban-Westville 
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The Gentleman's War: 
The Ideology of Imperialism 
in Arthur Conan Doyle's 
The Great Boer War 

Jacqueline Jaffe 

Ideology pre-exists the text, but the ideology of the text defines, 
operates and constitutes that ideology in ways unpremeditated, so 
to speak, by ideology itself (Eagleton 1976:SO). 

In what appears to be a parenthetical observation in Stillwell and the 
American Experience in China 19 l I - 194.5, Barbara Tuchrnan cormnents, 
somewhat acerbically, on the British way of telling military hlstory. 

No nation has ever produced a military history of such verbal nobility as the 
British. Retreat and advance, win or lose, blunder or bravery, murderous folly or 
unyielding resolution, all emerge alike clothed in dignity and touched with glory 
. Everyone is splendid, soldiers are staunch, commanders cool, the fighting 
magnificent. Whatever the fiasco, aplomb is unbroken Mistakes, failures, 
stupidities, or other causes of disaster mysteriously vanish Disasters are recorded 
with care and pride and become transmuted into things of beauty .. Other 
nations attempt but never quite achieve the same self-esteem (Fussell 1975 175, 
referring to Tuchman 1970:557). 

While Tuchnan's evaluation is a general one, relating to no specific time or 
stage, her insight is of particular interest to Paul Fussel who uses it to 
illustrate the link between the Romance form and the literature of the First 
World War I am interested in this quote for the same reason as Fussel. 
However, I would argue that the link between Romance and military hstory 
is the explallatioll of Tuchrnan's observation and that this phenomenon is 
fundamental to the period of territorial expansion that took place in Britain in 
the nineteenth century. The British desire to glorifj war may be a tendency 
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that goes back to Shakespeare's history plays, as Martin Green (1979) has 
suggested, but it seems clear that what was a 'tendency' has become an 
established form by the Victorian period. The linguistic elevation of warfare, 
Tuchman's 'verbal nobility', is therefore a sigtllficant part of the ideology of 
imperialism, especially as the use, or at any rate, the threat of the use of 
force, is one of the principal instruments of an expansionist foreign policy. 
The story of the way that force is employed, to use Said's (1994:7) words, 
in, 'actual contests over land and the land's people' is one of the more potent 
ways that the idea of empire can be disseminated to the culture. Thus the 
glorification of war is intrinsic to British imperialism for all kinds of reasons, 
not the least of which is that the ideology of imperialism demands that 
colonial wars be seen as part of the benevolent, chivalrous intent of 
imperialism. And the narrative of military history with it's cloak of fact 
thrown over the story of male derring-do is the way that military might is 
connected to the imperial ethos. 

Martin Green (1979:3) has conclusively shown how nineteenth 
century adventure stories acted as 'the energizing myth of English 
imperialism', and other critics have argued that the same dynamic exists in 
male juvenile literature; particularly in those boys papers and annuals which 
were so popular after the 1870s. The narrative of military history, although 
always imbued with the additional authority of fact is remarkably similar and 
nowhere is the similarity between the fiction of adventure and military 
history more clearly illustrated than in Arthur Conan Doyle's The Great 
Boer War (1 900). 

As Tuchman's comment makes clear, Doyle was not the first British 
historian to tell the story of war as heroic adventure. But Doyle is 
particularly interesting in thls context for a number of reasons. First, he was 
a world famous writer of adventure stories before he turned to writing 
history. Second, he was an influential public commentator on the affairs of 
the day. Third, he was a notable amateur sportsman. As writer, commentator, 
explorer and inventor, Doyle was a substantial public figure who defn~ed, for 
much of the British public, all that was best in the upper middle-class 
Victorian gentleman. Given h s  authorial and personal popularity it is no 
surprise that The Great Boer War was an immediate popular success selling 
20,000 copies each year for the first two years and being reprinted sixteen 
times. Doyle's history was such a success that it outstripped what had been 
until then the best-selling history of the nineteenth century: Macaulay's 
History of England. in May 1902, as a result of this success, Doyle was 
knighted for 'service to the nation' showing that the government hlly 
recognized Doyle's contribution to British interests abroad. 

As a historian, Arthur Conan Doyle was wedded to the same narrative 
fonn that he had used so successfully as a novelist. He had long wanted to 
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emulate his favorite historian Macauley. Wls favourite fiction writer was 
Scott and Doyle thought that his own historical romances were his most 
serious work to date. So he would naturally use the ronlance form in his 
history of the Boer war, just as he had used derivations of the romance- 
what Frye (1957) terms 'the low mimetic7-in all his adventure stones. The 
formula of the Romance in whlch the protagonist moves forward sequentially 
kom adventure to adventure, meeting and overcoming various adversities 
and adversaries until he faces the ultimate test or 'crucial struggle' 
(Auerbach 1957:13) in which either the hero or the villain die, is, as Paul 
Fussell (1975) has noted, a form eminently suitable to the telling of the 
experience of war. But, there is another aspect of the romance form that is 
pertinent to wartime, to Doyle's text and to this paper: the aristocratic values 
that the form endorses. The romance celebrates the aristocracy, thus it 
contains very few non-aristocratic characters, and sees tests of strength as 
tests of virtue which can only be passed by the truly noble. Auerbach 
(1957:107) on the subject of the aristocracy in Romance, says: 

There are only two social strata: one is privileged and aloof, while the other, more 
numerous, is colorful but more usually comic and grotesque. 

Wide Doyle's division cannot be quite characterised by those words-the 
men are not ever grotesque and only occasionally comic-the division of the 
social strata into two is fundamental to his narrative. 

The Boer War began on October 11, 1889 and officially ended in May 
1902. Hostilities began at the end of a century of what had been a 
spectacularly successful British effort to acquire territory overseas; an effort 
that, since the middle of the 1880s, had been accelerated and intensified by 
the ambitions of the other European powers. The war with the Boers, coming 
after such a long period of expansionism and after what was seen as flagrant 
Boer provocation provided the perfect opportunity for a resurgence of 
national pride and imperial spirit. As L.S. l n e r y  (1900:l) said in his 
introduction to The Times History of the War in South Africa: 

The South African war has been the greatest political event in the history of the 
British Empire since the conclusion of the Napoleonic wars 

The Boer war galvanized the nation because it was the first tune the entire 
British army had been deployed in eighty-four years and because as 
Churchill (1 932:229) notes, 'nearly fifty years had passed since Great Britain 
had been at war with any white people'. 

It was also a war notable in terms of class participation since it was 
the colonial war where the largest number of volunteer units (as opposed to 

the number of regular army units) were deployed. As the Boers were 
mounted guerrilla fighters (unlike the Zulus who had fought the British in 
South Afnca from 1879-1 887, on foot) the call for volunteers from the War 
Office was for mounted men only. The middle, upper-middle and gentry 
class, those who could already ride and shoot, were therefore 
disproportionately represented in this engagement. Keegan (1 985) points out 
that the cavalry officers in the regular Army were always from the land 
owling class, or 'those who wished to buy their way into that class' (e.a.). 
He calls t h ~ s  set of class affiliations and values 'the voice of the paladins' 
and asserts that, 

.. it was the voice of vanished chivalry, as well as that of the surviving aristocracy 
whose voice over conservative institutions, among which armies stood foremost, 
remained unshaken by revolution and even by the rise of democracy (Keegan 
1988:94). 

The call to volunteers to serve in South AfIlca was therefore a call to the 
middle class to join the paladins; to associate themselves with aristocratic 
class affiliations and to participate as gentlemen in what was known as 'the 
gentleman's war'. 

Young gentlemen who had graduated from the system of sports, 
games and physical fitness exercises which characterized British public 
schools it1 the nineteenth century saw war as a simple extension of that 
system; another one of the series of trials of strength which enabled them to 
become gentlemen. Certainly the officers on their way to South Atinca 
treated the upcoming conflict as one in a series of sporting events. They were 
going 'for the fun of it' and they expected 'a fine fight' while at the same 
time, llke the young Winston Churchill, they fully expected to be home 'in 
good time for the Derby' (Pakenham 1979:60). Doyle, a member of the 
upper middle class, also believed that sports and war are similar activities 
and in The Great Boer War he employs sporting metaphors and the language 
of games to make this point. In Doyle's text the specific battle plan and the 
war itself is often called 'the contest', or 'the game', as in: 

It was his [General Buller's] game therefore, to keep his army Intact, to abandon 
it was to give up the game altogether (Doyle 1903 160) 

Boxing metaphors are applied to the soldiers, who are 'full of fight' (1903: 
150) and to the Boers who are to be 'hit squarely between the eyes' (1903: 
167). The British always show they have 'sporting spirit' (1903:199). For 
example, when a Boer gun is being moved the gun is likened to 'a hare' 
sprung from 'cover' and its repositioning is greeted by the British with, 
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'cheers and shouts and laughter' and 'a 'gone to ground' whoop' 
(1903:208). Frequently the sporting spirit is emphasized in anecdotal form: 

The first few days of the siege [of Ladysmith] were clouded by the death of 
Lieutenant Egerton of the 'Powefil', one of the most promising oficers in the 
navy One leg and the other foot were carried off, as he lay upon the sandbag 
parapet watching the effect of our fire. 'There's an end of my cricket', said the 
gallant sportsman, and was carried to the rear with a cigar between his clenched 
teeth (1903 - 162) 

Doyle's use of sporting metaphors makes it clear that this war is an 
extension of the sports played by the aristocracy: war is a game for those 
who make up, as Auerbach (1957:211) calls the participants 111 the jousts of 
medieval romances, 'the commu~llty of the elect'. The cultural codes implicit 
in the language invoke concepts of 'wealth', 'power' and 'prestige'. And 
they also, of course, invoke the concept of 'inaccessibility', for the soldiers, 
as well as the majority of Doyle's readers, do not shoot, fish, hunt or smoke 
cigars. 

In the battle piece, which is the apogee of all military history, Doyle 
imbues the officers with more explicitly chivalric and heroic traits. As an 
illustrative, and rather lengthy, example of this I have picked one from the 
eight battles highlighted in Doyle's history: the battle of Spion Kop. Fought 
on January 24, 1900, this battle was the scene of some of the fiercest fighting 
of the entire war: it was also a terrible defeat for the British. The battle began 
at dawn and by the early afternoon of what was a hot summers day the 
situation for the British, trapped on the summit in shallow trenches and under 
heavy artillery bombardment, was tragic. 

The sun, little past its midsummer zenith, blazed down on a scene of fantastic 
carnage. The cries and groans of the wounded and dying and the exhortations of 
Boer and Briton to their comrades, and all the sounds of human voices were lost 
in the din made by gun and rifle, by shattering explosives and bullets ricocheting 
among the rocks The main trench was being choked with dead and wounded 
Many of the survivors were utterly demoralized and cowered down not daring to 
raise their heads, while others crawled about in groups through the choking hmes  
and dust, hopelessly trying to find shelter on the slopes behind the trench as shell- 
fire incessantly raked them. To agony and terror were added the craving of thirst 
No water had reached the firing line and men cried and screamed for it (Kruger 
1960: 185) 

T h s  account, by a South African historian in 1960 is almost identical to 
those given by Field Marshall Maurice (who wrote the 'official' British 
version of the Boer War in 1907) and by the modem historians Ransford 
(1969) and Barthorp (1984). The first hand accounts quoted by Pakenham in 
The Boer War serve to flesh out the details of the more general description. 

The C;entlemati ',Y War 

The first, from Corporal Will McCarthy, who served with a Volunteer 
regiment: 

I got into the Trenches, . . and laid down at the side of Bodies with heads, legs, or 
Arms, it was terrible I can tell you and it was enough to completely [sic] unnerve 
the bravest of men. But we had to stick it. I had been laying there I think about 
haif an hour when Bang went a shell at my back wounding me ... I thought my 
back was blown in . .. (Pakenham 1979:294). 

The second is from Lieutenant Wood who served directly under Colonel 
Thorneycroft in the Mounted Infantry. 

The most awful scene of carnage .. We had no guns, and the enemy's Lon3 
Toms swept the hill Shells rained in among us. The most hideous sights were 
exhibited Men blown to atoms, joints torn asunder Headless bodies, trunks of 
bodies. Awful Awful. You dared not lift your head above the Rock or you were 
shot dead at once Everything was confusion oEcers were killed or mixed up in 
other regiments, the men had no one to rally them and became demoralized 
(Pakenham 1979) 

In contrast to these accounts Doyle (1903:223) says: 

Hour after hour of the unintermitting crash of the shells among the rocks and of 
the groans and screams of men tom and burst by the most horrible of all wounds 
had shaken the troops badly Spectators from below who saw the shells pitching 
at the rate of seven a minute on to the crowded plateau marveled at the endurance 
which held the devoted men to their post. Men were wounded and wounded yet 
again and still went on fighting. Never since Inkerman had we had so grim a 
soldier's battle The company officers were superb. Captain Muriel of the 
Middlesex was shot through the cheek while giving a cigarette to a wounded man, 
continued to lead his company and was shot again through the brain Scott 
Moncrieff of the same regiment was only disabled by the fourth bullet which hit 
him. Young Murky of the Scottish Rifles, dripping from five wounds, still 
staggered about among his men. And the men were worthy of such oficers 'No 
retreat! No retreat!' they yelled when some of the front line were driven in In all 
regiments there were weaklings and hand-backs, and many a man was wandering 
down the reverse slopes when he should have been facing death upon the top, but 
as a body British troops have never stood firm through a more fiery ordeal than 
on that fatal hill. 

Doyle's version is clearly more different from the others than they are from 
each other. The first hand accounts describe the horror in terms of the pieces 
of bodies that were strewn about, 'the sides of bodies with heads, legs or 
arms' and the 'headless bodies, trunks of bodies'. Both combatants 
emphasize, by the passivity of their positions as well as their words, the 
impossibility of movement in the middle of an artillery barrage-McCarthy: 
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' I  had been laying there I think about half an hour' and Wood, 'You dared 
not lift your head above the Rock or you were shot dead at once'. On the 
nature of the courage displayed, McCarthy says, 'it was enough to 
completely unnerve the bravest of men' while in Wood's words: 'Everything 
was confusion ... officers were killed or mixed up in other regiments, the 
men had no one to rally them and became demoralized'. 

Although Doyle begns with the same issue, dismemberment; 'the 
groans and screams of men tom and burst', he immediately alters the 
emphasis in the following sentence by connecting this slaughter to a sight 
which made the spectators marvel, i.e. 'the endurance which held the 
devoted men to their post'. The position of 'spectators'-indeed, their very 
narrative presence as watchers, makes the 'spectacle' a performance which 
frames and emphasizes the heroic. Further, in a textual sleight-of-hand, 
Doyle actually recomposes, recreates the dismembered corpses by the end of 
the passage: 'as  a body British troops have never stood firm through a more 
fiery ordeal'. By putting the men on their feet, Doyle denies the reality of 
men waiting or hiding in the trenches; Doyle's men are actively and 
devotedly in fighting position at their post. 

Just as Doyle transforms pieces into a whole body he also transforms 
a wound from something to be avoided at all costs, (see McCarthy's 
description of his back being blown in) to a test of strength and courage. 
'Men were wounded and wounded and wounded yet again and still went on 
fighting'. And in a fi~rther development, which follows Auerbach's formula 
perfectly, Doyle suggests that for the officers to be wounded was not just a 
test of strength but one of virtue also; Captain Muriel was shot through the 
cheek whlle gving a cigarette to a wounded man, Moncneff was 'only 
disabled by the fourth bullet which hit I-Lim' and Murray 'dnpping from 
wounds, still staggered about among his men'. In the face of the universal 
confusion and demoralization that Wood and McCarthy report, Doyle tells 
us that the men, being worthy of the example set by their 'superb' officers, 
yelled 'no retreat' 'no retreat', while only some 'weaklings and hang-backs' 
left the battle when they should have been fighting. 

In the quoted passage, as throughout the entire book, the reader is 
asked to identify with the aristocratic officers. First of all only the officers 
are named, given an identity and second only the officers attain heroic 
stature through their individual acts of bravery. The men, known variously as 
'soldiers', 'regulars', 'troops' or 'the ranks' are accorded the possibility of 
heroism only 'in a body' under their companies' name or number, such as, 
'the Sussex and the City Imperial Volunteers were clinging to the enemy's 
left flank while the 1 lth Division was holding them in front (Doyle 1903: 
389). As well as rising above the anonymity of nu~nbers by being named, the 
officers are charged with being the social and moral arbiters of the cam- 
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paigns. At Diamond Hill, Doyle reports that: 

.. and the gallant Lord Airlie, as modest and brave a soldier as ever drew sword, 
was struck through the heart. 'Pray moderate your language' was his last 
characteristic remark, made to a battledrunken sergeant (Doyle 1903 388f) 

When 'Plumer's men start grumbling about a long march, Plu~ner 'set an 
admirable example sending away his own horse and walking with his rear 
most soldiers' (1903:359). In a crucial battle, of course, the moral 
responsibility is all consu~llmg. The officers must lead the way, rally, inspire 
and at all times be worthy of the trust reposed in them. Should the battle go 
badly then the officers have to do more than inspire; they have to act as 
spiritual guides: 

Chisholm, Dick-Cunyngham, Downman, Wilford, Gunning, Sherston, 
Thackeray, Sitwell, krlie-they have led their men to and through the gates of 
death @oyle 1903 :201). 

As in medieval romance so in Doyle's narrative a victory means that the 
victor is morally superior. Conversely, a defeat or surrender means a moral 
failure; one that is primarily felt by and must be atoned for by the officers. 
After what appears to be an unavoidable capture of a small post: 'Haggard 
officers cracked their swordblades and cursed the day that they had been 
born' (1903:107). In a more dramatic example, when Colonel Scott had to 
abandon the defence of a slnall town called Vryburg '... in his humiliation 
and grief at his inability to preserve his post he blew out his brains upon the 
journey' (1903:llO). Using this same reasoning, Doyle argues that when the 
Boers abandoned their capital at Bloemfontein this proves; 'that they were 
not in the better cause' (1903:352). 

Doyle's officer heroes are a late nineteenth century verslon of the 
chivalric ideal. They are sportsmen and warriors; fill1 of fun and full of 
courage, they combine a love of adventure for its own sake with Christian 
piety. Lord Airlie whose last request that a sergeant tone down what was, 
presumably, violent or blasphemous language is but one indication of the 
muscular Christian present in Doyle's warriors. The sports training of the 
playing fields of Eton must be set within the training provided by the Church 
of England in order for officers and gentlemen to become heroes, Doyle 
insists. The officers of The Great Boer War thus, join the nineteenth century 
debate on the nature of masculinity. 'Manliness' (which Doyle uses as the 
opposite not of fe~ninacy but effeminacy), here shown to i~~clude courage, 
stoicism, good sportsmansl-Lip, selflessness and ClVistian rectitude, is 
vested/illustrated in the gentlemen; the 'men' can only aspire to manliness by 
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aspiring to the class which produces it; class affiliationldivisio~~s are 
maintained while the desire to transcend them is simultaneously produced. 

In spite of the gentle-hght demeanor of the officers The Great Boer 
War a f f m s  that the heroism and the manliness of the officers can never be 
accessible to the men, or the majority of Doyle's many readers, just as the 
aristocratic sports used by the text are also inaccessible. The articulation of 
this in The Great Boer War, where wealth, power, privilege and 
inaccessibility are always linked together, both suggest that leadership can 
never be anythng more than a dream to those of his readers who are not 
gentlemen while, at least for the duration of the reading, it gives them access 
to that dream and si~nultaneously promotes a desire for it. In another context 
I have argued that Doyle's Sherlock Holmes stories were so successful 
precisely because they followed the established adventure story format. In 
retrospect I now believe that the appeal of those detective stories lies more in 
Holmes' aristocratic class affiliations and less in the adventures per se. The 
appeal to Holmes' many readers is similar to the appeal of The Great Boer 
War; that is, an identification with a superior aristocratic sportsman hero 
who is ready to expend all his skill and energy for love of 'the game' itself. 
Soldiers, officers and readers ultimately collaborate in his affirmation of 
aristocratic values; in an affirmation of a time and place where class 
divisions, rigidly enforced, actually facilitated social unity. 

Doyle's recreation of feudalism, (a benevolent version of noblesse 
oblige) enforces class separation in the name of racial unity. Speaking of the 
formatio~l of the Imperial Yeomanry: 

This singular and formidable force was drawn from every part of England and 
Scotland, with a contingent of hardriding Irish foxhunters. Noblemen and grooms 
rode knee to knee in the ranks and the officers included many well-known country 
gentlemen and masters of  hounds. Well horsed and well armed, a better force for 
the work in hand could not be imagined (Doyle 1903.155) 

And, in a more pointed example, writing of the soldiers at the Battle of 
Colenso: 

Northern Innlskllllng and southern men of C o ~ a u g h t ,  orange and green, 
Protestant and Catholic, Celt and Saxon, thelr only rlvalry now was who could 
shed his blood most freely for the common cause (Doyle 1903 140) 

The common cause, to beat the Boers, can only be achieved if class positions 
are maintained and class responsibilities met. 

Doyle's purpose however is not merely to tell the heroic militarist 
story of how Britain won the war. He intends to do something greater: to use 
the story to inform and energize the British into accepting their role as 

imperial leader of Europe. Doyle begins with the premise that the Anglo- 
Celtic race (as an Anglo-Irishman Doyle rarely uses 'Anglo-Saxon') is 
inherently superior. And empire is the way that this superiority is exported to 
the rest of the world. In the case of the Boers who 

were as near akin to us as any race which is not our own They were of the same 
Frisian stock which peopled our own shores (1903.67) 

Doyle argues that while the stock is the same the Boers stand for the older 
order of Dutch Puritanism and separatism while the British are the 
enlightened Protestants whose task is to govern all the races under imperial 
unification. To defeat the Boers is to emerge as the most powerfill Protestant 
nation in the world and, in the terms defined by the text, such a victory 
means that Britain is also the most virtuous, the best nation in the world. The 
Anglo-Celtic, Protestant British virtues privileged by the text are shown best 
in direct comparison to the different order of Protestantism embodied in the 
Boers. 'The children of the veldt' as Doyle ffequently calls them are first 
depicted as out of place in the modern world: strong but inflexible, religious 
but limited by zealotry, they belong in the seventeenth rather than the 
nineteenth century. Speaking of a break down in early negotiations between 
the two sides, Doyle (1903:23) explains: 

Simply primitive men do not understand the way of our circulation officers, and 
they ascribe to duplicity what is really red tape and stupidity 

'Inflexible', 'rugged', 'unprogressive' and 'most conservative' are sorlie of 
the qualities that Doyle (1903:l) assigns in the fust few, introductory pages 
to 'the hard-bitten farmers with their ancient theology .. .' 

As an enemy in battle, the Boers are the equal of the British for the 
adversary must be, as Holmes says to Watson in The Hound of. the 
Baskervilles, a 'foeman worthy of our steel'. The demands of the fictive 
form mean that Hol~nes is seen to be the extraordinary man that he is, only 
when faced with Moriarty. Likewise, initially the Boers must equal or exceed 
the British in military slull. The Boers are therefore, 'one of the most rugged, 
virile, unconquerable races ever seen upon earth', well trained by 'a country 
which is eminently suited to the tactics of the huntsman, the marksman and 
the rider', these fanner-solders are 'the most formidable antagonist who ever 
crossed the path of Imperial Britain' (1 903: 1 1). Off the battle field, however, 
the struggle is between old-fashioned and modem and here the British are 
the decided victors. Given this structure, Doyle suggests that it is sad but 
necessary that the Boers be defeated, for just as the seventeenth century 
must give way to the twentieth, as the agrarian past must give way to the 



maclune age, so too Boer feudalism must g v e  way to a more modem 
imperialism. This enlightened version of imperialism, indeed the modem 
world in its totality, is personified, by the British. 

The struggle between the kinds of Protestantism that is the most 
important part of the struggle between the old and the new is a familiar one 
to Doyle's readers. An almost identical struggle forms a major part of 
Doyle's novel Micah Clarke (1889). In that novel, Micah's grim father, 
'Ironside Joe', believes, llke the Boers, in 'a dour, fatalistic Old Testament 
religion' (1903:ll); while his son, 'Micah', exemplifies, like the British, the 
more moderate, flexible Protestant who is willing to compromise religious 
dogma for the good of the civil state. The Great Boer War assigns Britain 
the role of Micah, the one willing to compromise, while the Lronside Boers 
cling to their rigid moral positions. Young Micah will surely triumph to carry 
Protestantism into the future the novel concludes and Doyle's hstory 
concludes in the same way. 

The British flag under our best administrators will mean clean government, honest 
laws, liberty and equality to all men So long as it continues to do so, we shall 
hold South Africa (Doyle 1903 551) 

Once the Boer War is posed 111 the same terms as Micah Clarke a British 
victory is inevitable because, as it is a generational conflict that is being 
resolved, the son will, must, succeed. The comforting end of all t h ~ s  is that 
the Anglo-Boer conflict can be portrayed as largely free of the bitterness that 
is usual between enemies who have gone to war; the Anglo-Boer relationship 
can survive in the same way that the relationship between fathers and sons 
survive: 

there is nothing more wonderfkl than the way in which these two sturdy and 
unemotional races clasped hands the instant the fight was done (Doyle 1903:549) 

Further, the movement from old to young, from father to son from Old 
Testament to New is shown to be part of a natural order of change and 
progress. In this sense, the British victory is first assured and then sanctified 
as nature's way. 

Doyle's carefully structured sub-text which claims that both parties, 
perhaps sadder but wiser, will survive with honor, helps explain the general 
Boer acclaim for The Great Boer War. His account is ultimately 
ideologically satisfying to both victor and vanquished. The Boers are 
portrayed as the true keepers of the faith; those who battle to maintain 
religous rigor in a corrupt, weak world, while the British can see themselves 
as the new Empire builders who fight for toleration and modernity. 

Brantlinger (1988:133) has pointed out that all Empire builders think, 
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or pay lip service to the thought, that they are 'liberati~ig its peoples 
supposedly from the darkness of bondage and superstition'. Doyle's 
discourse is interesting in this regard as it invokes a double liberation. As 
this was a 'white mans war', Doyle makes almost no reference to the black 
South Africans over whose land the armies marched and fought. Used only 
as defenseless victims of Boer intolerance, the black South African who was 
specifically excluded from combat in the war (although not from its results 
by virtue of h s ,  supposed, unreliability, is rendered totally invisible in The 
Great Boer War. Chapter IV, titled 'The Eve of War' poses the question of 
the government of South &ca: 

Should Dutch ideas or English ideas of government prevail throughout that huge 
country? The one means freedom for a single race the other means equal rights to 
all white men beneath one common law What it means for the colored races we 
must let history decide (Doyle 1903 67) 

However, the abolition of slavery by the British in 189314 in the Cape had 
been one of the chief irritants to the Boers, leading, in part, to the Boer trek 
northwards, in 1836. So, The Great Boer War is able to claim that the 
Afi~cans are to be liberated from the strict yoke of Boer domination, wllile 
the Boers are to be liberated from the yoke of their own zealotry. 

British Imperialist goals in South M i c a  are thus linked to a re- 
education and absorption of a fellow Protestant nation. As Doyle (1903:513) 
says, rather hopefully, of the Boers in defeat; 

But time and self-government, with the settled order and vested interests which 
will spring up under British rule, will all combine to make a party which will be 
averse from any violent separation from the Empire 

British nationalism, including the division between Scot, Celt and Anglo- 
Saxon, is to be subsumed within a larger imperialist entity whch has the 
higher purpose of promoting good government and the rule of law overseas. 
Doyle's story concludes therefore by suggesting that the imperial ethos that 
raises Britain above petty national racial and class concerns is the same force 
that will enable Britain, in the name of modem, liberal Protestantism, to 
govern the world. 

And of all gifts that God has given to Britain there is none to compare with those 
days of sorrow, for it was in them that the nation was assured of its unity and 
learned for all time that blood is stronger to bind than salt water is to part The 
only difference in the point of view of the Briton from Britain and the Briton from 
the ends of the earth, was that the latter with the energy of youth was more 
whole-souled in the Imperial cause . On the plains of South Africa, in common 
danger and in common privation, the blood brotherhood of the Empire was sealed 
(Doyle 1903.51) 
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When an extremely popular writer of Doyle's stature writes a military 
history, the work is assured a huge national and international audience and 
the ideology of the text is widely disseminated. Doyle wrote on behalf of the 
landed-gentry but he wrote for the middle class. He thoroughly understood 
middle-class aspirations and he wrote for that section of it which, like 
himself, was literate, materially acquisitive, socially mobile and eager for 
acceptance illto the gentry class. The Great Boer War acts as a channel for 
that eagerness which is then de-hsed, satisfied, through an identification 
with the most heroic as well as the most conservative members of society. 
To return to Tuclunan's comment, probably most British military hstory, 
works as a similar negotiation between the middle, upper-middle and 
aristocratic classes; class confrontation is de-fused by a nirrative which 
employs a fictive fonn and the kind of language whch, going back for 
several centuries, was used to perpetuate the ideals-gentility, heroism, 
social and moral responsibility, best exemplified by the aristocracy. 

Doyle's narrative provides us with but one example of the mediation 
that such texts engage in when readers accept the values of the story and f i d  
satisfaction 111 the narrative outcome. The fictive form of the romance is itself 
a powerful piece of propaganda (see Green's 1979 Dreams of Adventure, 
Deeds of Empire) but when taken in conjunction with the patina of fact that 
'history' authorizes; the officially quoted numbers, tables of armaments, 
maps of terrain and troop movements, and, in Doyle's text, his even-handed, 
'fair' approach to l i s  subject, military history becomes one of the more 
powerful social mediators. Antonio Gramsci (1971) calls this process 
'cultural consent', or perhaps more explicitly, an atmosphere where consent 
is llkely to occur, which leads to social hegemony. Although 'consent' is too 
complex a process to reduce to a few sentences, the aspect whch is pertinent 
to this essay involves an arbitration, a negotiation, between state institutions, 
like the army, whose domination is 'direct' and other segments of the society 
whose domination is 'voluntary'. Military history such as Doyle's, functions 
as an explanation of what the army has done and why, to the society that has 
to give its 'voluntary' consent not only to that particular instance of direct 
'force' but also to the existence of a 'direct' domination that functions, 
presumably, in their interests. 

The Army emerges from The Great Boer War sanctified as the locus 
of the new world order: the place,where men call prove themselves manly, 
where leadership not soldering is the prerequisite for victory and where the 
superiority of the Anglo-Celtic race is made manifest. His numerous readers 
who responded to this chvalric portrait of the Army in action must have an 
increased respect and admiration for the 'direct domination' of their soldiers. 
After four lives are lost trying to save a gun, Doyle says, addressing the 
reader directly: 

A useless sacrifice you may say, but while the men who saw them die can tell such 
a story round the campfire the example of such deaths as these does more than 
clang of bugle or roll of drum to stir the warrior spirit of our race (1903 144) 

This increased admiration is applied to the conduct of the troops in South 
Ahca,  to any other further uses of imperial force and to longer range issues 
such as increasing military size and expenditures. 

On one level, The Great Boer War helped to structure the public de- 
bate about the Army. On another level it was part of the larger cultural 
movement where 'gentlemanly and chivalric values came to suffuse the 
middle class' (Mackenzie 1992:20). And Rich (1987:29) has pointed out in 
his article, 'The Quest for Englishness': the level of this suffusion 

By the late 1890s, though, a number of liberal critics of imperialism such as J A 
Hobson and L T. Hobhouse did become increasingly worried by the manner in 
which imperialism and jingoism had found a base in the 'villa toryism' of the 
suburban middle and lower middle class 

It seems to lne that Doyle's text, surely one of the books most likely to be 
found in suburban villas, is an important channel for the displacement onto 
the middle-class of those values. 

Initially, I had ended this paper with a short discussion about how 
Doyle's hstory, coming at the end of a period of aggressive Victorian 
imperialism served to reinvigorate and reaffirm, if only for a short time, the 
traditional relationships of power and authority on which the ideology of 
imperialism rests. However, I have had to reassess this in light of a study, 
quoted by John MacKenzie in his book Propaganda and Empire: the 
Manplation of British Public Opinion, 1880-1960. Speaking of The Board 
of Education's Handbook on the teaching of history in British elementary 
schools MacKenzie (1992: 193) says: 

A generation of imperial thnkers at the end of the century ~nfluenced manuals 
of teaching methods, Board of Educat~on handbooks for teachers, and school 
texts which survived at least until the 1950s and 1960s 

Arthur Conan Doyle's real legacy may be found not in the ideolo~y of 1900 
but much later in the twentieth century for on the select list of suggested 
works of value for teaching history was The Great Boer War (see Archer 
1916:127). 

In colonial and post-colonial studies a @eat deal of critical attention 
has been paid to narrative fiction, but very little has been paid to the 
narratives of warfare. Yet as Said (1994:xiii) points out; 'The main battle in 
imperialism is over land, of course ...'. The telling of the story of that battle 
is to sustain and shape the idea of what it means to have an empire. As I 



hope I have made clear this kind of narrative is a powerful tool for both 
culture and imperialism. 
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Re-viewing the Past: 
Notes on the Rereading of 
Canonized Literary Texts 

Godfrey Meintjes 

I began with a desire to speak with the dead (Greenblatt 1988 1) 

I Introduction 

Canonized, traditional Aikkaans literary texts are not only a product of the 
socio-political power emanating hom a colonial hegemony, but the very 
canonization of the literature itself is a product of a particular ideological 
network. The aim of t h ~ s  investigatio~l is to revisit examples of texts written 
prior to the so-called Renewal ofsixty and which traditionally were revered 
and more recently have been revi led by critics. 

2 Reading and Rereading 

The traditionally acceptable and therefore institutionalized readings of 
canonized Afrikaans literary texts can inhibit the process whereby meanings 
are generated in texts. Roland Barthes (1974:lO) stresses the co-authorslup 
of the reader in the following way: 'The more plural the text, the less it is 
written before I read it, . . .' . However, the canonized and canonizing readings 
of texts tend to lock the text into a specific system. Andre Lefevere (1986:3) 
formulated the problem regarding the institutionalized interpretation of texts 
as follows: 

What further contributes to the increasing irrelevance of literary studies in our 
time, is the dogged persistence with which corporate critics beholden to a certain 
set of values, epitomised by a certain canon tend to insist on the 'right' or 

'acceptable' interpretation of that canon 
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The history of hterary theory in the Western world reflects the gradual but 
consistent decentring of the author and the foregrounding of the reader. 
Jefferson (1988:97-98) describes reader-centred criticism as follows 

For Barthes criticism consists in actively constructing a meaning for a text and not 
in passively deciphering the meaning, for in the structuralist view there is no 
single meaning in literary works 

Van Zyl (1982:77) describes the reader involvement in the generating of 
meanings in texts in the following way: 

... the reader is not viewed as passive and will because of art's capacity to model 
reality, project into the work not only the structures of his artistic experience, but 
the structures of his life experience as well. 

Kennode (1983:44) explains the textual openness to new interpretations as 
follows: 

It seems that on a just view of the matter, the books we call classics possess 
intrinsic qualities that endure, but possess also openness to accommodation which 
keeps them alive under endlessly varying dispositions. 

Roland Barthes (1974:16) proposed the following reading strategy in order 
to escape the tyranny of institutionalized readings: '... rereading is here 
suggested at the outset for it alone saves the text from repetition ...'. 

Rereading inight assist the text in relating historical events to 
contemporary discourses. With regard to a semiotic interpretation of texts, 
Robert Scholes (1982:30) has the following to say: 

.. we can't bring just any meanings to the texts, but we can bring all the meanings 
we can link to the text by means of an interpretive code. And, above all, we can 
generate meaning by situating the text among the actual and possible texts to 
which it can be related. 

The act of rereading by definition confronts the reader with what Montrose 
(1989:20) calls the 'historicity of texts a i d  the textuality of history'. This 
paper will confine itself to the historical implication of texts, but the literary 
theoretician finds it interesting that modern historiography finds itself 
confronted by the notion that history, in the words of Collingwood 
(1946:242) is viewed as a 'web of imaginative construction' rather than, in 
the words of Von Ranke (Ricoeur 1988:154) a presentation of the past 'as it 
actually happened' (Wie es eigentlich gewesen). 

While 'the unimpeded sequence of raw empirical realities' as de- 



scribed by Krieger (1974:339) may appear to be knowable, historiography 
involves ' .. . critically examining and analysing the records and survivals of 
the past' (Kneger 1974:339) and it has to take cognisance of the possibility 
of what Foucault (1977: 143) calls the 'ancient proliferation of errors'. 
Degenaar (1986:69-70) reminds his readers that historical facts are presented 
in terms of metaphors, icons and images. H.utcheon (1989:67) believes that 
historiography itself is influenced by phenomena such as interpretation 
involving subordination. It can therefore not be assumed that history 
necessarily would be free from forgetfblness, concealment and misunder- 
standing as listed by Derrida (Derrida in Bemet 1989: 144). 

As a 'vehicle for historical truth' (McHale 1987:96) historiographic 
metafiction in the words of Marshall (1992: 150) 'refuses the possibility of 
loolung to and writing about the past 'as it really was". Rather s h e  takes on 
an active role and 'does the past', participates, questions, and interrogates. 

In opposition to t h s  fragmented view of history, mandsts like 
Jameson (1983:19) prefer to view history as 'a single great collective story' 
containing a 'single fundamental theme ... the collective struggle to wrest a 
realm of Freedom from a realm of Necessity'. 

The advent of the practice of the new historicism as outlined by 
Stephen Greenblatt (1989:l) in the early 1980s goes some way towards ' 
incorporating some of the important features of both postmodernism and 
marxism. Wlule reading the text from a historical perspective as would a 
marxist, the new historicist also remains aware of the open endedness of 
texts and of drfferance (Demda 1973: 136). In line with poststructural 
thinking, new historicism as indicated by Abrams (1993:249) also takes 
cognisance of Foucault's view that 

power relations at any given era in society contribute the concepts, oppositions 
and hierarchies of its discourse and in this way determine what will be counted 
knowledge and truth. 

New hstoricism further accepts Bakhtin's (1981 :273) view that literary texts 
tend to be dialogc and t h ~ s  feature of conflicting and contradictory elements 
merge in new historicist practice with the post-modernist notion that texts 
tend to deconstruct themselves. 

Abrams (1993:249) succinctly describes the approach of the new 
historicism: 

This historical mode is grounded on the concepts that history itself is not a set of 
fixed, objective facts, but like the literature with which it interacts, a text which 
needs to be interpreted that a text whether literary or historical is a discourse 
which although it may seem to present or reflect an external reality, in fact 
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consists of what are called representations-that is verbal formations which are 
the 'ideological products or constructs of a particular era .  . ' . 

In t h ~ s  way the new hstoricism, in the words of Ruthven (1984:221) writing 
about feminist criticism, becomes a 'scanning device' in the sense that 'it 
operates in the service of new knowledge which is contributed by rendering 
visible the hitherto invisible'. 

Greenblatt (1989: 1-14) favours the term cultural poetics for his new 
historicist textual practice while rnarxists like Dollimore and Sinfield 
(1985:foreword) prefer the term cultural nzaterialism for their brand of new 
historicism. In essence a new historicist reading is political in nature. Abrams 
(1993:252) describes a political reading of texts as follows: 

The primary aim of a political reader of a literary text is to undo the ideological 
disguises and suppressions in order to uncover the historical and political conflicts 
and oppressions which are the text's true, although covert or unmentioned, 
subject matter. 

We shall use three traditional texts from Afrikaans literature in order to 
demonstrate how a political reading of a text can uncover 'covert or 
unmentioned, subject matter' (Abrams 1993 :252). 

3 Hans die Skipper (1928) by D.F. Malherbe. 

The publication of D.F. Malherbe's novel Hans die Skipper coincided with 
the PACT coalition government between the Nationalist party and the 
Labour party which governed the Union of South Africa from 1924 to 1929. 
The fact that the author received the coveted Hertzog prize for the novel in 
1930 is proof of the literary (and political) status of a text which over many 
years was revered as a classic in the Afrikaans canon. Kannemeyer 
(1978:164) in his monumental Afi-kaans literary history calls this text 
Maherbe's 'suiwerste' (purest) work and refers to the conflict between 
father and son in the text. Traditional institutionalized readings of the text 
tended to emphasize this very generation conflict as well as the notion that 
the text was a novel in praise of labour. Fifty five years after it's first date of 
publication the text was-for the very first time ever!-read from a historical 
perspective by Genvel (1 983). In 1991 however, Bertelsmann subjected the 
text to an incisive rereading from a historical perspective. 

In stead of decoding a hymn to labour per se or a mere generation 
conflict between father and son, Bertelsmann traces the ideological project 
of a text which, according to him, sets out to encourage the likely reader 
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(poor platteland Afrikaners, locked into a rural economy) to enter into a 
' Volk.skapitalisme' in the cities in line with the so-called 'civilized labour 
policy' of the PACT govemnent. This ideological project, according to 
Bertelsmann, was disguised by the fact that Johan, the son of Hans die 
Slupper in the text, does not leave the family farm but the small scale fishing 
life style for the industrializing town where, incidentally, he becomes 
involved in wagon building with its obviously acceptable symbolic 
connotations. While Johan becomes very successful in town, the text, 
Bertelsmann (1991 : 12) points out, describes his father Hans' dependence on 
the seasons and nature in general. 

With reference to Macherey (Coetzee 1984: 15-23) Bertelsmann 
(1992:12) indicates that certain s~lences reveal the ideological project of the 
text. One such silence is in connection with the history of Johan's so-called 
'coloured' counterpart Willem. Willem and hiis wife display the very 
characteristics whch the text propagates: they were of sober habits, hard- 
working, decent living etc. However, Bertelsmann points out that because 
the portrayal of a successful 'coloured' man in town or in a city would 
undermine the ideological project of the text, this figure had to be dropped 
from the narration altogether. 

Genvel (1983:141) is of the opinion that this novel reflects attitudes in 
the social envirollme~lt &om which the texts emanates. Bertelsmann (1992: 
13) takes issue with Genvel and states that the very ideolog~cal project of 
tlus text is not to portray the extra textual status quo, but to attempt to 
change the very socio-political situation by encouraging a new economic 
dispensation. Similarly, when Genvel (1983:143-144) sees the portrayal of 
'coloureds' in the text as a poup of people with inherent defects, 
Bertelsmann (13) is of the opinion that the very opposite is true in this novel. 
The very economic system propagated by the text would inevitably lead to 
the demise of the feudal social order and for this very reason the text 
envelopes the future of the so-called 'coloured' in textual silence. 

The following general description by Abrams (1993:250) is directly 
applicable to the very process at work in Malherbe's Hans die Skrpper: 

Furthermore, what may seem to be the artistic resolution of a l~terary plot yielding 
pleasure to the reader, is in fact deceptive, for it is an effect which serves to cover 
over the unresolved conflicts of power, class, gender, and social groups, that 
make up the real tensions that underlie the surface meanings of a literary text 

4 Somer (1935) by C.M. van den Heever 

Somer (1935) is a typical Afrikaans fann novel which, in the words of J.M 
Coetzee (1988:82), 'celebrated the memory of the old rural values or pro- 
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claimed their desirability and elaborated schemes for their preservation'. The 
setting for the novel is a Free State farm at the time of the harvest. 

Traditionally the text was read as a story dealing with problems 
affecting farmers such as natural disasters, and problems related to 
ownership rights. At a different level it was read as a love story involving 
Linda and Wynand registering notions regarding the futility of love against 
the background of the eternal movement of the seasons. 

This is another text central to the traditional %ikaans canon arid 
origmally revered by establishment critics. Kannemeyer (1978:304) in the 
seventies still described this text as one of van den Heever's best: ' . . .  een 
van Van den Heever se suiwerste werke' 

Genvel (1978:97) in sharp contrast to Kannemeyer's reverential 
attitude towards the novel, representing a revisionist reading, decodes a 
different text. Gerwel (1978:97) states that this novel is one of the 'most 
reactionary' texts vis a vis the portrayal of so-called 'coloured' people in the 
texts under discussion in his essay. He says that the 'coloured' figures are 
described in the most banal of terms and they remain mere aspects of the 
background and are pomayed as obedient serfs of their white masters. 

Mackenzie (1994:l) rereads Somer from what she calls a 'sexual 
political' perspective and decodes patterns of patriarchal domination 
represented in the text. Mackenzie's reading of a text which, according to a 
traditionalist reading like that by Kannemeyer (1978:304) was regarded as a 
romantic and idyllic treatment of abstract, so-called, universal problems, 
have much in common with Dollimore and Sinfield's (1985:foreword) 
'commitment to the transformation of a social order which exploits people on 
the grounds of race, gender and class'. 

This kind of reading acheves the very opposite of the traditional 
Kannemeyer (1978:304) kind of reading which tends to 

naturalise the text ... that is interpret its cuiture-specific and time-bound 
representations as though they were features of universal and permanent human 
experience (Abrams 1993:25 1). 

5 Boplaas (1938) by Boerneef 

The short prose texts in Boerneef s Boplaas (1938) provide typical 
examples of Afkkaans prose from the pre 1948 period. The texts in this 
volume in which a white narrator relates experiences on a Bokkeveld f m  
fiom his childhood, deal with the day-to-day activities on a Karoo farm and 
encode blatant racism as part and parcel of a specific view of life. While 
some critics revere these texts as respectable first class literature belonging 



to the canon, the texts also fall into the very category which are reviled by 
revisionists. 

The canonized readings of these texts traditionally established and 
entrenched certain meanings co~nfortable to the hegemony. In the late sixties 
F.I.J.Van Rensburg (1968:ll) described what in effect represents a 
description of a feudal order in the Boplaas texts as a 'natural hierarchy' and 
Menve Scholtz (1979:4) in the late seventies still regarded the Boplaas texts 
as images of a kind of farm idyll. 

Mphahlele's (197450) reading of AGzkaans literature as a whole, 
epitomizes a reading strategy which reviles Afiikaans literature on the 
grounds of it's surface structure: 

Were it not that it glorifies white supremacy, and were it not for the unutterable 
evil this literature breathes, one would simply dismiss it as inane, a crushing bore 

Genvel (1987:92) in a report of a revisionist reading of the older Afhkaans 
prose, says that many of these texts (the Boplaas texts by Boemeef, although 
not specifically mentioned in his essay, fit into this ethos) tend to affirm 
attitudes which might contribute to colour and race discrimination. 

Here we have typical examples of a dilemma: Genvel and Mphahlele 
decode devastating racism in these (kinds of) texts and Scholtz and Van 
Rensburg report the reading of an idyll. 

In addition to the two approaches outlined above, Aucamp (1988) sug- 
gests that some of the older Afrikaans texts represent the %kaans writer's 
own demythologization of a feudal and presumed paradisiacal world. 

It is however, not merely a matter of decoding blatant racism on the 
one hand, or assuming an idyll on the other hand. The primary aim, in the 
words of Abrams (1993:252), of a political reader of a literary text is 

to undo these ideological disguises and suppressions in order to uncover the 
historical and political conflicts and oppressions which are the text's true, 
although covert or unmentioned subject matter 

Read in this way the Boplaas texts become discursive sights representing 
lllstorical power structures. 

A historical rereading of this text indeed portrays a feudal racist social 
order. The paradox in these texts is that the very uncensored portrayal of the 
social order to which Mphahlele refers, unmasks a system which could, as 
indicated by Scholtz's reading be mistaken for a peaceful farm idyll. The text 
indicates a narrative process within which the narrator employs the narrative 
elements, figuves, events, space and time in order to generate a Boplaas 
code. This code indicates paternalism, racism and feudalism as major aspects 
of an ethos and read in this way the text de~nythologizes the notion of a farm 
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idyll. The text also, as the result of it's capacity to represent aspects of 
history, does not only question Mphahlele's (1974:50) negative view of 
Afnkaans literature in general, but it can even meet Mphahlele's own social 
criteria for literature which demands that 'it should order our experiences 
and responses and help resolve conflicts inside ourselves . . '  (Genvel 
1987:92). 

This lund of reading strategy enables the decoder of the text to trace 
the representations of the past and in the process, to use the words of 
Abrams (1993:252), the 'voices of the oppressed, the marginalised and the 
dispossessed' can be decoded. 

Conclusion 

The rereading of texts traditionally revered and currently reviled, might asslst 
the reader, in the words of Kumar dYSouza (1989:26) taken from a different 
context 'to move into another space, another time recapturing submerged 
knowledge, generating new spaces'. Fiction is indeed a Iund of history as 
Doctorow (1977:217) asserted. Whether history is a kind of fiction as he 
also postulated, is the subject of another investigation. 
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This paper shows that a refinement in the method of historical semantics, the 
most neglected of areas in linguistics, offers a means of extending the 
application of the comparative method of linguistic reconstruction to at least 
as far back at 14000 B.P. Thls may coincide with the onset of the Neolithc 
Revolution in agriculture whch dramatically changed the distribution of 
peoples and languages on the planet. 

Evidence is provided for three possible roots, KAM, PAK and TAK' 
whlch certainly date back to this period but which might have been present 
in the Proto-World of about 40000 B.P. 

There is a large amount of published lexical data representative of the 
language farnilies of the world. For several major language families there 
exist sizeable corpora of lexical reconstructions which recover thousands of 
lexical items in use 5000-6000 years B.P., e .g  Proto-hdo-European, Proto- 
Dravidian, Proto-Austronesian, etc. 

The Bantu subequatorial Afi~can family of between 400-600 
languages is in effect a subfamily of Niger-Congo, the major sub-Saharan 
language family. 

From studying semantic development patterns applying in the case of 
TAK' it was found that the same patterns recurred with other unrelated roots 
such as PAK and KAM, often in the same languages. 

From studying semantic development patterns present in the data, it 
becomes apparent that a generally predictable direction of semantic change 
is discernible. Diachronically, the same patterns of change recur in the same 
way in unrelated roots with the same or similar meanings in the same and in 
different languages. In other words: from available evidence, it seems as if 
similar semantic patterns of change have occurred in unrelated roots such as 
KAM, PAK and TAK'. The regularity and attestation of these semantic 
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patterns of change in available evidence in most of the world's languages 
suggests a universal tendency of semantic development. 

These fn~dings afford historical linguists a certain predictive power. 
Knowing that a root is found in some related languages with certain 
meanings, other reflexes of the same roots can be predicted within a wide 
semantic development area in these languages. The same semantic cbanges 
have been observed in three distinct Proto-World roots. 

Some linguists because of various factors will not be able to accept 
the following data as sufficient evidence of genetic relationship of the 
languages involved. Nevertheless most social scientists will, it is hoped, 
agree that this is clearly a case of data in want of a conclusion and a method. 

In keeping with the practice of structural-functionalist and seructural- 
mentalist linguistics of the twentieth century, the study of meaning change 
has been almost completely neglected in historical linguistics. Meaning has 
been used as a criterion for affirming the relatedness of words. Words could 
be judged to be genetically related if their meanings were identical or fell 
within narrow limits of variation. Semantics was used as a control on the 
study of sound change but did not become an object of study in its own right. 

The postulation of language families such as Nostratic, Eurasiatic, 
Proto-World is controversial. In order to postulate these language families, 
the comparative method would have to be used. It is accepted by most 
historical linguists as being the only acceptable validation of linguistic 
genetic relationship. 

The comparative method depends on the demonstration of regular 
sound correspondences between languages. It is believed by most historical 
linguists that the cumulative effects of sound change and lexical replacement 
make the method inapplicable beyond 8000 B.P. 

The data presented in this paper suggests that a careful analysis of 
historical semantic areas will make available many more roots for the 
application of the comparative method. 

One historical semantic area is investigated in this article as it has 
differentiated over ten or twenty or more thousand years in tluee roots 
TAK', KAM, PAK. The representation of these roots is not intended to 
constitute reconstructions. It is too early for that. All that is intended, is to 
demonstrate that historical reconstruction according to the comparative 
method will become feasible at remote time depths, i.e. earlier than 8000 
B.P. The identification of more roots and the evidence of their semantic 
changes will add legitimacy to both the theory and the method. 

If the cognates listed under each of the three roots are accepted then 
some interesting etymologies may be revised. E.g. the Latin, homo for 'man' 
can now be seen not to be derived directly from hunzus, 'earth', as is 
conventionally believed. Rather, the true etymology is with amare 'love' and 
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amicio 'wrap'. The Latin h and the zero reflex standard PIE *gh as in Latin 
homo 'man', hortus 'garden', anser 'goose' with English cognates 'groom, 
garden, goose'. The Latin hi was a weak consonant and on its way to loss. 
It is not surprising to find both Ad and zero reflecting *gh (= *g in the 
glottalic revision). 

A recent development in Indo-European studies has been the widely 
accepted suggestion that glottalic conventional Proto-Indo-European *b, *d, 
*g were in fact glottalic ejective stops *p', *t7, *k'. It is therefore interesting 
to note that a number of reflexes of the TAK' root from Africa and the 
Americas contain ejectives. This unusual phonetic feature is more likely to 
be a retention from ancient times than an independent innovation. As a 
retention it supports the glottalic theory. 

The following English verbs and associated nouns illustrate the semantic 
area of the three roots with reflexes in languages representative of nearly all the 
language families of the world. 

> go in front, jump, huny, stride [leg, foot, calf, thigh, hip, 
buttock, back] 

1 straddle > stride. strut, be haughty, step. step on [pace, step, step-ladder, rung] I 
I go in tiont > precede, do first, do before, begin I 
grasp > clutch, claw, bite, (into and hold [claw, tooth, talon, fang 

on with teeth) hold, scoop, handle, hand, finger, toe] 
comb, span, touch, be adjacent 

(bite > chew, eat, champ, nibble, corrode, erode 

> take, receive, seize, take hold of [tooth, jaw, cheek, chin] 
press, squeeze, milk, be tight, stiff, 
firm, wrap around, clothe 

take hold of > grapple, wrestle I 
> crack, split, fork, bihrcate, grasp [crack, split, fork, crotch, 

(mountain) pass, interval, 
hand, five, ten] 

press on > embrace, hug  copulate, love, [ram, bull, billy-goat, 
deflower, prick, stab, shear, grind penis, sting] 

cover > put roof on, build, shield, protect [skin, muzzle, hide, roof 
muzzle garment, earth] 

1 love > want, desire, be joyfiil I 
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The list comprises the followu~g data'. It was the intention to provide a 
representative selectioll a11d not a complete listing of cognates. Gaps ul the list 
do not tlecessanly meail an absence of reflexes. 

Nama /Mom wrap up, envelop Rust 1969 243 
Nama Nkamis nether grinding stone Rust 1969 220 

NIGER-CONGO 
Mende n g h e  
Mende h a d  
Mende hume 

gnash (the teeth) 
waist 
eat the inside, pick out part 
and eat it 
squeeze, wing, milk 
seize 
touch 
ten 
ten 
ten 
hold in arm hold in hand 
bread, mush 
hit with hammer 
thumb 

Innes 1969 103 
Innes 1969 24 
Innes 1969 3 I 

KHOISAN 
Nharo 
Nharo 

Proto-Bantu 
Proto-Bantu 
Proto-Bantu 
Proto-Bantu 
Proto-Bantu 
Proto-Bantu 
Proto-Bantu 
Proto-Bantu 
Proto-Bantu 
Proto-Bantu 

lxam 
i k h  

urine 
urine 

Barnard 1985 69 
Bamard 1985 69 

Guthrle 1971 130 
Guthne 1971 130 
Cmthrle 1971 132 
Guthr~e 1971 132 
Guthne 1971 132 
Guthrle 197 1 132 
Guthr~e 1971 132 
Guthne 1971 131 
Guthrre 1971 131 
Guthr~e 1971 132 

l l x ' h  
/ / dm 
llx' om 
/lam 
!xomm 
!x'am 

take a handhl 
cling to, carry on the back 
hit (with fist) 

Snyrnan 1975.136 
Snyman 1975.136 
Snyman 1975: 136 
Snyman 1975 129 
Snyman 1975: 126 
Snylnan 1975- 124 

stand on toes to reach 
eat 
tighten a bowstring, wring 
out (a cloth) 

Ju-ihoansi 
Ju-ihoansi 
Ju-Ihoansi 
Ju-hoansi 
Ju-lhoansi 
Ju-hoansi 
Ju-Ihoansi 
Ju-Ihoansi 

I'h 

f a-ma 
la'mi' 
!a-m'm' 
=#ham 

$.am 
ix'am 

tighten, close 

jump UP 
to marry 

Snyman 1975: 11 3f 
Snyman 1975.114 
Snyman 1975 114 
Snyman 1975- 114 
Snyman 1975.105 
Snyn~an 1975: 1 10 
Snyman 1975.100 
Snyman 1975.8 1 

Mende koma cheek Innes 1969 47 
Mwani -koma hit with fist own notes 
Mwani -kama be tight (as clothes) own notes penis, sting 

eat (e g. porridge) 
give birth 

Zulu -khuma 
Zulu ishumi 
Zulu umgama 
Zulu -khama 

eat dry food Dent 1969 395 
ten Dent 1969 482 
interval of tune or distance Dent 1969 35 1 
squeeze out, strain, drain off Dent 1969 368 
(as whey), throttle, l~ght ran 
(when ~t clears) 

pinch 
tsxam grip (between the toes) 

Nama 
Nama 
Nama 
Nama 
Nama 
Nama 
Nama 
Nama 
Nama 
Nama 
Nama 
Nama 
Nama 
Nama 
Nama 
Nama 
Nama 
Nama 

hold (liquid) in mouth 
loins, hips 
two 
kill, murder 
marry tv 
doubt 
run away 
jump over 
boast, show off, 
on, over 
wet, damp 
clap (hands) 
to urinate 
pinch, squeeze, fasten, peg 
to struggle, fight 
have stillborn (lamb, calf) 
to grind 
grind fine 

Rust 1969:68 
Rust 1969:69 
Rust 1969:75 
Rust 1969 89 
Rust 1969-89 
Rust 1969.1 15 
Rust 1969.167 
Rust 1969 172 
Rust 1969:33 
Rust 1969 33 
Rust 1969:21 
Rust 1969:20 
Rust 1969-216 
Rust 1969.220 
Rust 1969.224 
Rust 1969.230 
Rust 1969220 
Rust 1969:239 

gam v. 
gamanab 
lgam 
!gam 
!game 
lgoma 
! hama 

+am 
fama 

llama 
/lam 
Ikam 
llkam 
lkam 

fkam 
lkami 
khom 

NILO-SAHARAN 
NILOTIC SUBFAMILY 
Ateso ai-kamun 
Turkana kam 

catch, refer to, hold, seize IHilders 1958 42 
eat by throwing food into Barrett 1990 22 
mouth 
catch, seize Barrett 1990 23 
grip Tucker 1955 293 

Turkana kamun 
Maasai a-garn 

AFRASIAN 
Arabic kamma 
Arabic kimaam 
Arabic kayama 
Arabic qamaya 
Arabic karnma 

to muzzle 
bridle for a camel 
to muzzle 
to restrain 
to cover, concel, cloak, 
plug up, muzzle, muffle 
muzzle 
suppress one's anger 
rein in, pull up (a camel) 
seize, grasp, grip 

Badger 1967 654 
Badger 1967 93 
Badger 1967 654 

Arabic 
Arabic 
Arabic 
Arabic 

kimaam 
kamata 
kamaha 
kamaSa 

Cowan 1976 839 
Cowan 1976 839 
Cowan 1976 839 
Cowan 1976 840 

I Where possible, roots are supplied with their source cited. Minor transcriptional 
changes have been necessitated by typographical requirements. 
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a handful 
pair of pincers 

Cowan 1976 840 
Cowan 1976 840 
Cowan 1976 840 
Cowan 1976 840 

Arabic 
Arabic 
Arabic 
Arabic 

Afar 
Hausa 
Hausa 
Hausa 

scooping up 
catch, seize, take hold of 
become stuck, adhere 
measure @om elbow to tip of 
middle finger 
tightly 

firmly 

Parker 1985 15 1 
Newman 1979 61 
Newman 1979 62 
Newman 1979 62 

clenched, shrunk, cramped 
sleep with someone, embrace 
someone, have sexual 
intercourse with someone 
to hide, be hidden 

Hausa 
Hausa 
Hausa 
Hausa 

k b - k b  
g b  
geemuu m 
gooma f 

Newman 1979 62 
Newman 1979 4 1 
Newman 1979 43 
Newman 1979 45 

Cowan 1976 840 
Cowan 1976 683 
Cowan 1976-683 
Cowan 1976 685 
Cowan 1976 684 
Cowan 1976 684 
Cowan 1976 683 
Cowan 1976.262 
Cowan 1976 640 
Cowan 1976 208 
Cowan 1976 208 

Arabic 
Arabic 
Arabic 
Arabic 
Arabic 
Arabic 
Arabic 
Arabic 
Arabic 
Arabic 
Arabic 

kamana 
y anma 
y imaama 

Y amaa 
ya"'aza 
yumr 
y amma 
xamsa f 
Yarnma 
hamaa 
huma 

to cover, veil, conceal 
blinkers, muzzle 

beard 
ten 

to provide with a roof 
press, touch, palpate 
armful 
cover, veil, conceal 
five 

INDO-EUROPEAN 
Proto-Indo-European *kern- (I) 
Proto-Indo-European *kama- m 
Proto-Indo-European *gem- 

to compress, obstruct Pokorny 1959 555 
lump Pokorny 1959 555 
seize \nth both hands 
seize, take hold of, compress 
gape, open mouth Mann 1985411 
bde Pokorny 1959 369 
sp~ke, m l ,  tooth Mann 1985 404 
show the teeth,chew, b~te, stab Mann 1985 404 

to comprise, include, embrace 
to defend, guard, to shield, 
protect sting, stinger (of 
insects), prick, spine 
donkey 
Aries, Ram 

Arabic 
Arabic 
Arabic 
Arabic 
Arabic 
Arabic 
Arabic 
Arabic 

Cowan 1976 205 
Cowan 1976.207 
Cowan 1976 206 
Cowan 1976 207 
Cowan 1976 136 
Cowan 1976- 136 
Cowan 1976-136 
Cowan 1976- 136 

carry, bear 
cargo 
sexual intercourse 

Tokharian A kam 'tooth' 
Tokharian B keme 'tooth' 

Pokorny 1959 369 
Pokorny 1959 369 

Lat~n amare to love Lewis et al 1989 107 
Lat~n armclo to throw around, wrap about, Lews et al 1989 104 

ve$ 
Latm m c t u s  m manner of dressmg, cloak Lews et a1 1989 105 

Itself, other hnds of 
covenng - ar ,  herbage, 
weeds 

Lam camus m a muzzle for horses Lew~s et al 1989 276 

to gather, unite 
meeting, coming togethe~ 
the fist, clenched hand 

Holladay 1988 1 19 
Holladay 1988 320 
Holladay 1988 720 
Holladay 1988 3 19 
Holladay 1988 159 
Holladay 1988 159 

Hebrew 
Hebrew 
Hebrew 
Hebrew 
Hebrew 
Hebrew 

qemah 
qiimas 
*qomes f 
*q"at 
kiimah 
kiimar 

flour 
take a handful 
a handful 
seize 
long for, yearn for 
be agitated, become hot, 
burn, shrivel up 

Indic *jam- to eat Turner 1973 282 
Indic *jhamp- cover Turncr 1973 294 
Indic *jabh- bite 
Indic * k h a -  wish, love, sexual love Turner 1973 155 Holladay 1988 62 Hebrew gomed a measure of length (of 

a sword), a short cubit 
swallow up (the ground, Holladay 1988 62 Greek g a m e  to marry, take to wfe L~ddel 1990 337 

(of the man), take for 
a paramour (of mere 
sexual mtercourse) 

Greek gomos load L~ddel 1990 356 
Greek gomph-algia tooth-ache L~ddel 1990 3 56 
Greek gomphos bolt for shtpbudding L~ddel 1990 3 56 
Greek g a m p h  jaws Mam 1985 396 
Greek gamphela jaws Mann 1985 396 

Hebrew 
said of a horse) 
what one's hands have done 
tongs of blacksm~th 

gmiil f 
k'ab-a n 

Holladay 1988 62 
Sasse 1982 122 
Parker 1985 144 
Parker 1985.109 
Parker 1985- 147 
Parker 1985.143 
Parker 1985 117 
Parker 1985.15 1 
Parker 1985 15 1 

Hebrew 
Bu j i  
Afar 
Afar 
Afar 
Afar 
Afar 
Afar 
Afar 

kamus m 
gamad m 
kitnmiiqe I1 
kamade I1 
gumaidi m 
kumbuqus m 

buttocks, bottom 
buttock, end, rear 
pinch a small bit of skin 
tle tightly 
fist 
fist 
clench one's fist, variant Albanian dhemballe jaws 

English champ, comb 
Mann 1985 396 
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ALTAIC 
Turkish gem bit (of a horse) 
Turkish keminnek gnaw, nibble, corrode 

Japanese kamu chew, mastlcate Vaccan 1 990 2 13 
Japanese tsukamu grasp, gnp wlth one's hand Vance 1993 564 
Japanese -kum counter for sets, pars Vance 1993 283 
Japanese kum class (school), group, team, Vance 1993 282 

P"tY 
Japanese kumu to put together (m sense of Vance I993 283 

'fold (arms), cross (legs) etc ' 

Alder son 1959 11 1 
Alderson 1959 184 

URALIC 
Hungarian kimer scoop out something from 

something 
Hungarian hmarat etch, corrode, bite 
Hungarian him harness, traces 
Hungarian ham epidermis 
Finnish hammas tooth 

Magay 1990 52 1 
Magay 1990 377 
Magay 1990 377 
Magay 1990 377 

AMERIND 
Uto- Aztecan eat 

nibble Matteson 1972 55 
hand Matteson 1972 62 
hand Matteson 1972 62 
tooth Matteson 1972 85 
to be wrapped Thord-Gray 1955 202 
to wrap around Thord-Gray 1955 202 
the calf of the leg Thord-Gray 1955 202 
1) cover, shelter 2) wearlng Thord-Gray 1955 21 1 
apparel 3) blanket, scrape, cover 
to cover the body wth clothes rhord-Gray 1955 21 1 
or clothmg 

Uto-Aztecan 
Proto-Mayan 
Proto- Arawakan 
Proto-Tucanoan 
Tarahumara 
Tarahumara 
Tarahumara 
Tarahumara 

*kuwrni 
*q'ab 
* kaa-pi 
*gopi 
kabi 
kabi-ka 
kabo-cha-ra 
kema-ka 

INDO-PACIFIC 
Cheke-Holo khame arm, hand 
Pisirami kama tooth 
Tagota kama tooth 
Lake Murray kama tooth 
Babwa kama tooth 
Tirio (Tirio) gums stone 
Konmak (Marind) kum stone 

White 1988 256 
Greenberg 1973 828 
Greenberg 1973 828 
Greenberg 1973 828 
Greenberg 1973 828 
Greenberg 1973 828 
Greenberg 1973 828 

Tarahumara kema-ti 

DRAVIDIAN 
T a d  amunku to sink, be pressed down 
Kanada amar to seize firmly, embrace 
Tamil kampi bit of a horse's bridle 

Burrow 1960 13 
Burrow 1960 17 
Burrow 1960 88 

1 TAK' 

NIGER-CONGO 
Wolo f tank 
Wolof tanku 
Wolof tegal 
Wolof tikkar g- 
Wolof tenk 
Wolof teg 
Wolof tekk 
Wolof taggoo b- 
Wolo f tagg m- 
Wolof taggat 
Wolof taq 
Wolof taggar g- 
Wolof lagg 
Wolo f ling 
Wolof lekk 
Wolof d%g 
Wolof deggaate 
Wolo f digaloo 
Wolof diggante b- 

AUSTM1,IAN 
Dyirbal @bd cover up 

1% 
go on foot 
dandle 
sacrum 
hobble 

Fal 1990 218 
Fal 1990 218 
Fa1 1990 224 
Fal 1990 226 
Fal 1990 225 
Fal 1990 220 
Fa1 1990 22 1 
Fal 1990 216 
Fa1 1990 216 
Fal 1990 216 
Fal 1990 214 
Fal 1990 21 1 
Fal 1990 115 
Fa1 1990 1 17 
Fal 1990 119 
Fa1 1990 6 1 
Fal 1990 61 
Fa1 1990 63 
Fal 1990 63 

Dixon 1972 403 

AUSTRONESIAN 
Proto-Austronesian *kamkam take hold of, seize 
Proto-Tai *kam-A hold in the hand 
Proto-Kadai *kaam-A hold in the mouth 
Proto-Miao-Yao *khamgam jaws (holders in the mouth) 
Proto-Kadai * kom press from above, oppress 
Proto-Malayo- 
Polynesian *gamgam make a fist 
Proto-Paiwanic *gamgam fist 
Proto-Austronesian *gania? catch fish or shrimp with the 

hands 
Proto-Austronesian *gerni/kemi hold on by biting 
Proto-Austronesian *kamay hand 
Proto-Austronesian *gem hold in the fist 
Proto-Austronesian *gemeV*keinel grasp, squeeze 
Proto-Austronesian *gemes want, desire 
Proto-Austronesian *gumul wrestle, grapple with 

Bened~ct 1990 209 
Benedict 1990 209 
Benedct 1990 209 
Benedlct 1990 2 10 
Benedlct 1990 210 

saddle (of horse or camel) 
be haughty 
separation 
nest 
saddle a horse 
be adjacent 
bed of slats 
stride, hurry 
walk abreast 

Benedict 1990 21 0 
Benedict 1990 2 10 
Blust 1986 40 

Blust 1986 41 
Blust 1983 63 
Blust 1980 72 
Blust 1980 72 
Blust 1980 72 
Blust 1980 76 

eat 
tread on 
step on 
be separated from 
distance, gap, space 

Proto-Bantu *-t&u five 
Proto-Bantu *-tiko buttock 
Proto-Bantu * - t a b -  chew 

Guthrle 1971 138 
Guthrle 1971 137 
Guthne 1971 137 

JAPANESE 
Japanese kamj bite, gnaw, chew Benedict 1990 2 10 
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Proto-Bantu 
Proto-Bantu 
Zulu 
Zulu 
Zulu 
Swahili 
Swahili 
Swakrli 
Tsonga 
Tsonga 
Tsonga 

go in front Ciuthrie 1971 138 
Guthr~e 1971 140 
Dent 1969 372 
Dent 1969 49 1 
Dent 1969 369 
Johnson 1939 453 
Johnson 1939 452 
Johnson 1939 447 
Cuenod 1967 172 
Cuenod 1967 192 
Cuenod 1967 130 

Shona -dikuka iv. progress by jumps (as hare Hannan 1981 108 

does) 
Shona danga 5 I) cattle enclosure 2) herd, Hannan 198 1 1 10 

flock 3) KMZ cattle conside- 
ration paid as main part of 
roora 

Shona dingwe 5 first-born Haman 1981 110 

sew 
five 
thigh 
chew 
five -tan0 

-tanga 
tako 
rhaku 
-teka 
-nhlarnpfunha 

go to and fro 
buttock 
buttock NILO-SAHARAN 

Turkana tlng (ah-) adopt, take, catch, clamp etc Austin 198 1 256 
Turkana tlngalun conjotn Austln 198 1 256 
Lugbara t ow five Barr 1965 
Nubian tanga 1% Armbruster 1965 160 

to take, Inany 
chew 

taga (9) 
-t&a tv & I 

arm's length (as measurement) Harman 198 1 629 
eat slowly (chewing finely) Hannan 198 1 629 

Shona 
Shona 

K eat reluctantly 
sp frog (cp tagar'ua Z ) Hannan 1981 630 
of standing straight Hannan 1981:630 
be caught between teeth Hannan 198 1 -630 
(esp food) cp -pakama K 
stand straight (prepared to Hannan 1981 630 
fight) 
cause to release hold of Hannan 1981:630 

AFRASIAN 
Arabic 
Arabic 
Coptic 
Hebrew 
Soomaali 
Soomaali 
Soomaali 
Soomaali 

Shona 
Shona 
Shona 

tagira (1 a) 
takkna ideo 
-takama iv 

rijl f 
rajila 
tiw/ti(e) 
regel 
tagoog (-ta) 
takoorin (-ka) 
takar 
takoor 
takooray v 
tag: tegay 
tako 
takko 
takku 
daka 
deeg-ee f. 
lukka f 
lek'an-s- v 
t'ung-a 
dak4a'-u 
lakk-ha 
thgdu 
takdu 
dhgiy0 
t & b  
tangadii m 
t& m. 

foot, leg 
go on foot, comb the hair 
five 
foot, leg, urine 
forearm 
hip-bone 
gadfly, camel-fly, horsefly 
set apart, segregate 

Cowan 1976 329 
cowan 1976 329 
Campbell 1991 340 
Holladay 1988 332 
Lullng 1987 
Luhng 1987 
Luling 1987 
Luling 1987 

Shona 

Shona 
something, cause to dtsengage 
disengage, come off (of Hannan 1981 630 Shona 
somethmg that gnpped) 
disengage, unclasp, remove Aannan 198 1 630 
what gnps or burdens KZ d ~ s -  
entagle (Remove as meat caught 
between teeth) 
to lope Hannan 1981 630 
beg% commence, start Harlnan 1981 633 
do fust, forestall Harman 198 1 633 
forestall Harman 198 1 633 
do first, outstnp others Hannan 1981 633 
spread legs near the fue Hannan 198 1 633 
(depnvmg others of warmth) 
walk wlth legs fdr Hannan 198 1 633 
apart (coarse expression) 
of sitting wtth legs stlff and Haman 1981 613 
wide apart 
of straddling Hannan 1981 634 
spread legs (starldlng or sitt~ng, Hannan 198 1 634 

Soomaali 
Soomaali 
Afar 
Galla 
Galla 
Bu ji 
Bu j i  
Bu j i  
Bu j i  
Bu j i  
Bu j i  
Bade 
Ngizim 
Duwai 
Hausa 
Hausa 
Hausa 

Luhng 1987 
Zaborsh 1975 327 
Parker 1985 197 
Zaborslu 1975 32 I 
Zaborski 1975 324 
Sasse 1982 62 
Sasse 1982 136 
Sasse 1982 134 
Sasse 1982 183 
Sasse 1982 61 
Sasse 1982 1 32 
Schuh 1977 165 
Schuh 1977 165 
Schuh 1977 165 
Schuh 1977 165 
Newman 1990 257 
Newman 1990 260 

S hona to go V 

spa'' 
a step ahead, space 
spa" 
to go 
tail 

1% 
chew 
finger, fingernail, claw, toe 
quick, early 
twins 

S hona 
Shona 
S hona 
Shona 
Shona 
Shona 

Shona step on 
step on 
step on 
step on 
stagger 
step (pace) 

Shona t h y a  ideo 

Shona 
Shona 

tanyara ideo 
-thyaradza 

M coarse expression) 
walk with head thrown back Harman 198 1 107 INDO-EUROPEAN 

Proto-Indo-European *t5kb touch, hit M a ~ n  1985 1367 
Proto-Indo-European *tek- run, gallop Mam 1985 1372 
Proto-Indo-European *tenk- press, squeeze, cram Mann 1985 1380 
Proto-Indo-European *teuk- thigh, haunch, buttock Mann 1985 1390 
Proto-Indo-European *tongh- firm, hard, confirm Mann 1985 1412 

(rather proudly) 
buttock Hannan 19 8 1 108 
progressing by jumps (as hare Hannan 198 1 108 
does) 2) emitting sparks 3) 

Shona 
Shona 

diko 5 
daku ideo 

speaking quickly, but distinctly 



Proto-Indo-European 
Proto-Lndo-European 
Proto-Indo-European 
Proto-Indo-European 
Proto-Indo-European 
Proto-Indo-European 
Proto-Indo-European 
Proto-Indo-European 

Proto-Indo-European *daknos 
Old Enghsh t aegl 
Latin tango 
Persian takaltu 

tagawar 
Persian tag 

Persian tazarw 
Persian tagal 

Italian lacca 
Swedish lagg 
Old Icelandic leggr m. 

Old Icelandic taka v 

Old Iceland~c tak n 
Old Icelandic tag1 n 
Old Icelandic tang m 

Old Icelandic 
Old Icelandic 
Old Icelandic 
Old Icelandic 
Old Icelandic 

Old Icelandic 
Old Icelandic 
Old Icelandic 
Old Icelandic 

ta f 
ta n 
tag f 
tengja G 
teygla v 

tigr m 
tiinga f 
tvelr 
tvae-vetr a 

close, tight, compact, fim~ Mann 1985 14 12 
plug, cram, force Mann 1985 1453 
press, cramp, oppress Mann 1985 1465 
luck Mann 1985 569 
jump, dance Manx11985662 
kick Mann 1985 659 
bck Mann 1985 660 
bite, gnp, damp, bltmg etc Mann 1985 112 
(examples tongs, tang, etc ) 

grip, bite, clamp, tongs Mann 1985 131 
tall 
touch, grasp 
stuffing oi pad of a saddle Fazl-]-all 1885 15 1 
Felt cloth placed under saddle 
a mmng  horse Fazl-I-& 1885 169 
bottom, depth The surface of Fazl-I-ah 1885 169 
the earth Cr~es for help 
a cock pheasant Fazl-]-all 1885 152 
a patch on a garment, pad of Fazl-I-all 1885 169 
a saddle 
leg, haunch Mann 1985 
calf, thgh bone Mann 1985 
I) hollow bone (of arms and Zoega 19 10 265 
legs) 2) leg 3) stem of a plant 
4) shank of an anchor 5) shaft 
of a spear 
1) to take, catch, 2) selze 3) Zoega 1910 430 
to reach, stretch forth, touch 
4) to reach and take harbour 
5) to take hold (of a vessel) 
9) touch regard, concern 10) 
to start, msh 
hold, grasp Zoega 1910 430 
horse's tall Zoega 1910 430 
I) a polnt pro~ectlng Into the Zoega 1910 433 
sea 2) the polnted end by 
whch the blade IS driven Into 
the handle 
toe Zoega 1910 437 
path, walk (poet ) Zoega 1910 433 
stringy root, fibre Zoega 1910 433 
to fasten, tle together Zoega 1910 435 
1) stretch out, draw 2) to Zoega 1910 435 
spread out dough lnto a flat 
cake 3) allure, entlce 
a ten, decade Zoega 1910 435 
tongue Zoega 1910 444 
two Zoega 191 0 444 
two-wlnters old Zoega 19 10 444 

Old Icelandic 
Old Icelandic 
Old Icelandic 
Old Icelandic 
Old Icelandic 
Old Icelandic 
Old Icelandic 

BASQUE 
Basque 
Basque 
Basque 

Basque 
Basque 

Basque 
Basque 
Basque 

ALTAIC 
Turkish 
Turkish 
Turkish 
Turkish 

Turlush 
Mongolian 
Khalkha Mong. 
Evenki 
Nanay 
pre-Mongolian 
pre-Mongolian 
Mongolian 
Khalkha 
Sagaic 

URALIC 
Hungarian 
Hungarian 
Hungarian 
Finnish 
Finnish 
Finnish 
Finnish 
Finnish 
Finnish 
Finnish 

Ajrlcan Evrdence for Three Proto- World Lexlcnl Root5 

tYggla v to chew Zoega 19 10 445 
tY@ n gear, harness Zoega 19 10 445 
tygll m strap, band Zoega 191 0 445 
tygla (ai)), to harness Zoega 19 10 445 
tykta, v to chastlse Zoega 19 10 445 
togla v to champ, gnaw Zoega 1910 446 
tong (pl smith's tongs Zoega 19 10 446 
tan@r) f 

taka-taka 
taka-taka ibili 
-takoan 
(verbal suffix) 
takoi n 
takoikatu tv 

tenkatu tv 
tenkor aj 
tinkotu tv 

teke 
tekme 
degmek 
etek 

tug 
toye 
too 
tegeriikte 
toiga 
*tahm 
*tugla 
tujila 
tuil- 
tuyula 

toddling 
take one's first steps (child) 
aiter 

heel 
stamp the feet, 
tap one's heels 
tauten, tighten 
firm, having integrity 
to secure, make firm, steady 

he-goat, shnmp 
kick 
touch, reach 
foot of a mountain, skirt of 
garment 
horse-tail, plume 
span 
span 
span 
five 
below the knee 
kick out with feet (horse) 
kick out with feet (horse) 
kick out with feet (horse) 
kick out with feet (horse) 

Aulestia 1992 353 
Aulestia 1992 3 5.3 
Aulestia 1992 353 

Aulestia 1992 3 56 
Aulestia 1992 356 
Aulestia 1992 357 

Komrumpf 1989 163 
Alderson 1959 329 
Alderson 1959 329 
Alderson 1959 329 

K o m m p f  1989 i 70 
Poppe 196060 
Poppe 1960 60 
Poppe 1960 60 
Campbell 1991 983 
Poppe 1960 55 
Poppe 1960 6 1 
Poppe 196061 
Poppe 1960 6 l 
Poppe 196061 

hatra backwards (metath ) Magay 1990 390 
hataslo saddle-horse, ndlng-horse Magay 1990 389 
hatul at the back In the rear, behind Magay 1990 39 1 
tahti n Pace Berhtz 1981 280 
takas~n av back av Berlrtz 1981 280 
takamus bottom Berhtz 198 1 280 
takana (postp ) behmd Berhtz 198 1 280 
takaosa n rear Berlitz 1981 280 
takvalo tad light, rear-hght Berlltz 198 1 280 
lonkka h~ Anttlla 1973 337 
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INDO-PACIFIC 
Timor 
Oirata tam hand 
Makasai tana hand 
Bunak dm hand 
Abui tang hand 

Modole, Galela 
Tabaru, Loda 
Temate 
CM Savo 
TS Northeast 
North 
NNG Arso 
Sko 
Moraori 
Mombum 
Bara 
Ekari, Wolani 
Mikaru 
Matap 
ENG M&lu 
Kambisa 
Korona 
Kabana 
Sikube 
Hunjara 
Jegasa Sarau 

tagi 
tagi 
tagi 
tetegha 
tage(na) 
taka(ri) 
taka 
tae 

tegu 
itogh 
togoi 
tog0 
saga 

tag 
soge 
suga 
sogo 
suge 
suku 
t eg  
tegi 

to walk 
to walk 
to walk 
foot, lower leg 
to walk 
to walk 
foot 
foot 
foot 
foot 

leg 
foot 
foot 

hip 
foot 
foot 
foot 
foot 
foot 
foot 
foot 

Greenberg 1973 864 
Greenberg 1973 864 
Greenberg 1973 864 
Greenberg 1973 864 
Greenberg 1973 864 
Greenberg 1973 864 
Greenberg 1973 864 
Greenberg 1973 864 
Greenberg 1973 864 
Greenberg 1973 864 
Greenberg 1973 864 
Greenberg 1973 865 
Greenberg 1973 865 
Greenberg 1973 865 
Greenberg 1973 865 
Greenberg 1973 865 
Greenberg 1973 865 
Greenberg 1973 865 
Greenberg 1973 865 
Greenberg 1973 865 
Greenberg 1973 865 

Greenberg 1973 8 13 
Greenberg 1973 8 13 
Greenberg I973 813 
Greenberg 1973 8 13 

Southern New Guinea (IOwaiic, Torres Straits, Timor) 
Wriam tanka fingernail Greenberg 1973 832 
Bangfiiwaiic tanka fingernail Greenberg 1973 832 

Andaman Islands tanka arm 
Kede, Chariar tong arm 

Greenbe12 1973 859 
Greenberg 1973 832 

BougainviUe 
Nasioi tanka hand, ann Greenberg 1973 832 

Western New Guinea 
Kapaur t aan hand 
Karas tan hand 

Crreenberg 1973 832 
Greenberg 1973 832 

South West New Guinea 
Upper Tedi tern hand 
Unk~a teng hand 

Greenberg 1973 832 
Greenberg I973 832 

West New Guinea 
Wambon atigo 
Dumut aty go 

to bite 
to bite 

Greenberg 1973 826 
Greenberg 1973 826 

Southern New Guinea 
Dibolug, Gijara, Dabu tang arm 
Mbayaka, Agob, &buh tang arm 
Ngarnai tan arm 

Greenberg 1973 832 
Greenberg 1973 832 
Crreenberg 1973 832 

Marind Group 
Boven Mbian tek 
DiguVOk tuk 
NiinataiIOk duk 
Awju Sjiagha 
Awju dogho 

fingernail 
fingernail 
fingernail 

Greenberg 1977 327 
Greenberg 1973 827 
Greenberg 1973 827 

Unclassified New Guinea 
Goliath tang hand Greenberg 1973 832 fingernad Greenberg 1973 827 

Cheke Holo thag'ru I) back, backside, buttocks of m t e  1988 257,266 
peisodan~rnal2) top of house 
3) bottom of upturned canoe 

Cheke 13010 tag'u crawl, e g bab~es, ants, White 1988 182 
caterpillars, wnes 

Cheke Holo tako tv & iv catch, grab by the hand Wh~te 1988 157 
Cheke Holo t a h n  tv grasp, snatch, grab hold Wlute 1988 183 

of (eg an axe or spedr 
tossed In the a~r)  

Marind Group 
Marind ete 
Aghu (Awju) te 

jaw 
jaw 

Cneenberg 1973 827 
Greenberg 1973 827 

DRAVIDIAN 
Tamil taak- 
Kuwi(F) taakali 
Kuwi(F) takku 
Parji taak- 
Gondi taakaanaa 
Tamil taakku 
Kanada tagalu 

walk v Burrow 1960 204 
walk v Burrow 1960 204 
to come ~n contact Burrow 1960 204 
to walk Burrow 1960 204 
to walk, to go Burrow 1960 204 
to come into contact Burrow 1960 204 
come into contact wth, touch, Burrow 1960 204 
hit, have sexual intercourse wth 

OengdAnda~nan clge 1% Greenberg 1973 864 

Rlada ca leg Greenberg 1973 864 

Bogqiab cag 1% Greenberg 1973 864 

Juwo~ cok leg Greenberg 1973 864 

TA Abui tuku leg, foot Greenberg 1973 864 

HA Pagu tag1 to walk Greenberg 1973 864 

128 

BRAHUI 
Brahui lagging climb Bray 1908.166 
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Brahui tak 
Brahui takklng 

desire n 
covet 

Bray 1908 171 
Bray 1908 169 

AMERIND 
Miwok takse tv & i 1) to jump 2) to jump out of Callaghan 1984 144 

the way 3)  to Jump over 
something 4) to hop 5) to skip 
foot Matteson 1972 1 55 
arm Matteson 1972 138 
finger Matteson 1972 57 
finger Matteson 1972 57 
finger Matteson 1972 57 
finger Matteson 1972 57 
step on, step P t u a l  speech, Laughlin 1975 334 
prayer) 
stamp, pace LaugNin 1975 334 
stamp, pace Laughlin 1975 334 
step on (plu) Laughlin 1975 334 
about to tread on (rooster Laughlln 1975 334 

AUSTRONESIAN 
Proto-Polynesian taka 
Proto-Polynesian taka 
Rennell taka 
Samoan taka 

Guahibo 
Tucanoan 
Bora 
Chibchan 
Washo 
Karok 
TzotziLJMayan 

Ranby 1980 223 
Ranby 1980.223 
Ranby 1980-223 
Ranby 1980.223 

tikhua 
dika-ki 
usegai 
itigina 
it7sig 
ti:k 
tek' tv. 

roam 
unmamed 

many 
lover, suitor, unchaste, 
fornication, party to 
whom proposal of marriage 
is taken) 
touck hold, grasp 
visit woman at night for sex 
to have flexed legs 
sit on chair, ride horse 
agile, quick 
finger, toe 
unyielding 
spread the legs 
heel, foot, leg 
house ladder, stairs, steps 
rabbet 
stalk, stem, handle of cup, 
dipper 
catch, arrest, grasp 
sw&, fleet (of horses), agle 
hand and forearm 

Ranby 1980.225 
Ranby 1980.225 
Ranby 1980-230 
Ranby 1980 230 
Blust 1986 93 
Blust 1986 95 
Blust 1986 98 
Blust 1986 102 
Blust 1983 130 
Yusop 1975 264 
Yusop 1975 264 
Yusop 1975.264 

P-Nuclear-Polynesian 
Tongan 
Proto-Polynesian 
Tokelau 
Proto- Austronesian 
Proto- Austronesian 
Proto- Austronesian 
Proto- Austronesian 
Proto-Austronesian 
Malay 
Malay 
Malay 

tag0 
t ago 
tiketike 
tiketike 
*tqkas 
*tagan 
* t egel 
*ti(~)karJ 
* t aked 

tagga 
tarJgan1 
tqkai  

tek' nc 
tek' nc. 
tek'anan tv 
tek'ek' av 

on hen) 
pace, step Laughlln 1975 334 
stand firm w t u d  speech, LaugNin 1975 3 34 
cunng prayer) 
ladder LaugNin 1975 334 
strut (turkey), dancing person Laughlin 1975 334 

tek'el nc 
tek'i iv 

tek'obal 
tek'ton 

NA-DENE 
Athabaskan t'a tail 
Athabaskan t'a-9 backward 
Tlingit t 'a behind 

Yusop 1975 264 
Yusop 1975 264 
Yusop 1975 263 

Malay tqkap 
Malay tqkas  
Malay tarJan 

Greenberg 1987 324 
Greenberg 1987 324 
Greenberg 1987 324 

AUSTRALIAN 
P AMA-NYUNGAN 
Diyari tu ku 
Diyari tuka- 

PAK 
Austin 1981 256 
Austin 1981 256 

back 
carry on the back NIGER-CONGO 

Proto-Bantu *-p8kat- 
Proto-Bantu *-b& 
Proto-Bantu *-pok- 
Proto-Bantu *-poky 
Proto-Bantu -p%@ 
Proto-Bantu -pSa  
Proto-Bantu * - p k d -  

hold especially child 
get catch 
take, receive 
blind person 

Guthne 1971 135 
Guthne 1971 118 
Guthne 1971 I36 
Guthne 1971 136 
Guthne 1971 135 
Guthne 1971 135 
Guthne 1971 135 

SINO-TIBETAN 
Chinese t h g  tv 
Chinese ting tv 
Chinese ting xi6ng 
Chinese tG 
Chinese dingzi 
Chinese dong tv 

iron (clothes) 
straighten up 
throw out one's chest 

Wang 1967451 
Wang 1967461 
Wang 1967 46 1 
Wang 1967 470 
Wang 1967 11 1 
Wang 1967 1 12 

tree-fork 
wild cat, domestic cat 
take out food (from pot), 
take out (from container) 
thigh 
rung of a ladder, step 

1% 
na11 (for fastemng) 
touch, handle (someth~ng) 

Ngazija paja 5 
Swahili kipago 
Venda -hihula 

own notes 
Johnson 1939 202 
v Warmelo 1989 50 

JAPANESE 
Japanese matigu 
Japanese mati 

take flour or similar substance 
out of mortar by hand 
scoop up or out as flour 

Wang 1967 112 
Wang 1967 112 

to step over, straddle 
crotch, where legs join 

Venda -hiha 
Venda -phaga 

v Warmelo 1989 50 
v Warmelo 1989 302 take greedily, help oneself 

liberally without consideration 
for others 

AUSTRIC 
Nicobarese tanai Wang 1967 112 five 
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Venda phagil-phagu a hurled serving and gobbling v Warmelo 1989 303 
of food 
w~ldcat v Warmelo 1989 303 
narrow clef?, defile, hence v Warmelo 1989 305 
narrowness of the pelv~s (m 
chldhrth) 
d~str~bute, serve or dish up v Warmelo 1989 303 
cavlty, hollow etc v Warmelo 1989 303 
open space, as between the v Warmelo 1989 7 
st~cks of a fence or roof or 
between the spokes of a wheel 

Greek 
Greek 
Greek 
Greek 
Russ~an 
Russian 
Czech 
O C S  
Pohsh 
Latin 
Lat~n 
Lat~n 
Lat~n 
Old Iceland~c 

pugmt: 
pug6 f 
pent- 
pekos 
piaste 
h e p y a t y  
pai f 

fist Mann 1985 901 
buttocks Mann 1985 901 
five Mann 1985 90 1 
comb 
five Mann 1985 90 1 
five Mann 1985 901 
arm Mann 1985 901 
handful Mann 1985 1648 
claw, talon Stanislawslu 198 1 450 
tongs, sclssors Mann 1985 90 1 
fist, punch Mann 1985 1006 
five Mann 1985 1006 
pr~ck Mann 1985 1009 
I) grasp, hold, 2) wresthng, Z d g a  19 10 124 
grappling 3) the space between 
the arms, the breast and arms 
4)catchmg fish, f i s h g  5) foetus 
m sheep and cows 6) pl fong 
baggage, luggage 7) means, 
opportunty 
to capture Zoega 191 0 124 
talung a hold (In wresthg) Zoega 19 10 125 
1) to grasp w~th the hands, to Zoega 19 10 130 
get hold of 2) take, capture 3) 
get, garn, wln 4) suffer, endure 
5) to get, procure, to glve, to 
dehver, to put Into one's hands 
6) wth gen to get, take, g a q  
wm 7) to conceive (of sheep, 
cattle) 8) to touch, affect 
cattle, esp sheep 2) property, Z d g a  1910 132 
money 

Venda phiha 9 
Venda phango 9 

Venda -phakha 
Venda phakho 9 
Venda baka 5 

 PO^ 
pazur rn. 
forpex icis f 
pugnus 
quinque 

pungo 
fang 

NILO-SAHARAN 
Turkana ~ a k  b~furcate, spht, rive, cross, Barrett 1990 65 

whttle, cut 
female cat, tabby Barrett 1990 65 
cat, latten Barrett 1990 65 
bifurcated, spl~t Barrett 1990 65 
separate, isolate, rebel Barrett 1990 65 
gap, fissure, rent, crack Barrett 1990 65 
selected. chosen Barrett 1990 65 

Turkana paka 
Turkana  aka 
Turkana pakak aj 
Turkana ~ a k a r  
Turkana pakat 
Turkana pakunitae Old Icelandic 

Old Icelandic 
Old Icelandic 

fanga v. 
fang-taka f 
fa (fae; 
fekk, fengum, 

AFRASIAN 
Arabic faja to straddle over, to walk w~de, Cowan 1976 697 

to have the legs wde apart 
cleave, break up Cowan 1976 697 
thgh Cowdn 1976 699 

fenginn), v 
Arabic fajara 
Arabic fax3 f 

Afar 
Afar 
Afar 

faas m 
faxaaqe 
fahu 

axe 
crack, split 
splitting 

Parker 1985 -99 
Parker 1985.99 
Parker 1985 99 Old Icelandic 

INDO-EUROPEAN 
Proto-Indo-European pek6 
Proto-Indo-European pag- 
Proto-Indo-European pek6 
Proto-Indo-European penque 
Proto-Indo-European pug- 
Proto-Indo-European puk- 

BASQUE 
Basque 

strike, meet, fight 
harden, fix, fit 
shear, comb out, trim 
five 
jab, jolt, stab 
fit, enclose, hug, embrace, 
encircle 

Mann 1985913 
Mann 1985 899 
Mam 1985 914 
Mann 1985 919 
Mann 1985.1006 
Mann 1985 1008 

bost five Campbell 1990 180 

ALTAIC 
Turkish a p k  closed hand or fist, handful, thecampbell 1990 180 

whole hand, paw, talon, strength, 
violence; ancient official signature 
of the Sultans, large stain, sole 
(for shoe repair) 

penqe atmak to lay hands on, seize Hony 1947 273 
penqeli powehl,  despotic, repaired, Hony 1947 273 

resoled (boots) 
penqelemek grasp, seize Hony 1947 273 
penqeldmek lock fingers with one another Hony 1947.273 

and have a test of strength, 
engage in contest with another 

Mann 1985.1008 
Mann 1985-1008 
Mann 1985 1008 
Mann 1985 1008 
Mam 1985: 1008 
Mann 1985 899 
Mann 1985 901 

English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
Old English 
Old English 
Greek 
Sanskrit 

fang 
fight 
finger 
fist 
five 
faec 

fig 
pekhus 
bahus 

Turkish 
Turkish 

Turkish 
Turkish 

space, interval 
join, joint 
arm 
arm 



Turkish pi$ 

Turkish bacak 
Turkish pei 
Turkish 
Turkish pens(e) 
Turkish pan, bazu 
Turkish paw 

URALIC .. . 
Fimsh VIISI 

Finnish P k k O  

Hungarian fog 

INDO-PACIFIC 
Bea 
Baale 
Sulka 
Baham 
Teminabuan 
Nafn 
Amara 
Tate 
Mawata 
KIwai 
Wriam 

Pag 
PO% 
paaga 
Pag 
pek 
faxa 
foka 
faha 
baga 
baga 
bag 

AUSTRONESIAN 
Proto-Austronesian *pekpek 
Proto-Austronesian *pegs 
proto-Austronesian * p q a  
Proto-Austronesian *pe(q)kq 
Proto-Austronesian *pukq 
Proto-Austronesian *peka 
ThaoPaiwanic 
Malay paha 

AUSTRALIAN 
Pama-Nyungan 
Dhargari Paga 
Dhargari puka- 

JAPANESE 
Japanese hikkaku 
Old Japanese fag1 

bastard, offshoot, sucker, Hony 1947 274 
cut~cle of the nall 
leg, shank Hony 1947 274 
the space behnd Kornrumpf 1989 13 1 
paw, strength, violence Komrumpf 1989 13 1 
pl~ers, tweezers Kornrumpf 1989 13 1 
arm, muscle, strength Hony 1947 272 
plg'slsheep's trotter Komrumpf 1989 128 

five Berlitz 1981 303 
force Anttila 1973.32 
hold, take, seize, grasp, catch Magay 1990 3 17 

claw 
claw 
fingernail 
fingernail 
fingernail 
fingernail 
fingernail 
claw 
chin 
chin, jaw 
cheek 

beat, hit 
fork of a branch 
forked, pronged 
stretch openlapart 
crotch, thigh, fork 
separate, part tv 
buttocks 
thigh 

to copulate 
toscratch 

Greenberg 1973 858 
Greenberg 1973-858 
Greenberg 1973 858 
Greenberg 1973 858 
Greenberg 1973 858 
Greenberg 1973 858 
Greenberg 1973-858 
Greenberg 1973 858 
Greenberg 1973 830 
Greenberg 1973-830 
Greenberg 1973 .830 

Blust 1986 68 
Blust 1986 68 
Blust 1983 91 
Blust 1983 94 
Blust 1983 98 
Blust 1980 125 
Benedlct 1990 2 18 
Yusop 1975 191 

Austin 1981 311 
Austin 1981 309 

to scratch, to claw Vance 1 993 139 
shank (lower leg) Benedict 1990 21 8 

CSSALL 
University of Durban-Westville 
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Wietie: The Emergence and 
Development of Tsotsitaal in 
South Africa 

Louis Molarnu 

Introduction 

Tsotsitaal is essentially a language made up of elements of Afi-ikaans and 
other languages spoken in South Africa. As a pidgin, it developed rapidly as 
a means of verbal communication between people of different ethnic and 
racial backgrounds in the urban milieux. Many people have always 
understood the term 'wietie' to mean to be able to communicate in 
Tsotsitaal. Variants of Tsotsitaal have been spoken widely in townships 
along the Reef from Randfontein to Springs. 

Modem scholarship has accumulated a vast body of knowledge on the 
subject of pidgins internationally (Decamp & Hancock 1974; Todd 1990). 
However, very little or no scholarly discourse on the sociology of language 
with respect to Tsotsitaal has been undertaken. A brief historical account of 
languages in southern Africa by Lanham (1978) includes a discussion on 
Tsotsitaal. Gowlett (1968) in his study makes passing reference to 
'languages ... confined mainly to the gangster element' in urban South 
Africa. Similarly, in a survey on lingua francas in southern f f ica ,  the 
existence and use of Tsotsitaal receives scant attention (Heine 1970). In their 
extensive surveys of languages in Afhca, for instance, Greenberg (1970) and 
Alexandre (1972) make no reference to both Afi-ikaans and Tsotsitaal. In 
other studies, broad lists of languages and dialects of languages throughout 
the world exclude Tsotsitaal (Voegelin & Voegelin 1978; Katzner 1986). 

What is missing fiom this literature is a comprehensive dictionary of 
the words and expressions used by those who spoke this distinct language. 
An exception, to a limited extent, is Branford's (1987) seminal study which 
has included a variety of terms 'fiom the street language of the gangster's 
underworld'. The general contention amongst many scholars has been that 
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Tsotsitaal constitutes an unsyste~natic and vastly corrupt form of Afrikaans 
which was used mainly by thugs and other social misfits. 

Purpose of the Study 

The present paper forms part of a larger study. The overall project seeks to 
break relatively new ground by presenting specifically a historical and 
descriptive dictionary of Tsotsitaal. The dictionary constitutes a modest 
repository of the linguistic experience of sections of the black population in 
urban South Africa. It sets out to provide a comprehensive catalogue of 
words and phrases used in Tsotsitaal. As part of southern A h a ' s  heritage, 
it is not something which is concerned solely and exclusively with the past. 
Rather, since many people continue to communicate in Tsotsitaal, it is an 
essential part of the culturally and politically exciting present. 

The present paper sets the scene for the overall study and is 
essentially an exploratory investigation of the relationship between language 
and society. Its aim is to briefly trace the history of Tsotsitaal and the 
philosophy behind its use. It concerns itself with identifying the social 
functions of Tsotsitaal and the manner ul which it has been used to convey 
social meaning. However, it cannot possibly explore in detail all the 
dimensions of the historical evolution of th~s  language. It has of necessity to 
be selective and will obviously reflect the author's subjective impressions of 
the spoken language of Tsotsitaal. 

Methodology 

The main method adopted for the study was that of participant observation. 
The success of this technique of data gathering heavily depends on the nature 
of the relationship between the researcher and the research subjects. To the 
extent that one grew up and participated actively in the street culture of black 
urban South Afnca, the data presented therefore also reflects an insider's 
view. 

Although participant observation was the primary method employed in 
th~s  study, other data gathering techniques were used to supplement and 
reinforce it. For instance, face-to-face interviews with selected key 
informants in Meadowlands, Rockville and other parts of Johannesburg were 
conducted in July and August 1994. Important information which was 
gathered from these respondents included: ethnic background, socio- 
economic status, education, the type of environment in which they grew up 
and language experiences. As proficient speakers of the language, the 
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respondents were also requested to suggest a core of terms and phrases 
which they believed should form part of a Tsotsitaal dictionary. 

In addition, some use was made of data published in books, 
newspapers, journals and magazines such as Drum and Zonk. Their value is 
that they provide accounts of events and places associated with the 
development of the language. 

The Setting: Kofifi 

Sophiatown ('Kofifi'), Western Native Township ('Die Kas') and Newclare 
('Maglera') were three townships which were located to the west of 
Johannesburg. Since the 1920s they were amongst the most important 
centres of the black population on the Witwatersrand. The three communities 
came to represent a physical manifestation of the differential access to 
residential space. One of the dominant criteria used for designating these 
townships as residential areas was race. 

For purposes of t h~s  study, these three townships constitute the speech 
community from which the stock of words and expressions have been drawn. 
Although the study is restricted to thls area, many of the terms, phrases and 
expressions which have emerged from the research were undoubtedly 
employed in other black communities on the Witwatersrand. 

In no sense were the communities in these townships entirely self- 
contained. They were intertwined with the life of the rest of the Reef and 
beyond in many respects (Hannerz 1994: 184). Western Native Townshlp 
was established after World War I to provide housing for Afi~cans who were 
employed in Johannesburg. It covered an area of approximately 75.5 
hectares and was situated over eight kilometres to the west of the city centre. 
Sophiatown and Newclare were located on both sides of Western Native 
Township. In both these townships, land could be held freehold (Horrell 
1957: 109; Beavon 1982: 1 1; Gready 1990: 140 and Parnell & Pirie 
1991:13 1). The housing and living conditions of the majority of families 
could at best be described as 'basic' (Hellrnan 1935; Hellman 1948; Boetie 
1967; Lodge 1983; Mashile & Pirie 1984; Mattera 1987 and Nicol 1991). 

Aspects of Urbanization 

This section of the study seeks to provide a brief account of the early history 
of the black communities in Johannesburg. It is expected that such a 
descriptive account will enhance our understanding of the dynamics of 
community life in Sophiatown, Western Native Township and Newclare. It 
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will also help us to appreciate the extent to which all aspects of life have had 
a bearing on the development of Tsotsitaal. 

The social structure of urban life in South Afiica, as in other parts of 
the world, is a product of powerful and diverse forces (Gold 1982; Spates & 
Macionis 1987). The mineral revolution of the late 19th century was 
accompanied by a massive movement of contract workers from the largely 
subsistence-farming areas of the f f i c a n  peasantry. They came to form a 
dependable supply of cheap Afncan labour. In addition, increasing numbers 
of Europeans also arrived in the mining areas and the new towns. The white 
community included settlers who came from Holland, the mines, cities and 
countryside of Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Belgium, Eastern Europe and 
the United States of America. 

A distinct presence of Indian families developed over the years. They 
came mainly from India via Natal where they first settled as indentured 
labourers in the sugar plantations. Subsequently, many of these wage-earners 
migrated to Johannesburg and other towns on the Witwatersrand (Mesthrie 
1991:32). Out of this group emerged a significant number of petty 
entrepreneurs who undertook their activities and lived in Sophiatown and 
Newclare. A large proportion of semi-skilled and unskilled Indian workers in 
Johannesburg settled in 'Fietas' (Vrededorp), Doornfontein and other parts 
of the city (Cammack 1990). 

Chinese immigrant contract labourers, orignally recruited on the 
~nit~es,  also swelled the total population of towns on the Reef. A part of 
Newclare where a concentration of Chinese-owned neighbourhood shops 
emerged, was popularly known as 'Chinatown'. Also settled amongst the 
blacks were many Coloureds fi-om the Cape. 

The Second World War brought along immense changes to the lives 
of black people on the Witwatersrand. The tremendous growth in the number 
of industries and factories associated with the war effort led to increasing 
demands for cheap black labour. Formal sector employment became an 
important source of livelihood for a significant proportion of black families 
as the manufacturing sector expanded. The local communities which 
emerged--especially on the Witwatersrand-consisted largely of working 
class M i c a i s  and Coloureds (Lodge 1983). In the 1920s and 1930s racial 
mixing increased with the arrival of 'poor whites' in Johannesburg (Parnell 
and Pirie 1991: 131). Some of the white families bought stands in 
Sophiatown. 

The majority of the wage-earners were employed as unskilled or semi- 
skilled labourers in the city centre or industrial centres near Johannesburg. 
The policy of colour bar determined the position of blacks in society. It was 
essentially a policy of job reservation under which the most poorly paid and 
unslalled positions were reserved for black employees. White workers in 
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contrast, received preferential treatment in that they were offered the semi- 
skilled and skilled and, invariably, better-paying forms of employment. 

A number of activities in the informal sector developed in these 
communities. These activities were spearheaded by petty-traders and 
hawkers who included sellers of fat-cakes, sweet-corn, sweet-reed and shoe 
laces. Tailors, barbershops and laundry services formed a significa~t part of 
the informal sector (Bozzoli 1991 : 140). 

A significant proportion of the youth were caddies at nearby 
exclusively white golf courses such as Consolidated Main Reef (CMR), 
Parkwew and Windsor Park (presently Rand Park). Yet others sold local 
newspapers such as the Rand Daily Mail, Bantu World, The Star and the 
Golden City Post (Hellman 1940:47). Significantly, as Koch (1983: 162) 
notes perceptively, these casual income-generating activities 'formed the 
bedrock of popular class responses to the conditions of slumyard life'. 

Many other individuals who were unemployed were engaged in 
criminal activities and other forms of deviant behaviour. The wide range of 
illegal activities included the sale of dagga (cannabis), brewing and selling of 
illicit alcoholic beverages such as mbamba and skokiaan, and the receipt and 
sale of stolen property. Pickpocketing and stealing were important ways of 
obtaining money. As Bozzoli (1991: 140) notes, some women 'earned 
money in the semi-legal sphere of Chmese gambling, or fah fee'. 
Prostitution, involving black and white women, began to thrive as urban 
South Afiica expanded. 

An important aspect of social differentiation in these communities was 
the emergence of a black middle class (Lodge 1983). It consisted mainly of 
teachers, nurses, clerks, journalists, lawyers, medical doctors, craftsmen and 
traders (Gready 1990). A s t r i h g  feature of these communities was the 
existence of close ties, very often at a personal level, of many members of 
the nascent middle class with individuals and families of the working class 
(Hellman 1940:22). The shared conditions of life in the congested townships 
engendered solidarity. 

The social bonding between the two classes was often blurred-a 
product of considerable social contact in these communities. 

The drama and distinctiveness of black urban living has been captured 
in the studies of a number of writers who lived in these communities 
(Modisane 1963; Boetie 1967; Dikobe 1973 and Mattera 1987). For 
instance, Sepamla (1976:46f), in his poem, 'Mnta Kazibani-bani' describes 
the social life of streetwise youth in Tsotsitaal. Using a combination of 
English and Tsotsitaal, Motjuwadi (1990) also wrote about the pain caused 
by apartheid. The linguistic skills of some of these writers, mainly in English, 
and to a lesser extent in Tsotsitaal, constitute an invaluable insight into the 
black urban experience. 
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Mzanane (1986:XIII) referred to Sophiatown as primarily one of the 
'great centres of literary, artistic, musical and other artistic activity'. And for 
Trevor Huddleston, Sophiatown was 'a remarkable and vitally vigorous 
community' (Nicol 1991 :23). In similar vein, Coplan (1979) and Ballantine 
(1991) focus on related aspects of the cultural vibrancy of Johannesburg. 

Social and Cultural Origins of Tsotsitaal 

The term 'Tsotsitaal' is derived from two words 'tsotsi' and 'taal'. 
According to Glaser (1992:47), the term 'tsotsi' described a style of narrow- 
bottomed trousers which became particularly popular amongst the black 
urban youth during the 1940s. In time, the word came to refer to young, 
black, urbanised and mainly worhng-class males (Sampson 1983:78) and 
was also increasingly associated with young black thugs and members of 
gangs. A number of studies have examined the youthgang subculture 
amongst the permanently urbanised black population of the Witwatersrand 
(Glaser 1992; James 1992) In his book, House of Bondage, Cole 
(1968: 123) observed that: 

Tsotsis take their name from the U.S Zoot-suitor of a generation ago, and they 
act the part. They are street-corner dandies, lounging in the doorways of vacant 
stores, idling in the train stations and bus terminals, giving passersby the hard eye 

It is clear that a full understanding of the development of Tsotsitaal requires 
sensitivity to the place of the tsotsi's-gangsters-in the various comnuni- 
ties. 

The word 'taal' is an Afnkaans term meaning 'language'. Thus 
'Tsotsitaal' came to refer to the language spoken mainly by young black 
males in the urban areas- especially since the 1940s. According to Gready 
(1990:146), Tsotsitaal was essentially a 'Sophiatown patois'. 

Historically, Tsotsitaal is a product of the ethnolinguistically diverse 
groups which converged in the urban areas on the Witwatersrand. The multi- 
ethnic composition and ~nulticultural character of the communities in 
Sophiatown and Newclare more specifically, have been described vividly in 
various studies (Beavon 1982; Parnell & Pirie 1991). As a language, it 
blossomed in the streets-the favourite meeting places for groups of young 
men. Many of these often had nothing else to do but to blom or 'hangout', 
passing hours amidst conversation in Tsotsitaal. This language came to be 
known widely, also, as 'Fly-Taal', the lanpage spoken by those who were 
'fly-' or ' streetwise'. 

The evolution of Tsotsitaal was shaped by the dynamics of the inter- 
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play between the political-economic arena and socio-cultural forces. This 
interplay was an essential element in the spontaneous evolution of a distinct 
youth subculture which took root in post-Second World War South Africa 
(Glaser 1992:49). As an instrument of survival in a particularly hostile 
environment, the origins of Tsotsitaal lie deep in the slums of the Reef. Lrke 
other pidgins it evolved in situations of social pressure and inequality 
(Coulmas 1992: 158). Other distinguishmg features of the urban subculture of 
the time were distinct clothing, music, dance, sport, sexual mores and crime 
(Sepamla 1976; Motjuwadi 1980). 

Tsotsitaal had Afrikaans as its base. Earlier, Smuts (1 970:5) noted that 
Ahkaans had originated from Dutch and Flemish dialects of the 19th century 
and developed into a language. It is perhaps for this reason that some writers 
view Afrikaans as a good example of a creoloid language (Trudgill 1992:22). 
According to Mattera (1987: 14), Tsotsitaal derived principally from a brand 
of Afilkaans which was spoken mainly by black domestic workers. It was 
pejoratively termed komburstaal or htchen language. Tsotsitaal is distinctly 
different from another lingua franca, ~ a n a ~ a l o .  The bnth of the latter can be 
traced to the work context. As a lingua fianca based mainly in the Nguni 
group of languages, it was meant to facilitate employer - employee relations 
especially at the coal-face of the mining industry. It became a medium of 
communication among workers from different e t h c  and racial backgrounds 
(Cole 1964; Heine 1970; Mesthne 1989). 

By the 1940's 
Tsotsitaal had stabilised on the Reef. It had acquired a measure of prestige as 
a vehicle for social interaction amongst youth. Many young people sought 
social acceptance and status on the streets partly through an emphasis on the 
correct use of the language. The ability to speak Tsotsitaal also tended to 
encourage a greater social arrogance which totally excluded other young 
persons from the ranks of clevers-'streetwise youth'. It was also meant to 
reveal and reinforce perceptions of social differences between clevers and 
others. 

Bilingualism 

It is important to point out at the outset that, in general, most people on the 
Reef, as in many African societies, spoke two or more languages (Whiteley 
1971:l; Brindley 1976:l). For the black youth, bilingualism was a fact of 
social life which invariably involved the use of one or more f i c a n  language 
as the mother tongue. As primary institutions of cultural transmission, the 
family and the schools played a seminal role in ensuring that young people 
learnt and spoke their respective mother tongues. In addition, the young 



people were also competent in one or more of the other languages spoken in 
southern Aikca. In many instances, the second language spoken by the youth 
specifically, was Tsotsitaal. As Katzner (1986:37) observes: 'A pidgin 
language has no native speakers ... it is always spoken in addition to one's 
mother tongue'. 

As a vehicle of relatively easy communication, Tsotsitaal cut across 
racial and ethnic boundaries. It is, however, significant to note that 
historically spealung, very few whites spoke Tsotsitaal. As stated earlier, 
Tsotsitaal had Afr-lkaans as its base. There is however no linguistic evidence 
to suggest that many Afrikaner youth spoke nor understood this lingua 
fianca. A comparatively greater proportion of Indian and Coloured youths 
were fluent in Tsotsitaal. For the African youth and young adults, this 
language became an established common medium of communication which 
was passed on through legitimate processes of socialization. 

Power Relations and Language 

In the political, economic and cultural arenas, the relative position of one 
distinct social group against another clearly influences, inter alia, language 
use (Romaine 1993). In this context, given that material conditions prevail- 
specifically in the urban areas-political, cultural and economic relations 
shape power relations in time. The nature of these relationships in turn come 
to play a crucial role in determining the content and form of language use. 
The influence of power relations on and in the urban youth subcultures was a 
key element in determining Tsotsitaal and vice versa. 

It is clear, for instance, that the influence of the politically and 
economically dominant Afrikaners in this setting was most significant. Some 
essentially Afrikaans terms such as baas (boss) or oubaas (old boss) and 
tnresies (madam) for white males and females respectively are a reflection of 
unequal power relations in local communities and society in general. 

Perceptions of superiority and inferiority based on the rural - urban 
divide were reflected in the use of terms such as moegoe or dzao for rural 
folk and autle and clever for urbanite males who spoke Tsotsitaal. These 
words provide clues to the antagonism which still deeply mark the relations 
between urban-dwellers and rural folk. The ability to converse in Tsotsitaal 
often encouraged a greater social arrogance which totally excluded non- 
Tsotsitaal speakers from the ranks of 'c1evers'-streetwise youth. It was 
also intended to reveal and reinforce perceptions of social difference 
between 'clevers' and others. MaKera (Sowetan 23 September 1994) wrote: 

Often the street vocabulary was so densely encoded and colloquialised that some 
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township inhabitants, 'moegoes or barrees', could not even keep pace with the 
innovative but rapidly changing lingo. 

Those who did not acclimatise readily to the urban environment, or did not 
demonstrate that they were streetwise, were labelled speek or spy. They 
often ended up being outwitted or outmaneuvered by the 'clever'. Quite 
often they were considered to be relatively easy prey for bul vang (muggmg), 
taap (pickpocketing) and gwara (ridicule). As ~n many main urban centres in 
other parts of the Afncan continent, considerable pressure was brought to 
bear an immigrants from the rural areas to 'adapt to the sociocultural patterns 
of the city' (Brenzinger, Heine & Sommer 199 1 :32) . 

Vocabulary 

The source of languages of Tsotsitaal was varied and accounts for the hybrid 
linguistic outcome. As a lingua franca one of the primary distinguishing 
features of Tsotsitaal is the incorporation and use of words, phrases and 
expressions from different languages. These invariably have subtle 
connotations which derive from the situational context. Moreover, what 
appears to be a potpourri of many familiar and some strange words and 
expressions represents an attempt to resolve problems of i n t e r e h c  
commu~llcation by youth in the urban setting. The phenomenon of 
'borrowing' may be defined as follows: 

The process whereby bilingual speakers introduce words from one language into 
another language, and those loan words eventually become accepted as an 
integral part of the second language (Trudgill 1992: 14) 

The bulk of the vocabulary is drawn from Afrikaans and the Nguni 
(especially IsiZulu and IsiXhosa) languages. IsiZulu and IsiXhosa are 
members of the Nguni sub-family of southeastern Bantu languages. 
Tsotsitaal also drew from the Sotho group of languages (i.e. Sesotho and 
Setswana) and from xiTsonga. Many of the loanwords from the African 
languages were adopted with minimal or no phonological change. Some of 
these words included the following in isixhosa: gwazeka (to object) and 
bangalala (civic guard). Derivatives from Setswana included kgangs (news) 
and gata (policeman) and fi-om xiTsonga tshama (sit). 

Another significant feature of Tsotsitaal is the retention of some of the 
click sounds derived from many African languages (Herbert 1990; Janson & 
Tsonope 1991). Terms such as caza (impress), mca (fine), qava (observe) 
and sqo (sorghum beer) were used extensively. 



Lours Molamn 

There is also evidence of borrowing from European languages. This 
category of derivatives is mainly English and to a limited extent Latin, 
French and German. Many of the words and expressions drawn fiom the 
various languages assumed different meanings. In French the word cherie 
means 'darling' (Mansion 1989:c42). It was incorporated into Tsotsitaal to 
mean 'gdfnend' or 'young wornan'. In its daily use it conveyed strong 
proprietary overtones. In Latin, panrs refers to 'bread' but in Tsotsitaal it 
means 'water'. Another loanword which has a peculiar semantic history is 
the term 'miering'. It seems to be derived from the German word schmieren 
which means 'to lubricate or to grease (Scholze-Stubenrecht & Sykes 
1990:636). In Tsotsitaal 'rniering' referred to money. 

Hannerz (1994: 191) refers to Tsotsitaal 'as a variety of Afrikaans 
with an unusually large proportion of American slang'. The main channels 
for the transmission of such words and phrases were American films, books 
and magazines. Some of the words taken from American slang included: 
'baby' (gul or sweetheart); 'broke' (very short of money); 'fuzzy' (side- 
luck); 'hooch' (alcohol); 'movies' (cinema); palooka (a large, clumsy andlor 
slow-witted male) (Thorne 1990:381); 'blind' (dull). 

Despite the sigtuficant Asian presence on the Reef, there seems to 
have been no obvious loanwords from languages such as Giljarati, Telugu, 
Bhojpuri, Hindi and Tamil. Nor was there any significant borrowing from 
languages spoken by the Chinese, Portuguese and Greeks. The presence of 
these visible minority groups who were differentiated from the Africans in 
tenns of culture and physical appearance did not necessarily lead to a 
significant lexical contribution of their various languages to Tsotsitaal. 

Phonology 

Another significant feature of Tsotsitaal and common in other African 
languages, is the practice of using natural sounds of objects in the 
environment to enhance one's vocabulary (Pasteur & Toldson 1992). For 
instance, in relating a violent altercation, one may say: 'Majreta, Mhlonyan! 
Wabaa! Zithi! '. In essence, the speaker would be saying 'Guys! (Majieta), I 
slapped him or her (mhlonyan)'. .The word wabaa is meant to simulate the 
sound and feeling of physical attack. The term zithi conveys the crashing 
sound as the victim lands on the ground. Such a linguistic mosaic of terms 
and expressions constitutes one of the peculiarities of Tsotsitaal. 

Grammar 

Although there seems to be a coherent underlying structure, Tsotsitaal often 
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defies the formal constraints of grammar. Grammatical creativity and 
spontaneity were sometimes accompanied by peculiar violations of 
structured syntax. Speakers of Tsotsitaal used some words and phrases in 
special ways which excluded from the group any persons who did not share 
their meanings. For instance, the simple word ga meant 'give'. And the 
strange expression ma ga which meant 'let us share'-especially food-was 
part of the esoteric repertoire of Tsotsitaal. 

The individuality about the language is reflected in quaint expressions 
such as haba wiete or ha wiedie, literally meaning ' I  have nothing to say' 
Both expressions were perfectly understandable as responses to the form of 
greeting, Heita. Other forms of response to such a greeting included grand, 
simboli, singali, sharp and sweet. A more flamboyant expression indicating 
that one was in good health is: sweet job no mkatakata. The linguistic and 
grammatical monstrosity: Ha sal howl, meaning ' I  am fine' was considered 
to be a stylish and appropriate response to 'Hoezit?'. A1 1 these words and 
turns of phrase marked the speakers as 'clevers'. The mastery of intonation, 
inflections and speech rhythm invariably reinforced the expression of the 
speaker's emotions. The gestures and facial expressions that accompanied 
the words and phrases provided a fitting context for the meaning of the 
communication. 

Racial and Ethnic Prejudice: Linguistic Expressions 

Where several ethmcally diverse groups reside in close proximity with each 
other, various forms of conflict and prejudice tend to emerge. As noted 
earlier, groups of people with distinctive physical features and cultures lived 
side by side in and around Sophiatown, Western Native Township and 
Newclare. In this setting, negative images and stereotypes of the different 
racial and e t h c  groups was a pervasive phenomenon in the social 
consciousness. 

A number of the most enduring and commonly held stereotypes found 
expression in Tsotsitaal. In a sense, the terms used by the 'clevers' were part 
of the broader collective action by the various oppressed groups, responding 
to the exigencies of socio-political conflict. The increasing intolerance, 
specifically of young blacks, was expressed in part by the use of terms of 
derision such as japie and maboerkie when referring to workmg class 
PLfnkaners from the neighbouring residential areas of Albertskroon, 
Newlands and Westdene. 

The antipathy towards Greeks and Portuguese was expressed through 
the use of the pejorative term, stapora. Young blacks also tended to use 
derogatory forms of address such as chara, jananda and mememe for the 



descendants of Indian indentured labourers. The Chinese were widely known 
as chingo or gong. 

A number of terms were also used by 'clevers' to express hostility 
towards some members of the different Afncan ethnic groups. For instance, 
the epithets dromoor and zoempie were terms which contained demeaning 
and contemptuous overtones, and were reserved for the so-called tradition- 
bound Zulu migrant worker. Similarly, negative images are contained in the 
word Makwankre when reference is made to Shangaan individuals. 
Curiously, Basotho were known as Riders, presumably, a reference to their 
legendary associatio~l with horses. 

The inability of many of these individuals to wietre was one of the 
overt sources of the prejudice against them. Quite often they stoically 
became accustomed to the aspersions which were cast on their identities. 
Acceptiilg these provocative epithets with little or no complaint was one way 
of ensuring that no physical violence ensued. On occasion, the use of these 
derogatory words triggered off trouble-shandes-in which ferocious 
framcidal violence was unleashed. 

Alcohol Abuse 

Distressed neigl~bourhoods are often characterised by a variety of deviant 
behavioral patterns. Two of thc most visible and negative features of black 
urban life are alcohol and drug abuse. Drinlung alcoholic beverages of 
different types seems to have always played a significant role in black 
township life. A gr-eat deal of the drinking was done in unlicensed premises 
where alcoholic beverages were sometimes brewed. The hours of custom 
were flexible and the patrons were invariably involved in group drinking. In 
Tsotsitaal, these premises were known as cook-dladla, shebeen and spot. 

The cent~ality of these drillking outlets in black urban culture has been 
captured graphically in the writings of some of the leading black writers and 
journalists of the 1950s and 1960s (Patel 1975:57-58). These literary figures 
have come to be described rather extravagantly as a 'small cluster of 
bohemians'. Like the Bohemians of nineteenth century Europe, it is argued, 
their appetite for alcohol was prodigous. They shared drinks with thugs and 
held conversations in Tsotsitaal (Gready 1990: 155). Quite often, the personal 
lives of these writers of unmistakable originality were in disarray, or ended 
up tragically precisely because of alcohol abuse. The sheheens they 
patronised included Back o '  the Moon, Cool House, House on Telegraph 
Hill and Thirty Nine Steps. 

Tenns such as haja (halfjack), hooch (alcohol), mahog (brandy), 
yanya (drink) and nuk (drunk) for instance, are also a manifestation of the 
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place of alcoholic beverages as desired commodities in many black 
communities (Dodson 1974; Rogerson & Hart 1986). A number of these 
words were coined by the literary figures and found their way into the stock 
of words used by the youth to refer to alcoholic beverages. 

Drug use amongst youth centred mainly on cannabis or dagga, and to 
a lesser extent, benzene. Words such as tarr and yahus for camiabis and 
nzena for benzene converge to suggest the significance of substance abuse 
especially by young males. 'The use of dagga specifically, was meant to 
enhance one's appreciation and enjoyment of muslc, food and sex. The 
overall effect produced by smoking the relatively easily available cannabis 
was one of euphoria. The inhalant, benzene, led to hallucinations or confused 
states which were described as being gerook. 

Violence 

Many observers have argued that one of the most debilitating psychologcal 
effects of years of racism on blacks is violent and anti-social behaviour. The 
lives of the blacks in the townstups have always been plagued by violence 
and crime (Brandel-Syrier 1971; Marks & Anderson 1990; Goodhew 1993). 
The vast bulk of some of the criminal violence was perpetrated by the 
hardcore of the crimninal world. The most notorious of the gangs of the time 
included, inter alra, the 'Berliners', 'Co-operatives', 'Gestapo', 'Head- 
quarters', 'Russians', 'Vultures' and the 'Young Americans' (Guy & 
Thabane 1987; Mattera 1987; Van Tonder 1990). Other gangs with equ;zlly 
bizarre names were the 'Black Koreans', 'Dead-end Kids' and the 'Hitlers'. 
These were groups of young males, usually teenagers or young adults in their 
twenties, with clear organizational structures. 

The sterk man or 'strong man'- image of some of the gangsters carried 
considerable honour and prestige in the criminal underworld. The young 
males often felt the need to assert themselves through violence. The medium 
of communication which was used for expressing themselves was largely 
Tsotsitaal. Jimmy Boyle (1992:34) refers to a 'square-go' as a fight where 
the fists, head and feet were used. The use of weapons, in this instance, was 
not allowed. In the dusty streets of the slums of Johannesburg, the equivalent 
of the Scottish 'square-go' was 'fiea go'. 

What James (1992:3) describes as 'the ritualization of male violence 
and aggression' has always been a disturbing feature of the tsotsi subculture. 
Individual acts of violence such as assault, mugging and rape were 
widespread phenomena. Kgositsile (1 97 1 :60) refers to the 'bloodstained 
streets of Sophiatown'. Hellman (1940:49) in her study concluded that: 

In all locations, and especially in Sophiatown, many robberies and assaults are 
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attributed to gangs. It appears that the older the gang members, the more 
dangerously anti-social their activities 

Some of the words and phrases associated with such violent personal crimes 
included hash (coerce), rutla (mug), moer (assault), tlhcf (stab), bztl vang 
(mug) and ganda (kick). In this context, the use, for instance, of the term 
thwa (to shoot)-apparently through onomatopoeic imitation-also comes to 
mind. 

The local cinemas-'Balanski' and 'Odin' in Sophiatown and 'Reno' 
in Newclare-often showed American films which were showcases for 
fashonable life-styles and deviant behaviour. Quite often, the youth were 
furnished with popular images of rebellion and deviance. Richard 'Styles' 
Widinark in Street Wrth No Name, Humphrey Bogart and James Cagney in 
Angels wrih Drrty 1;ace.s and Broderick Crawford in The Fastesf Fun Alrve 
were popular film stars with a reputation as tough guys (Sampson 1983:81; 
Nicol 1991 :70; Coplan 1979:147). 

Sexuality and Sexist Language 

What appears to be a preoccupation with sexuality is linked to various te~ms 
a ~ d  phrases which denote sexual attitudes and mores and intimate physical 
experiences. In the main, the men controlled the language-a clear index of 
the relatiollsllip between power and language. The language is replete with 
terms and expressions of sex-stereotyped roles and character elements of 
females. Beauty and the number of girlfriends one had, represented success 
and often generated envy. Some of the words were extremely patronising 
terms of praise for certain types of females. Examples of such words include: 
chevre, tlakadurna and wibrt. Some of these terms may, arguably, have well 
been neutral. They may eventually have acquired negative connotations as 
they increasingly referred exclusively to women and as their meallings 
focused on women as sexual objects. 

In a study of the pejoration of terms designating women in the English 
language, Schulz (1975) notes the role of comparable linguistic experience. 
In Tsotsitaal tenns such as rubber-neck, skgu and trckey-line are severe 
swear words whch portrayed derogatory images of women. The word hrtch 
falls in the same category as a term of individual affront. It is interesting to 
note that there seems, arguably to be parallels between the use of the tenn 
hrtch in Tsotsitaal and its use by some Afncan-Americans. Thorne (1990:4) 
observed that in the case of Mican-Americans the term was 'used with 
proprietorial or condescending overtones rather than with personalized 
malice'. Many among the older generation of 'clevers' in Soweto maintain 
that it was essentially in this context that the term was used. 

One of the features of Tsotsltaal IS the prevalence of rather 
unaffect~onate tenns assoclated wlth the femlmne auatomy Pecullar words 
referring to the vagina, for mstance, include p a n g ,  khwet and tuev These 
are Indeed a reflect~on of the fixation on female genltalla As Mcfadden 
(1992 177) notes, 'the female genitals are couched 11% secrecy and uegat~ve 
definltlons' For the wornen, these words always represented the height of 
insult and affront Many of these terms and assoclated expresslolls were used 
almost exclusively by men The overall sexlst character of the language IS a 
reflect~on of the stereotyped attitudes to women 

Swearing 

Forms of swearing in Tsotsitaal were many. Such use of foul or obscene 
language was a distinctive feature of t h ~ s  lingua fi-anca. In a recent study, 
Hughes (1 99 1 : 3 )  observed that 

.. in many cultures swearing is fascinating in its protean diversity and poetic 
creativity while being si~nultaneously shocking in its ugliness and cruelty 

Swearing was used mainly to be offensive and insulting. It was also used to 
demonstrate strong emotions. Tenns and phrases such as gat, moev md 
moeskonf were vivid swear words used as personal insults. I11 addition, terms 
for human excrement are typical swear-words used 111 Tsotsitaal. Two :;uch 
synonyms, kak and pung were wed in fixed expressions for swearing 'The 
figurative meaning of the expressions Jy rs vol kak and Jy praat p ~ m g  are: 
'You are irritating me' and 'You are talking rubbish' respectively. 

'Ek sal jou jou ma wys' meaning, literally 'I will show you your 
mother', evoked gross vulgarity and extreme provocation. The hidden 
meaning of this sentence refers to one's mother's genitalia. Even a seemingly 
innocuous Jou ma (Your mother) has always been considered to be 
extremely obscene. The rather copious use of such hauntingly aggressive 
tenns and expressions-invariably carrying with them implications of 
obscenity-often led to fist-fights and stabbiugs. 

Language Contraction 

The year 1955 signalled the beginning of a new phase in the development of 
Tsotsitaal. For many people it marked the begnning of the contraction of the 
language. As the decades and the golden age of Sophiatown recede in the 
distance, so too, the use of Tsotsitaal seemed to diminish. There are a 



number of social factors which accompany language contraction and 
language death (Romaine 1989; Brenzinger, Heine & Sommer 199 1). These 
may include, Inter crllu, resettlement, dispersion and inter-marriage. 

As part of a broader policy of systematic social separation between 
the various racial groups, working-class shanty-towns in various urban areas 
were demolished (Horrell 1957; Platzky & Walker 1985). In Johannesburg 
specifically, a government-appointed 'Natives Resettlement Board' imple- 
mented the Western Areas Removal Scheme. The first notices were issued to 
residents of Sophiatown and Martindale to vacate the premises they had 
occupied for years. Families and communities were moved to ethnically 
segregated townships in Soweto (Mashile & Pine 1977; Lodge 1983; 
Mattera 1989; Paniell & Pirie 1991). Soweto had derived its name from an 
abbreviation of what until April 1963 was known officially as the South 
Westenl Bantu Townships (Lewis 1966:45). 

The brutal implementation of the Group Areas Act of 1950 led to a 
partial disintegration of the Tsotsitaal speech community. It may well be 
viewed as one of the major external factors which led to the apparent con- 
traction in the use of Tsotsitaal. The fact, however, that most of the families 
were moved c:n hlnc and accommodated largely in Meadowlands and 
Rockville in Soweto meant that a number of seminal elements of Tsotsitaal 
were retained. Thus, language maintenance has occurred precisely because a 
significant number of speakers continued to 'wietie'. But the retention of the 
use of Tsotsitaal seem to have declined in the urban settings of the Reef. 

In more recent years this decline may be attributed to increasing 
negative attitudes towards this language. In some circles, the rejection of this 
lingua franca was part of ideological and political debates about the 
historical and current place and role of Afrikaans in South Africa. The 
tendency to view Tsotsitaal in negative terms stemmed in part fi-om the 
rejection of Afrikaans as the language of the oppressors (Van den Berghe 
1970:253). 

In the course of this process of contraction, all that seems to be left 
over is a language which, arguably, is spoken mainly by grey-haired and 
middle-aged 'clevers' who are caught ui a cruel time warp. This, of course, 
represents the cynical view. A more positive sce~lario draws from evidence 
which seems to suggest that significant numbers of young men, especially in 
Meadowlands and Rockville, still speak the language. Despite the apparently 
continuing decline, Tsotsitaal still seems to supply a considerable stock of 
terms and phrases. Perhaps one should add that even during the heady days 
of the transition to a democratic South Ahca,  political activities are known 
to have used Tsotsitaal expressions directly. It was thus not uncommon to 
hear: 'Heita, Comrade Madiba, Heita!'. All in all, it still seems to serve 
important functions in many black communities. 
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Conclusion 

The above study of language use in its context is essentially preliminary in 
nature. In this exploratory effort it has been shown that the geographic, 
socioeconomic and cultural conditions under which the speakers of' 
Tsotsitaal lived, gave form and content to this language. Undoubtedly, it 
fulfilled the communication needs of those young people who had no 
common language and had chosen a life-style associated with being street- 
wise. It flourished for a while, albeit as a relatively marginal language. As a 
language of the streets, it was capable of tremendous flexibility, including 
innovation of grammar, idiom, pronunciation and vocabulary. As in other 
languages, change was inherent in the nature of Tsotsitaal. 

Tsotsitaal remains, arguably, a sufficiently important symbol of 
identity to ensure its continued use among black people on the Reef. It is 
however possible that other lingua francas, such as is~canztho, which is 
spoken in many parts of Soweto, may come to replace Tsotsitaal. 
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Language Maintenance 
in South Africa: Hoarding 
Dreams, Hiding the Springs of 
Identity? 

Jeanne Maartens 

Introduction* 
The questions surrounding the complex and often emotio~lally charged 
relationship between language and identity, can be approached from a 
number of different perspectives. Such questions can be treated to 
philosophical investigation, to sociological investigation, to educational or 
psychological investigation, as well as to linguistic (or to be more precise, 
sociolinguistic) investigation. It is the latter perspective I wish to adopt in 
this paper, taking the views of Edwards (1985) on the languagelidentity 
relation as a point of departure and exploring, albeit tentatively, the 
implications of these views for the debate on the continued co-existence of 
the languages of South h c a .  

It will be argued that the economic and social realities of the South 
African situation make it likely that the indigenous languages such as 
Ahkaans and Zulu will eventually be supplanted by English. Although these 
languages may vanish as markers of group identity, the identity itself can be 
maintained should the group so wish. 

Ethnic and National Identity 

It is necessary to delineate the field somewhat. Reference to identity is 
specifically to group identity, comprising the two powerful elements of 
ethnicity and nattonalisrn. Edwards (1 985: 10) defines ethnic identity as ' .  .. 

allegiance to a group ... with which one has ancestral links'. He points out 
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that some sense of a group boundary tnust exist which can be sustauied by 
shared objective markers such as geography, religion, race, gender or 
language. Group boundaries can also be marked by more subjective 
attachments of a symbolic nature, usually from a shared past, such as eating 
habits. Steyn (1980:96) makes the same point when he states that a person is 
a member of a particular ethnic group partly through birth and partly through 
irherital~ce. 

Edwards (1985:12) refers to the work of Smith (1971) for the 
conceptual link that enables hun to regard nationalism or national identity as 
an extension of ethnicity. Added to the belief in shared characteristics (the 
mheritance), that characterizes etlmicity, nationalism also incorporates a 
desire for political autonomy. Nationalism, therefore, is seen as ' . . . ethnicity 
with a desire for self-govemnent ...'. As a doctrine, nationalism makes the 
assumption that the linguistic criterion is the most important one in 
delineating the nation that desires political autonomy. In this context 
language is raised fioin a marker to the marker of 'groupness'. 

Criticism of both ethnicity and nationalism abounds in the literature. 
However, whatever misgvings can be brought in against ethnicity (such as 
that it is regressive in nature and promotes particularism-Porter (1972) and 
Vallee (1981)) and against nationalism (such as that it constitutes a threat to 
individual rights and interests-Orwell 1961), they remain vital forces in 
most societies, including our own. 

The LanguageIIdentity Link and Language Maintenance 

It is widely accepted that the central function of language is to facilitate 
commurication. Edwards (1977, 1984) points out that such comnunication 
is an ingroup phenomenon. It is o~lly within a group sharing the same 
language that the specific language serves a commuilicative hnction. He 
identifies a second, exclusive, function of language, viz. that of concealment. 
In this function language serves to protect group distinctiveness by excluding 
any non-member of the group from participation. According to Steiner 
(1  975333) this represents a group effort to prevent ' . . . hoarded dreams, 
patents of life ... (being) taken across the frontier'. Separate languages 
enable the group to hide its 'springs of identity' (Steiner 1975:232). 
Language therefore not only marks group identity, but also protects it. 

It comes as no surprise that language is commonly held to be 
inseparable from group identity: a threat to the one constitutes a threat to the 
other. However, Edwards (1 985: 18,4745) argues convincingly on the basis 
of 47 language contexts around the world, that history provides ample 
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vidence to the contrary. Language is not essential to group identity. There is 
o intrinsic l~nk between language and identity and group identity can and 
oes survive the demise of a defmitive language. Edwards (1985:62) refers 

Irish as a case in point. Only about 3% of the population now use the 
guage in any regular way, yet the Irish as a group seem not to have lost 

eir national identity, but to have enshned it in English. 
Conversely, Steyn (1980:98) argues that the e t h c  revival of the past 

o decades could lead to the growth of declining minority languages. But in 
s regard Edwards (1985:115) sounds a note of caution: greater ethnic 

rty because of increased societal tolerance of diversity and increased 
mobility of e t h c  groups should not be mistaken for a 'new ethnicity' 
ds it hghly unllkely that minority (used in the sense of being of minor 

languages will show a sustained growth. The economic necessities 
vern modem societies require ' . .  a need and a willingness to make 

terat~ons in those visible markers of groupness whch might compromise 
chances of success ...'. Language, per excellence, is a visible marker that can 
severely affect the individual's economic mobility in modem society. 
Speakers of Zulu or Afnkaans, for example, need English to make any 
headway in the South &can job market. The more private and symbolic 
markers such as eating habits, can be retained without the danger of 
community censure, for the group identity to survive. 

The South African Situation 

In South A h c a  today the languagelidentity link is of special relevance. In 
this rapidly changing socio-political environment, visible markers of identity 
such as language will be highly susceptible to change. The most pro~ninent 
sociolinguistic debate at present concerns the future of Afrikaans. 
Sociolinguistically speaking, there is every reason to be concerned about the 
long term prospects of Afnkaans. But there is also every reason to be 
concerned about the hture of Zulu, Xhosa and the rest of our eleven official 
languages, except English, and a number of others besides, such as the 
Indian languages. These are all languages in close contact with an 
economically strongly dominant world language, which is a dangerous 
situation for any language to fmd itself in, according to the data presented by 
Edwards (1985). 

A number of interrelated social phenomena have led to the continued 
existence of' these languages up to now. Steyn (1980: 180-230) discusses, for 
example, the influence of favourable demographic processes on the survival 
of Afrikaans after the second Anglo-Boer War. Prabhakaran (1992:485ff.) 
argues that the Group Areas Act of the apartheid political dispensation 



contributed in no small measure to the unusually slow tempo of language 
shift from the Indian languages to English. One of the most significant 
factors in the continued existence of Afrikaans, and also some of the other 
African languages such as Zulu, has been the link between these languages 
and the identity of their speakers. Steyn (1980:182) formulates it as follows 
for Afnkaans: 

It was fortunate for Afrikaans that the Afrikaner nationalism was language 
directed ever since the First Language Movement In times in which nationalism 
flourished, Afrikaans was advantaged by this'. 

(It can be argued of course that this link between m k a a n s  and Afrikaner 
nationalism held but a short tenn advantage for the language. In the lollg 
term, the negative attitudes generated towards the language as a result of 
this link have severely damaged its chances of survival.) 

In the evolution of a new South *can society, however, the 
multitude of languages spoken here may in the long run have no basis for 
continued existence. On a pragmatic level there is certady no justification 
for the retention of so many languages. Communication could probably be 
greatly enhanced if the number of distinct languages in circulation were 
reduced, not to mention the economic advantages of such a development. 
Modernization worldwide promotes a language sluft in the direction of the 
international languages. The reason for nonetheless maintaining the number 
of languages that we have in South &ca, is closely linked to the language- 
identity relationship. 

In this regard the 'survival of Afnkaars' debate is of particular 
interest: 

(i) The view that Afnkaans is an essential component of Mikaner 
identity and that survival of the one is inextricably linked to survival of the 
other, underlies much of the debate. T h s  is reflected in media slogans such 
as 'Een ding is seker: raak aan sy taal en jy raak aan die Afrikaner' 
(Huisgenoot 4 Aug. 1994). 
(ii) The arguments put forth by those wishing to 'save' Afnkaans reflect 
an interesting paradox. On the one hand prominent academics have been 
arguing recently that for Afr~kaans to survive, it will have to become less 
exclusive, less the property of the white Afrikaner. The language must be 
'democratized'. In looselling the link between the Afrikaans language and 
Afrikaner identity, both can be maintained. Rightwing Afrikaners, on the 
other hand, in arguing for a 'volkstaat', maintain that the only chance of 

' Dit was 'n geluk vir Afrikaans dat die Afrikanernasionalisme sedert die Eerste 
Taalbeweging taalgerig was In tye waarin die nasionalisme opgebloei het, het Afrikaans 
die voordelige gevolge daarvan ondervind 

ving Afi-ikaans in the long tenn lies in strengthening the link between the 
anguage and the Afrikaner identity in a delimited geob~aphical area. 

For all this talk of identity, discussions of the future South Africa11 
guage scene have taken little cognisance of research into the languagc- 

entity lmk. The focus has been on a short term scenario reflecting a rather 
yopic vision of the future of the languages of South Africa. 

A Historical Perspective 

historical approach to explosing the role of identity in language 
nance, language shtft and language death in the South Africa of 
ow, offers a new perspective. Drake (1984), in investigating these 

enomena UI the USA, observed that '... the best predictor of future social 
viour is past social behaviour ...'. HIS sentiments are echoed by those of 

... what people have done are likely to be useful not only in determining what they 
will probably continue to do, but also in ascertaining what their desires and needs 
are in linguistic (and other) matters. 

It is my assumption that an assessment of the local linguistic scene has much 
to benefit from an historical awareness of the situation elsewhere m the 

The fwst lesson to be learnt from Edwards' analyses of the survival 
history of languages around the globe is that group continuity or identity can 
survive the most radical social changes if its maintenance is desired by 
group members themselves. This does not mean that such an identity will 
not alter under social pressures like urbanisation, modernisation and social 
access. Edwards (1985:96f) points out that if pressures are persistent 
enough, changes in identity occur as a rule. The fluidity of identity, he 
says, allows group continuity in the midst of such change. It could be 
argued that the Afrikaner is in fact moving in the direction of such an 
altered identity with many young urban South Africans adamant that they 
are Afrikaners without subscribing to the traditional values associated with 
this identity. Although changed, the identity itself will persist. 

The visible markers of the group identity like language, however, are 
ghly susceptible to altered environments. In response to social pressures, 
ese markers tend to disappear. They disappear faster and more completely 
an those markers that are intangible. The second lesson that history teaches 

then, is that language shift from one language to another and the resultant 
loss of the original language under social, political and especially economic 



pressure is the rule, not the exception. Pinker (1994:259) refers to estnnates 
by the linguist mchael Krauss that between 3,600 and 5,400 languages, as 
ntany as 90% of the world's total, are threatened with extinctio~~ in the next 
century. Only about 600 languages worldwide are reasonably safe by dint of 
the sheer number of their speakers. Taking a long enough perspective, 
vutually all groups have language shift somewhere in their past. In South 
African hstory the shift from Dutch to Afrikaans is but one case in point. 
Edwards (1985:62) presents evidence to suggest that the cominunicative and 
symbolic aspects of lang~iage are separable duriiig periods of change. The 
latter can contitlue to exercise a role in group identity in the absence of the 
fonner. To this day many Afrikaans families who do not know a word of 
Dutch say grace at table in Dutch. Most English mother tongue speakers of 
Indian origin, retain an accent from their language of descent, although two 
generations removed £?om that language. 

What are the implications of this for the present South African 
situation? With English dominating the higher functions such as those of the 
state, the law, the media and education, the economic and social 
empowerment for the greater part of the population lie with English. Coupled 
to the climate of radical social change triggered by radical political change, 
the scene is set for language shift and consequent language death in the long 
tern. The timescale of two to three generations must be stressed. Groups can 
be expected to resist change and may do so for some time, without great 
disadvantage The stronger the language-identity link, the stronger this 
resistance will be. But with social pressures persistent and strong enough, it 
would be truly a remarkable pheno~nenon for shifts not to occur. In South 
Africa they are already in progress. For the Indian languages the shift in the 
direction of English is so far advanced that there are no longer mother tongue 
speakers of the o r i ~ n a l  languages around. For Afnkaans, Zulu and the other 
indigenous languages tlus shift has only just begun. To see this, it is only 
necessary to list the signals of language shift in progress. Steyn (1980:310) 
provides such a list, discussing its implications for Afrikaans. I wish to 
highlight only three of these signs for the South African linhwistic situation. 

The Signs of Language Shift 

Bilingualisin is more often than not a precursor to dominant language 
inonolingualism. Bilingualism can be a stable condition for a longer or 
shorter period of time, as it has been with respect to AfrikaansEnglish for 
close on f i f i  years. However, as Edwards (1985:72) points out: 

The rule of the day here is . pragmatic: people do not maintain two languages 
for ever, when one is sufficient in all contexts 

as no more monoglots, language shift is in progress. One 
uld be hard-pressed to find an h k a a n s  monoglot and, especially in the 

IanguageIEnglish bilingualism is widespread and ever 
spreading mainly because finding a job without English is almost impossible. 

A lack of transmission of the original language to the younger 
eration is another sign of language shift in progress. This usually 

tic decision in which another variety is seen as more 
hture. It is a spreading phenomenon for Afnkaans- 

end their children to English medium schools. Many 
speakers of the Cape Coloured dialect like the poet 

ger use Afi-ikaans and in tun1 raise their children in 
Zulu children, many urban schools that cater mainly for 

these chldren report a growing number of pupils who no longer speak 
sufficient Zulu to pass it as a frrst language school subject. T h s  seems to be 
a source of shrune and is often vigorously denied by school principals, 
possibly because the language is so closely linked to Zulu identity. As one 

it succinctly and firmly in personal communication: 'A 

A third sign of language shift is a lack of an urban concentration of 
speakers. Thls differs f?om region to region in South Mica ,  but in Natal for 
example the large cities are English. To this any person will attest who has 
tried to find a greeting card, a calendar or a paperback in any South Ahcan 
language other than English at a newsstand in Durban or Pietennaritzburg. 

That the shift for South Afncan languages would be in the direction of 
English, was predictable. Throughout the world most people are committed 
to maximising material wellbeing through upward mobility. The economic 
basis of group dynamics has been stressed in much of the literature critical of 
ethnic and cultural pluralism (Patterson 1977, Stein & Hi11 1977, Steinberg 
1981). In South Africa English opens the doors to education, to jobs, to 
social advancement and to the wider world. It is the prestige language. Such 
pragmatic considerations require choices f?om ethnic group members. 
Edwards (1985:50-52) points out that Ius research as well as a number of 
other studies indicate that most members of such groups are willing to 
'compromise' by voluntarily giving up the visible markers of ethnic identity. 
This has led to the view that languages are not murdered by other languages 
(as often claimed by Afrikaans speakers with reference to English), rather 
they commit suicide. In linguistic suicide, however, there is always a 
significant other language which creates the pressures, without any intent 
being implied, leading to language shift and decline. 111 South Africa, this 

shift in South Africa is under way. The good news for 
the finding of Edwards (1985), referred to earlier, that 



should any of the groups involved wish to maintain group solidarity, the 
group identity will survlve. Afrikaans, for example, although perhaps not 
eventually retained for colnmunicative purposes, may retain a strong 
symbolic value in an evolutionary group identity. This has happened in the 
Indian commu~lity. The language in the direction of which the shift has 
occurred may in turn carry features that serve as marker of group identity: 
Indian English being a case in point. 

The Languagelldentity Link in inhibiting Language Shift 

There are factors that retard language shift. Holrnes (1992:70) poults out that 
the stronger a language is valued as a marker of identity, the more resistant 
that langlage is to shft. Thls would be a factor in any shift from Afrikaans or 
Zulu to English. Also, where a group is large enough to form a large speech 
community and is reasonably isolated from other speech groups, e.g. where 
the community in question is a rural one, there is more chance of short term 
language maintenance. Factors such as these will inhibit language shifi in 
South Africa in the short term, but nowhere in the world have such factors 
prevented shift in the long tenn. As indicated, the language-identity link is 
already loosening for many Amkaans speakers who believe that the 
language should be democratized. Ironically, the end of apartheid is leading 
to a breakdown of the group concentration and isolation needed for language 
maintenance. 

What about active efforts to protect and promote a language? The 
efforts of Die Strgtrng vir Afrikaans fall into this category. I11 pointing out 
that M a a n s  is at least fighting for its continued existence (note for 
example the outcry surrounding decisions of companies such as Toyota and 
Coca Cola to abandon the use of Afhkaans in packaging and promotion as 
well as the controversy concerning television time allocated to Afbkaans), 
Du Plessis (quoted in DSA 48: MarcNApril 1994) laments the lack of such 
action from the side of the ethnic languages. This may be a rather 
paternalistic attitude. If a people chooses to switch to a mainstream language 
that promises economic and social advancement, what gves an outside 
group the right to prescribe that they should not do so? The voluntary 
element in language shift further entails that the chances of success for active 
intervention on behalf of a language, are in any case negligble. It has proved 
difficult to interest ordinary group members themselves in language 
maintenance efforts. They may be supportive of the ideals, but experience 
has taught that in practice they simply continue to follow the upwardly 
mobile course. Language revival efforts have often led to a growth in the 
number of people knowing the language. Such 'secondary bilinguals' have, 
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however, proved to be less vital elements for the continued life of a language 
than are native speakers (Edwards 1985:72). So much for the very popular 
sentiment in educational circles that the future of Afrikaans lies with its black 
speakers. Language decline is only one variable in an interrelated combina- 
tion of other important social phenomena. Attempts to intervene on behalf of 
one feature alone is not likely to succeed. 

Education in Identity and Language Maintenance 

Bilingual education in the USA is a particularly fascinating arena when 
considering the role of the school in group and language maintenance. Froin 
the rhetoric surrounding bilingual education in this context (Wolfson 
1989:231ff.), it is clear that, as in our own context, education has been 
seized upon as the main support system for groups and languages perceived 
to be at risk. But the historical record, according to Edwards (1985:136), 
especially in the USA, shows a gradual decline in the desire for programmes 
in and on ethnic languages on the part of the beneficiaries themselves. It has 
been reported at various recent conferences that parents in South &ca 
themselves are strongly resisting schooling through medium of the 
indigenous languages, seeing it as a continued effort to disempower their 
children. It appears that, although schools should respect and illuminate 
diversity, it is not their task to preserve and transmit specific cultures. 'The 
American experience has further taught that maintenance bilingual 
programmes are most unllkely to significantly affect group identity. In fact, 
Edwards (1985: 118-1 38) argues that such programmes may actually damage 
children's sense of identity. South Ahcan educatio~lalists should learn from 
this experience. 

Conclusion 

The historical evidence seems to indicate that ordinary group members adapt 
to changing circumstances in a non-arbitrary manner. Realizing that change 
is required for pragmatic reasons, they retain what is possible to retain 
without active and essentially artificial policies of support. As Edwards 
(1985: 165) puts it: 

If, in fact, given markers of group identity are seen to require support, this proba- 
bly indicates that they cannot be retained anyway 

Few areas have the emotional impact of language decline and death, but 
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change and transitioil are social realities for most people. The alternative is a 
static situation which very few have been prepared to accept. Those arguing 
for tnaintenance and preservatioil must ask themselves whether they really 
want to foster the exclusive role of lanpages in a society in transition. 
Linguistically speaking, the cost of the transition in South Africa will only be 
determined in two to three generations. Hale (1992:6) points out that the 
price paid for the loss of a language is lrigl~: 

The loss of a language is part of the more general loss being suffered by the 
world, the loss of divers~ty in all things 

But in the situation under discussion it will probably turn out that, to quote 
Edwards (1985:97) out of context, '... the cost is less than that which would 
ensue if changes were not made' 

* I would like to express my indebtedness to two anonymous referees of Allernation for a 
number of relevant comments 

Department of Afrikaans and Nederlands 
University of Natal, Durban 
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Learning Myself Anew 

Betty Govinden 

Introduction 

We are living in a period of momentous happenings in South a i c a .  One of 
the most difficult and challenging areas in our communal life is related to 
changing an educational system that has been entrenched on the basis of 
inequality and prejudice. In this paper I begn by reflecting in an 
impressionistic way on the legacy of reading literature under apartheid in my 
own educational journey. To situate the discussion in a South Afncan 
context, I have woven particular personal experiences with institutional and 
historical realities, reading my way into theory fiom the bedrock of my 
experience and vice versa. In the second half of the paper I shall extrapolate 
from such experience some of the challenges that we face in the sphere of 
cultural and educational politics for the present and coming years. 

Telling our Stories 

Madeleine Grumet (1978) has drawn attention to the use of the 
autobiographical method in education, particularly teaching practice, to 
explore ways of transforming objective situations through subjective, 
personal reflection. Noami Norquay (1 993 :24 1 ff), drawing on Frigga Haug 
and others, speaks eloquently of 'memory-work' as a political necessity in 
our transformative agenda. She shows the value of interrogating personal 
experience and personal history in the process of envisioning the future. 

Telling our stories, using the 'self as subject', shows the intersection 
between the individual and the larger forces of our history. In telling our 
stories we attempt to understand both intellectually and emotionally. We 
each have a story to tell, UI its uniqueness and commonality, but also in its 
constructedness. In remembering in the present, we begn to realise that parts 
of our past are waiting to be reclaimed, 're-visioned' and told as we view the 
past through the lens of the present, weaving an inter-textual narrative. 

We need to be able to engage in 'rememory', to use Toni Morrison's 
(1987) phrase. Rememory provides the opportunity to recall the horror as 
well as the joy (of intimations) of creative life that was suppressed and lost 
ahnost irrevocably. Writing in the United States, Ronald Takaki (1993:14) 
states: 'In the telling and retelling of their stories, they create communities of 
memory'. Memory is indeed the weapon not just to reconstruct the past, but 
to interpret it (Roy Pascal 1960: 19). 

Telling our stories is particularly necessary at this historical juncture in 
South Afnca, a time when we engage in the building of a nation. This does 
not mean that we shall be able to set the past in clear and unambiguous 
terms. We are constantly creating and recreating the past, arranging and re- 
arranging it, drawing on individual and collective experience. V.S. Naipaul 
(1995:9) has noted the inscriptions we bear of an expansive shared memory: 

But we go back and back, for-ever; we go back all of us to the very beginning, in 
our blood and bone and brain we carry the memories of thousands of beings 
We cannot understand all the traits we have inherited. Sometimes we can be 
strangers to  ourselves . . . . 

Inscribed in our memory is also the anecdotal, ordinary and everyday, as we 
signpost our lives in the context of our history and reinterpret that very 
history. 

Looking Back 

I was it1 high school in the late 1950's and early 1960's, inheriting a legacy 
of reading under apartheid without realising it. It was the time of separate 
education, of growing up in an all-Indian school, walking on winding 
footpaths past rows of Indian homes, past the gates of the school for 
'Coloureds', vaguely aware that beyond those gates was a whole world quite 
separate &om mine. (Yet my neighbours were 'Coloureds', who shared 
'vetkoeks', family gossip and a common Chnstian faith with my mother and 
father, my brother and myself.) The school for White children was at the 
other end of town; we never met them, even for debates or peace rallies. 
Afncan children went to school in the distant 'location' but they could have 
been on another planet. In my 'NED' (i.e. Natal Education Department) 
white-controlled provincial system of education (before the Tricarneral 
Parliament in 1983, when Indian Education came under a separate Indian 
chamber) classroom of those years, I was safely sanitised from the realities 
of sharing life with my fellow South Afncan citizens who lived in the same 
'home' town. It is a sad indictment on apartheid schooling that I was not 



affo~ded the opportunity to encoull~ter a id  li~teract w ~ t h  studei~ts of other race 
~ o u p v  t11rougl:llout my entiie forrnal educat~oil froin primary through 
secondary to tert~ary level My teacheis at school were all Indians and 
mainly males Generations of South African students have end~~red tlus 
cultural ~inpovenslunent and the procesres to ~edress this situation has oilly 
recently beban 

In 1953 the Bantu Educat~on Act was passed and in 1954 we saw a 
transfer of the co~ltrol of black educat~on from the prov~nclal ddrrun~strat~on 
to the central govenment Deparhnent of Nat~ve Affalrs The Department of 
Bantu Educat~on was created 111 1958 H F Venvoerd, Mmister of Nat~ve 
Affairs had set the South African agenda u~~coinp~oms~ngly ln h ~ s  now 
cl~ched statement 

When I have control over native education, I will reform it so that natives will be 
taught from childhood that equality with Europeans is not for them 

Occasionally there were glu~ipses of the w~der world of res~stant, altenlatlve 
t h n h g  Some of our more daring teachers had ~nvlted Chief Albert Lutull, 
who lived ul Groutevllle, Natal, to speak to us at one of our annual speech 
days Chief Lutuli, the first Nobel Peace Pnze wlluier froin South Afnca, 
ep~tomlsed the unwavemlg struggle of the ANC in those days He was later 
to be placed under house arrest aild the ANC itself was banned 1n 1960 
culini~lat~ilg III the R ~ v o n ~ a  Tr~al of 1964 Lutuh's autobiography, 1,et My 
People Go (1 962), was a cry of a ~ g u ~ s h  agalnst apartheid But for years that 
voice was suppressed Hopes were rased in 1960 when Harold Macm~llan 
made hus famous 'winds of change' speech m the House of Parliament in 
Cape Town But those w~nds of change dld not blow over our school 
Newsworthy iteins we were exposed to focused on the space race between 
the IJuited States and Russla Our classroom talk centred on these 
phenomenal examples of the progress of 'mank~nd' But we hardly heard of 
what was happening In the other end of town or the rest of the country 

The South African govenlment was growlng aware that wlnds of 
change blowlag over the rest of Afr~ca would mean that ~t could not expect 
further support from Brita~n We were poised to leave tlie Commonwealth I 
retne~nber the day that tlie vice-pr~nc~pal came to our class and offered us 
souven~r-medals to commemorate the maugiirat~on of Sor~th Afnca as a 
republic Nobody stood to recelve them Our alleg~ance to 'The Crown' and 
'The Queen. was unshakeable and there was general unease when Verwoerd 
grimly walked out of the Com~nonwealth The irony, of course, was that 
Iud~ans, like the rest of the black populat~on, were omitted from the 
refere~ldu~n to decide whether South Afr~ca should become a republ~c or not 
My relatives were loyal royal~sts, vying w~th  one another about how much 

knew about royal finlily life, elljoying the royal pomp and pageantry 
d developing naturally a 'nostalga for empire', to use Edward 

British Crown, the hstory of indentured 

alise that there was a curious coll~isior~ 
apartheid and colonialism and that this came to bear especially 111 
ature that we studied at school. Literature was immediately 

ith Literature with a capital L. Raymond Williams' critique 
o come years later, ironically only after my formal university education, 

I began reading for myself (see Williams 1977). Literature was 
ish Literature or that whch was written a 'long time ago' 

literatures as well as local and contemporary writing of 
an peoples were not even considered as being margnal or 

. It simply did not exist. 
and aesthetics, the Great Tradition was 

n. Developing in the 1930s in Britain, the 
great tradition were F.R. Leavis and the Scrutiny School. 
Id had tried to do in the late nineteenth century, they 
declining society and its hegemony by promoting a liberal 

cation. They hoped that this canon would provide the 'civilising', cultural 
moral values that religion was failing to offer. John Higgins draws our 

precarious position that English literature occupied 
d the strategies that were devised to prop it up. He argues that 

a part of the project of English literature was to invent a sense of Englishness at 
just the moment that England entered its long period of imperial decline (Higgins 
1994). 

recent years I have learned that English literary study actually developed 
the colonial context of India and have begun to appreciate how the study 

of English and the growth of the Empire were inextricably bound together. 
Now, when I look back on those classes in iny old school, in another 

time and place, I see the extent to whlch I was 'institutiona1ised'-into 'the 
stitutional system of English Literature as an academic subject' (Bergonzi 
90:s). Peculiar totalising discourses were inflecting my thinking silently, 
placably. I think of the many silences and denials of those learning days, 
ose 'articulated silences' to use Henry Giroux's (1992) phrase. There was, 

f course, no television in those days, due to the Calvinist need to protect the 
eople from moral decay. So the 'hyperreality' came not from a inedia 
Iture, but ffom the insidious hidden cuniculum of dominant discourse-- 

g me who I was and shaping my identity. This was the time of 
nchment of apartheid, and the growing power of the Nationalist 



Govemnent In another part of the world, Frantz Fa1011 (1961) was wn2iag 
about the 'wretched of the earth' and hls wrltlngs were golng to contribute 
decisively to reslsta~ce of apartheid m the decades to come 

I real~se now that those were the days of 1)runz and Can Themba 1 
recall seelng rlntrn Magazine lying about the house, together with The 
Fhrnzer\ ' Weekly and Ozct~pan I don't know where my father ohtamed old 
copies It would be years later that I would grow to appreciate that the L)rzirn 
writers were trylng to 

record and create the voices, images and values of a black urban culture which, in 
the aftermath of war-time industrial expansion, was struggling to assert its 
permanence and identity At the same time, the newly-elected National Party 
government was setting out to smash any permanent Amcan presence in the SO- 
called white cities and to embark on the apartheid dream of Bantu retribalisation 
(Chapman 1989) 

1 now realise why Drum never appeared in our official reading in our 
classrooms. It was not even mentioned in passing. 

Can it be true that black women were writing since the turn of the 
century? Yet they never made their way into my classroo~ns in this town on 
the north coast of KwaZulu-Natal. Even Olive Schreiner's The Story o f a n  
Afrrcan Farm (1883), though presented to me as an exemplary model of 
'indigenous' writing, was not depicted for its singular S o ~ ~ t h  Afkican 
perspective, nor for its place in feminist t W g  at a time when the world 
was moving into the second wave of feminist tlluhng and writing. 

I was living out my romance with English literature, moving in and out 
of grand old English country houses and splendid estates, learning about the 
way all real people lived while formulating a distinct impression of how all 
good poetry and good novels should be written. My conscious~~ess and 
sensitivity-my 'elemental' self-was being produced and 'saturated' by 
another culture of ideas, a 'politics of signification', telling me who I was 
and who I should become. The books of the Great Tradition, natnralising 
constructed values, held unquestioned status. This became my centre fiom 
which I viewed the world. And all I cultivated was the grand de.slre to be 
like the Catherine Eamshaws waiting to be eternally united to the Heathcliffs 
of the world, somewhere beyond the provincial boundary of my dismal and 
ordinary neighbourhood. Perhaps I dreamed too of coveting the 'bluest eye', 
like Toni Morrison's Pecola. I was made for divine discontent and 'immortal 
longings', far beyond the sordid reality of life in this comer of the world. 

In this context, I have something to expiate-a pettiness. Why did I 
believe that tnie literature was meant to take me away from the reality of my 
life and place me on some transcendent plane of existence? Why did I 
experience it as a legitimate aspiration above my lowly class, givil~g me 
visions of a better life, a better world? 

I read of no stories of local labourers, of life on the sugar plantations 
d valleys of Kearsney, the village of my growing-up days. 

ting then on the feudal-type existence my parents 
barrack-lined accomodation with weekly rations as 

s day to day living, woven with stories of families and 
f living and loving and struggle and small joys was relegated to the 
of real life. The crude personal and private was only to be lived and 
. T h ~ s  daily history was slighted by a politics of selection working 

ly on behalf of my colonised self. 
There were stories of Pandita Ramabhai, of Sarojini Naidu, of Gandhi 

large homely coal fires, they assumed the breadth of 
, portraying life experiences in broad brush-strokes. In 

sed India, fragments of the pre-colonial past had already been merged 
s of life and culture. The process of dispossession which 
ued for the Indian workers who were brought to work in 

myths and legends. They did not resist it, nor did 
yths. These were left for the real 'frontiersmen'-those 

What thoughts filled the early Indian migrant workers in their physical 
emotional encounter and conf?ontation with the colonial masters and the 
land? What metaphors were deployed to depict their severing of lmks 
ancestral traditions on the one hand and their migration and translation 

ss the Indian Ocean on the other? What 'counter-memories', as Paul 
oy (1987) and others ask, came into being but are now lost to the wind? 

se questions relevant only to the white settler's dilemma and not 
races of the world? One of the sad indictments of our apartheid 
sufficiently well-organised to promote formal, functional 

idious stranglehold on the creative imagination. The 
f a  literary tradition among Indians prevented us 

psychic displacement. We were subjected to colonial 
eously prevented fiom criticising empire 'textuality' 

er 1995:13). We were also kept apart fiom the wider world 
of history, literature and intellectual tlunlung. Our post-1960 

the rest of the Commonwealth did not enhance a sense of 
al conditions globally. 

Moreover, Indian experiences were not woven into the fabric of the 
emerging iiterary expression of other race groups in South Afnca for the 
better part of the century. The tendency to imagine oneself to be part of 

s cultures was both cause and effect of our separated 

From the 1960s onwards, there has been a growing number of writers 
of Indian origin, both male and female and both 'at home' and in exile, who 



are writing with a distinctively South African voice. Examples of these 
writers are Ahmed Essop, Isinail Choonara, Achmat Dangor, Essop Patel, 
Farouk Asvat, Ronnie Govender, Guru Pillay, Kessie Govender, Kriben 
Pillay, Deena Padayachee, Shabbir Banoobhai, Jayapraga Reddy, Shobna 
Poona, Farida Karodia and Agnes Sam. Many have resisted narrow ethnic 
categories of he apartheid state and have claimed a wider, black identity to 
'harmonisel our blackness all over Azania' (Patel 1980). While this writing, 
mainly of a younger generation, has not directly engaged in a critique of 
indenture and assimilation, of the discursive violence of colonialism and 
racism as found in other parts of the Indian diaspora such as Trinidad, 
Malaysia, Singapore, the Phlippincs and Australia, the context from which 
their writings spring is unmistakably related to this history. 
There is also Arabic, Urdu, Tamil and Hindi poetry that needs to be 
integrated into South African literary writings. Surendra Bhana and Joy Brain 
(I  990) observe that pamphlet literature written by Indians ur South Africa is 
a considerable but still hidden and not adequately explored resource. Their 
own research also shows the value of oral records, passed from generation to 
generation, for the uncovering of lost experiences, thoughts, memories, 
expectations and criticisms. Much work, also remains to be done on extant 
little-known published or archlval material to uncover disco~~rses and 
literature common to lndians in South Africa's past. Much has yet to be 
added to the three poems by BD Lalia, published in Van Wyk et al. (1988), 
to ensure the popularising of this literary expressions. 

Foucault (1972) has drawn attention to the process whereby 
exploitation and domination is imbibed, whereby people subjugate 
themselves-in a process of 'subjection'. In the past, we were not only 
manipulated politically and economically but also excluded by being 
exotisised. And we participated in the commodification of ourselves and our 
'culture'. These processes assured that we collude in our own cultural 
oppression. In this context, Edward Said (1978) notes that, "the modem 
Orient ... [still] participates in its own Orientalising'. It was this tendency 
that also prompted Ndebele (1971:3) to protest against the general 
oppression of all colonised peoples, when he wrote: 

do not crowd my nund 
with studied images of my past; 
let me feel it first. 
do not display my carved rituals 
at the British Museum, 
for little do they say; 
let me feel them first. 

At present, there is a particular yearning to discover these 'subjugated know- 
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owledges'. As we attempt to 'look back', 'think back', 'feel back' in 
der to uncover the almost extinct but silenced literary expressions of the 

these as well as our present literary expression must provide the 
etic context for participation, education and reflection it1 the srngli. 

South Afiican literary mosaic. 
Change has been taking a long time to reach our educat~onal systems. 

schools and ulliversities were isolated from the mainstream of global 
for a long time and have only recently becollle places of real 

um and structural change. The discourse of decolonisation was 
begimling in the 1960s in Kenya for instance. In South Africa, 

wever, we were still officially entrenching 'grand apartheid' at the time. I t  
years before I heard about the Black Power movement, of the concept 

egritude and the Harlem Renaissance on the ascendant at the very time I 
s at school. This critical engagement in the multifonn and complex 

rse of decolonisation and resistance to apartheid undergirded the 

Soweto 1976 

Soweto 1976 was precisely a revolt against apartheid and cultural 
imperialism in our educational system. It reintroduced the practices of 
struggle into the South Afncan arena like no other event since the banning of 
the Ahcan National Congress in the early 1960s. The media's depiction of 
these events as 'senseless violence against the hallowed halls of leanling' 
and the official instruments of apartheid society and the government's stifling 
of the real effects of this tunling point in southern African history and 
education did not succeed in stemming the tide. In real tenns, the legacy of 
that struggle is only being claimed now as we try to implement those dreams 
of a liberatory pedagogy. Soweto 1976 signifies that time in our education 
history when we started to sever and extricate ourselves from the shackles of 
all that is related to our oppressive lives. Sepanla (1977:6f) captures this 
vividly in h s  poem, At the Dawn qfAnother Day: 

at the height of the day 
youth rage spilled all over the place 

unleashing its own energy 
confounding the moment 
exploding the lie 

take away 
your teachings 

take away 
your promises 



take away 
your hope 

take away 
your language 

give 
me 

this 
day 

myself 
i shall learn myself anew 
i shall read myself from the trees 
i shall glean myself from all others 
i shall wean myself of you 

Soweto 1976 claimed for all of us the right to foreground our particular, 
historical experiences. It was the culrninatio~l of our need to name and 
describe our oppression. This naming of our experiences was crucial in the 
awakening of the consciouslless of the oppressed. 

Students were protesting against the artificial boundaries that had been 
ideologically set up and which would in time, collapse-boundaries between 
context and education, teacher and student, student and political reality, 
curriculu~n and need. Our 'street culture and street knowledge', our singular 
and corporate experiences of apartheid divisions and practices felt in our 
minds and in our bodies, were rendered inert in the fonnal abstract 
knowledge of classroom instruction (see Peter McLaren 1993). This is also 
why the advent of 'Peoples' Education' was inevitable in our history. The 
growing resistance of students to the state's attempts to inculcate, preserve 
and further an alienating education, initially only had one source on whlch to 
draw: persolla1 experience. 'A tyranny of place', an inescapable and 
necessary 'politics of location', was prompting us into new spaces of 
liberation. All this as we moved into the eye of the storm, with the state of 
emergency beginning in the mid-1980s, and the inevitable apocalyptic 
literature of this decade. 

After Soweto 1976 and Steve Biko's death, our education history was 
set on an irreversible course of reconstructio~l. 

Challenges for the Present and the Future 

My 'lifelong education' is taking a new turn nowadays. It is really a re- 
education, sensitive to new impulses of thought, new critical voices and old 
silences. Apart from asking questions about what constitutes the literary 
canon, I a n  going back to those old familiar texts and reading them for their 
omissions, evasions and erasures. In this process, I a n  claiming a reflexivity 

at had hitherto been suppressed. 1 am seeing them in all the trappings of 
eir 'locatedness'. Edward Said (1994), together with writers such as Homi 

ha (1990), points out that a fimdamental aspect of 'culture and 
rialism' is that nations themselves are narrations, that those who had 

ower, had the power to block out other narratives from forming and 
ergmg, of screening the way representations of the colonised took place 
order to rectify this distortion, the advent of Stqfftrdeu serves as the poilit 
orientation impressing on us that this hegemony also serves as the 

imulus which prompts us to produce (and publish) our own books and 

In recent years I have been growing attentive to South African voices 
manding the right to defie,  imagine and theorise our own understanding 
human s h ,  black and white history and to develop a sensitivity to voices 

om the Thxd World speaking in the interstices of gender and race. I am 
discovering the 

need to  find new symbols, to revlslt the farnll~ar whlch has suddenly become 
strange, to  red~scover the ordinary, to relnvent the real' (Ndebele (I 971) 

There will always be that longng to know what you have been deprived of, 
to strip yourself of those false identities that have been trafficked for you and 
to search for your 'real' identity beneath the colonial layers. The recent craze 
for 'roots' is perfectly understandable. The 'West' had given us, in Lewis 
Nkosi's (1965) words, a 'heap of broken images' of ourselves and we have 
assumed the mission to recreate ourselves from the disparate elements of our 
cultures as well as From the debris of our shattered pre-colonial past. Of 
course, we will realise that there is no authentic identity somewhere waiting 
to be found. We have to be circumspect when we prop ourselves up by our 
apparent 'authenticity'. Stuart Hall and Peter McLaren (1993:286) urge the 
'construction of identity grounded in memory, narrative, and history but not 
contained by them'. 

We should be circumspect too of the influence of well-meaning critics 
or 'cultural brokers'. Richard Rive's (1977:61) earlier evaluation of those 
involved in the literary scramble for Afnca is certainly apt especially today: 

This time the explorer came armed with a fistful of ph'ds in black literature. 
passed through Africa's doors, and taught the blacks to  understand Soyinka and 
Achebe, and discuss negritude, if not meaninghlly then at least soulhlly. The 
professional Africanist created the professional African. The former must have 
beamed when he saw his protege don his beads, fuz his hair, beat his cowhide 
drum, and tell whites what they in any case already knew. 

Indeed a new battle has to be waged. While we have grown critical of how 

-- 



Literature was defined for us in the past, there is a need now for further 
vigilance Literature reflected the criteria by which we determined whether 
something qualified as 'literature' or not, the standards by which we 
disti~~gi~ished 'good' writing from bad and the means and aspiratioss of a 
particular class (Bammer 1991 :240). Now, literature must include the literary 
expressions and experiences of all. While we academics were once opposed 
to the con~mercialised and mass-marketed popular culture consumed by 
common people, the politically-correct view now may prompt us to become 
self-appointed purveyors and custodians of a new Culture with a capital C or 
even of popular culture We have started to speak of township culture, music 
and art. In this activity, we might find that we still legitimate and validate 
our positions at educational institutions by using strategies similar to those 
harnessed by colonialist and apartheid regimes. Deciding that the old 
distinctions are now spurious and proclai~ning to the world our enlightenment 
from imperialism, elitism and bigow we might find ourselves still being 
implicated in the same from a different vantage point'. Roger Deacon a ld  
Ben Parker (1994) state: 

The struggle against all forms of domination, both Western and indigenous and 
including those that sing the song of emancipation, requires not the identification 
of a higher truth or a future paradise but simply "the persistent critique of what 
one must inhabit" [Spivak]. 

To Counteract the Legacy of Apartheid 

To counteract the legacy of apartheid which manifested itself at state, 
institutional, cultural and individual levels of South African society and to 
reconstruct a new society, schools and universities, we must consider radical 
change of the curricula. This requires a major paradigm shift, a politically- 
engaged perspective instead of a neutral one. Such a perspective has to 
rigorously critique the 'epistemology of apartheid' and adequately address 
questions related to tlie production of knowledge and the assumptions of 
tnrtli and objectivity. An informed and dynamic strategy for orgariisational 
change at school level in particular is essential and analyses and action- 
proposals on curriculum issues inescapable. 

Given this background, cumculum change cannot be short-term, 
technicist, ameliorative, additive and piece-meal. We have to pursue 
developing a critique of exclusivistic, privileged, monopolistic 'regimes of 

-- 
' Some of these views are articulated by Bammer (1991 246) in relation to feminist 
concerns and I have extended them here to include thinking about literature and teaching 

tices of cultural violation, epistemic violence and imperialis~n 
tlie social imagination and perpetuated processes of othering 

ers'-in this case, those who were not Western, not middle class but 
k or female-must be radically excised from education and pedago~y. 

Because of our experiences of the past, we need an analysis of the 
erate exclusion of the experience of living in A h a .  Such 'treacheries 
asure' were designed to keep people passive, silent, and dispossessed, 
intellectually and materially. These analyses may also open the space 

accounts of the liberation of the stifled 'political unconscious' breaking 
gh the layers of suppression. Since cumculum change cannot be 
ed from wider institutional transformation research and university 

ucation will have to play the leading role here. 
Our schools and universities could not always be locations of 

pression. They have been transforming themselves radically into sites of 
resistance and have become sites of hope and possibility. I 

believe that literature study, in all its critical diversity, can be pivotal in 
continuing thls developing critical tradition in the 'new' South f f i c a .  

Furthermore, we have still to engage in a proper study of the 
implications of 'Amcanising' our schools and universities. Amongst other 
changes, it should include the changing of the composition of students, 
academics and administrators, the changing of the syllabus and curriculum, 
the establishing of criteria to determine relevant research programmes and 
the criteria for the judgement of excellence in our particular contexts of need 
and challenge. This will also have to include tlle development of 
ideologically-engaged academic support programmes and a major review of 
all prevailing assumptions that black students are inferior, that it is the 
students who must change and that perceived 'loss' can be made up by 
bridging programmes. 

We will need to develop mechanisms for the on-going development 
and transformation of the cumculum by both teachers and students, to 
constantly problematise even our critical pedagogy and to resituate our 
emancipatory work in the light of emerging and changing experiences and 
interpretations. This will also involve a study of the feasibility for 
disciplinary detem~torialisation and d y n a l c  interaction in the light of 
existing expediencies of disciplinary divisions, intractability and 

Conclusion 

I began this paper by noting the importance of 'telling our stories'. I have 
presented these reflections at a particular moment in my own history. I 



expect to go back to the past again and again, to engage in new 
illterrogatio~ls and new reconstmctio~ls and to be attentive to the 
contradictions, gaps and silerlces in my story and 111 my telling of it. Part of 
reconstructing ourselves as a post-apartheid society is to constarltly dis- 
mantle and rebuild as we try to understand the part that social structures 
have played in shaping our identities as well as our own complicity in them. 
Telling our stories entails risk and pain, but 111 the reclaiming and re-naming 
is new fi-eedorn. 

Department of Cumculum Studies 
University of Durban-Westville 

Note 
I am particularly grateful to Johannes A. Smit, Jonathan D Jansen and referees for their 
invaluable comments and criticism on an earlier draft of this paper. 
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Ah then, ~t 1s true that someth~ng of us does survive even In the 
Hall5 of Hades, but with no mtellect at all, only the ghost and 
semblance of a man (Homer Ilzad XXIII 103) 

The sharp controversies around claims to the heritage of black consciousness 
and legacy of Steve Biko which have followed the first post-election 
commemoration of his death in detention, remind us that there are certain 
unsettled matters in our national history and cotlsciousness in relation to 
both. The fusion of the personal and the political appears uncomfortable and 
the links to current practice is contested. The boundaries between the 
personal and the public are blown apart, subject to public debate, and then 
carefully re-erected. As Mamphela Ramphele has remarked about the 
'unfinished business' followiilg her eight year passionate involvernent with 
Steve Biko 111 launching her autobiography: 

I am now at peace with it, it is incorporated into my life But it has been talked 
about so much and given so many different associations that it is important my 
own interpretation had to be given. the next few years will be very intense but 
there is less urgency to talk of one's experiences (SAfin, 19 October 1995) 

Personal memories and the products of black imagination are being fought 
over by black intellech~als. No white person in opposition to apartheid in the 
late 1960s and early 1970s codd avoid passing through the fire of criticism 
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ted by the student advocates of black 
neration I can testify to the fine fury and 

f passage through its political heat. A certain 
was learnt. Many of the whites who entered later into political 

ablished Congress non-racial practice-appear 
e which is surprising to the activists of the 

ticism of the role of whites in political 
art of the System or as its critics. ][I1 lus verbal 

s he was a passionate advocate of black liberation but also an 
ed debater, a master of the Socratic question and (in a lighter 

people that he addresses his well-crafied 
ngs stand as the historical documents of 

en the crushing of the liberation movement in 
g of mass protest in the mid 1970s. It was a 
ons, a time in which the intellectual vacuum 

the recasting of black politics. Black consciousness at 
o retrieve the morale of the black intelligentsia by 

hile stabbing at the balloon of white racism. At its 
s daring, innovative and heroic. It set itself an 
: that of uniting the oppressed-Ahcan, Coloured, 
common black self-identity and in common 

proach was bold almost beyond measure. 
n period-which has generated both a Rainbow 

o-nationalism separating African, Coloured, and 
people-it appears to be a palpably impossible goal. Hybrid political 

d demands for or in opposition to ethnic 
entitlements (e.g. in its current form of affirmative action) are frabmenthg 
the broad identity of the oppressed as 'black'. 

Today, black consciousness (whether from strategic choice or innate 
ideological orientation) stands somewhat aside from the hstoric compromise 
between the official black (and white) parties. The prognosis of South 
African resistance becoming divided along sharply defmed racial lines in the 
struggle for liberation was firstly elbowed aside by the Congress non- 
racialism in the 1980s and then sidelined by the overwhelming and 
extraordinary mood of reconciliation after the election. This is a mood which 

se whites who effortlessly shodder the 
ng on established privilege. 

The black-consciousness and Afi-icanist traditions, however, remain 
f &can politics as an oppositional current to 

the non-racialism (or as the Africanist terminology would insist: 'multi- 
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racialism') of the past and present. In the movements supported by the 
African people, the domina~~t tradition of moderate nationalism contains 
within itself its unofficial opposite, watching and waiting for its time and 
place. It is this phenomenon which justifies a retrospective review of I W r ~ f e  
What I L~ke ,  the most comprehensive edition of Biko's writings. 

Nowhere else are the ideas of black consciousness given fuller 
expression than in the writings a id  speeches of Steve Biko. Here is possibly 
a unique collection of writings, statements in the dock, essays and 
interviews, illuminating the nature of politics and the struggle to define black 
identity at a tune when it was being denied and repressed. Biko's 
fonnulation of black co~~sciousness is presented as it appeared in the political 
struggles of the time-a period roughly between the foundation period of 
SASO (South Ahcan Students' Organisation) in 1969 and his murder in 
1977. 

Biko is a fluent writer. His writings remind us of his forceful and 
dialogcal speech. Often, his assertiveness is keenly argumentative and at 
times dissolves the meaning of the question rather than answering it. 
Throughout, however, he would take up genuine points of debate from the 
opposing camp and provide a reasoned response. The title of the book 
expresses the fierce individualism of the man as well as his insistence on his 
own ability to see, judge, and speak. While a close reading of these texts 
revives all these seiitinents, it also reveals the antinomies of black 
consciousness together with fresh questions of identity, ideoloby and 
strategy, which in judicious measure will be explored below. 

All his writings were aimed towards the creation of (in his words) a 
'solid identity' among blacks, a resilience in the face of the utter ruthlessness 
of triumphant whte  power. These writings give evidence of this courage and 
his moral and intellectual qualities: there is the extraordinary exchange in 
court with Judge Boshoff during the trial of the SASO leaders when Biko 
provided calrn and determined responses to hostile questioning and rarely 
conceded ground. Throughout the book, the broad strokes of a portrait of a 
political man who is neither servile nor blindly belligerent, takes shape. 

The themes of culture, black dispossession, white cruelty and the 
critique of the disparate and somewhat formless opposition to apartheid are 
covered. These are complemented by savage attacks on black collaboration, 
an exemplary opposition to Bantustans, analysis of the colonial character of 
South Africa and an examination of the psychological forms of domination. 
There are, however, also silences which can be noted without arrogance and 
with the benefit of hindsight: the cheap labour system, the strategic strength 
of the Ahcan working class, the struggle of black women and the tactics of 
moving from black 'conscientisation' to strategic engagement with the 
enemy-in short the outlines of a strategy for power. The texts can also be 

dated in terms of our political culture: the term 'comrade' has yet to appear 
We are here in a certain pre-history of mass resistance 

Two Faces of Courage 

Revisiting these texts as a participant in the student movement of the time, I 
am struck by the freshness and originality of Steve Biko's thought and the 
fiuitful contradictions which run through his arguments. Blko's extraordinary 
courage was both physical and intellectual. In the nadir of black subjugation 
during the 1960s triumph of apartheid, he engaged in a project of restoring 
&can cultural capital in preparation for the task of resistance. The first step 
towards consciousness was the recognition of what had been lost and the 
resultant desolate world bereft of comfort, that the black people inhabited. 

Biko was able to confiont platitudes of the time (e.g, the notion that 
the liberal opposition and a flimsy form of non-racial unity cobbled together 
under white leadership, would bring about change) and asserted a fierce 
opposing logic which drove in the direction of a separate black sphere of 
politics and radical nationalism. He showed great daring in being able to pull 
away any weak scaffolding in the construction of opposition, in particular in 
illusions in white liberals. It meant facing up to white people who were often 
sincerely involved in oppositional politics and pointing out (often without 
alienating their fiendship) the limits and contradictions of their practice. 

It is difficult to convey just what bravery it took then to thrnk 
coherently and logically about the need for revolution-to posit an utterly 
different fibre-and to speak your mind when the act of speech itself could 
summon imprisonment or a death sentence. There were two constraints: 
firstly the mental inertia and formlessness of resistance in the student field 
and secondly a signal confusion about a strategy to move beyond formal 
criticism of apartheid in the practice of an internal resistance which could 
shake the regime to its foundations. 

His most remarkable bravery was in brealung from the manacled 
conventions of the politics of defeat of the 1960s: by creating a political 
space for new ideas, showing a sceptical attitude towards the movement in 
exile (an attitude which even then was greatly controversial) and being 
prepared to confront the phenomenon of black collaboration with the regme. 
He also expressed with considerable and striking honesty his perceptions of 
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mterv~ew m 1977 about his detennlnatioll to res~st to the death In a sense, 
he was rnaklng a living Iesponse to the rhetorical questlon he hinlself had 
posed about the black man 

Does he lack in his genetic make-up that rare quality that makes a man willing to 
die for the realisation of his aspirations (1987-28)? 

Tragically, his interview entitled 'On death', presages the most llkely 
circumstances of his death: 'I'm afraid you may have to lull me in the 
process even if it's not your intentiotl'. He sees that the police would be 
infuriated by his defiance but that they were in a vul~lerable position even 111 
torturing him. This audacity is a mark of lus character. He was a 
revolutionary consciously prepared to give up his life and keenly aware of 
the public significa~~ce of the death of a black fighter. 

Before tus death, Blko gave recognition to the indomitable courage of 
the township youth and he saw in the growing polarisation of the post-1976 
period that the method of death itself could be a politiciskg event for black 
people. Most probably h ~ s  torturers went beyond whatever limits they might 
have been set; undoubtedly also, lie breathed defiance to the end. 

Vision and Revision 

This, in brief, is the man. The ideas published in I Wrrte What I Lrke were 
enonno~lsly important and continue to have political relevance. They 
impinged on the agenda of the many comrnissio~ls of SPROCAS (Study 
Project on Christianity in Apartheid Society) to which Biko addresses critical 
remarks. They percolated into the discourse of South African Christianity, 
crystallised a perspective for the white democratic left which set about 
investigating white oppression in response to h s  injunction to turn their 
attention to changing white society and stimulated radical intellectuals (such 
as k c k  Turner) who in turn respo~lded with counter-challenges. They 
polasised student politics and brought a generatio11 of black intellectuals into 
political activity. For all, they constituted a grounding for debate. 

One way or another, resistance politics were forged in response to 
these ideas: Sechaba, the journal of the ANC (then in exile) had editorials in 
sympathetic response to these ideas. In a little known item of history, Ben 
Turok, (then one of its editors) was dismissed and later expelled from the 
Comm~inist Party for advocating ideas to some extent Influenced by Biko 
and the dynamics of internal resistance. Shortly before this expulsion he 
published a pamphlet in whch one section is headed: 'Black Consciousrless 
is not False Consciousness'. For all these reasons, Biko's writings deserve a 

careful reading they do not appear to have had to date. Historically, they 
provide the evidence of black intellectuals struggling for theoretical and 
strategic clarity to see with 'unnatural eyes the hateful chambers of decay 
that fill the gods themselves with horror' (Homer Ilrad XX 64). 

Much of the early writings are taken up with his repudiation of white 
liberals and conventions of internal resistance-in particular the idea that 

s of inter-racial unity in themselves would be sufficient to undermine 
finally break-up apartheid. The argument was fairly straightforward: 

hile white liberals were confident in their ideas and abilities and dominated 
organisations, blacks, considered as a whole, suffered from an 
complex which made it impossible to take control of their own 

es and assemble their own outlook. Underlying tlus psychological 
proach to the assertion of black identity is the perception of the exercise, 
atant or disguised, of white hegemony through the ideology of liberalism. 

g declarations of the liberal faith from the mouths of white people 
nothmg less than a sophisticated defence of the System and the 

g of liberals for non-racial unity, nothmg less than the arrogance of 
the dominant in dictating the appropriate methods of opposition to their 
System. Blko expresses an irritation with a perceived sophisticated 
domination by arguing for clearing the ground of an 'extraneous' element: 
'Their presence amongst us is irksome and of nuisance value'. 

For blacks to be able to take hold of their destiny and plan a different 
future, there was in Biko's view the historic necessity to make a radical 
rupture with the past and not to remain trapped in the 'two-faced' nature of 
Ahcan politics. A historian sensitive to the subtleties of Afncan political 
leadership recognises the metaphor of mask as central and argues that the 
concept of ambiguity is essential to any understanding of domination (Marks 
1986:2). However, out of a particular sense of conviction of his generation's 
vocation, it is precisely the 'two-faced' nature of &can politics that Biko is 
determined to end: 'ultimately the leadership of the non-white peoples in this 
country rests with us'. The politics of ambiguity is replaced with implacable 
declarations of intent. Fuzzy conceptions are substituted with an 
unambiguous statement of principle. 

Although black coiisciousness encouraged thinking and writing along 
racial lines (similar to that of United States blacks on 'race pride') Biko 
argues that it is not racist: 

racism is discrimination by a group against another for the purposes of 
subjugation or maintaining subjugation. In other words one cannot be a racist 
unless he has the power to subjugate (1987.25). 

e compares black mobilisation to that of the trade union form 111 which 
orkers organise separately from employers and yet are not called separatist. 
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As in the Leninist conception, Biko draws a line between progressive aud 
reactionary forms of nationalism along the divide between oppressor and 
oppressing nations. 

But if whites were barred from black organisations what were they to 
do? Liberals, he argues, should loop back to white society-'the place for 
their fight for justice', the fight for their own freedom and they should not 
attempt to fight on behalf of the 'nebulous "they" with whom they can hardly 
claim identification'. They must educate their whrte brothers. When they ask 
'What can I do?' Biko answers: 'stop using segregated facilities, take menial 
jobs, defy privilege'. But he accepts that it is unrealistic since slun privilege 
'will always put him miles ahead of the black man'. 'Thus in the ultimate 
analysis, no wlute person can escape being part of the oppressor camp' 
(1987:23). The cycle of argument closes in on itself. Within the 
compartments of race, Blko cannot see any prospect for individual self- 
determination. 

This repudiation of white liberals is simultaneously an assertion of 
radical black leadership. Biko shows a more complex strategy than one of 
simply breaking up the small intellectual groupings of inter-racial consensus. 
Although Biko initially seems to have dismissed the liberals for good, he 
later shows a duality in attitude: whlte liberals 

must serve as a lubricating material to help change gears in trying to find a better 
direction for South Afvica (1 987 26) 

They are rejected w i t h  the fold of black strategy but Biko sees them as part 
of the potential superstructure of managed political change. 

These are by and large the ideas for which black consciousness is well 
known. But in many ways, it is Biko's responses to changes m black sooety 
which provide the most interesting reading of his writings in the present 
context. 

In a more gender-sensitive age, the preoccupation with masculinity is 
stark; the theme of the regeneration of the black man is vivid and at times so 
pervasive that black consciousness appears a self-consciously masculine 
nlovement. Here are echoes of current black nationalist practice in the 
United States. In one of the most remarkable quotations of the book, Biko 
writes: 

Black people under the Smuts government were oppressed but they were still men 
But the type of black man we have today has lost his manhood. Reduced to an 

obliging shell, he looks with awe at the white power structure and accepts what 
he regards as the 'inevitable position' . All in all the black man has become a 

shell, a shadow of man, completely defeated, drowning in his own misery, a slave, 
an ox bearing the yoke of oppression with sheepish timidity (1987 28) 

This quote is often repeated but deserves deeper analysis-Steve is arguing 
that under the period generally tenned 'segregation', the &can psyche was 
not fully colonised and retained aspects of independence. However, with the 
coming of apartheid society, there was a sense of psychological devastation. 
Nowhere else is there a sharper expression of the loss of identity and a self- 
critical reflection by a black writer. I read the references to masculilllty as 
deliberate rather than as slightings of the generic 'lruman' as 'man'. The link 
between politics and male sexuality is explicit. 

The political direction of black consciousness then emerges as a 
current of black male redemption: 

The first step therefore is to make the black man come to himself; to pump back 
life into his empty shell; to infuse him with pride and dignity, to remind him of his 
complicity in the crime of allowing himself to be misused and therefore letting evil 
reign supreme in the country of his birth (1987.29) 

Black consciousness is then au expression of manhood and through its 
medium the black man would no longer 'tolerate attempts by anybody to 
dwarf the significance of his manhood' (1987:68). 

There is an insistence on masculinity and resistance, a feature which 
has recur in studies of struggle and counter-violence (see Campbell 1989). An 
explanation for this combination has to be sought in the living conditions of 
the black intelligentsia of the time. It was men, by and large, who were 
granted the privilege of education and yet paradoxically it was men who 
suffered the grossest of humiliations at the hands of white authority. Again it 
was also men who were failing to provide the leadership for the black 
community and who were caught in an impasse between resistance or 

m l e  Campbell focuses on the demobilrsrng effects of the politicised 
male on black women, this self conscious masculinity confronts the political 
incapacity of the black community and emerges as a force to rejuvenate the 
politics of the oppressed. To what extent is h s  frank assertion of 
masculinity justified? A feminist critique of the ideas and practices of black 
consciousness would have no difficulty establishmg the silences on the 
question of the black woman or even of the socio-political attitude black men 
should have towards women. But is all assertion of masculinity sexist? How 
is the masculinity of black consciousness essentially combined with 
esistance? Is this not simply another fonn of men engaging in sexual politics 

Campbell implies? Marcuse (1969a:23) has remarked, 'all liberation 
ends on the consciousness of servitude'. The question remains: whch 
tity is being strengthened and what oppositional force is being prepared. 

Part of the answer to this question has to be located in the contradic- 
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tions within the patnarcha1 nature of African movements. As a new political 
fonnation, Black consciousness, like other redemptive political movements, 
had to start with a new group of activists. In accounting for the structural 
weaknesses of black politics, it had (like others such as the ANC Youth 
League of the 1940s) to build a critique of the older generation too and 
project its own values and strategies. 

Biko found this confrolltation both necessary and difficult. He notes at 
one point that the 'lack of respect for the elders is, in the Afncan tradition, 
an unforgvable and cardinal sin'. Yet, while working w i t h  what he accepts 
as the African tradition, he formulates a sharp critique of the politics of the 
traditional political organisations. 

The question which has constantly beer] asked is: 'Was Biko for or 
against the ANC and its policies?' A close reading of h s  writing shows that 
Biko was in many ways in opposrtion to the ANC's politics; black 
assertiveness, while never absent, was not the ANC's dominant tradition and 
Blko argued for the unity of all movements whlch was then the position of 
the PAC. 

To pursue the discussion: at one point he argues that the Charter (most 
evidently its opening phrase declaring that South Aljica belongs to all who 
live in it) was evidence of the 'ease with which the leadership accepted 
coalitions with organisations other than those run by blacks' and that the 
opposition to the Charter showed the 'first real signs that the blacks in South 
A h c a  were begnning to realise the need to go it alone' (1987:67). He traced 
the antecedents of black conscious~less to this opposition of the ANC 
leadership. In confinnation of this line of argument he states that the revival 
of the Natal Indian Congress, a key component of the Congress Alliance, 
was evidence of 'dangerous retrogressive thmking which should be gven no 
breathing space'. 

T h s  thlnklllg was certainly regarded as a problem by the ANC 
leadership of the time (although the ANC-supporting Defence and Aid Fund 
produced a commemorative book after his death). But Biko saw the mutual 
hction in its internal context. The younger generation was seen to be 
'moving too fast' by an older generation passively linked to old allegiances 
involved in Bantustan politics or simply trapped in fear. The youth had to 
challenge the traditional leadership to break out of this paralysis. 

Shortly before h s  death, ' ~ i k o  argued that the black consciousness 
movement was uniquely placed to be able to bring together the different 
strands of resistance to apartheid. But this diplomacy was never exercised- 
not only because of his murder, but also because of the fiercely competitive 
nature of nationalist politics whch never allowed the matter to be seriously 
ventilated. The imperatives of resistance, moreover, could not wait for this 
coming together and as a matter of historical record nothing was achieved 
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long these lines; movements fell or stood on the basis of their ability to 
unite the largest forces against a formidable enemy and to counter their 

For a time, however, it appeared that the savage repression of the 
960s had created a desolate landscape whlch allowed a new movemeut (the 

term then used was the 'third force') to flower in the vacuum of the interior. 
In short, during the 1970s, the politics of exile and of the interior moved in 
different directions before coming together in the 1980s as a movement built 

d the broad traditions of Ahcan unity in the ANC and its non-racial 
. The Congress movement then became the majority expression of the 

ovement and the Afi-Icanist wing (roughly speaking the PAC) its minority 
er, with black consciousness its lesser theme. 

The Politics of Culture: The New African Emerges 

Lying at the centre of Biko's perception of difference and continuity is the 
analysis of culture. Yet it is possibly in this area that his contribution has 
been least appreciated despite having an original perspective which makes a 
number of forward linkages to our present. Although Blko argues it is 'not 
necessary to talk with Afi-~cans about Af?ican culture', it is precisely this 
debate among Africans that he helped initiate and develop. The antinomies 
revealed here still remain in contention in contemporary African culture and 
politics. 

At various points he distinguishes and uses diverse notions of culture: 
universal, commu~~icative/Ahcan, politicaVresistance, and Western/teclmo- 
logical, among others. Said (1993:xxix) llnks such variety of interpretive 
perspectives on culture to the colonial condition: 

Partly because of empire, all cultures are involved in one another, none is single 
and pure, all are hybrid, heterogeneous, extraordinarily differentiated and 
unmonolithic 

It is among these various concepts of culture that Blko seeks the values by 
which to build a new political tradition and to exercise judgement fiom a11 
&can perspective. 

Biko defines culture as 'essentially the society's composite answer to 
the varied problems of life' (1987:96). If this is the universal nature of 
culture, what answers are there to the problems of life in apartheid South 
h c a ?  He enters into the debate about cultural tradition and change, and 
argues that cdture has a nationally or racially defmed problem-solving 
capacity. 



Biko re-establishes Africanisln as a resilient and powerfill force which 
has not been crushed by the power of colonial cultural capital. To establish 
its vitality he insists on coiltin~~ity in African culture. Ln phrases which evoke 
Inany of the contemporary debates, Biko declared himself 

against the belief that African culture is time-bound, the notion that with the 
conquest of the African all his culture was obliterated (1987 41). 

Two points appear to be made: fustly, that Ahcan culture is evolving and 
secondly, that traditional culture remains extant. This connection, although 
containing a certain contradiction in suspension, is sustained throughout 
Biko's writings on the subject. Biko switches between asserting traditional 
values and recoglisi~lg the new cultural forms evolving in African life. Since 
both aspects make up a certain whole, they should not be treated in exclusion 
of one another. The African people had suffered 'severe blows' but 

even today one can easily find the fundamental aspects of the pure African culture 
in the present day African (1987-41) 

In ,another publication, Banley Pityana remembers how Steve Biko was 
greatly impressed with the insistence of a fellow passenger in the railway 
coach on sharing his food. Here appeared the living evidence of cultural 
continuity he was seelung. 

In a inelnorable plxase, Biko rejects the 'arrested image' of Afncm 
culture presented by certain fonns of Western social science; he both 
reclaiins traditional African culture and attempts to present the evolution and 
confrontation of black culture with 'white' culture. 

Our culture must be defined in concrete terms. We must relate the past to the 
present and demonstrate an historical evolution of the modern African. We must 
reject the attempts by the powers that be to project an arrested image of our 
culture This is not the sum total of our culture. They have deliberately arrested 
our culture at the tribal stage to perpetuate the myth that African people were 
near-cannibals, had no real ambitions in life, and were preoccupied with sex and 
drink In fact, the wide-spread vice often found in the African townships is a 
result of the interference of the White man in the natural evolution of the true 
native culture (1987.7 1). 

From the black consciousness viewpoint there is an attempt to bring together 
the fragments of Ahcan experience. The elements of tradition and change, 
language and the sacred are to be colnbined in an inclusive African culture. 
Once the ideologcal constraints of the dominant over the African were 
smpped away, African culture-Akican dignity, cormnu~ity and 
communication-would emerge as a whole. 
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This notion of black totality could not be perceived nor appreciated by 
whites. In an important challenge to white social scientists and other 
intellectuals, Biko declares: 

Whites can only see us from the outside and as such can never extract and analyze 
the ethos in the black community (1987:53). 

He develops an integral and organic perspective of black life and cdture--an 
integrated oppositional system to the established white techno-political 
System of power. 

Afilcan culture, he argues, is built around a Man-centred universe 
which sustain itself through a 'capacity ... for talking to each other': Africans 
are characterised by an easy communication which is 'mherent in the inake- 
up of Afncan people'. Such intimacy and communication exists in the 
conversation groups he sees so emphatically constructed around age and 
gender groups, that there could traditionally be no such thmg as two friends, 
he asserts. 

He weaves a positive perspective of Afiican society and race: 
&cans are 'not a suspicious race', they believe in the 'inherent goodness of 
man' and always place Man first. Africans, he argues, are a 'deeply religous 
race' but the missionaries confused religion with the 'theology of the 
existence of hell' and projected a 'cold cruel religion', alienating the black 
man from his cultural values. 

Furthermore, in &can community and culture the interests of the 
community rather than that of the individual, predominate: 'action is usually 
joint community oriented action rather than individualism which is the 
hallmark of the capitalist approach'. The eagerness of black people to 
communicate is evident in Africans' 

love for song and rhythm. Music in the African culture features in all emotional 
states. When we go to work, we share the burdens and pleasures of the work we 
are doing through music (1987:42). 

In &can society, all songs are group songs and 'grls and boys never 
played any games without using music and rhythm as its basis'. 

The Ahcan attitude to property had the village community as its 
basis: neighbours were invited to work on plots and this 'service was 
returned in land and no remuneration was ever given'. In traditional Afncan 
society, because of community, 'poverty was a foreig~ concept'. 

This eulogy to Afncan culture has a certain romanticism and nostalgia, 
but equally, having started from this standpoint and developing the points of 
continuity in culture, he feels able to develop a critique of black society 
which runs in many ways counter to this depiction. 
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The dynarnic of black culture is its counter-assertion of values against 
the domination of whites. Biko argues that African culture had been reduced 
to barbarism by a white history which 'distorted, disfigured and destroyed' 
the Ahcan past. The new and moden] Mican  culture is 

a culture of defiance, self-assertion and group pride and solidarity This is a 
culture that emanates from a situation of common experience of oppression 
(1987 46) 

Tluoughout his discourse, Biko develops the idea of an 'African personality' 
which relies on a concept of man rather than power to solve the problenis of 
life. In Biko's writings culture is seen as a way of life, and the cultural 
politics of assertion and defiance a way of defending and extending the 
African way of life. 

The development of an authentic African history is seen as a central 
task of the black consciousness grouping. The problem for a11 uidependent 
authentic history and culture, as Blko recogises, is that culture evolves in 
circu~nsta~lces of domination and st~bjection. Biko sees that the culture of the 
majority goup 'must ultimately determine the broad direction taken by the 
joint culture of that society'. However, it only prevails in the long tenn as 
'cultures affect each other ... like fashions and you camlot escape rubbing 
against someone else's culture'. Despite the essentialis~lls of his analysis of 
black culture, B ~ k o  is hghly conscious of the fonns of exchange possible 
between different cultures. Though not with the entirely classless attributes 
Laclau (1990:164) implies, identity in the colonial setting retains its 
complexity. 

There is a tension in Biko's discussion about culture between the 
assertion of the traditional strength and value of African culture and the 
recognition of the hegemonic force of 'white culture'. Biko feels that the 
experience of acculturation has been 'extremely one-sided' and that 'Anglo- 
Boer culture' was of such power as to cause the African to 'lose a grip on 
lllmself and his surroundings' and to slump into inferiority. So, tied in with 
his view of the conti~~ued integrity of African culture, is the annihilati~~g 
possibilities of white culture. 

The Heat of 'white' Technology? 

Contrary to being a mere assertion of the racial inferiority of the African, the 
aKirmation of whte  hegemony is more than a concentration on racistn-it is 
achieved in the conditions of modenlity which in South Africa took the form 
of racial capitalism. In a complex but critical point which explores the 
establishment of white hegemony over blacks, Biko foregrounds technology. 

n hls vlew, there IS a complete d~chotomy between the black world and the 
world of hgh technolo~y 

We come from a background whch 1s essent~ally peasant and worker, we do not 
have any form of dally contact with a h~ghly technological soclety, we are 
fore~gners In that field 

'Black technology', he argues, is 'completely madequate' to the modem 
world W t e  culture, he argues, solves many problems m medlc~ne 

you tend to look at it as a superior culture than yours and this ~nculcates In the 
black man a sense of self-hatred (1987 102) 

Here the bifurcation of race and a race-essentialist view of society leads into 
hilly terrain. 

I found Biko's complex integration of technology, race and culture 
unexpected and in need of explanation. Did Biko really understand 
technology as permeated by race and as the product of 'white civilisation'? 
Was he backward looking and hostile to modem techmque? It appears that 
he-like radical thinkers in the United States and Europe of the time-saw a 
close connection between technology and domination. The matter went 
beyond a more limited conception of surveillance and control. Habermas 
(1971: 81) llnks scientific and technical development to the concept of a 
progressive rationalisation of society. T h s  led to social institutions being 
permeated by science and technology and being transformed in a manner 
which could often be judged as perverse and dehumanising. Marcuse, for 
instance, saw in rationality a 'specific form of unacknowledged political 
domination' which displaces the 'total social framework of interests' 
Elsewhere he argues: 

Not only the application of technology but technology itself is domination (of 
nature and men)-methodical, scientific, calculated, calculating control 
Technology is always a historical-social project; in it is projected what a society 
and its ruling interests intend to do with men and things (Marcuse 1969b 2230 

It is in this sense that Biko sees that technological advances are deepening 
the oppression and helplessness of black people. 

Although not comprehensively developed, Biko presents a complex 
expression of the hegemony of 'white culture' through which domination is 
established both through a conscious and highly visible state repression 
(there are many biting attacks on the Security Branch) and the much more 
elastic and uncontrollable development of technology which leaves the black 
person vulnerable to a canopy of invisible controls. He uses this concept of 



technology to explain changes talung place in society which are beyond 
(Afncan) human control and direction. 

Whlle Ahcans stress the 'value of human relationships' and have a 
high regard for people, it is in the field of technology and econorny that these 
values are most effectively challenged. The closest links are made between 
technology, domination and the modem material world. In a fervently idealist 
statement, Biko argues that African values must 'reduce the hold of 
teclmology over man ... reduce the materialistic element that is slowly 
creeping into the Afncan character' and restore to blacks the importance of 
'human relations, the high regard for people and their property and for life in 
general' (1987:71). 

Running parallel and yet counter to 111s eulogy of traditional African 
values and their continuity into modem Africa, are the bitter truths about 
black spiritual impoverishme~lt of the African man who is questionably (in 
Biko's words) 'a defeated person'. Even black unity is precarious: at one 
point he recoguses the 'mountanous inter-group suspicions amongst the 
blacks'. Biko frankly points to the feelings of terror in the townships: 'rape 
and murder are very very common aspects of our life'. The old are assaulted 
by youngsters and 'thieving, housebreaking, stabbing, murdering, adultery, 
etc.' are a daily experience, all of which 'is a bitter reminder of the kind of 
violence that is there in our society' (1987:107). And again he returns to 
teclu~ology: AfUcan values are not understood by those 'made slaves to 
technology and the machine'. African culture and technology stand 
dramatically opposed. 

Even whle he makes these frank recognitions he argues that these 
phenomena are llnked ultimately to poverty and migratory labour. 

No one wants to completely condone abhorrent behaviour, but it frequently is 
necessary for us to analyze situations a little bit deeper than the surface suggests 
(1987 57) 

This pointer to a deeper analysis of the real conditions of mass poverty and 
the potential for collective resistance are unfortunately not taken further by 
Biko. Indeed, he judges it as unimportant. These antinomies will be taken up 
in discussion of the black working class. 

Black Man Seduced? 

If nothing else is remembered of black consciousness' political strategy, 
possibly its opposition to collaboratioll with apartheid institutions remains: 
integral to its whole approach to politics was the resolute rejectiol~ of the 

'toy telephone' institutions of apartheid. Its goal of a common organisation 
for f i c a n ,  Coloured and Indian rather than an alliance (an achievement 
which in the experience of the ANC came very late) was only possible on the 
basis of an absolute rejection of the institutions encouragmg the 
collaboration of the black intellectual with the various ethnic enterprises of 
apartheid. 

In South African politics the sophisticated strategy of the Russian 
Marxists in the period 1905-1 9 17 was never followed-of revolutionaries 
participating in elections and taking seats in patently undemocratic bodies for 
the purpose of destroying illusions in progress fi-om above, under the Chief 
Whlp of the underground party. Neither have we had sufficiently strong 
revolutionary organisations with the theoretical strength to avoid all the 
pitfalls of the strategy. The justified suspicion of the common people of the 
institutions of divide and rule has challenged the very idea. Nevertheless, the 
life of Msizi Dube who returned fiom Robben Island and became a 
councillor and leader of mass resistance in Lamontville shows in our history 
the potential potency and complexity of such a strategy. 

The general experience of the oppressed has been the farcical nature 
of these institutions and the venal crudities and corruption of those claiming 
to be their representatives. A strategy of boycott towards collaborative 
institutions has been the instinctive and traditional attitude of the common 
people, although not so certainly among their leaders. 

Steve Biko and black consciousness came of age when the apartheid 
state was setting about consciously drawing the black middle class into the 
institutions of separate development. The black students of his time were 
faced by the challenge of being part of these institutions at one level or other 
or struggling for an independent existence. This was not a time of increased 
resistance. In Biko's view, the opposite was happening: 'the black world is 
beginning to be completely fragmented' as people 'are beginning to talk 
sectional politics' (1987:36). Of the various Bantustan leaders 'none of them 
see hunself as fighting the battle for all black people' and, of course, none 
could genuinely claim to speak for the whole on the foundation of a crude 
compromise. 

Biko put the question of collaboration at the core of a black strategy of 
resistance because the prospects for participating in the system were being 
exercised with 'cruel relentlessness and also with seductive bribery'. At 
times he feels enveloped by the power of the System on those around hun: 

all of us who want to  fight within the system are completely underestimating the 
influence the system has on us (1987:37). 

The problem of collaboration ran deeply into the life decisions of black intel- 
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lectuals. It threatened to make a mockery of all pretensions to national 
resistance which had to turn on those participating in the politics of 
ambiguity in order to engage the enemy. In national struggles, the most 
available targets for armed resistance are the collaborators-in the war of 
Algerian independence, for instance, by far most deaths were those of 
vulnerable appendages of the regime like those trying to straddle the divide 
or those living among the colonial people. Since the black intellectual was 
tempted into remunerative collaboration with the colonial System, Black 
consciousness can be understood as setting the scene for the battle of the 
mind. Steve Biko's writings and black consciousness itself were marked by a 
fierce oppositio~~ to all forms of participation in apartheid institutions and the 
leaders who advocated such a strategy-in particular Chief Gatsha Buthelezi 
(the name Buthelezi then used). 

Biko notes that separate development had divided Afncans in 'several 
tribal cocoons' and increased 'inter-tribal ill-feeling' . Yet, the oppressed had 
to rally around the cause of their suffering-their 'black skin7-and ignore 
the 'barre~llless of the promise' of Bantustans. Biko contends that there was 
'a lot of confi~sion' about strategy towards the Bantustans, whlch, he argues, 
were the 'greatest single fraud ever invented by white politicians'. 

His denunciation of the role of Bantustan leaders is fierce: they 'are 
subconsciously siding and abetting in the total subjugation of the black 
people of this country'. He describes Buthelezi as the 'finest ambassador' of 
apartheid. Yet, these leaders were gaining stature among the common people 
since any points of criticism of apartheid they made were being transmitted 
and amplified by the white press. 

Such stinging denunciation may appear to remove all ambiguity and 
contradiction from the assessment of black collaboration. But this is not the 
case. Biko withdraws the dignity of 'blackness' from certain black 
collaborators: 

I must state categorically that there is no such thing as a black policeman . .. 
These are colourless white lackeys who live in a marginal world of unhappiness. 
They are extensions of the enemy into our ranks (1987 78) 

These men are without humanity, without the redemption of colour, and exist 
outside the black world. 

Yet, accompanying these denunciations, there is another strand of men 
who are black, recognised leaders, but involved in acts of collaboration: 

We have some men in these bantustans who would make extremely fine leaders if 
they had not decided to throw in their lot with the oppressors (1987.84). 

And again: 

These apartheid institutions are swallowing too many good people who would be 
useful in a meaninghi programme of emancipation of the black people (1987 37) 

It appears that the cotlfident assertion of black unity is a facade. With the 
growth of the Bantusta~s, blacks were 'fast approaching an impasse'. Biko 
at times appears to be offering an olive branch to certain Bantustan leaders 
on the basis of an unstated and undefined alternative. 

But the hammer blows of collaboration continued to strike against the 
resistance especially after Soweto. The most brutal dilemma for the black 
consciousness leader arose in the person of Chief Gatsha Buthelezi: 

For me as a black person it is extremely p a i h l  to see a man who could easily 
have been my leader being so misused by the cruel and exploitative white world 
(1987.86). 

In these phrases, Blko expresses many of the contradictions in Ius analysis: 
Buthelezi is sharply attacked for his collaboration but is presented as not 
possessing individual will or ability to resist misuse by whites. The white is 
active, the black passive, and somehow not responsible for his actions. 

The final danger for the national struggle is that 'we cannot have our 
struggle being tribalised'. Simultaneously, however, the question arose as to 
what to do about those black leaders fighting for hlgher salaries and more 
land for themselves; those leaders who were talung a political direction 
inevitably undermining, if not destroying, the possibility of an organic black 
unity. Somewhat surprisingly rather than proposing an all-out resistance, 
Biko argues for pressure on 'bantustan leaders to pull out of their political 
cul-de-sac'. 

In an open-ended but somewhat cloudy conception Blko predicts 

that a time will come when these stooge bodies will prove very costly not only in 
terms of money but also in terms of the credibility of the story that Nationalists 
are trying to sell (1987:62) 

Is he meaning that the Bantustans could become a platform for change 
despite the intentions of the regime or that they would be such catastrophic 
failures that the whole enterprise would be exposed? Biko is suggestive but 
imprecise 

Agency and Ideology: Black Intellectuals and the Masses 

The interrogation of collaboration sharply raises the question of the measure 
of social force which has the capacity and which is needed to end the crime 



of apartheid against black people. The problem is that Biko recoguses that 
the collaborators have certain support (which he argues is the result of press 
exposure) while the black intellectual remains isolated. The question is not 
fully addressed in the book even though the threads of answers can be pulled 
together from the text. Black consciousness is defined as a form of spiritual 
and psychological liberation implicitly involving the regeneration of the 
black intellectual and the political organisation of black people to end 
pol~trcal domination. Yet, paradoxically, social welfare and black economic 
projects seem to be the most immediate priorities. 

At various points Blko identifies the black intellectual as plainly the 
leader of the nation. Whle never explicitly discussing the question, he seems 
to see the self-conscious black intellectual as the main agency for change. 
Not unexpectedly, most of h s  writings deal with the strategies for the 
student movement. With the formation of SASO, 'students appear to be a 
power to be reckoned with in this country' and students could become 
central in the emancipation of their community as 

the isolation of the black intelligentsia from the rest of the black society is a 
disadvantage to the black people as a whole (1987 18) 

Later he talks i~nproblematically about 'the vanguard political movement' 
Nevertheless, the question is not hlly explored. Biko was well aware 

of the interest of white intellectuals in the organisation of black workers as 
the fulcrum for resistance to apartheid and capitalism. But he shows an 
astonislungly casual attitude towards material questions: 'one should not 
waste time here dealing with manifestations of material want of the black 
people' (1987:28). As he sees it, a vast literature already exists and he is 
concerned rather with spiritual poverty. Such insouciance leads to an idealist 
cul-de-sac. 

In a discussioll of black impoverishment, Biko argues that cheap 
labour has helped to make South Africa what it is today and that it is 'very 
expensive to be poor'-i.e. that blacks had to pay more for paraffin, private 
doctors and for school books. Workers are reduced to labow units. Biko 
quotes a worker saying: 'I no more work in order to live, I live in order to 
work'. But the answer he irnrnediately proposes is the need for blacks to 
'establish our own banks' a project also championed by Buthelezi among 
others. The trade unions which were then being established curiously remain 
unmentioned. 

Throughout h s  writing, there is the expression of opposition at a 
psychological level, the pleasure of youtl~ful resistance and the sheer joy of 
defiance. Yet, even though the realpolitik of production is absent, this is tied 
up with a co~nmol~ understandillg that 'blacks relate their poverty to their 
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blackness' and 'the poor people shall always be black people' Clearly he 
sees one side of the equation: that wealth and race are hnked. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that the blacks should wish to rid themselves of a 
system that locks up the wealth of the country into the hands of a few (1987 63) 

But the problem of black social emancipation is a matter for the distant 
future. He approvingly quotes a statement by h c k  Turner, the white radical, 
that 'any black government is likely to be socialist'. 

Surprisingly, these conclusions do not lead to a positive understanding 
of the productive role of the black worker and the strategic power of the 
black producers. At times, Blko declares himself hostile to class theory-- 
that black and white workers share common material interests and should 
unite. Undoubtedly, this is an important aspect of Marxist understanding. 
Moreover, even though labour history has retneved the points of class unity 
between black and white, the main emphasis of class theory has been to 
develop the productive and political role of the black worker. This, however, 
Biko presents as just another argument for racial integation at another level 
of society: class, he argues, is a 'red hemng'. The whte liberals (who he 
incorrectly states share the same view as the Marxists) 'tell us that the 
situation is a class struggle rather than a racial one'. The liberals of the 
Institute of Race Relations of upper Houghton, of big business and the 
universities would certainly be surprised at thls equation! To the contrary. 
Liberalism as the liberal Charles Sunkins (1986:4) acknowledges, 'is a first- 
line defence of a capitalist system marked by great inequality'. In building an 
ideal-type of racial polarisation, Biko does not see the distinction between 
liberalism and Marxism-which also means that he cannot anticipate the 
hitful ,  if not entirely equal, relationship which sprang up at the time of hls 
writings between white intellectuals influenced by Marxism and black 
workers. Instead of turning back to the white community as Biko had 
advised them, those influenced by Marxism ambitiously looked for the 
motive force of the South Afncan revolution in the latently powerful black 
worlung class. This, of course, carried its own contradictions, but it did 
finally lead to powerful and permanent mass organisations now led by black 
people whlle black banks have had a somewhat different future. 

Biko's analysis of class relations under apartheid is based on a 
realistic perception of power relations. He states that blacks are 'the only 
real workers', but instead of exploring t h s  productive relation, he asserts 
that no class solidarity is possible because white workers have an 
'exaggerated reactionary attitude' 

Hence the greatest anti-black feeling is to be found amongst the very poor whites 



whom tl,e class Theory calls upon to be with black workers in the struggle for Are we trapped in the conundrum of the sociology of knowledge? 
emancipation (1 987 50) These questions remain after putting down the book. We have to 

There is, of course, a truth in this perception: the whlte worker has been first 
in line to lose privilege in a changing political order. He rejects class theory 
as the 'twisted loj$c' of liberal thilllung because of such evident anti-black 
feeling among poor whites. But the other side of the question is that the 
white capitalist class, while at tunes liberal in sentiment, is gorged on the 
exploitation of the black worker. There is a blindness to this side of the 
question. The white worker may not be an ally but s h e  also does not 
determine the contours of the cheap labour system. It is the capitalist class 
which has been its beneficiary. 

Is tlus ~nisunderstandillg of class integral to a nationalist understanding 
of social relations or is this an unfortunate misunderstanding? It is certainly a 
curious side of historical development, calling for some sociolo~cal 
explanation. The fact that black intellectuals have by and large ignored 
exploring the history, working conditions and political perspective of the 
black working class is certainly true. In superficial assessments, the middle- 
class black Bantustan leader may still have a saving grace, but the working- 
class black policeman is pure dross! 

There is a curious disjuncture between the flowering of class 
analysis-a peculiarly creative intellectual epoch among white intellectuals 
building common cause with Afncan workers-and the theoretical 
explorations of black consciousness. Black consciousness never attempted to 
appropriate this line of theory and the proletarian resistance it espoused. The 
lines of departure were absolute, and the theoretical gulf very broad. 

This misunderstanding had, of course, tragic consequences for the 
practice of radical black nationalism. This emerged not so much because of 
the social gulf between the rising black middle class and working class, but 
because of the overall dynamics of resistance in which for a historic period 
(from 1973 and beyond), the black workers have constituted the primary 
social force against apartheid. The militant school youth of the black 
working class families became an advanced detachment largely on their own. 

It is also curious that despite the call to action in reiation to history, 
few adherents to black consciousness have taken up a serious attitude 
towards the discipline in comparison with the writings of the Unity 
Movement which at times have been very influential-e.g. Dora Taylor's 
The Role of the M/.~.~~onaty ~n Conquest (Majeke 1986). Beyond a demand to 
recognise black leaders as heroes and a certain necessary invet-sion of racist 
historiography, not much more is said. Moreover, nationalist historiogaphy 
often has an ambiguous attitude towards Christianity and missionaries. An 
intellectual or vocational void still exists between the protagonists of a 
radical history and the African historian. 

recollect that Steve Biko was murdered at the age of 31 when the sharper 
outlines of the meaning of class politics were not yet clear. Biko tested out 
his ideas against the common understanding of the people and at times 
honestly reflects self-doubt: 'I thought for a moment 1 do not understand 
black society'. Biko was a master of political debate, often responding to the 
cut and thrust of argument with new formulations. He had a deep insight into 
the nature of the Bantustan politics of the Transkei, for example-which 
unfortunately never seems to have been written up-and other diverse 
interests. In 1973, just after he was banned, he asked me to gather clippings 
and other information on the conditions of farm and rural workers. His 
interests were diverse although directed more to potential in rural areas 

In the end, the reader gains the outline of a whole argument, a holistic 
approach to whitt: oppression rather than a single desperate cry of rage. 
Biko's incisive intellectual radicalism and political vision is shown ut 
understanding that South Afnca was ripe for revolution but he stood firmly 
against white hatred which 'leads to precipitate and shot-gun methods which 
may be disastrous for black and white alike'. Yet, the outlines of a strategy 
for power are not drawn beyond an apparent strategy of the slow 
accumulation of black institutions created around a common black identity. 

A final audit of the achievements of black consciousness still has to be 
undertaken. For the better part, the black university student movement gave 
ground to the steeled working class township youth which camed the 
initiative as comrades fi-om 1976 and beyond. While at times very influential 
in its ideas and in setting the language of black politics, black consciousness 
has also to be judged by its permanence in organisational form and its 
'graduates'. Among the latter there are Cyril Ramaphosa and Zwelakhe 
Sisulu but also Ben Ngubane, one of the founders of SASO and someone 
who fairly quickly moved 6-om the SASO policy of non-participation in 
Bantustan politics to being leader of Inkatha. Although only a small minority 
of its past adherents still espouse its basic tenets, its latent opposition to 
present compromises endures. Even though Biko's criticism of Ame Cesaire 
for expressing a desire to show magnanimity in victory may be a yardstick, 
his attitude towards the current dispensation can only be guessed at. 

Biko and his tradition are not the inheritors of the present, nor the 
architects of the present dispensation. Yet, they were integral to the 
resistance which precipitated the settlement. Identities were constructed 111 
the 1960s and 1970s, mainly in terms of difference. Yet, paradoxicaliy, this 
discourse marked the beginning of a long period of erupting antagonisms in 
South M i c a ,  a point developed in Laclau ( 1  990: 130). Today the language of 
politics is very different and identities are being reconstructed in discourses 



of reconciliation and the appropriation of white symbols (such as the 
Springbok) in frank distinction from the sharp edge of difference. It appears 
that those attending the liberal teaparties, the white progressive taking to the 
platform and functio~ls of those 'collaborators' who deplored the excesses of 
youth politics, are among the beneficiaries of the present. 

The black coilsciousness playwright Maishe Maponya has stated (in 
the Marl and Guardran 26 July-3 August 1995): 

Once I dreamt that 'revolution' was the only way to solve our problems, now a 
negotiated settlement is a reality. 1 am still asking, though, at whose expense that 
settlement was reached 

That question will return in the future and prompt a variety of answers, 
although 1 fear none to the satisfaction of the questioner. 
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Reviewed by Helize van Vuuren 
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I went hunting today and I brought back a can of pickled fish 
This is the white man's world now. There's no more place for 
Bushmen (White 1995:49) 

At the privately owned Kagga Kamma Nature Reserve near Citrusdal in the 
Cedar Berg live twenty-three Bushmen, originally from the Kalahari. These 
people are all patrilateral kin of the leader David Kruiper. When tourists are 
brought there, the group dresses in traditional garb and get involved in 
traditional activities such as bow- and bead-malung. Sometimes they pose 
for adverts or movie-cameras. If they are lucky, they are paid. Close-by there 
is even a cave with Bushmen paintings. When the tourists have taken their 
photographs and departed, Kruiper's people return to the other side of the 
hill, to their plastic and canvas huts and don their clothes. The 'play-acting' 
has been going on since January 199 1. In this manner they earn their keep: 
the right to stay on the reserve and to sell their beads and bows-and-arrows 
at the tourist shop. 

IIylton White is a post-graduate American anthropology student who 
spent February 1992 with the group and then produced this monog-aph 
based on his fieldwork. In the Tradition of the Forefathers addresses issues 
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importa~lt to all South Africans concerned with identity and representation 111 
our multicultural society. 

White poses the question of 'what it IS that makes Bushmen such a 
cornucopia of representation?'. He sees the answer in Western mode~nity's 
view of these people as 'the ~llti~nate cultural and evolutionary "Others"' 
(1995:3) The myth of what White tenns the 'Great Bushman Debate' holds 
that these hunter-gatherers lived a harmonious and isolated life based on 
collective values, untouched by conflict or 'the materialist individualism of 
the late modern world' (1995:3). This myth of authenticity of the 'pure 
Ruslunen', has long beell debunked by historians (Wright 1971) and 
anthropologists such as Wilmsen (1989) who pointed out that this was a 
utopian vision which did not hold true for the conflict-ridden reality and the 
inevitable evolution of most human co~mnunities. One of White's aims in his 
study had been to relocate the 'increasingly introspective and reflexive 
discussion of Western representation' (1995:5) in the reality of the flesh-and- 
blood people living at Kagga Karmna (and by implication one of the other 
remaining groups--the inhabitants of the tentdorp at Schmidtsdrift). 

The Kagga Kanlma venture is seen within the framework of ethno- 
tourist enterprises and the author claims rather glibly that 

commod~fylng essent~al~st images of 'unspo~lt' lndlgenous Afilcan cultures to 
attract an ~nternationak market to South Afnca, have long been a v~ta l  and 
profitable sector of the local tounst Industry (1995 15, quotrng Splegel 1989 & 
1994, e a ) 

This statement is debatable: apart from the recent venture at Shakaland in 
KwaZulu-Natal and this Kagga Kamna 'tourist attraction' which started in 
1991, there is little evidence of ethnic tourist enterprises and if there are, 
they are far fi-om 'profitable'-with the exclusion perhaps of Shakaland. The 
contrary rather holds-the lamentable state in which the Bushmen rock art 
sites all over South Africa are in, was one of the central topics at the first 
conference on representation of the 'Bushmen People of Southern Africa' 
(Wits university 4-7 August 1994). Very little money is spent on the upkeep 
of these sites and as soon as a site is marked or signposted, it opens up to 
vandalism, with the result that the discovery of new sites is not disclosed 
anymore. 

White's recording of these #Khomani Bushmen's definitions of their 
own identity (in juxtaposition to other groups) is valuable in spite of the 
occasio~lal blind spot. In one instance Dawid Kruiper defines a Bushman 
thus: 

A Bushman's knowledge 1s In the veld, to make 111s llvlng out of the veld To live 
like n Rzi~hmat~, from \~eldfood, andpltmts--1 ~ ~ n n f  to lrve l~ke  that, from tsamma 

melons, &om gemsbok-cucumbers, and ti-om roots that I use to get water And 

with medicinesjrom the idd--they work with me, Decc~zr.r.e I belleve ,r7 t11t.m .. tl 
B~r.shmari i s  a jackal, an atirmal ofnarrrre, and a Bushman has the irituition of a 
jackal A Bushman is the same-just like a lion and the whole of nature (White 
1995 18, e.a ) 

The expresqlon of the heartfelt w ~ s h  of the speaker ('To live l~ke  a Ru5hrnal1 

I want to llve l ~ k e  that') to beconle llke h ~ s  object ot adorat~oil ( a 
Bushman') suggests an ~rreconcllable r~f t  between the selt and the desired 
~dent~ty  One the one s ~ d e  stands Daw~d Krxnper, a hybrld product of Soi~th 
Afrlcan soc~ety, long-divorced frorrr a trad~tional Me-style aid on thc other a 
well-defined ident~ty-a coveted 'Bushman-ness' And although lie and his 
group 'play-act' tlns ident~ty, don it like overcoats for the tour]\: , p e ~ t a ~ l e  
the nft between hybr~d self and 'Bushman-ilecs' is clearly 11lust1,lteii 111 

Kru~per's words The two habitats they irugrarate between, Btlshlndn cal e dild 
squatter shack, illustrate solnetlung of the altenlat~vc lde~it~ties wllicll the 
group adopts To a certa~n extent they have alro intcrnallsed the myth of the 
'authentlc' Buslunen 

Wlnte ponlts out how t h ~ s  g o u p  shows a ,ense of culttiral ei1ildllgt.1- 
ment' and mslsts that they are superior to 'Basters' 

The assertion of distinctiveness from Basters in this respect carries withi11 it a 
threatening and apocalyptic subtext o r  Bushmen losing their heritage and thereby 
becoming Basters themselves (1  995 20) 

Etlmic conscio~rsrless results in chauvinisnl and even aggressioil In tlie protip 
against Sanna Draaier, Na~na wife of Abejol Kru~per, who '1s dc~ned 
Bushman status'. But ironically, these 'ethnic chawinists' cannot speak the 
#Khomani language which 'they claim as their heritage . . they all speak a 
colloquial mixture of Afrikaans and Narna' (1995:25). (Their names also 
point lo the strong linguistic link with Afrikaans: 1?egop,vtuani L1opp1c.s~ 
Oulrt, Sanna Bladheen, Q t j ~ e  Kopcr, Scrnna Dr-atr~cl.. The only i~arne 
reminiscent of Buslu~~en origin is Malcul, the  andfa father of rjawtd Knnper, 
'who occupies a key symbolic position as the ancestor who passed the 
Bushman heritage on to present generations' (1995-2 1). But even his name is 
given an Afrikaans ring by the addition of 'ou' (old) as he is always referreti 
to as 'ou Makai'. 

White suggests that theirs is a fictive identity with i~lvented tradit~ons 
and an "imagined community' (for this last concept he quotes h d e r s o ~ ~  
1983). The reason why this fictive identity of 'Bushman-ness' is so coveted, 
lies in the group's history. After the Kalahari Gernsbok Park was demarcated 
in the thirties a professional l i~~nter Donald Bain 'led a Bushman delegatio~l 
in a march on parliament in Cape Town ...' (1995:32). As a result of this 



agitat~on some i'drnil~es were grai~ted re~idence 111 the Kalalrari Gelnshoh 
Park Most adult people m Kruiper's goup were bo111 here Hut in the early 
1970's they wcre all evicted by a new park adrrlin~stlat~oll and had to do 
casual labour as farmworkers Froin 1987 to 1989 they gained 'wh~te 
patlollage' when a Kuruinan tour operator put on tourrst shows at the 
Kurumal sllowgrounds wtth the Buqlmlen as mam attract~on (1995 33) After 
dispe~smg again, 'they reconst~tutcd once inore 111 1991 to resettle at Kagga 
Kainma uncle1 yet another pationdge arrangement' (1 993 33) 

Within the alternating experience of patronage and its loss, the Bushmen's 
representation of themselves as pristine huntel-gatherers--and their assertion that 
they are thus distinct from Rasters (sic\)-marks a strategic attempt on their part 
to position themselves as authenticated subjects of the global Bushman image that 
has generated patronage and its benefits (1995 35) 

Then detenn~ned cultivat~on of the 'authent~c' Rrrshma~ idetlt~ty is thus a 
result of econorrllc pressure play-acti11g the roles destmated by wh~te  
patrons has become assoc~ated wit11 survival and emrng  an casler 
Iivel~l~ood 

In the findl chapter, ent~tled .Kagga Ka~nrna A Situat~on of Ident~ty', 
Whlte ~dentrfies two poss~ble ~ 2 ) ~ s  ot looking at the Kagga Kaimna s~tuation 
- e~ther as 'a  take that 15 generated by purcly mater~al interests' or 'as the 

site at w l i ~ d ~  longer-term processes ot constructto~l and boundary formatloll 
currently opcra~ire' (1 995 18) But he rejects the first perspective In favour of 
the second, espec~ally cor~srdenug the group's owl  p~ychcdog~cal co~ltortio~ls 
to fit the tradlt~o~lal identity of 'Buslllllan-II~SS' 

Then follows the most shocking part of t h ~ s  monogal~h the detatls of 
the 'contract' between Kruiper's people and the owners of thls etlrno-tounsm 
project White descr~bes the squatter camp cond~t~ons they llve i11-~n shacks 
that provtde i~ttle protection iigaillst the elements, the lack of ~ned~ca l  care 
(w~th t~~berculos~s present), the lack of educational or recreat~onal fac~htles, a 
held of dollkeys provtded as food (SKI) and their rel~ance on the fann store 
where 

~ a s l t  17 generally w~thheld (by the manager, I a )  even where there 1s no debt 
because the managers contend that ~f the Bushmen truly wish to hve accord~ng 
to thelr tradlt~onal way the) should have no desrre for e~ther cash or consumer 
goods (1995 42) 

There Ir uilspecified talk of a trust fund for the group, but i ~ o t h i ~ ~ g  definite 01 

111 wliting exlsts Wlute concludes that these Bushrr~en thus 'occup)~ a 
wlneiable and explo~ted posttion within the venture', even though it IS a 
cultural su~v~va l  ~ii~tlative (1 995 50) 

T h ~ s  study of trad~tionahty at Kagga Kanlna 1s thought-provok~ng It 

comes as a timely reminder especially to literary critics and researchers 
focusing iiicreasingly on the oral tradition(s) of these earliest inhabitants of 
southern Afiica, of the question of advocacy. We use glib phrases-for 
example-such as 'recovering our lost heritage' or talk of 'reconstructing 
voices from the past' with reference to the extinct K a m  group's oral 
tradition (whch Bleek and Lloyd, 191 1 and later G.R. von Wielligh focused 
on)  It is all too easy to romanticise these 'little people' or 'harmless people' 
as symbolising the original South African presence. But are we perhaps 
merely recolonising exotic material into our defunct white canon with the 
aim of revitalising it? The politically powerless people of Kagga Kiunma, 
Nyae-Nyae and the community living in tents at Schnidtsdrift act as 

. . -- 
shocking reminders of other pressures and issues than the merely aesthet~c 
and literary. 

Fiction, History and Nation 

Fiction, History and Nation in Sotith Africa 
by Annalisa Oboe 
Venezia: Supernova, 1994, 2 17 pp. 
Supernova Edizioni, C P 58, l a l t o ,  30100 Venezia, Italia 

Reviewed by Jean-Phlippe Wade 
CSSALL 
University of Durban-Westv~lle 

After recently re-reading a disastrously inaccurate critical study of the novels 
of J.M. Coetzee by an American scholar, Susan VanZanten Gallagher, ( A  
Story of South Ajkica: J M  iyoetzee 's Fiction in C'onlexl (Harvard 199l)), I 



Hook Rewew., 

using a great inany novels to illustrate her arguments, these are considered to 
be 'representative . . .  in order to offer a co~nprehensive panorama of the 
fiction which centres on the problem of historical myth-making and nation- 
building' 

111 her exaninat1011 of these discourses of national 'foundational 
fictions' in the South African historical novel, Oboe has scrupulously 
engaged with recent revisionist analyses both of historiography (Hayden 
White, Bastlles, Foucault, etc.) and natiollalism (Hobsbawn, Benedict 
Anderson, Gellner, Nomi Bhabha etc.). The confident nineteenth century 
opposition between history and fiction is crumbling before semiotic and 
discursive critiques, while nationalist discourse is now seen not as some 
mimetic representation of a given essence, but as a political-ideolof$caI 
'invention' given to consolidatulg myth-making. Oboe is thus convinc~ngly 
able to reveal the inverted logic of much of this writing (here of Sarah 
Gestn~de Ivhllin): 

The present, which claims to find its 'ongin' in the ancient border experience, in 
fact 'invents' that origin by writing its own contemporary racism into it, so that 
the cause can be made to  carry the blame for the effect (1994: 178) 

This recent scholarship enables Oboe to perceive historical novels (the 
prototype here is the novels of Sir Walter Scott) as nation-building fictions 
which turn to history to 'supply a basis for communal identification and 
cohesion'. Given her awareness of the Iunits and silences of nationalist 
discourses, Oboe's analyses-indebted to post-colonial theory-favour 
those literary voices which speak of intercultural hybridity rather than 
exclusive and ethnic solidarities. 

Recognising along with Hayden White that literary and historical 
meaning is dependent upon 'emplotment', Oboe devotes most of her study to 
a narratological 'typology of the recurrent plots of South Afiican historical 
fiction', which she divides into 'Border', 'Settlement', 'War', and 
'Crossroads' stories. 

The 'Border' novels are those which, in that individual confrontation 
with the fluid ambiguity of the frontier, either reinforce white colonial 
identity (Stuart Cloete, Haggard's Marre, Millin's King of' the Bastards), 
provocatively deconstruct it (J.M. Coetzee's Dusklands), or turn it into an 
occasion for cross-cultural hybridity (Anthony Delius' Border, Stephen 
Gray's .John lios.~). Tile 'Settlement' novels deal with the 1820 Settlers and 
the Great Trek, 'endorsing Boer, British or white "South African"' national 
identities by locating 'in tlie conlmunal past the birth of the future nation'. 
The 'War' novel defines the 'collective inside against the outside, instills 
intenial solidarity, and detennines the supremacy of the co~nmu~iity over the 

individual', and, in a country so remorselessly prone to civil conflict, these 
foundational narratives tend to encourage etlulic separatism. Oboe's chapter 
on 'Crossroads' historical novels is particularly valuable, dealing 

Head's A Bewitched Crossroad and Sol Plaatje's 
alysis of Mhudi is the deserved centre-piece of her 
ly anti-colonial re-writings of South African history. 
much white wrtt:ng, both these books-tliernselves 

nts of convergelice and 

es three important rtrot~fi wlrich intertextually recur 
itral to the fabricatloll of 

those of tlie fann, romantic couples, and of adopt~on. 
f the 1920s-1940s, 'portray the b1rt11 of the idea o f  

closures of fann life', for example rooting Afrikaners m 
entity. Oboe ~nterest~rigly 
&,re t l~e  motivatioll for 

nal projects' whch is 'essential to the wish-fulfilment 
of foundational fictions'. This 'political erotics' can be used to 
white cultures of Boer and Briton, the family becoming a 

microcosm of the larger nation. She further points out that the notion of 
monogamous love-with its anti-traditional 'civilised' claim--beco~nes, III 
the dissident writings of Peter Abrahams, Bessie Head and Sol Plaatje, the 
very model for a progressive nationalism, a 'new kind of inen and women 
endowed with all the qualities necessary to give birth to a solid black 
nation'. Finally, Oboe draws helpful attention to the motif of 'adoptioil' as a 
way of forging inter-ethnic national links on the grounds of choice rather 
than biology. If in novels by Haggard and Francis Brett Young it is used to 
unite Boer and Briton, it is also used 'subversively', most famously in 
Stephen Gray's John Ross, to enact intercultural com~nunicatlon with the 
erstwhile Black other. 

In a study of the historical novel, Oboe could perhaps have devoted 
more intellectual energy precisely to those shifting historical contexts in 

s were both produced and received. While not 
original in her detailed analyses, Oboe is nevertheless an 

hed synthesizer of the primary research of others, and has made a 
cant contribution to the study of the South Ahcan historical novel 

aphy will be of value to students. We must also 
success fi-om the Supernova publishing house in 
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Popularising History 

The Szln Tzlrned Black: I.~andlwana and 
Iiorke 's Dr!ft  1879. 
by Ian Knight 
Rivonia William Waterman Publications, 1995, 236pp 
ISBN 1 874959 02 1 

Reviewed by Stephen Leech 
Department of History 
University of Durban-Westville 

One hundred and s~xteen years later, the Anglo - Zulu War continues to 
attract enormous attention. Recent press reports have suggested that its 
tourist potential is set to expand' and plans were being prepared to cultivate 
this interest2. 

it is this whlch provides a ready 'popular' market for ptiblicatio~ls 
about the War and since the latter 1980s, Ian Knight has contributed a 
considerable number of books to tlis particular market'. f i s  most recent 
publication The Sun Turned Black: Isandlwana andRorkels Dr!f&- 1879 is a 
reworlung of his Zulu, Isandlwana und Rovke 's Drift, 22-23 January 1879, 
which appeared in 1992. This edition was in a folio format with numerous 
illustrations, an aspect whch characterizes Knight's books. The Sun Turned 
Black does not have these features, and is presumably an attempt to make 
the book more affordable. 

As is clear from the title, the book concerns the battles of Isandlwana 
arid Rorke's Drift, which occurred between 22 and 23 January 1879. 111 this 
sense The Sun Turned Black is firmly placed within the 'popular' framework 
of understanding the War. 

'Popular' literature about the War, has its origins in the 1960s when 
the War of 1879 was once more brought to the fore by the film Zulu (1964) 
and Donald Moms' The Washmg of the Spears (1965). Ian Knight readily 

See for example 'On the threshold of a dream' In The Sunday Tribune 24 July 1994 

See for example 'Strategic plan for Zululand tourlsm has big potential' in The Natal 
Mercury 2 1 July 1994 

These Include Rra\s Merl'r Blood (1990), Noth~ng Kema~ns blrt to Fight (1993) and 
The Ztilu War Then And Now (1 993) 

4Iter11atlon 2 2 (199i) 214-216 ISSN 1021-1757 214 

admits that Zulu initiated IGs fascination in Zulu historyJ, while Morris' book 
spawned a series of clones5 and is still being published. These clones were 

ainly written during the 1970s and early 1980s and represent little more 
arket-orientated descriptions of the heroics of British units. The Zulus, 
were fortunate enough to be included in the discussions of the various 

peared as 'primitive' and frighteningly 'savage'. Zulu Warfare was 
series of bloody encounters6. 
addition this paradigm's main focus on the War was not the entire 

gn but more specifically it emphasised the battles of Isandlwana and 
ke's Drift. Moms for example was so obsessed with the Tsandlwana 
lefield that he insisted on being sent there as an election monitor dur~ng 

e national elections in April 1994". 
The two battles have achieved ahnost mythical status, Isandlwalla was 

great and glorious tragedy' where several hundred British troops were 
liminated, while at Rorke's Drift 'a handfiil of men' defended themselves in 

evil struggle with hundreds of Zulu 'warriors'. It is the 'popular' 
re of the 1970s and 1980s which delved deeply into this mythology 

ourse and created a series of images about the War which were 
nsationalized, if not fictionalized. 

Features of this discourse can be found in The Szin Turned Rluck 
ht uses the testimony of British officers and men, who for various 

asons looked upon Isandlwana with superstition (e.g. p. 2 and p 45), to 
create a sense of the supernatural. The battlefield therefore recelves a 
pejorative connotation. The author seems to overlook the possibility that the 
benefit of hindsight has given these comments a more sinister interpretation, 
than that which inight originally have been intended. 

Furthermore the title of this book is a reference to the eclipse of the 
sun which occurred during the battle. Mentioned by Kn~ght on several 
occasions (e.g. p. 72 and p. 76), this aspect is also seen to suggest an 
unnatural quality about the 22 January 1879. 

The Sun '(itvned Black would also be attractive to those interested in 
sh heroics as well as regimental histories and the careers of ~ndiv~dual 
ers and men, for the book has much on all three topics. 

See the Preface 

Examples are The Zuhl Waf by D CIammer (I973), The Zirltr War by A Lloyd and 
orke 's D,v$ A V~ctor~ail Eprc by M Glover (1975) 

ee The Zulu War - A  Pictorial H~rtory by M Barthorp (1984 18) and publ~shed by 
Books International and Blandford Press, Dorset 

'At Isandlwana for the 'most Important day', see The NafalMerczrry 5 May 1994 
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Nevertheless, this does not mean that the book is the same as the 
Moms clones mentioned above. On the contrary, Knight's books are well - 
researched with attention to detail and accuracy Most significantly he has 
taken heed of the academic research on the War which has bee11 produced 111 
the last two decades, as well as Zulu oral testimony8. One of the leading 
contributors to the former is John Laband of the University of Natal, who has 
produced a number of works aimed at investigating the Zulu perspective of 
the war? It was such research whch indicated the differences between 
'academic' and 'popular' views of the War, going beyond the mere 
adventures of British soldiers to more substantial analyses of the War as a 
whole. 

Drawing upon this research and Zulu testimoily, Knight has produced 
a sound discussion of the two battles. The eleven chapters provide much 
~nfonnation about the individuals and units, both British and Zulu, involved 
in them and the physical terrain of the two battlefields. The Colonial and 
Irregular units for example have often been ignored but Knight discusses 
them at some length (see Ch. I), l'he Sun Turned Black also addresses areas 
of controversy, such as the role of Durnford in the Battle at Isandlwana (see 
Ch. 5) and makes it clear that the recreation of the events of a battle is 
distorted by fragmented evidence and faulty testimorly (p. 107). The book's 
maps are clear and concise and are helpful in following the events of the 
battle, while the text is uncomplicated. Accordingly the publication should be 
accessible to both the enthusiast and the general reader. 

On the one hand, the book's strength is the coiltributioil it makes to 
explaining British activities during the two battles-it is aimed at a 'popular' 
market, a point emphasised by its focus on Isandlwana and Rorke's Drift. 
On the other, The Sw? Turned Black does not contain a comprehensive 
understanding of the Zulu in the War, something which, at this time, seems 
to be the sole realm of the academic historian. 

These are rnfer alra extracts from A Zt1lz1 Krng Speakr by C de B Webb and J Wrlght 
(eds ) (1978) and 77zrolrgh the Zulu Countv It\ BattlefielA and Its People by B 
Mitford (1883) 

See for example Flght IJJ  rrz  the Open by J Laband (1985) and Krtigdom rn C'ri\r~ also 
by J Laband (1992) 

A Passing Miracle? 

Miracle in Natal: Revolution by Ballot-box. 
by Alan Thorold 
Cambridge: Prickly Pear ~ress",  1995, 59 pp 
Prickly Pear Pamphlet No 7 

Reviewed by David 13emson 
Department of Sociology 
University of Durban-Westville 

For most South Ahcans participating m the f is t  demo cia ti^ elect~on wds 
suffic~ent to ~tself, but for some the Ime drawn m political power, 111 

psychology and m mood was the tlme for recording the subtle moods, fervent 
hopes and confusions of the occaslon This pamphlet, a ~ol lec t~on of 
mterviews and personal reflections, is the product of a novel interventioil by 
anthropologists and students participating in the events and recordillg their 
own feellngs and the vlews of others in Natal 

The title attempts to capture the pecuiianties of the conjuncture of a 
provlnce in a stage of civ11 war attempting at the last moment a way out of 
mescapable v~olence as part of a watershed national elect1011 Certaillly the 
lack of vlolence on the election days was a surpnse but unfortunately tile 
muacle was a post-modem one, a very temporary respite from violeilce and 
the engneenng of an outcome whch had i~ttle to do with the precise 
countmg of votes Unfortu~lately also there was no revolutioi~, social, 
political, economic, or of the spmt UI Natal but rather the turther 
consolidation of an uncontrolled and destructive political leadersh~p 
Incapable of t h g  the regon back fi-om the abyss 

But let us leave the qu~bbles about the title and turn to the content of 
the exercise. 

The Prickly Pear Press is a non-profit-making organization that was set up in 
ambridge to publish anthropological material that moves beyond the confines of the 
iscipline The series of Prickly Pear Pamphlets aim to be provocative, entertaining, 
ocket-sized and cheap They include contributions from leading figures in anthropology 

as Marilyn Strathern and Marshall Sahlins Mrracle in Natal is available in South 
a from Adams (UND) and the Department of Anthropology at UDW at the price of 

Alternation 2,2 (1995) 217-2 19 ISSN 1023-1757 217 
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Elections are the measurement of opinions; of certain attitudes based 
on the bedrock of historical experience, or of whims and fancies of the 
moment. This pamphlet inarvellously presents the many nuances of mood by 
the capture of the precise statement. The landmark quality of the election is 
marked by African participants: 

deep down 1 knew that day would be the end of our misery, but I knew ~t will 
never take away the hate that lies deep down in me 

When I heard that the black man has won 1 thought there will be a war like Blood 
River 

To me the election day was just like a judgment day because only an individual 
knew the truth I also felt that it was up to each individual to liberate or betray the 
nation 

Those more used to the cynicism and boredom of elections in established 
democratic countries would fuld it hard to understand the psychology of this 
moment: 

my heart beat started to strtke hard a? tf I had done something wrong and my 
hands were trembling I felt like collapsing and I was persplrlng a lot 

In a pre-election atmosphere of rising tension there are testimonies of chiefs' 
instructing their subjects to vote for the IFP. Elsewhere there is a record of 
the apprehensions of the simple act of voting; some thought there would be a 
process of voting for three days, others record: 

We were told of just putting a cross next to  the party of your choice but it was 
not clear to us 

Participants express great care in describing the party voted for: 'I tho~~ght of 
an old man who once came to our area . . .'. 

In a nice vignette the complex attitude of an African servant towards 
an Indian employer supporting the ANC is captured; going together to the 
voting station 'made me feel very happy because we are going together and 
united for one party which we support'. There is the moment of prayer and 
the Ahcan woman singing 'Nkosi Sikelel' i - A e a ' .  

The authenticity of testimony and the complicated relationship of 
political opinion to voting is shown in the case of a woman whose son was 
hacked and left for dead by IFP supporters, wanting to contribute her vote to 
'be a hangman's noose for apartheid' and voting nationally for the ANC, but 
also concerned it would be 'u~lfair to totally ignore Buthelezi and whatever 
he had done' and voting regionally for IFP. Another participant expresses 

strong fear and dlstrust of pollce but also the same feelings towards lnilltant 
somebody they don't like 

hand, there 1s the slmple expenence of voters who could 
d', at another there 1s the absurdltles of enumeration whlcll 

laice records the election results being announced 
'we were barely a thud of the way through our 

nultiple confUsions of procedures and spo~lt voles, thc 
unt~ng, nervous breakdowils among leddi~lg 

11 kinds The whole process was gokenled b) 
tion like a busliless transaction while the chaos 

~g men d~sconnectlng the essential fax maclunes, the 
of reconcll~atlng ballot and statements of ballots used, 

then officials asked to keep count~~lg statlolls 
eflect~on of fact and feelmg by anthropolopsts 

to be the dispassionate enumerators of the marks of hundreds of 
to convrnce the sceptic that there was not 

massive fiaud and that there was a juggllng of nunibers to arrlve at a 
convement result 

At the end there 1s a sunple statement 

I still do not understand why in this province of Natal we experienced so many 
problems that other regions did not have 

This is precisely the question which is still occupying those concerned for 
peace bemused by a miracle unfortunately temporary and in the past. 
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Constructing 
New Objects of Reading 

SfOllt? 1 7 0  MOl(' 
by Joan Metelerkainp 
Durban Gecko Rooks, 1995, 71 pp 
ISBN 1-87501 1-07-2 

Betty Gov~nden 
Department of Curnculum Studies 
IJniversrty of Durban-Westv~lle 

Joan MetelerLamp's new collectton of poems, Stone no More, evocat~vely 
cnss-crosses and connects time and space, h~story and myth and experlenceq 
both personal and communal through ~ t s  sp~ralling, sw~rling words and 
Images I particula~ly loved the lroinc sweep of people and places- li-om 
iliphiodrte to Joan, froin Pnricess Margaret to Adr~enne k c h ,  from Syslplius 
to Mandela, from The World Bank to Cato Manor to Taiwan as she maps 
and remaps the world 111 telling configuratlo~~s 

The mage of weavmg-threaded through Metelerhamp's poetry and 
so appropnate to her purposes -IS an nziporlant one In wornen's wntlng 
Nancy Mlller ( 1988 1 16)" d~st~iiguishes between post-structural appropria- 
tion of mythic stones about women weav~ng and the femln~st reappropnation 
of the aittst If we are to recover women's writing, M~ller argues, we need to 
'reappropstate' the story of Araclme-to read it not in terms of a 'web of 
md~fferent~atron' but as the construction of a aew object of readlng women's 
wrltlllg 

Like Ingr~d de Kok, Metelelkamp speaks withl~l the context of her 
class, her colou~ and her gender Wrlting In this post-elect~on time In South 
Afnca, her conceni 15 not t h b  of 'leg~t~macy', of 'voice' agai~lst the ulequl- 
ties that peis~st, but th,it of the wrestle wlth words and meanmgs, with 
'structures of feeling' that cannot contain nor adequately reflect that very 
struggle Through her poetry, Metclcrka~np explores the luterplay of power, 
wr~tlng and gende~, and the challenges of 'wr~tlng the fernmme', when 

-- .. -- 
" See her contribution in Ruth Salvaggio's Enlrghtened Absence--Neoclassrcal 
Cor!f~gii~nfron,s ofthe i+ntrnine and published by University of Illinois Press, Chicago 

inscribed in the very disco~rrse she is questioning. In this she resonates with a 
kindred contemporary, who ruminates: 

F~nding a voice, searching for words and sentences say sorne thing, one thing o i  

no th~ng,  t~eluntie, readlunread, dlscard their forms, scrutinise the grammat~cal 
hablts of your wrlting and decide for yourself whether they free or repress Again, 
order(s) Shake syntax, smash the myths, and if you lose, sltde on, unearth some 
new lingu~stic paths '* 

try, ' llke pamting-gaps between the words', IS a 
s huntlng for m e m g  and releva~ice and I have wrltten 
onse to her collection rather than 'marking with the 

rad~t~onal, h e a r  'rev~ew' 

Metelerkamp's Stone no More 

turning the words 
furrowed in spaces 
between grandmother and 
mother defLiiig athena 
as you weave yourself anew 
in the warp and web of words 
i see you refracted in elusive images 

mosaic of blood and stone 
against the grain academia tilling 
tilling till nightfall 
dreams of rhythm and sky are one 
your strelizia wild with meaning 
you struggle to sever the word 
in subtextual bond swimming in streams 
totem poles surreal shards 
toning you to silence 

ords dancing circling 
ood in the womb 

ift the decadence of commodity 
love and shopping malls 

relizia straining for air 

See Trinh T Minh-ha's Woman, Native, Other-- Wrrtrtlg Oostc 
inism and published by Indiana University Press, Bloomington, p 6 
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Hook Nei,io~,.\ 

women's volces breatlilng dylng freedom 
subvert the volce of reason 
to be more than the t~ttle-tattle at tea 
gestures but no body-rubbing thank you 

soul-tremors as I intone the string of words 
stone no inore 
but bredd on the water 
you In me and 1 in you 
with the phantom clnld silent calling 
and the dark man fsom your loins 
[let the dead d ~ e  
11e between the lines] 
In the soul of your words 
taut and tenuous thank god you wrlte the 
goddess weaving the ancient song 
in the valley of the hills 

Academic Writing 

A ( ; I I I &  10 Acadenzii Wr~tr~ig 
by C B Pete] 
Eldoret, Kenya Zapf Chancery, 1994, pp 273 
Zapf Chancery, P 0 Box 4988, Eldoret, Kenya 

Johannes A Smlt 
Department of Biblical Literature 
University of Durban-Westville 

Where the improvement of research and academic writing as well as the 
development of distinct stylistic skills are of the utlnost ilnportance in 
academia, the Rev. C.B. Peter has provided an excellent resource. Not only 
does this book contain a wealth of information, progressively covering areas 
such as a discussior~ on what academic writing is, how to plan one's 
research, how to formulate and use research theory and methodology, the 
fonns of discourse (exposition and argumentation) in tenns of which one 

may cast one's wntmg, the actual wrltlng and fomlulatnig of research and 
fn~ally to publish one's materlal Central IS also a dlscusslon on the 
developing of a d~s t~nc t  academlc style Here, Important elements such dr 
consciousness about readersh~p, context, ongmallty, readablllty, balue and 
clarrty are drscussed One of the strengths of the book IS ~ t s  thoroitgb 
discussion of the older note/b~bhogaphy system and the more recent and 
less cumbersome parenthetical referencelreference l ~ s t  system wh~ch may be 
used for academic writ~ng Even though the exposfion of these two syctem< 
are cast m a nghtJwrong conventio~~al form, the author does enlpl~astse that 
the most Important element of academic wrttlng is to be conil\tent in tlie 
format used 

Since the book thoroughly covers all areas Importailt to1 ensklllrng 
students and prospective researchers 111 the know-how of all the t a ~ c t s  of 
academc writmg, ~t IS Ii~glily recommended It is a Intist for libraries and will 
be extremely helpful to students preparing research papas  and theses Ihe 
readibility of the publ~cat~on adds to ~ t s  value 



Alternation 

Gtaidelines for Contributors 

Mnnri~criptr mnst b~ s t~bnl t t r r l  irr Bngltth (lJK). f f  rlr~ntatrot~s from other 
languages appear In the martuscrtpt, place the orrglrlal rn :r foodrrote .lnrl '4 

dyn21m1c-equrvalerrt transiatton tn the body of the  text 

Contrrbntor\ must ~ u b m i t  onc ~cpmnpulcr-gpnerolpd rr~-ril titrec (lo~rh!r-cprrtc,l 
pri~zted copicy of the manuscrnpl. The conlprxlier gener adcd cogtv may he or2 
double derisrty floppy o r  s r lEe  In Word Pc~Trct 5-6, Wold tot Wiitdotvr 6 or 
ASCII. If accepted for publication, the d ~ l t  or stiffie wrll Iw I eti~rnetl togebbel 
with 10 original off-prmt copirs of the avttclc jPxospectxvc3 coitts-~brrto~ t workrrlg 
in Word for Window5 6 ,  rnay ?end an  empty floppy or rltffie to thr ccttfor ulio 
will supply an Altcrnatron tcnbpl;ate wtfh full! ~trrtructtc,r~c. i 

Manuscripts should rang' X~etweert 5000-80OP w or 4 r  I;lowtser, torngcr n r r r t  i r ,  

may be coaqidrred ha prpbhcatloas. 

Attach a cover page to one manuscript coritarnrng tlir foilowlnp ra~fori~idtror~ 
Author's full name. address, e-mail addre$\, poqrtron. dep;ratncrri. i ~ r s t v o \ i t \ /  

instrtution, te1ephundf:la numbers :is wei? as .a i t s t  o f  p8ivaoilr puhfrc,tf:<jn~ 

Maps, dingrums and posfer.~ must be prt~st~ratetl in g)ri~it-r~:)if?j Ibrnt. ('It~:rr ItlarL 
and while photos (postc:rrd size) rrtay also bc strhmiflecd. 

IJse footnotes  sparing?^. h i  order to ertharrce the  vnlrre of tlie inlc:.t( iicJrl f r t lwccr i  

notes and text, we use footnoter irnct not rs~dnote, 

Authors may use their own r~bnanhertn~g sy\ternr trr thrs In:rnaisl s rpi 

Except for Ribliographical references. ahbrcvi:riin;ar; Itlust incltrclc ftellstoj?\. ii lrt. 
ahbreviatiorls (e.;~) - 'i!mptrasis addetl'; (i.21.) -= ' ii~seriioi~ atlderl' il,ny lw u s ~ d .  

The full bibliographiral detatls of' 5ourcrs a l e  p~o.vrrled only , ) a l ~  c .rt tire zriif tri 

the manuscrrpt under Rcferertcez. Rcfererzrel rn abc body o l  t h e  tri,urrrtc I r1.r 
should follow the following run.ce~ntcc;a: TJlodlii (1994. 14) ar;:trr.\ .. or t 1  i i z*  c \ r l d  

of a refercnceiqalotdtion: ......... (Dlod'ia 1994: i 4). 

The full namP or rnlt~alr of audhonl as rt alipesrq rn thc sotarit* r e i t t i t  I,+. ir~rri 111 

the reference\ sectton. 

Review article7 and book revrcwq must axlilildr ttrc. Foifowir*y anfo~arr>?~ola 

coocerni~ig the book reviewed: title, ;ruthor, place or pnl~lnc , i i ~ o r ~ ,  rarlhitthi-r i i a r r a  

of publication, number of pages ;an<% the fSil3X nrimt~rr. 

The format for the references section is as f9,b4w7; -- 
Head, Bessie 1974. A Quc.stion rdPr,wcr. Onford: Heirir:rn;~rin XStfoca:iorial ['rlhirsl~er;. 
Mhfophe, GcEna 1990. Nokulunga's Wedding, fn  Van Yiekerk, Annen1:lric (cd): /t<:i?ing 

the Blinds. A Century ofSoirth Afiircm FVonren's .Vforiec. Parklaads: A3 1)iinker. 
Mngadi, Sikhumbozo 19%. 'Popular Memory' ar~rl Social Change iiz Soutit ,Airirat~ 

Historical Drama of the Seventies in English: The Case of ('redo i l lnlwx's Iho5imi4ii. 
Alternation 1,157-.4 1 .  

Fanon, Frantz 1986. Block .";kin, FVIzite Mas l~s  Markmann, Chsrles ~ . , B : I I  (trans).  I , i> t i dOi i :  

Pluto Press. 
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